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Foreword
This is a compilationof abstractsof reports from
Principal Investigatorsof NASA's Office of Space Science,
Division of Lunar and Planetary Programs PlanetaryGeology
Program.
The purpose is to provide a documentwhich succinctly
summarizeswork conducted in this program. Each report
reflects significantaccomplishmentswithin the area of the
author's funded grant or contract.
No attempt has been made to introduceeditorial or
stylistic uniformity;on the contrary, the style of each report
is that of the Principal Investigatorand may best portray his
research. Bibliography informationwill be included in a
separatelypublisheddocument.
Full reports of selected abstractswere presented to the
annual meeting of PlanetaryGeology Principal Investigatorsat
Arizona State University,Tempe, Arizona, January 14-16, 1980.
J. M. Boyce
Acting DisciplineScientist
PlanetaryGeology Program
.o.
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Chapter 1
ASTEROIDS,COMETSAND SATELLITES
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PLANETARY STUDIES, Hannes Alfv_n and D. A. Mendis,
Department of ElectricalEngineering and Computer Science and the
Center for Astrophysics and Space Science, University of California,
San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093 -- Recent observations o£narro_v rings
around Uranus and ffupiterhave lentfurther support to the essential
validityofthe hydromagnetic-planetesimal model for the formation of
planets and satellites(Alfv6nand Arrhenlus, 1976).In order to devel-
op a consistentmodel ofthe evolutionofmatter streams in a magnet-
ized plasma environment we need to study in detailthe physical and
dynamical processes associated with the dust in such an env_rbnment.
This isbecause the dust isthermodynamically coupled to the plasma
via exchange of charge, mass, momentum and energy (Mend[s, 1979a).
This year we have initiatedsuch a study withinthe framework of the
present-day planetarymagnetospheres and the heliosphere since its
predictionscan be verifiedby directobservations. In particular,we
have studiedthe detailedphysics and dynamics of interplanetarydust
entering the Jovian magnetosphere (Mendls, 1979b; Hill and Mendls,
1979a, 19795). These studieshave been successful indescribing the
presently observed distributionofmicrometeoroid dust _dthinthe
Jovian magnetosphere and have thereby underscored the crucialrole
played by electromagnetic forces in the orbitalevolution. We are
extending these studiesto the heliosphere. We propose detailedcal-
culationsofthe orbitsofthese charged mlcrometeoroids in the com-
bined gra_itational,electricand radiativefieldvrithinthe hellosphere
with a view of evaluatingtheir distributions,as well as theirmodula- -
tions with solar cycle. Vie are also extendingthese studiesto the
primitivehellosphere. On the one hand, we expect thatthe additional
electromagnetic perturbationon the dust in prhnitive pre-planetary
_na_.terstreams _,_.1.1.Frov_ole_he ess _nti?.]{n_,redientfar f.he continuous
scrambling of orbitsnecessary for theireventual evolutionintoone or
more larger bodies, rather than a thindisc. On the other hand, physi-
cal processes associated with the dust-plasma interactionsseem to
give a naturalexplanationto the regular densityvariationin the terres-
trialplanetsas well as the Oalilean satellitesof Jupiter. We have
also begun investigationofthe latestages of "jetstream" evolution
when a gravitat£ngbody is present (Hill,1979).
Reference s
Alfven, H.A. and Arrhenius, G. , 1976, Evolution of the Solar System,
NASA SP- 345.
IV[endls,D. A., 1979a, Dust in Cosmic Plasma Env_ronrnents, Astro-
phys. and Space Sc{. (in press).
3
Mendls, D.A., 1979b,Dust-MagnetospherlcInteractions,COSPAI_
Space Research, Vol. XIX (Ed.M. J. Rycroft),Pergamon Press,
p. 423.
Hi]l,J.R. and Mendis, D.A., 1979a,Charged Dust inOuter Plane-
tary Magnetospheres. I. Physicaland Dynamical Process, The
Moon and the Planets,21, 3.
Hill,J.R. and Mendis, D.A., 1979B,Charged Dust inOuterPlane-
taryMagnetospheres. II.Trajectoriesand SpatialDistribution,
The Moon and the Planets(inpress).
Hill,J.R., 1979, JetStream EvolutioninthePresence ofa Gravitat-
ingBody intheStream (underpreparation).
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ASTEROIDCOLLISIONSAND EVOLUTION
Davis, Donald R., Clark R. Chapman, Richard Greenberg, and S.J. Weiden-
schilling, Planetary Science Institute, Tucson, Arizona 85719
Collisions affect asteroids in many ways. Energetic collisions serve
both to destroy large asteroids and create smaller ones. They expose,
on asteroid surfaces, materials originally buried at great depth. Col-
lisions modify asteroid spins and may be largely responsible for asteroid
shapes. Hirayama families are thought to be the result of past major
inter-asteroidal collisions. Dynamical processes proposed for depleting
Kirkwood gaps and for transporting asteroid fragments into Earth-crossing
orbits to fall as meteorites usually invoke collisions. If collisions
serve to fragment and disrupt even the largest asteroids on time scales
comparable with the age of the solar system, then the present asteroid
population itself may be a collisional remnant of a vastly greater early
population. On the other hand, if the efficiency of disruption by colli-
sion is relatively low, some traits of asteroidal sizes and properties
may still reflect early processes of accretion.
During the past year, we have made considerable progress in understanding
the collisional evolution of asteroids. Much of our work was reported a
few months ago at the 1979 meeting of Planetary Geology Principal Inves-
tigators in Providence, R.I. (Chapman et al., 1979). In the intervening
few months, as we await the beginning of our F.Y. 80 program, we have ob-
tained updated results summarized here.
We have developed two numerical models for simulating asteroid collision-
al evolution. These Programs have similar collisional physics, but em-
phasize different aspects of asteroid collision evolution process. One
Program, which is an improved version of the model described by Chapman
and Davis in 1975, models the collisional evolution of the size frequency
distributions of two interacting populations having different material
properties; however, the populations have a fixed distribution of colli-
sion speeds. The other program computes both the size-frequency evolu-
tion and changes in the mean impact speed due to collisions among bodies
of a populationdescribed by a single set of material properties.
The chief conclusions from our 1979 research are:
I. Collisional lifetimes, the mean time between collisions that remove
at least 50% of a body'smass, of most asteroidslarger than 50 km dia-
meter are comparableto or greater than the age of the solar system.
Hence, presentcollisionlifetimesdo not distinguishwhether such aster-
oids.are originalcondensationsor fragmentsof larger bodies.
5
2. Most hypotheticalinitialC asteroid populations,except those with
numerousbodies larger than 300 km diameter,collisionallyevolve to the
presentbelt in 4.5 Gy. The major part of the asteroid populationis in
collisionalequilibrium.
3. Most asteroidslarger than I00 km diameter probablyare fractured;
throughoutmuch of their volume; i,e., they have developeda megarego-
lith.
4. It is predictedthat the rotationrate for large, gravitationally
bound asteroidsshould Be the equilibriumvalue between infrequentlarge
collisionstendingto spin up asteroidsand numerous small collisions
which dampen rotation. The predictionagrees with the observedmean ro-
tation rate only if most (50-I00%}of the collisionalkineticenergy is
convertedinto kineticenergy of ejecta,an unexpectedlylarge percen-
tage. Resultsfrom rotationalstudies-confirmthose from collision evo-
lutionmodeling;namely that for power-lawdistributionswith a popula-
tion index (incrementaldiameter}<4, the initialpopulationcould not
have been appreciablymore numerousthan the presentbelt population.
5. The current asteroidalencounterspeed may be due to (a) gravita-
tional stirringby massive Jupiter-scatteredplanetesimals,or (b)
gravitationalresonanceswith Jupiterwhich swept through the asteroid
zone during early stages of solar system formation.
6. The large mean eccentricitiesand inclinationsof asteroids,result-
ing in an average encounterspeed of 5 km sec-', did not result from
collisionsbetweenreasonablepopulationsof earlyasteroids and Jupiter-
scatteredplanetesimals(JSP}. Foremostplausibledistributions,the
high encounterspeed (3.5-20kmsec-I) betweenasteroidsand JSP would
have collisionallydestroyedthe asteroid populationbefore there could
have been a significantchange in the mean orbitalelementsof asteroids.
Our work on early asteroidevolutionsuggeststhe followingscenario.
Accretionwas proceedingin a high-mass-densitypopulationof proto-
asteroidalplanetesimals,collidingwith each other at low velocities.
Perhapsa Mars mass or even an Earth mass existed in the asteroid zone.
Later, accretionwas terminatedand collisionalerosion began when en-
counter speedswere augmentedby one or more mechanismsassociatedwith
the rapid formationof Jupiter. PerhapsJupiterplanetesimalscollided
with and fragmented,or swept out, many asteroidal planetesimals. Al-
ternatively,the largestJupiter-scatteredbodies gravitationallystirred
up the asteroidsso they began to collidedestructivelywith themselves.
Collisionaldestructionover the age Of the solar system ground down most
of the asteroidalmass to dust, which was removedfrom the asteroid zone.
The largest presentasteroidshave survivedbatteredbut largely intact,
since the end of the accretionera. At smallersizes an increasingfrac-
tion of asteroidsare fragmentsfrom major collisionalevents involving
larger bodies. The smallestasteroidsare overwhelminglyof fragmental
origin.
6
Formore completediscussionof our research,seeour reviewchapterin.
the AsteroidColloquiumvolume(Daviset al., 1979).
REFERENCES:Chapman,C.R.,.D.R.Davis,and R. Greenberg(1979),NASA-TM
80339,6-8;Davis,D.R.,C.R.Chapman,R. Greenberg,and S.J.Weiden-
schilling(1979),in AsteroidsCed.T. Gehrelsand M..Matthews,Univ.of
ArizonaPress),in press.
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SEARCH FOR PLANET-CROSSING ASTEROIDS WITH THE PALOMAR 122-CM
SCHMIDT CAMERA
Shoemaker, Eugene M., Bus, Schelte J., Williams, James G., and
Helin, Eleanor F., Callfornia Institute of Technology, Pasadena,
California 91125
Initial work was carried out in 1978 and 1979 to search for planet-
crossing asteroids with large aperture Schmldt cameras. We report
here preliminary results from a single field photographed by Shoemaker,
Helin and Bus with the Palomar 122-cm Schmidt on four consecutive nights
in early November 1978 and from follow-up positions obtained from four
plates with the same telescope taken on the nights of November 28/29
and 29/30 by Charles T. Kowal, as part of his on-golng solar system survey.
The original 6.6 ° 6°x 6. search field was centered on e = 05h 00m 13s and
= +23 ° 04'27"; both our search field and the fields taken by Kowal
were centered very close to the ecliptic. Baked llla-J plates were
exposed with a Wratten 2c filter on Nov. 5.31979 _ 5.36127, Nov. 6.34375 -
6.38542, Nov. 7.27048 - 7.32256, and Nov. 8.31250-8.36458. On the third
and fourth nights the exposures were gated for ten minutes near the ends
of the exposures. From these latter plates three well defined positions
were obtained for relatively bright asteroids, one at the beginning of
exposure, one at the beginning of the gate, and one at the center of the
trail recorded after gating.
All four plates were scanned during the observing run with a hand lens
for fast moving objects; none were found. After return to Pasadena, the
plate with a gated exposure taken on the third night was examined by
microscope for trailed images. Asteroids found by thismethod were
then identified, where possible, with the aid of a blink comparator on
plates taken on preceding and following nights. Positions (beginnings
and ends of trails) for all objects found on more than one plate were
then measured; approximate orbits and ephemerldes were calculated for
objects found on three or more plates, in order to identify these objects
on the plates taken by Kowal in late November. After measurement of the
positions of identified objects on the late November platel
preliminary orbits were then obtained from _25 day arcs.
Positions for a total of 232 asteroids were measured from the early
November plates and reported to the Minor Planet Center. Positions were
obtained on four plates for 205 asteroids, on three plates only for 20
asteroids, on 2 plates only for 6 asteroids, and on i plate only for one
asteroid. Six of the measured objects are numbered asteroids, three
have been identified with unnumbered asteroids with previously published
orbits, and one is an asteroid discovered in the Palomar-Lelden Survey
that became numbered during the course of our work. Remaining are 145
asteroids for which we have obtained new orbits based on _25kday arcs.
Apparent visual magnitudes of most of the 145 remalning asteroids are in
8
the range 15 to 21. Statistics for the i45 orbfts (based on three
positions) are given in figure i.
The asteroids with osculating perihelion distances in the range
1.70 - 1.90 AU are of special interest as possible Mars crossers. For
13 suchobJects we have calculated improved orbits, based on all the
observed positions,and studied the secularperturbationsfrom the
improvedorbits. The resultsare listed in the table below:
Asteroid A4 _ _ i q e a
AU deK deS deg AU AU
1978VR8 -0.13 15.05 138.47 1.578 1.791 0.222 2.302
1978VL4 -0.06 201.58 229.76 4.107 1.776 0.231 2.309
1978VC6 +0.04 87.56 244.08 9.679 1.736 •0.340 2.630
1978VUI0 +0.05 69.65 257.07 1.926 1.767 0.226 2.283
1978VW5 +0.06 124.77 213.97 2.125 1.777 0.242 2.343
1978VV6 +0.06 274.91 47.25 2.822 1.783 0.208 2.252
1978VM7 +0.06 88.79 241.38 6.360 1.783 0.305 2.567
1978VB6 +0.06 25.69 244.88 23.572 1.859 0.202 2.329
1978VS9 +0.08 286.65 55.26 3.897 i_798 0.190 2.220
1978VB9 +0.09 342.63 54.21 3.365 1.851 0.209 2.339
1978VQ4 +0.11 76.95 227.01 4.111 1.853 0.164 2.217
1978VE7 +0.12 170.28 176.15 0.759 1.383 0.213 2.335
1978VG8 +0.14 282.08 62.53 4.302 1.870 0.270 2.561
The column headed 44 gives the closestapproach to Mars. Asteroids
1978VR8and 1978VL4, for which 44 is'negative,are Mars crossers.
After improvedorbits have been calculatedand studiedfor all 145
asteroidsfor which we obtained_25 day arcs, it is likely that one
or two additionalMars crosserswill be recognized.
As more than 6 percent of the numberedasteroidsare Mars-crossing,the
yield of Mars crossers from 145 randomly selectednew asteroidswould
be expected to be about i0. Our yield is less than this primarily
becausemany of the posslbleMars crossers found on the early November
search field have predictedpositionsthat do not fall on Kowal's late
November plates. Among 32 new objectsfound with predictedpositions
outside the region photographedby Kowal, about a dozen are possibly
planet-crossing. It is necessary•to photographa large area on the
second lunation to recover the majority of planet crossers;we have
attempted to secure this coverage,whenever possible,in our search
programswith large Schmidtcameras.
Among other objects Of interest, about 1 percent of the new asteroids
found are members of the Eos family,about 4 percent are members of
the Coronis family, and about 5 percent are members of the Themis
family. Asteroid 1978VB6 (see table) is a Phocaea.
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Figure i. Distribution of seml-major axis, eccentricity perihelion
distance, inclination, heliocentric distance and longitude of
the node for 145 new asteroids discovered with the Palomar
122-cm Schmldt camera. Preliminary orb£ts are based on
24 to 25 day arcs.
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Comet Encke: Precession of the Spin Axis,
Nongravitational Motion, and Sublimation. F. L. WHIPPLE
(& Z. SEKANINA), Center for Astrophys. - We assume that
the nucleus of P/Encke is an oblate spheroid rotating
about its minor axis. The observed light curve enables
us to calculate the jet force from sublimation both as
a torque, which causes precession of the spin axis, and
as a force transverse to the radius vector, which per-
turbs the orbital motion. The large latitudinal varia-
tion in the sublimation rate derived from the peculiar
light curve is important. Starting with the polar axis
, and lag angle in sublimation as derived by Sekanina, we
iterate the integration over 59 perihelion passages,
1786-1977, to fit the nongravitational transverse force
A2 determined previously from orbital calculations and
to derive the precession of the spin axis. The iterated
fit of A2 is better than 1/3 the mean A2 scatter in the
17 multiple apparitions. We derived numerically four
major parameters: (i) and (2) coordinates of the direc-
tion of the polar axis, (3) the lag angle (assumed con-
stant), and (4) the ratio of rotation period to radius
for an assumed oblateness. A fifth parameter involves
the sublimation rate and a momentum-transfer coefficient.
An independent validation lies in the excellent agreement
in the derived lag angle (to <i°) and the starting polar
direction (to 4°) between our solution and Sekanina's
earlier, entirely independent, results. Even more strik-
ing is the satisfactory prediction of the changing posi-
tion angles of asymmetrica! fan comas from 1805 to 1904,
not included in his Study. The calculated spin axis al-
most flips over between 1786 and 1977, turning more than
i00 ° in longitude and almost 30° in latitude. The obliq-
uity crossed the 90° mark near 1700, reached a maximum of
103° in the 1850's and dropped below 90° after 1950. The
basic period of revolution should begin to increase about
1990. The rotation axis appears to have been virtually
fixed for hundreds of revolutions before 1700, the cur-
rently more active polar hemisphere pointing toward the
sun near perihelion. We suggest that ejected meteoroidal
debris accumulated on the other hemisphere, insulating it
to reduce its activity. We derive a tentative rotation
period of 6h33m (circa 1900) by k_ipple's halo method from
four apparitions in 1838-71 and five in 1937-70. A pos-
sible spinup rate is some 21 minutes per century. The
required mass loss by sublimation is about 0.09 percent
of the comet's mass per revolution, and the mass and ob-
lateness of the nucleus are estimated at less than 1016
grams and less than 4 percent, respectively.
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The Shapes_ Volumes and Mean Densities of Phobos and Deimos. J. Veverka,
P. Thomas, J. Gradie, J. Goguen, Cornell University.
We have reestimated the volumes of the two satellites using Viking
images allowing for the actual shapes and without assuming that the
satellites are trlaxlal ellipsoids. Silhouettesof Phobos and Delmos
are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The irregular shapes of the satellites
suggest =hat they were formed by fragmentation from larger parent bodies
and the presence of ridges continuous over most of each satellite show
that they are not reaccumulations of fragmented debris as has been
suggested by Harris (1978).
We estimate that the actual volume of Phobos is 5050 ± 400 km3, a
value similar to that used by Tolson et el. (1978) in estimating the
density of Phobos, but smaller than that found by Turner (1978)or
Duxbury (1979). For Deimos we estimate a volume of 950 ± 150 km3, sub-
stantlally lower than that given by Duxbury (1979) on the basis of a
trlaxial model.
These volumes combined with mass estimates for the satellites given
by Christensenet el. (1977)and by Duxbury (1979)yield the mean densi-
ties around 2 gm/c-_mTmfor both satellites (Table 1).
If the mean densities are really close to 2 gm/cm3 (note the large
error bars) then the best explanation is that these obJec£s are made of
low density carbonaceous ehondri=e material. We have constructedmodels
in which the satellites consist entirely of regollth to see whether the
constituentmaterial can have a density much in excess of the mean density
of the Satellites. Assuming that under self-gravltythis regoli=h dis-
plays =he compaction characteristicsof lunar soils and of laboratory
materials, it is difficult to construct the satellites of materials whose
mean density is significantlyhigher than the mean density of the objects.
TABLE i: BULK PROPERTIES OF PHOBOS AND DEIMOS
Phobos Deimos
Axes (radii)
a (km) 13.5 7.5
b 10.5 6.0
c 9.0 5.0
Mass (i0*e gin) 9.6 ± 2.0 2.0 ± 0.7
Volume(_3)
Duxbur[* 5200± 600 1300Z 300
ThomasT 5050± 400 950 _+150
Density (gm/cm3)
Duxbury 1.9 ± 0.4 1.5 ± 0.6
Thomas 1.9 ± 0.4 2.1 ± 0.5
* Volumeofmodelellipsoid.
± Volumeallowingfordeparturesfrommodelellipsoid.
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FIGUREi. Silhouettesof Phobos FIGURE2. Silhouettesof Delmos
basedon Vikingimages, basedon Viking_'mages.
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DYNAMICALSTUDIESOF PHOBOSAND DEIMOS: GROOVEORIGIN AND EJECTA
DYNAMICS
Davis, Donald R., S.J. Weidenschilling, Clark R. Chapman, Richard
Greenberg, Planetary Science Institute, Tucson, Arizona 85719;
Kevin Housen, University of Arizona Lunar and Planetary Laboratory
Tucson, Arizona 85721.
Spacecraft imagery of Phobos and Deimos, showing the unusual grooves on
Phobos as well as the strikingly different surface appearances of the
two satellites, presents us with new data with Which to learn about the
surfaces of small bodies. Wedescribe here initial results of dynamical
studies pertinent to groove origin together with the unusual ejecta tra-
jectories and dynamical environment that exists in this satellite sys-tem.
Detailed studies of the groove system by Thomas (1978) and Thomas et al.
(1978) show that the grooves are most prominent near the large crater
Stickney. However, analysis of groove plane orientations indicates
that many of them are parallel to principal planes of the approximate
triaxial ellipsoidal shape of Phobos. Various hypotheses have been ad-
vanced to account for these grooves, including (a) tidal stresses due
to nearby Mars (Soter and Harris, 1977), (b) aerodynamic drag stress
during capture of Phobos (Pollack and Burns, 1977), (c) fractures from
the Stickney forming impact (Thomas et al., 1978), and secondary crater-
ing chains (Head and Cintala, 1979). The first model predicts that
grooves are young, but superimposed craters on grooves suggest that this
is not the case. Tidal or aerodynamic stresses do not explain the asso-
ciation of grooves with Stickney. Impact fractures do not account for
groove plane orientation controlled by the shape of Phobos.
A recent model by Weidenschilling (1979) proposes a modification of the
impact hypothesis for groove origin. In this scenario, prior to the
Stickney-forming event, Phobos was synchronously rotating in an orbit
larger than its present one. The Stickney impact broke the synchronous
rotational lock and started Phobos rotating about a random axis. The
non-synchronous rotation, coupled with Phobos' irregular shape and the
tidal gravity field of Mars, generated a time varying stress field
throughout the volume of Phobos' interior which gave rise to the grooves.
This model assumes that material weakened by fracturing from Stickney
yielded along planes of maximumshear stress which were controlled by the
shape of Phobos. Most Stickney ejecta would have been deposited over the
surface, either by direct ballistic emplacement or by recapture from
circum-Mars orbit, long before the non-synchronous rotation of Phobos was
damped out. Hence, grooves could have been formed or regenerated subse-
quent to blanketing by Stickney ejecta.
Dynamical calculations using a realistic model for the satellite environ-
ment have been carried out in order to explore the plausibility of a
]4
secondaryimpact origin for the grooves by Stickneyejecta. Impact
loci for particleslaunchedfrom Stickney in differentdirectionsand
with varying speeds were calculatedusing a rotating,triaxial ellip-
soid to represent Phobosand includingthe effect of Mars gravity. Cal-
culationshave been carriedout both at the presentdistance of Phobos
from Mars as well as at greaterorbital distancesthat Phobosmay have
had in the past. Figure l illustratesimpact loci at the time when Pho-
bos was located midway betweenthe current positionand the Mars-syn-
chronous orbit distance. Calculationsat other distancesand using non-
synchronousrotation rates for Phobos produceimpact patternsthat only
marginallyresemble groove orientations. The best approximationto the
observedgroove patternwas found assuming that Phobos is far from Mars.
At best, however,impact loci are consistentwith only a fractionof the
observed grooves;no impact loci have been found which match the grooves
lying in planes which are far removedfrom the center of Phobos. While
secondaryimpactsmay explainsome groove features,it appears necessary
to seek other mechanisms also in order to understandall groove orientat-
tions.
The unusualdynamicalenvironmentof Phobos,due principallyto its prox-
imity to Mars, producesnon,._ntu_t_vejecta dis:tr_butionpatterns. Not
only does the escape speed vary with locationover the surface, but also
with directionfrom any particularpoint on the surface. Furthermore,
the distance that a particletravels also dependson locationand initial
direction,so that non-escapingejecta from an impact would not be uni-
formly deposited in all directions. Ejecta distributionpatternsfor
material launchedwith speeds up to 7 m/s from two sites on the surface
of Phobos are shown in Figure 2. Materialejected from (ON,315E)approx-
imatelythe locationof the center of Stickney,shows a highly asymme-
tric distribution;material launched in the progradedirection (relative
to the rotationof Phobos)travelsfurther than material ejectedwith the
same speed in the retrogradedirection. The.dominantcause of this asym-
metry is the Coriolisforce which tends to deflect particlestraveling
in the progradedirectionaway from the surface,while those moving in
the retrogradesense are bent toward the surface. The effect of this
force increaseswith increasingejecta flight times.
Can these dynamicalcalculationsof ejecta distributionsbe relatedto
observed distributionsof ejecta on Phobos? Thomas (1978) finds only two
II --
craters on Phobos that show possibleevidenceof ejecta as "blanketso
theohummockyarea east of Stickney and a bright,rayed crater near 0 ,
230 . However, inferencesregardingejecta distributionpatternsand
regoliththicknesson Phobos and Deimos are too inconclusivefor mean-
ingful comparisonwith theoreticalpredictionsat this time.
REFERENCES: Head, J,W,, and M.J. Clntala (Ig79),NAS_ATM 80339, 19-21;
Pollack,J;B., and J.A. Burns (1977),BAAS 9, 518-B19;Soter,S., and A.
Harris {1977),Nature 268, 421-422;Thomas, P. (1978),Dissertati'on,Cor-
nell University;Thomas, P., J. Veverkaand T. Duxbury(Ig78), Nature
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273, 282-284;Weidenschilling,S,J. (197g},Nature, in press.
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FIGURE1: Ejectadistributionpatternfrom Stickneywith Phobos located
midway betweencurrent positionand synchronousorbit distance
Vorbltal
FIGURE 2: Ejecta impactdistributionsfor three primary impactson Pho-
bos at (ON,270E),(ON,315E). Impact contoursare calculated for ejecta
velocitiesof 0.5, l.O, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 5.0 and 7.0 m/s respectivelyin
going from innermostto ourtermostcontoursand the initiallaunch angle
was 450 from the surfacenormal. Variationsin the ejecta distributions
reflect the differencesin the effectivesurfacegravityat different
points on Phobos Non-closureof contours indicatesthat particleses-
caped in those directions.
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ORIGIN OF LUNAR GRABENS AND CONSTRAINTS ON THE TOTAL EXPANSION OF THE
MOON
Golombek, _tthew P. and George E. McGill, Dept. of Geology/Geography,
Univ. of Massachusetts, Amherst 01003
Straight and arcuate lunar rilles can provide reasonable estimates of the
tensile stress and strain that have affected near-surface rocks (i, 6, 7).
Furthermore, because the age of these grabens is known (2), the inferred
stresses and strains constrain theories of lunar thermal evolution.
Solomon and Head (6, 7) have suggested a model of lunar thermal history
that is consistent with the age of the grabens. We believe that their
approach is unusually interesting because of this effort to satisfy geo-
logical constraints. However, we also believe thatthe grabens provide
an even more severe constraint on lunar thermal history.
In a study of the geometry of major lunar grabens, Golombek (i) deter-
mined that the increase in surface area of the Moon implied by these gra-
bens could be satisfied by an increase in the lunar radius (AR) of _20m.
If smaller and geometrically more uncertain structures are included
(e.g., 2), the figure for AR may be increased to _55m. These numbers are
not strictly dependent on any of the geometric details developed by
Golombek (i), nor are they dependent on his underlying mechanical model
(3). The only assumptions necessary are that the faults bounding these
grabens dip %60 °, and that the bulk of the global expansion is expressed
as visible faults. The first assumption is supported by a wealth of ob-
servation, theory, and experiment; the second, though more debatable, is
reasonable because elastic expansion or brittle failure of the coherent
rocks of the elastic lithosphere will impose an extension on the over-
lying megaregolith which, because of its very low tensile strength, will
respond by failure along faults and not be simple elastic expansion. Ex-
pansion is determined by simply estimating the average structural depth
of each graben and calculating the average increase in width. Multiply-
ing this by the graben length gives the surface area increase; AR is then
calculated from the total area increase for all grabens, iThis yields a
maximum AR because deformation of the lithosphere is assumed to be en-
tirely elastic; if open tension cracks are formed in the lithosphere the
grabens could be due, in part, to drainage of megareg01ith into these
cracks, thus allowing an even smaller AR (i).
The model by Solomon and Head (6, 7) predicts the occurrence of peak
lunar volume near the end of graben formation at 3.6±0.2 byBP (2). In
addition, the model predicts times of expansion or contraction before and
after the period of graben formation (Fig. i); predictions that can be
checked against observable surface geology, the fact that almost all
lunar grabens appear as fresh, relatively unmodified features implies
that they formed over a geologically short time interval. It is inter-
esting, but probably coincidental (Fig. i), that the thermal expansion
curve of Solomon and Head (6, 7) predicts the appropriate AR (_55m) to
account for the observed grabens in about 150my before peak volume. But
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where are the grabens corresponding to the much greater expansion predic-
ted for the immediately preceding few hundred my? Terminal bombardment
cannot have destroyed all of them. In particular, there shouldbe more
grabens older than existing grabens but younger than 3.9 byBP (_end of
terminal bombardment) than there are existing grabens. These hypothet-
ical grabens may have been modified by impact but they should still be
recegnizeable. The only way to account for their absence is to assume
either that they were buried by younger basalts, or to conclude that the
Moon did not expand significantly in the critical time interval. Al-
though burial of grabens by basalt flows is observed on the Moon, the
cumulative length of grabens which must be covered since heavy bombard-
ment is roughly 4 times the length now present. This possibility seems
highly unlikely considering that: i) most lunar grabens occur peripheral
to basins where basalt cover is;thin and discontinuous, 2) some basins
probably preserve nearly their entire record of extensional faulting
(e.g., Humorum), and 3) some graben clusters occur entirely in highland
regions (e.g., Petavius). This leaves us with the conclusion that the
Moon has not expanded as much as suggested in Figure I.
If the visible grabens can be explained by a AR of only a few 10's of
meters, it is of interest to ask if any AR is necessary. As has been
noted (e.g., 5) most grabens are areally related to the mare basins.
Solomon and Head (6, 7) explain this as due to the superposition of local
stresses due to basin subsidence on global tension resulting from expan-
sion. However, it is possible that the entire observed extension implied
by the grabens is due to bending of a thick lithosphere around the periph-
ery of the mare basins.
Assume a rough correspondence between the position of the grabens and the
position of the anticlinal flexure. Assume also that the flexure can be
approximated by a circular arc of large radius of curvature (fig. 2).
From the geometry of Figure 2:
0 = LI (p+0.5T)_e (1)
where L = arc length m width of graben belt, p = radius of curvature, 0 =
central angle subtended by L, T = thickness of elastic lithosphere, and
= maximun angle of dip of flexed surface. But the "fiber strain", Ef,
of a flexed beam or plate is, to first order, equal to the distance from
the "neutral fiber" of the flexure divided by the radius of curvature.
Thus, for the top of the elastic lithosphere:
_f a 0.5T/p (2)
and:
_f _ T_/(2L-T_) (3)
Measurements of inclined layers in the Serenitatis Basin sensed by the
Apollo 17 Sounder (4) suggest that _ may be as high as 3.5 @. Tipped cra-
ters around Mare Humorum indicate dips of _i.i °. Mare Humorum provides
an excellent test because it is a small basin bounded by relatively large
concentric grabens (i.e., Rimae Hippalus); if these grabens can be ex-
plained by gentle flexing alone, then the grabens associated with larger
basins will be even easier to explain. For Humorum, L may be taken
either as the actual width of a graben set (_50 km) or as the width of a
concentric zone containing all associated grabens (_190 km). Some
results are:
2O
AL(measured from
T(km) L(km) = (radians) AL=cf.L grabens)
50(7) 50 .019 .0096 480m 470m(i)
50(7) 190(7) .019 .0025 475m 470m(i)
Even though the two models yield almost the same total extension (AL),
the implied stresses differ, with L=190km yielding the more believable
values of tensile stress for reasonable values of Young's modulus. In-
creasing e increases AL, but also results in unrealistically high
stresses.
The total expansion implied by lunar grabens is about an order of magni-
tude less than predicted by the model of Solomon and Head (6, 7). In
fact, the grabens can be explained as entirely due to bending strains
peripheral to sagging mare basins. A small amount of global expansion
remains possible, but is not required. Perhaps the model for thermal
evolution can be modified to predict either less expansion or a more com-
plex curve of AR vs. time such that much more of the desired expansion is
accomplished earlier, coincident with terminal bombardment.
(i) Golombek, M.P., J. Geophys. Res., 84, 4657-4666, 1979.
(2) Lucchitta, B.K., & J.A. Watkins, Proc. 9th LPC, 3459-3472, 1978.
(3) McGIII, G.E., NASA Tech. Mem.' 79729, 100-102, 1978.
(4) Phillips, R.J., & T.A. Maxwell, Lun. Plan. Sci. IX, 890-892, 1978.
(5) Quaide, W., Icarus, 4, 374-389, 1965.
(6) Solomon, S.C., & J.W. Head, J. Geophys. Res., 84, 1667-1683, 1979.
(7) Solomon, S.C., & J.W. Head, Rev. Geophys. Space Physics, in press.
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Fig. i Thermal model of the moon relating AR,
the change in radius to time (6,7). Peak lunar I // BASIN
volume occured near 3.6 byBP when graben forma- _/p CENTER
tion ceased (2). Plotted with this curve is the
maximum AR neccessary for the formation of all
lunar grabens _55m. This plot coupled with the
observation that most lunar grabens appear in a
similar state of degredation indicates that gra-
ben formation ocurred during a limited (_lS0my)
period in lunar history. Grabens are not evident Fig. 2 Idealized geom-
on surfaces corresponding to th_ expansion por- etry of basin periphery.
tion of this curve previous to this time.
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THE GRAVITY ANOMALIES OF OCEAN-US PROCELLARL_
Whitford-Stark, J.L., Dept. of Geological Sciences, Brown Unlv., Provi-
dence, RI 02912
Sjogren et al. I noted that, in Procellarum, the gravity structure cal-
culated from the line of sight accelerations of the Apollo 16 subsatel-
llte (Fig. i) dld not correlate wlth any visible surface features.
Later, Scott 2 by combining data from several missions defined linear
gravity anomalies within Procellarum; highs corresponding to mare ridg-
es and lows to intervening topographic lows. Scott also noted that a
westward shift of i to 2° of the gravity axes would produce a better
correlation. Recent detailed mapping of Procellarum by Whitford-Stark
and Head 3 has defined four major llthostratlgraphic basaltic units.
Comparison of figures la and Ib indicate a correlation between the
youngest, medium to hlgh titanium basalts and the strong positive grav-
ity anomalies. Thls correlation is more pronounced over the entirety
of Procellarum as illustrated in Flg. 2b and Flg. i of Whitford-Stark
and Head. _
Morphological crlterla3, s indicate the western part of Fig. i to be
more deeply flooded than the eastern and therefore it should have a
stronger positive gravity anomaly rather than a weaker anomaly. This
discrepancy can perhaps be reconciled if it is assumed that the older,
intermediate basalts of the western portion have undergone, at least
partial, Isostatlc equilibration whereas the younger basalts have not.
It would require a thickness of about.400 m of basalt with a density of
3.0x10 3 kg/m 3 to produce a 50 milllgal anomaly. This thickness Is the
estimated average thickness of Procellarum basalts. 6 It was during the
deposition of the sequence of intermediate basalts that the tectonic
rifles near the mare/highland boundary and the major mare ridges ter-
minated formation. The younger titanium basalts contain no tectonic
rifles and only minor ridges. Thus by the end of deposition of the in-
termediate basalts, the lunar crust was not responding to the basalt
load as dramatically as earlier. 7 In fact, the pre-existing ridges acted
to channel and confine the youngest Procellarum flows. 6
Employing the simplified relationship of Haskell 8
t 20_
e _ pg_
(where te is equilibration time, _ is the crustal viscosity, p is the
density, g is gravity and £ is the half length) with the values for
Procellarum (4 = 275 x 10 3 m, p = 3.0 x 10 3 kg/m 3, g = 1.62 m/s 2 and te
as the age of the intermediate basalts estimated at 3.3 ± 0.3 b.y. 3)
gives an estimated crustal viscosity of approximately 7.0 x i02s poise.
This is of the same order of magnitude as that derived by Kunze 9
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_ 1025(1.6 + 0.3 x poise) for the lunar mare crust on the basis of sett_
ling trends of mare craters, The non-isostatic beha#ior of the young-
est Procellarum basalts could reflect a rapid increase in sub,hare
crustal viscosity following the deposition of the intermediate basalts.
Other prominent gravity-geology correlations of figures 1 and 2 are the
negative anomalies of young craters and highland material and the posi-
tive anomalies of Humorum, Imbrium and Orientale. Particularly inter-
esting in the linear positive anomaly to the southwest of Procellarum
(Fig. 2b). This correlates with Rima Sirsalis which also has an assoc-
iated magnetic anomaly I° and has been interpreted as a major structural3
feature of Procellarum; probably a dike intruded fault.
References: 1Sjogren W.L. et al. 1974, The Moon 9, 115-128; 2Scott D.H.
1974, PLSC-5, 3025-3036; _i-_ord-Stark J.L, and Head J,W. 1979, Sub-
mitted to J. Geophys. Res.; _Whitford-Stark J.L. and Head J.W. 1978,
Lunar & Plan. Sci. IX, 1250-1252; SDeHon R. 1979, Lunar & Plan. Sci. X_,
274-276; 6Pieters C.M. et al. 1979, Submitted to J. Geophys. Res.;
?Solomon S.C. and Head J,W. 1979, J_. Geophys. Res. 84, 1667-1682;
_askell N.A. 1937, Am. J. Sci. 33, 22-28; 9Kunze A.W.G. 1974, Ph__h_.
Earth Plan. Int. 14_-l-12_-F_Andeerson K.A. et 71977, Earth Plan.
Sci_ Lett_ 34__141--151; I Frontispiec_ _rontis_, P-LSC-7.
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Figure l, A, Gravity structure of part of southern Oceanus Proceila_m
taken fr_ (I). B. Geol_icalmap of the s_e area.
Figure 2. A. Bouger gravity map of Procellarum based on twelfth degree
and order ha_onic. Taken fr_ (}I). B. Gravity of Procellarum at i00
altitude based on 350 surface disks. Taken fr_ (i0).
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IRREGULARITIESOF LUNAR BASIN STRUCTURE
Wilhelms,Don E., U.S. GeologicalSurvey,Menlo Park, CA 94025
Most previous reviewsof ringedimpactbasins have stressed regulari-
ties of ring spacing and morphologicsimilaritiesto craters (1-9).
Ring spacingand overall complexitydo seem to increase approximately
with basin size (2-9),and depositsof basin ejecta generallyresemble
those of craters. Irregularitiesand asymmetries,however,also char-
acterizebasins. In this abstractI describesome departuresfrom
ideal ring form and ejecta patternthat may shed light on the still-
vexing problems of ring origin and size of the excavatedcavity.
Interior: Well-exposedbasins the size of Hertzsprung(570km) and
larger display irregularor chaoticinteriormorphologythat replaces
the regularring structurein some sectors. For example,much of the
north half of the figure-8-shapedHumboldtianumdouble or triplebasin
(i0)consistsof irregular,raggedhills apparentlyat the level of the
surroundingterrain. Even the otherwiseannularOrientalecontainsa
jumbledzone in which ring structureis weakly evident. Morphologies
both of these irregularzones and of the better definedpeak rings of
basins (4) are more nearly consistentwith origin by forcefuluplift
(1,9,11,12)than with passivepostexcavationadjustments (2,4,5,7).
The uplift may have been oscillatory--oneof the earliestmechanisms
proposed for ring origin (i,ii)and recentlyrevi_ed (12).
Topographicrim and exterior: Rings that bound the topographicbasin--
and that are consideredalternativelyas the boundary of the excavation
(9,13,14)or as exterior scarps (7,10,15-17)--alsodepart from perfect
concentricityand regularmorphology. For example, Imbriumis bounded
by a single,massive topographicrim in the south and southeast (Montes
Carpatus and Apenninus),but the continuationof Montes Apenninusap-
parently splits into two segmentsin Montes Caucasus (fig.i). One
segmentcontinuesas the rugged Montes Alpes,which is the apparent in-
ner boundary of the knobby Alpes Formation. The other continuesas the
scarplike but massif-linednorth shore of Mare Frigoris,which is the
apparentinner boundary of lineateddeposits and secondary-impact
grooves. Thereforethe Imbriumbasin rim is single in the south and
double in the north. The divisionoccurs at an outwardbend in Montes
Caucasus,whose summit is lineatedat an angle that is oblique to the
scarp but radial to the center of the Carpatus-Apenninus-Alpescircle
(lat. 33°N, long. 17°W). The Serenitatisrim may have blocked expan-
sion of the Imbriumbasin in the Apenninus-southernCaucasus sector
during the excavation_while the Frigorissector expanded fartherbe-
cause of more favorabletarget-materialproperties. The northernpair
of rings resemblesthe Rook-Cordillerapair of Orientale (3-9,15,16)in
respectto summit morphologies,relativepositions,and ejecta type.
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The irregularitiesof the outer rings may be interpretedas the result
of either differentialdeformationor differentialexcavation. The
purely deformationalmodel that is most_>nearl_consistentwith clear
geologic relationsat Orientale (superpositionof ejecta on the Cordil-
lera ring; 9,15,16)involvesdownwardand inwardmovement,during cra-
tering,of a deformed zone outsidethe excavation (15,16). In this
model, the curvedCaucasus scarp of Imbrium formedduring crateringand
was struck grazingblows by projectilesfrom a cavityboundedby Montes
Alpes. I suggest,alternatively,that deformedmaterialwas also ejec-
ted from the outer zones of Imbri_n (Alpes-Frigorisshelf) and Orien-
tale (Rook-Cordillerashelf; 9). Experimentalanalogssuggestthat
spallingor other deformationahead of the expandingexcavationdiffer-
entiallypreconditionedthe outer zones for subsequentejection (18).
Differentialdeformationand differentialexcavationare both consis-
tent with the postulatethat the main excavatedcavity is gravity-
scaled (1/4root) whereas the outer zone is strength-scaled(1/3root)
the differencesin the two dimensionsbecome increasinglysignificant
in high-energyimpacts (17,19). The inner, gravity-scaledcavity
(Alpes-Apenninus-Carpatus;Rook) may be the source of most ejecta,but
the shelves contributetheir share in easily strippedzones of large
basins, and their outer boundary (Frigoris-Apenninus-Carpatus;Cordil-
lera) is the excavationboundary. Crisiummay have been excavatedto
a 530-km radius in some sectors.
Ejecta blanket: The best observedbasin-ejectablankets and secondary-
crater fields are asymmetric (Orientale(16), Schrodinger,Imbrium,
Nectaris,Hertzsprung,Korolev, Humboldtianum). Their map patterns are
elongatedN-S or NW-SE. These patterns(alsoobservedin craterejecta)
are c_nsistent with basin formation by oblique impacts from directions
perpendicularto the elongations (16,20,21). Shallowerdepths of
energy release than for craters are indicatedby the linear geometry
of "sculpture" (I,ii)and of such secondary-craterchains as those of
Schrodinger.
Discussionand conclusions: The generalpicture of ringed basin struc-
ture seems to be one of irregularitiessuperposedon an overall,more
regularpattern dictatedby impactmagnitude. Obliqueimpacts appar-
ently produced the asymmetricejecta and may also have caused the in-
terior and exteriorirregularities,perhaps because their energy is
coupledinto the targetmaterial from a slopingzone (21). Layering of
targetmaterials is an attractiveexplanationfor departuresfrom the
regularscheme including (a) the peak-in-ring-in-rimconfigurationof
the otherwise craterlikeAntoniadiand Compton (9), (b) two pulses of
ejecta from large basins (lineatedHevelius and knobby Montes Rook
types at Orientale;9,15,16,22), (c) interplanetarydifferencesin
basin morphology, (d)partial rimlikemorphologiesof nested basin
rings (9,13,14),(e)diverse developmentof interiorsectorsof a basin,
and (f) differentialdeformationor excavationof outer zones.
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NORMALFAuLTs ONMERCURY: EXAMPLESIN THE KUIPERQUADRANGLE
Scott, D. H., U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona 86001,
Underwood, J. R., Jr., Dept. of Geology, Kansas State University,
Manhattan, Kansas 66506, and De Hon, R. A., Dept. of Geosciences,
Northeast Louisiana University, Monroe, Louisiana 71209
Linear scarps resembling those formed by normal faults occur in Several
areas on Mercury. Around large basins, particularly Caloris, these
scarps form radial or subradial straight-walled valleys similar to
some of those around the Orientale and Imbrium Basins on the Moon (1,2).
Whether these features are faults and grabens of tectonic origin or
represent sculpture produced by gouging of low-angle ejecta and over-
lapping secondary craters is difficult to tell, as distinguishing
criteria are usually absent. Some scarps, however, are not associated
with basinsand appear comparatively fresh and young (3). They do not
have lobate fronts with rounded crests that are characteristic of lava
flows and thus probably are fault scarps. Unlike the Moon, where
rifles cross rugged highlands and smooth plains alike, the flatness of
the mercurian terrain and consequent small deviations of the fault
traces provide little information on the inclinations of their planes.
In the Kuiper quadrangle, scarps interpreted as normal faults have
been mapped in smooth plains material covering the floors of relatively
young (class 4) craters (4,5). These faults clearly offset the plains
material, and their traces are also discernible in places on the walls
of some craters where they are inclined in directions consistent with
normal displacements. In the 75-km-diameter crater centered near lat
19° S, long 31° , two branches of a northwest-trending fault are nearly
linear and parallel but discontinuous at the crater's central peaks
(fig. !). Plains on the southwest side of the faults are lower than
those on the northeast. The northwest branch of the fault intersects
the crater wall within a shadow zone, but the scarp is still faintly
visible as a brighter line extending upward along the wall with the
geometry indicative of a fault plane dipping to the southwest. The
southeast fault branch appears in the crater wall as a slight declivity.
There, too, the change in direction of the fault trace from crater
floor to wall reflects normal displacement.
Another young crater about 70 km in diameter located near lat 16° N,
long 30° also shows a northwest-trending fault across its central
floor andwalls, similar to the preceding example. Here, however,
there is less deviation in the surface trace of the fault from floor
to wall, probably indicating a more steeply dipping plane. At other
places within Kuiper and other quadrangles of Mercury, scarps transect
crater walls and adjacent terrain but maintain their linearity, and
thus may represent high-angle normal, reverse, or vertical faults (6).
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A few depressions on Mercury resemble broad rilles or rift valleys and
are partly bounded along their length by scarps. One of these in
the Kuiper quadrangle, Santa Maria Rupes, shows opposing low-relief
scarps across a wide valley in its northern part and is mapped as a
graben (5). Another prominentscarp in the Discovery quadrangle,
appropriately named "Discovery Rupes", is several hundred kilometers
long and has a lobate and.rounded front. It has been interpreted to
be a thrust fault on the basis of its morphology (7). However, where
this feature transects a crater located near lat 54° S-, 38° , the feature
consists of two opposing scarps separating a long, depressed region
having the appearance of a graben.
Normal faults on Mercury are much less numerous than on theMoon. Their
occurrence, however, in relatively young plains material may signify
a late period of crustal extension in the evolutionary history of the
planet. :
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Figure l.--Normalfault cuttingwalls and floor of crater. Rimcrests
of older and/or smallercratersin area are shown by conventional
symbol. Letter symbols;ps, smooth plains,cP4, cw4, and cr4 indicate
centralpeak, wall, and rim respectivelyof class 4-crater.-
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INTERCRATERPLAIflSOF MERCURY
Leake,MarthaA., Lunarand PlanetaryLaboratory,Universityof
Arizona,Tucson,AZ, B5721
Following the _k_iner %0 flybys of Mercury, a study was undertaken to
define and constrain the nature and origin of the intercrater plains.
This study consisted of geologically mapping Mercury's incoming side
and of determining crater statistics of heavily cratered terrain and
surrounding intercrater regions. The smooth plains of the incomin_
side and the lunar intercrater plains in the southern highlands were
studied similarly. The major product of this research is a geological
terrain map of the incoming side of Mercury e_ploying five units each of
crater and plains materials to sizes as small as _0 km. Yam units are
extended into the hilly and lineated terrain establishing map continuity
and enabling a determination of the relative age of this area. Plains
units are assigned an age based on the relative ages of the craters
which they e_bay or which are superposed on them, a method used in
the forthcc_zLngU_S maps of Mercury's quadrnngles. Relative ages of
craters were derived from their degradational state patterned after that
system used by the Lunar °and Planetary Lab for lunar cratersl class I
craters are freshest and class 5 most degraded (I). For example, plains
within class 2 eraters or superposed on C2 eJecta blankets, and cratered
by Cl craters or their secondaries, are designated P2 plains. The re-
lative ages of the oldest plains units are still ambiguous! they may
overlie or underlie the oldest C5 craters. An additional category, C5',
designates the vague, ancient, circular depressions, often buried by P5
material. The P5 through P3 plains generally comprise the intercrater
plains mapped by Trask and Guest (2)I most of the PI and P2 units are
textural equivalents of the _nooth plains occupying large areas of the
outgoing side. Table I lists the crater classes and plains units, their
descriptions and the percentage of map area covered by each.
The hilly and lineated area forms a critical link between relative ages
established on the outgoing and incoming sides. Rather than designate
this area as a separate unit or deposit, it was treated as a region dis-
turbed by some distinct event. To determine the relative age of this
disturbance, plains and crater units were continued into this region
from the surrounding area. Sections of rims of class 3 craters are mod-
ified where they extend into the hilly and lineated area| exterior to
this boundary, the rims are intact. Class I and 2 craters superposed on
this surface are unmodified. Furthermore, s_ooth plains in this zone
are undisturbed and fill older, heavily disrupted craters such as Pe-
trarch. Hummocky P3 material fills some craters of classes 3,4, and 5
northeast of Petrarch. These stratigraphic relations suggest that the
disturbance occurred sometime between the formation of class 2 and 3
craters. Independently, in geological mapping of the H-3 and H-8 quad-
drengles, _cOauley et al. (3) find that the Calorie impact occurred be-
tween the formation periods of (LPL) class 2 and 3 craters. This agree-
ment of relative ages lends support to the proposal by Schultz and
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Gault (h) that the hilly and lineated terrain was disrupted by seismic
waves which were generated by the Caloris impact and then focused on
its antipodal area.
Using the Caloris impact at the end of the class 3 period as a "time
hnrizon," craters and plains units of the geologic map were dated rela-
tive to the Caloris event. Paleogeologic maps were constructed by
grouping units of class I and 2 as Post-Caloris features, units of class
3 as "Caloris" features, and units of classes _,5, andS" as Pre-Caloris
features. Large basins of 100 to _00 _u in diameter and ubiquitous
plains dominate the Fre-Oaloris surface. Since some plains even bury
the C5' structures and their underlying surfaces, the intercrater plains
are not primordial. The "Caloris" surface also consists of mostly pre-
Caloris material, but is labelled separately to emphasize the oontinu-
ing plains emplacement and fairly heavy cratering which preceded the
Caloris impact. By contrast, the Post-Caloris surface is sparsely pop-
ulated with craters and plains. Many of the smooth plains are isolated,
remote from younger craters, interspersed wlth older plains deposits, or
lie in Pre-Caloris craters and basins. Thls distribution makes it un-
likely that the _nooth plains were formed strictly by ballistic deposi-
tion of eJecta. The paleogeologic maps and measurements of the existing
plains' area (Table I) confirm that plains formation on the incoming
side generally decreases with time, falling off extensively after the C3
cratering period. The percentage of the mapped area (A = 1.028_.I07 kin2)
covered by different ages of plains, both exterior and interior to cra-
ters, was compared to the percentage area covered by the craters. This
latter value is an upper limit to crater areal coverage determined by
summing the values of crater "density" p = (_D2N-100)/(hA) ever all dia-
meters M _0 km for each class of crater. D is the geometric mean of the
diameter hi_.; N is the number of craters in that bin. In general, the
percentage of area covered by craters also declines with decreasing age,
although not in a manner to suggest plains formation by eJecta deposi-
tion alone. Gault et al. (5) have noted that the extent of the contin-
uous eJecta blanket and secondary crater field around mercurian craters
is more limited than around lunar craters. Trask and Strom (6) have
noted that some craters are relatively well preserved near the rims of
later basin-sized impacts, indicating that the resurfacing potential of
mercurian craters is not _xtensive. Table I shows that intercrater
plains P3 through P5 cover n6arly _% of the map surface while only 30%
is covered by craters of the same ages. If the resurfacing potential of
existing craters is mnall, then many more basins than are visible are
required to create this amount of ir_ercrater material through deposi-
tion of eJecta. Contribution of surface material from a third source,
which is most likely volcanic, is indicated.
The three competing theories of the origin of Mercury's plains aret (a)
a primordial surface remaining after global malting and solidification,
(b) basin eJecta and melt deposits, and (c) volcanic deposits. It is
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doubtful that the oldest intercraterPlain# (F" and PS) representa prl-
mor_ial surfacebecausetheir formationspans a r_nge of time overlap-
ping Mercury's heavy bombardmentrepresentedby class _ and 5 craters.
Furthermore,parts €_the oldest plains unit (PS)burle._craterseven
older than class 5. Extensiveareas of youngerintercraterplains (P3)
were apparentlyemplacednear the end of heavy bombardment. As noted
above, resurfacingby ballisticdepositionmust be supplementedby other
materials and processes. Argumentsfor plains formationby volcanism
include the extensivenature of the intercraterplains,the lack of
source basins for these plains as well.asfor isolated smoothplains
filling older craters, and tentativevolcanicfeatures. Strom (7) and
Dzurisin (8) and others suggestthat the crater Renoir containsvolcan-
ic material;that hypothesisis supportedin this analysis. On the in-
coming side and adjacentquadrangles,such as H-15 and H-12, domical
structures,large sinuousvalleysheaded in craters,rimlessdepres-
slons, and flat, inundatedcraters_th radiatingtectonicfeaturesmay
be sites of past volcanicactivity,some of which are quite ancient.
Ridges like P_irniRupes may be, as suggestedby Dzurisin (8), fissures
along which extensiveplains depositswere extruded.
In _ary, complax and varied originsare indicatedfor the plains of
Mercury'sincc_4ng side. A primordialsurfaceis _nlikely. Instead,
there appears to be a subtleinterplayof volcanic and ballisticpro-
oesses &t work, it is likely that the intercraterplains representa
volcanic surfaceinterbeddedwith ballisticeJecta from basins, disrup-
ted by basin secondariesand smallercraters.
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PLAINS-FORMING MATERIALS OF THE KUIPER QUADRANGLE OF
MERCURY. R. A. De Hon, Northeast Louisiana University,
Monroe, LA 71209, D. H. Scott, U. S. Geol. S_rvey,
Flagstaff, AZ 86001, and J. R. Underwood, Jr.,
Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506.
Surface Characteristics. Plains-forming materials (units
pc and ps) occur over 27% of the Kuiper quadrangle (fig. i).
The older of these units is a cratered plains material
that has a surface exposure of approximately 16% of the
region. The cratered plains material (unit pc) is
relatively flat with broad ridges and lobate scarps that
resemble those of the lunar maria. The albedo is
intermediate compared to that of other mercurian units,
buthigher than the lunar maria. Smooth plains material
(unit ps) occurs in 11% of the region. These occurrences
are generally as small patches with few or no distinctive
characteristic surface features. The surface is flat
and smooth with a few lobate scarps and relatively small
ridges that more nearly resemble flow fronts and mare
ridges on the moon. The albedo is similiar to that of
the cratered plains material.
Location and Distribution. Both plains units appear to
be located at lower elevations in the quadrangle and
occupy crater and basin floors or broad irregular
lowlands within the subdued terra (unit ts). At least
some of the cratered plains material occupies roughly
circular areas which may represent impact basins which
have lost almost all distinguishing characteristics because
of their advanced stage of degradation and superposed
younger materials (fig. I). Smooth plains material is
chiefly restricted to crater interiors or relatively
small low lying areas within regions of cratered plains
material.
Thickness. Rough estimates of the thickness of the
plains materials, based on exposed rims of partially
buried craters, indicate maximum thicknesses of 1050 m
in basins, whereas thickness of 700 - 800 m are:more
common in irregular patches. Plains-forming materials
within the inner basins of Renior and Homer are
approximately_0 - i000 m thick, indicating that the
basins are not especially deep. Mare fill within lunar
basins of comparable size is generally 1250 - 1800 m thick
(I), but most lunar basins are more completely flooded.
Age. Contacts between plains materials and subjacent
units range from sharp to gradational. Embayment
relations are especially clear, in places, between smooth
plains and older units including crater rims, smooth and
rough terra, and even cratered plains material. Smooth
plains material covers the floors of craters of all ages,
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but in places this material is overlapped by crater
materials or secondaries from c_, c4, and rarely by c3
craters. Cratered plains materlal embays or floods
craters in classes cI and c2 and some c_ craters; crater
plains material is overlain by some c_ _nd younger
craters. Thus both units taken together may have a
relatively wide age range. It is difficult to obtain
reliable crater counts on the cratered plains material
because primary and secondary craters cannot everywhere
be separately distinguished. The crater density of the
cratered plains material is higher than that of the smooth
plains and lower than the terra materials. The smooth
plains material has _ cumulative crater frequency of
about 7.5xi02/i06 km for craters larger than 2.5 km
diameter which is comparable to that of the l_nar maria
near the Apollo ii landing site (2,3). Neither of the
plains materials represent a single, short episode of
deposition, rather the materials were emplaced episodically
over a long time.
Origin. Mercurian plains exhibit morphologic features
and areal distributions that are somewhat similar to those
of both the maria and smooth plains materials of the moon.
Mercurian plains-forming materials may have diverse
origins, but they are presumed to be chiefly volcanic.
Surface characteristics that support a volcanic origin
include: partially buried rather than mantled craters,
embayments into older terrain; and mare ridge-like
structures and lobate scarps con£ined to plains materials.
Also, for the smooth plains, at least. There is no clear
association with impact craters of comparable age and
sufficient size to indicate an ejecta origin. No
unambiguous volcanic vents or constructs exist within the
Kuiper quadrangle, hence the style of lava emplacement
appears to be more like that of the moon than Mars.
Unlike lunar mare material, mercurian plains materials
were emplaced throughout a long period of the planet's
history. Along history of volcanism is probably related
to the planet's large size, long duration of core separation
and near surface melting. Although the mercurian plains
are interpreted to be chiefly volcanic, they may have
diverse origins. A long history of concurrent volcanism
and impact may result in interbedded impact breccias and
lava flows. Some plains, like the lunar plains at the
Apollo 16 site, may consist of breccias emplaced as impact
ejecta.
References. (I) De Hon, R. A. (1979)Lunar and Planet. Sci
X, Houston, TX, 274-276. (2) Greeley, R. et al (1970)
The Moon, v. 2, 10-77. (3) Neukum, G. et a-r _975)
The Moon, v. 12, 201-229.
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FIGURE 1. Distribution of plains-forming materials in the Kuiper quadrangle.
RELATIVEAGES OF THE SMOOTH PLAINSAND CALORISRELATEDTERRAIN OF
MERCURY
Watkins,J. A., Lunar and PlanetaryLaboratory,Universityof Arizona,
Tucson, AZ 85721
The distributionof craterdensities,diameter-frequencydistributions,
and morphologiccrater types on the smooth plains and Calorisrelated
terrainwere investigatedto determinethe chronologyof these geologic
units. Areas of smooth plains as describedby Trask and Guest (4) and
terrain relatedto the Caloris formingimpact (Van Eyck [cvl];Odin
[ho]; and CalorisMontes [ccm] formationsas describedby tlcCauleyet
al.; 2) were plottedon Mercuryquadranglemaps. Regionsexcluding
those with large numbersof secondarycratersor poor lightingwere
divided into cells of approximately50 x 50 or equivalentsize depend-
ing upon the aereal extent of the geologic units. Excludingobvious
secondaries,all cratersgreaterthan I0 km were recorded for each
cell, and each crater was classifiedaccordingto the morphologicscheme
of Wood et al. (6). The very few class 3 cratersthat were observed on
the Caloris relatedterrainwere combinedwith class 2 craters for sim-
plificationof data and analysis.
The areal density and statisticaluncertaintywere calculatedfor each
cell and recordedon a matrix coveringthe plottedareas with points at
approximately50 intervals. Additionalpointswere interpolatedand
the entire array was smoothedusing a runningaveragewith a 3 x 3
neighborhoodafter a method similarto that of Eliasonand Soderblom
(1). This gave an average statisticalnoise of about 22%. The result-
ing array was plottedon a map of the outgoing hemisphereof Mercury
and contour lines betweendensity intervalswere drawn.
Initialcomparisonof the diameter-frequencydistributionwas done us-
ing Scheffe'smultiple comparisontest. This test is well suited for
pairwise comparisonsof severalindependentsamples involvingsmall
numbers (Pollard;3). Scheffe'smultiple comparisontest on all data
indicatedthat 90% of all cells on Calorisrelatedterrainhad diameter-
frequencydistributionsthat were the same at the 99.5% confidence
level. The diameter-frequencydistributionson Calorisrelatedterrain
were differentfrom that of the smooth plains at the same confidence
level. At least three differentdiameter-frequencydistributionsare
presenton the smooth plains as determinedby Scheffe'stest at the
99.5% confidencelevel. The variationof crater densitieson the
smooth plains is 1:4 and this distributionis not unimodal. The crater
density data further indicatethat some areas of smooth plains have
crater densitiesgreaterthan Caloris relatedterrainwhile other smooth
plains areas have lower crater densities. The smooth plains older than
Caloris are locatedfarthestaway from that basin. The Calorisrelated
terraincrater densitieswere uniform. Any model proposed to explain
these data must fit the crater densityand diameter-frequencydata sim-
ultaneously,and must obtain areal homogenityof diameter-frequency
distributionson areas of a given crater density.
A four stage model of smooth plains formationprovidesthe best fit to
the densityand diameter-frequencydata. The model featuressmooth
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plains of four differentrelativeages, tentativelylabeledsp l-IV, and
providesa minimum of 80% areal homogeneityof diameter-frequencydis-
tributionswithin each density interval. The Kolmogorov-Smirnovtest
indicatesthat sp I and sp IV, respectivelythe oldest and youngest
units, each have a differentdiameter-frequencydistribution,both of
which differ from sp II and sp Ill which have the same diameter-frequency
distribution.
The distributionof relativeages of smooth plains accordingto the model
and the locationof Caloris relatedterrainis shown in figure I. The
resolutionof the smooth plains part of the map is about 600 km2, thus
the smallestareas on the map are near'theresolutionlimit and should
be consideredwith extremecaution.The diameter-frequencydistribution
of cells in each densityintervalwere summed to obtain adequatestatis-
tics for diameter-frequencycurves. Linear regressionfits of the power
function,N=KD_, were obtainedfor each diameter-frequencydistribution
and were verifiedby the Kolmogorov-Smirnovtest at the 99% confidence
level. The Calorisrelatedterrain could only be fit by two functions
coveringthe diametersfrom I0-25 km and 35-55 km. The observedand
calculatedcumulativediameter-freuqencycurves are shown in figure 2.
In an attemptto estimate the relativeages of the smooth plains and
Calorisrelatedterrain, the densityof cratersat lO km were calcu-
lated from the linear regressionfits. The observedand calculated
densitiesand percent class 2 cratersare shown in table I.
The resultsof these data indicatethat the smooth plains were emplaced
in four major stages at the end of the period of heavy bombardment.The
followingsequenceis indicated: a period of smooth plains formation
(sp I), the Calorisformingimpact,two major periodsof smooth plains
formationthe later ending contemporaneouslywith a period of small
crater obliterationon the Caloris relatedterrain,and a final stage
of smooth plains formation. Finally,the areal distributionof smooth
plains of variousrelativeages and the relativeage relationshipto
the Calorisrelated terrainsuggesta volcanicorigin of smooth plains
in agreementwith the interpretationof Strom et al. (5).
References:
(1) Eliason,E. M., and Soderblom,L. A. (1977) Proc. Lunar Sci. Conf.
8th, p. I163-I172.
(2) McCauley,J. F., Guest, J. E., Trask, N. J., Schaber,G. G.,
Greeley, R., Gault, D. E. and Holt, H. E. (1979)Jour. Res. of the
U. S, GeologicalSurvey (in press).
(3) Pollard,J.H. (1977)Numericaland StatisticalTechniques,Cam-
bridge Univ. Press, London.
(4) Trask, N. J., and Guest, J. E. (1975)Jour. Geophys.Res., 80,
p. 2461-2477.
(5) Strom, R. G., Trask, N. J., and Guest, J. E. (1975)Jour. Geophys.
Res., 80, p. 2478-2507.
(6) W---b-6-d,C. A., Head, J. W., and Cintala,M. J. (1977) Proc. Lunar Sci.
Conf. 8th, p. 3503-3520.
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MARSSTRATIGRAPHICSTUDIES
Scott, D. H., U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
Stratigraphic studies in the northern lowland plains of Mars have shown
that they consist of lava flows invarious stages of erosion and
mantling byeolian material. In several places near the south boundary
of the plains, the lava flows embay the older highland rocks (I).
Viking images reveal a wide variety of surface textures and albedo con-
trasts within the broadcategoriesof plains units mapped from Mariner
9 pictures. Although these morphologic and color variations are seldom
sharp and boundaries appear to be gradational, the plains have been
subdivided in places intosmaller, more definitive units (2). The
plains material that is most difficult to subdivide and interpret lies
mostly north of 50Q N and appears as a mottled light and dark zone that
nearly encircles the planet. The origin of these plains is unknown
but they may be the eroded remnants of highland material that have
survived an episode of crustal separation and volcanism.
A photogeo!ogic study of Hebes Chasmahas been started andwill be
extended to other chasmata throughout the Valles Marineris system.
High-resolution Viking Orbiter 1 images enlarged to about 1:250,00Q
scale were used for the mapping. Topographic profiles across Hebes
Chasmawere made using preliminary elevation data from the Flagstaff
Field Center of the U.S. Geological Survey. Work in progress by
Christine Peterson (University of Texas) shows that Hebes Chasmamay
have been formed contemporaneously with someof the younger lava
flows from Olympus Mons more than 3000 km to the northwest. The lava
plains bordering the chasma are much.older, possibly correlative in
time with those around Sinai Planum. Within Hebes Chasma, a high cen-
tral plateau rises some 5 km above the floor. Its origin is unknown
but four possibilities are considered: a) the plateau may be a
remnant of the adjacent plains isolated by faulting and erosion, b)
it may consist of lake beds that accumulated in a subsiding basin,
c) it may have been formed by eolian deposits, or d) pyroclastic
deposits. -.
REFERENCES ....
l) Scott, D. H., 1978, Icarus, 34, p. 479-485.
2) Scott, D. H., 1979, Lunar and Planetary Sci. Conf., X, Proc. (in
press).
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LAYERED MATERIALS OF THE RIDGED PLAINS OF _ARS. R.A.
De Hon, Department of Geosciences, Northeast Louisiana
University, Monroe, LA 71209.
Geologic mapping of any planetary surface rests on a
fundamental supposition that the surface is composed of
discernible material units. Stratigraphic analysis is
primarily based on the principles of superposition of
distinctive patterns of distribution and transection of
pre-existing patterns by younger structural or erosional
patterns (1). Superposition is usually recognized as
imbricate patterns of distinctive surface characteristics.
0nly rarely does planetary imagery provide direct
observation of multiple layers of materials in a vertical
sequence. On Mars, stratification may be assumed to
exist by virtue of multiple processes and episodes of
erosion and deposftion that have shaped the surface.
Direct evidence of stratigraphic layering observed in
Mariner 9 images include apparent layering in the walls
of Vallis Marineris (2) and layered polar deposits (3).
Viking Orbiter images reveal a possible occurrence of
stratification south of Chasma Coprates near 20°S; 54°W.
Viking frames 610A25, 610A26, 610A27, 610A42, 610A44 and
610A46 provide images of the contact between mare-like
plains-forming materials and an older sculptured terrain.
The older trough-and-furrow material consists of an
elevated region characterized by a moderately undulating
surface crossed by numerous subdued troughs and furrows
(2). The younger ridged plains material is characterized
by numerous elongate and sinuous ridges on an otherwise
smooth plain which resembles the lunar maria (2). The
regional pattern as seen in Mariner 9 images is
interpreted as a diapiric uplift of the trough-and-furrow
material after deposition of the ridged plains materials
(2). At Viking resolution, a northward trending,
scalloped scarp separates the older material of_the
west from the younger plains to the east. Westward
facing scarps and smooth, eastward sloping, v-notched
surfaces that have developed in the plains material
suggest the development of cuestas or homoclinal ridges.
The development of two, and in some places three,
subparallel ridge crests resembles multiple homoclinal
ridges which developed in inclined layered materials.
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Widely scattered partially buried craters provide
thickness estimates within the ridged plains matmrial
that vary from 200 m to greater than 20G0 m. While some
estimates may reflect variations in subsurface topography,
other estimates may indicate crater formation on _
intrabasalt surfaces; hence, the ridged plains material
probably represents multiple flows emplaced over a
moderate time span.
The existence of a cuesta at the contact suggests that
the plalns-formlng materials were at one time continuous
across the region or at least overlapped further onto
the older terrain. The pattern is similar to homoclinal
ridges of dipping strata around the flanks of uplifted
domes or plugs. The pattern suggests uplift of the
older furrowed terrain, followed by erosional removal
of the overlying material to form the present scarp
and expose multiple dip slopes within the ridged plains
material. Removal of material in this region is
apparently complete as no debris mantle obscures the
sinuous ridges of the plains. Elsewhere in the region,
at 16°N; 80uW, a smaller diapiric exposure of the
trough-and-furrowmaterlal is surrounded by smooth
plains which do notdisplay sinuous ridges. This region
may retain a part of the erosional debris mantle.
References
(1) Wilhelms, D. E. (1972) Geologic Mapping of the Second
Planet. Interagency Report: Astrogeol. 55, 1-36.
(2) McCauley, J. F. (1978) Geologic Map of the Coprates
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0PHOTOGEOLOGIC STUDIES OF THE CERBERUS ALBEDO.FEATURE OF MARS
A.L. Chaikin, T.A. Maxwell and F. Ei-Baz, Center for Earth and
Planetary Studies, National Air and Space Museum, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, D.C. 20560
Studies of Viking images of the Cerberus low-albedo feature (12°N,
205°W) have given new information on its relationship to other surfi-
cial units in the Elysium quadrangle and on the nature of its dark
surface. Numerous volcanic flows can be seen within Cerberus which
originate in the Elysium Mons/Albor Tholus volcanic complex. These
flows, trending N-S, cross into Cerberus from the higher albedo plains
to the north, mapped as "rolling plains" and "plains" units by Scott
and Allingham (1976). The flows appear unchanged in morphology as
they cross into Cerberus, but they change in albedo from that of the
bright plains to that of Cerberus. Many of the flows continue South
into the "plains" unit again, with an accompanying change from low to
high albedo (Fig. i). The presence of these flows in Cerberus, mapped
as "streaked plains", means that Cerberus does not owe its low albedo
simply to an exposure of older, dark plains which predate light
Elysium volcanics. In addition, parts of the highlands unit which
borders Cerberus on the east are also dark. These highlands predate
all plains units in the Elysium quadrangle (Scott and Allingham, 1976).
Two possible models are proposed to account for the low albedo
of Cerberus: i) The streaked plains, as well as the highlands,
rolling plains, and plains units of Scott and Allingham (1976) all are
composed of dark materials. Any visible dark surface, therefore,
would be an exposure of bedrock. Sometime after the emplacement of the
youngest flows from the Elysium volcanic complex, the whole area was
mantled by bright dust. Areas which now appear dark have been stripped
of this thin, bright cover to reveal the dark substrate, or 2) Sometime
after the emplacement of the youngest flows, much of the region was
mantled by a dark deposit. Pyroclastic materials from the Elysium
Mons or Albor Tholus or both could have been responsible. Malin (1976)
has suggested that pyroclastic activity could have occurred at some
time in the history of Elysium Mons. The apparent freshness of the
flows within Cerberusmeans that this deposit would have to be fairly
thin.
Viking IRTM results give some clues to the nature of the surface
material within Cerberus but do not rule out either of the above
models. Cerberus was found to occupy a zone of relatively high thermal
inertia (Peterfreund et al., 1977). The highest values of thermal
inertia obtained within Cerberus are consistent with either a mixture
of 32% rocks and 78% fine grained material, or a deposit with a mean
grain size of 600 microns. Other possibilities are allowed by the
data, however (Kieffer et al., 1977).
Either model implies that the dark area exposed within Cerberus
is only part of a much more extensive dark surface, mantled by a thin
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0layer of bright dust. Changes in the outline of Cerberus have been
observed which are consistent with redistribution of this layer during
Martian dust storms (Chaikin et al., 1979). This dust layer could
conceivably be thin enough in places to cause a high albedo surface
without masking the thermal signature of the underlying high-inertia
material. This would account for the discrepancies observed between
the distribution of high thermal inertlas and low-albedo surfaces in
the area.
It is possible that topographic controls on regional atmospheric
circulation determine Cerberus' general shape and position in a zone
which isparticularly susceptible to deflation. Because such controls
are not subject to change, it seems unlikely that the albedo patterns
would disappear entirely or shift gradually to an entirely new location.
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Figure I. Viking frame 631A24 showing volcanic flows within Cerberus
which extend into the bright plains to the south, going
from dark to light as they do so. Arrow points north;
scale bar is 50 km.
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Martian Color/Albedo units: Viking Lander 1 Stratigraphy
vs. Orbiter color Observations, E. L. Strickland III, McDonnell
Center for the Space Sciences, Washington Univ., St. Louis, Mo.
63130
Several distinct soil stratigraphic units have been recognized
in color-enhanced Viking Lander images of both landing sites. They
are identified on the basis of color, texture, surface morphology,
and contact relations (1). At the Viking 1 site, a thin, discontin-
uous, bright, relatively "red"* soil is the uppermost unit. It is
probably underlain by another thin patchy layer: "green-blue"
soil. "Blue" drift soils, generally covered by the "red" and "green-
-blue" soils, cover much of the site. Viking 1 landed straddling
the edge of one of these drifts. A unique patch of crust-like
"orange-red" soil was exposed at the edge of the drift, where
retrorocket exhaust apparently scoured away a few centimeters of
"blue" drift soil. The "blue" drift soil, and probably the "orange-
-red" soil, rest on the lowermost unit: rocky "bluet'soil. A sixth
soil unit, "dark red" soil, caps the "big Joe" boulder near the
lander, and surrounds several nearby boulder clusters. Its strati-
graphic position is not well defined, but it probably lies below
the "blue" drift soil and above the rocky "blue" soil. Soils
observed at the Viking 2 site, nearly halfway around the planet,
greatly resemble those seen at the first site. Soil units similar
to these are probably widely distributed on Mars.
A study of color-enhanced Viking Orbiter images of regions
near the Chryse basin (Viking 1 site), suggests that some of the
soil units observed at this site can be observed from orbit, and
may extend for thousands of kilometers. Chryse Planitia, at 2
kilometer resolution, has a uniformly "red" high-albedo surface.
These observations were made during the extended mission, when the
Viking 1 site's soils were covered with a thin, bright "red" dust,
deposited during the first winter (2). Dark albedo features to the
northwest, at the mouth of Kasei Vallis, show mostly "blue" and some
"green-blue" colors. The Lunae Planum highlands to the west are
nearly as red as Chryse, but are much darker. To the east of Chryse,
in 0xia Palus, dark "blue" crater streaks are surrounded by bright
"red" borders on a dark "red" intercrater plain. Features in both
of these regions can be interpreted- -though not uniquely- -in terms
of the stratigraphy at the Viking 1 site. The simplicity and
lateral continuity of these color/albedo features, over more than
1000 kilometers, suggest that these probably are the same units
observed at the Viking 1 landing site.
Unambiguous indications of stratigraphic relations between
units are rarely available in Orbiter color imagery at 1 km./pixel
resolution. To obtain more information on the contact relations
between the color/albedo units seen in the color images, several
higher resolution, black and white images of selected features were
databased. The procedure removes reseau marks, bit errors, vidicon
i shading, illumination angle variations, and projects the image into
mercator map format. Approximate albedos of surface units can be
determined from these images. These images greatly aid interpretation
of relations between units observed in the lower resolution color
images.
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In the 0xia Palus region, in Becquerel crater (8.4°W, 21.3°N),
dark "blue" soils form dune masses and featureless dark "blue"
patches. The dunes are not well resolved at 75 m/pixel, but appear
to have maximum dimensions of about 30Ometers. Surrounding the
dune fields, and extending downwind (southwest) from them, are areas
with higher albedo and weaker "blue" coloring. These two units are
surrounded by a higher albedo "red" border. The intermediate albedo
"blue" unit probably consists of an unresolved patchwork of small
(_75 m.) _blue" drifts resting on the brighter "red" unit. The dark
"red" unit surrounding the bright "red" border is then interpreted
as the lowermost unit. This interpretation is supported by a
2-dimensional plot of "redness" vs. "brightness" for streaks extending
from two craters south of Becquerel. The intermediate albedo "blue"
unit clearly lies on a mixing line between the dark "blue" and brighter
"red" units, Thetwo "red" units also appear to mix at kilometer
resolution, while there is an unoccupied gap between the dark "blue"
and darker "red" soils, indicating that they are not in direct contact.
A fourth unit:"diffuse red", forms diffuse bright crescents in the
upwind walls of craters, and diffuse bright streaks downwind of several
small craters. This unit is brighter than the other "red" units,
and may be the uppermost unit in this region. In this and other
regions examined in this preliminary survey, the observed color/albedo
features show little relation to underlying geologic structures.
The stratigraphic units involved probably represent thin, relatively
mobile soils resting on possibly unobserved bedrock and "bedsoils".
* Colors referred to are relative to scene averages, as displayed
in the color enhanced images.
E. L. Strickland, III, Soil stratigraphy and rock coatings observed
in color-enhanced Viking Lander images. Tenth Lunar and Planetary
Science Conference Proceedings, in press.
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_O MARS YEARS: VIKING LANDER IMAGING OBSERVATIONS-
Kenneth L. Jones and Susan K. LaVole, Jet PropulsionLaboratory,Pasadena,CA.
On 24 April, 1980, Viking Lander 1 completes its second Mars year; on June
9, VL-2 completes its second Mars year. Both spacecraft are continuing to col-
lect both imaging and meteorological data. VL-I is returning data via the
dlrect-llnk mode at the rate of a single image per week. VL-I operations will
continue until the spacecraft ceases to function, possibly several more years.
VL-2 is sending back a substantial amount of imaging data approximately once
per month via relay-llnks through the remaining orbiter. Since VL-2 is
dependent upon the remaining orbiter_ operations are expected to terminate some-
time during the summer of 1980. Processed images from both spacecraft are being
prepared for distribution to NSSDC and to the Regional Planetary Imaging
Facilities.
Cha_es at the Lander Sites
The opportunity to image the surface of Mars for a second complete year has
allowed us to test the working hypothesis of our "One Mars Year" paper (i) -
that the first Mars year observed by the Landers should be treated as "typical",
at least in the sense that both the types of changes and the magnitudes of the
changes should be considered normal. VL-2 images document the formmtion of a
condensate layer nearly identical to the first year's. VL-I images reveal the
appearance of a new landslide slump. There have been no dust storms similar to
the two seen during the first year. There has been no new accumulation of dust
at either site, and the dust that was deposited during the first year has
remained undisturbed by eolian activity. These changes enable us to infer
possible limits on the range of yearly variations. We conclude that the first
year is indicative of an average year except that with observable frequency
(,Vl0yr) the lander sites are swept by winds capable of redistributing a
substantial amount of the bright surface dust layer.
Darkening over the VL-2 Site
Between VL-2 sols 816 (Ls=196) and sol 824 (Ls=200) , the optical depth at
the VL-2 site increased from an average between 0.2 and 0.8 to an average
between 1.0 and 1.4. One year earlier, a similar darkening reached a peak
intensity (>2.2) on VL-2 sol 161 (Ls=203). During the first year, an equivalent
increase was seen concurrently by VL-I, reaching a maximum (32.5) on VL-I sol
210 (Ls=206). Since a darkening had been seen at both sites, and since the
increase in the optical depth had occurred during a single sol, the first year's
increase was attributed to a global dust storm that had been seen by the Viking
Orbiters to have originated in the Martian equatorial regions.
Unfortunately, the relay-link containing the %_-I data from the equivalent
period during the second year was not received due to tracking station non-
availability. Images on VL-I sols 841 (Ls=185) and 920 (Ls_232) which bracket
the time period neither support nor contradict the hypothesis that a dust storm
may have occurred. However, the increase in the optical depth seen at VL-2
during the second year was more gradual than during the first year and did not
reach as great a maximum. What was seen at the VL-2 site may have resulted from
smal! dust storms that introduced dust into the atmosphere in smaller amounts
than during the first year. Alternatively, the increase might have been
associated with the formation of the polar hood. A unique answer to these
alternatives may not be able to be determined from lander imaging data alone.
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Absence of a Global Dust Storm
During the first year, the dust storm describedabove was followed by a
second global dust storm some 65 sols later that_as also seen by both
landers and was more intense than the first storm had been. During the second
Mars year, no dust activity other than the event Just describedwas documented
by either lander. Although sun diode optical depth data was not acquired, a
reference test chart image that was repeated on a 12 sol cycle clearly shows no
sky darkening. Also, unlike the first year, no new depositionof a bright
surface dust layer was observed. The suggestion is that the first year's dust
: accumulationat both sites was linked to the first year's dust storm activity
£ather than transport from local sources.
Whale Rock Slumn at the _-i Site
The "One Mars Year" paper (i) discusses a small landslide slump feature
near the large boulder known as "Big Joe". Since the Big Joe slump formed near
(N8 m) the spacecraft,and since there were no equivalent features in the scene,
any arg_nents about the time implicationsof such a change could only be con-
Jectural.
A second slump, near the rock called "whale rock", formedbetween VL-I sols
767 (Ls=147)and 771 (Ls=149). While the appearanceof the featurewould be far
from definitivewithout the Big Joe slump for comparison,the sharply defined
edge of the featuresuggest an equivalent formatlona!mechanism. Indeed, in
another drift location nearby a series of fracturescan be seen, previously non-
existent,that suggestthat yet another slump may be in its incipient stages.
All of these features occur in the lee tails of topographicfeatures, suggesting
eolian origins.
The distance (N25 m) to the new slump and the long time (770 sols) between
touchdownand slump formation suggest that a lander-relatedorigin is unlikely.
Instead,both of these features are now interpretedas significantevidence that
dust accumulationsat the VL-I site are routinelyredistributedby eolian acti-
vity. Equivalentfeatures, formed by the accumulationof a surface dust layer,
shouldbe scattered about the landscape unless they are removed on a time scale
equivalentto the time the landers have been on the Martian surface. This year's
absence of a global dust storm is taken as one extreme of the yearly variation
in eolian activity. A storm capable of obliteratingsmall artifacts such as the
two slumps, as well as depositing a substantial(_icm) layer of residual dust,
is proposed as the other extreme. The 1971 global dust storm seen by Mariner 9
may have been such an event.
SurfaceCondensatesat the VL-2 Site
Around VL-2 sol 886 (Ls-239), a thin layer of bright condensatesagain
began to form at the Utopia Site. As before, the condensatesaccumulatedvery
slowly, reachinga maximum thicknessaround sol 955 (Ls=287). Subsequentimages
show that startingaround sol 960 (Ls=291)the condensateswere beginning to
disappear. The latest images processed at the time of this writing (sol 1033,
Ls=335) again suggest a very slow sublimationrate as the condensatesreturn to
the atmosphere. Temperaturedata suggests,as during the first year, that CO2
is a significantcontributorto condensateformation. The slow disappearance
again suggests that H20 is the dominant residual condensate. However, the role
that dust may play as an a_ent of H20 transportneeds to be reconsidered. It
was suggested in our previous paper that, although dust storms themselvesdid
not seem to directly related to the rate of condensateformation,dust transport
from the equatorialregionswas the likely medium by which solid H20 was =rans-
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ported to the le_der site. It may be possible to determine from images to be
acquired by VL-2 early in 1980 whether "absolutely no dust" or "only small
amounts of dust" have accumulated at the site. Small amounts of dust may be
consistent with our earlier hypothesis. No dust may imply that either or both
H20 and CO2 acc,-,ulatedon the surface directly from the vapor phase - i.e.
as frost.
Reference:
Jones_ K.L.p R.E.Arvldson,E.A.Gulnness,S.L.Bragg,S.D.WalI_ C.E.Carlston,and
D.G.Pldek_One Mars Year: Viking Lander ImagingObservations,Science, 204p
pp. 799-806, 25 May, 1979.
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CLASSIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF ROCKS AT THEVIKING LANDER SITES
Garvin, J.B.; Grinspoon, D.; Head, J.W.; H_ifenstein, P.; Lucey, P.;
Mouginis-Mark, P.J.; Robinson, E.A.; and Viglienzone, L.*, Dept.
of Geological Sciences, Brown Univ., Providence, RI 02912
(*NASA Summer Intern)
The characterization of rock origin and composition from the images re-
turned by the Viking landers represents an _ntegral phase of martian
data analysis. Utilizing a digitizing table, a preliminary study to:
i) assess camera resolution effects in rock size distributions and
2) derive a suitable rock morphology classification scheme, has been
completed. Rock locations and sizes were calculated from two high-
resolution mosaics: Lander i LICI IIA156/027 AM Q3 + Q4 and Lander 2
L2CI 21A147/020 AM Q3 + Q4.
A total of 848 rocks were included in the data set for Lander i and 551
rocks for Lander 2. Only camera inclination angles between -i0 ° and
-40 ° from the horizontal were considered to preclude excessive rock
distortions in the nearfield and inherent inaccuracies in monoscopic
ranging in the farfield due to local topographic undulations. Fig. i
demonstrates that the size distributions at the two sites are remark-
ably similar. At VL-I the mean rock size is 51 ram, that at VL-2, 61 nm_
Sorting values in the vicinity of 1.0 (phi values) were derived; these
are representative of moderately to poorly sorted sediments. A criti-
cal question is whether the size distributions are in fact genuine, or
simply controlled by resolution limits in the smaller rock size range.
Table i shows that the mean phi values do increase as rocks closer to
the cameras are considered. However, the distributions have very low
skewness values; i.e., they are very nearly symmetric. Assuming an
originally symmetric distribution and a pronounced resolution effect,
one would expect there to be a marked surplus of coarse material at
great ranges. This is not observed. Our conclusion, which concurs
with previous analyses,1'2 is that the size distributions are truly
bimodal, with the second mode in the silt/dust size range.
Present work in our Mars rock analysis program involves an image
processing system consisting of a PDP-II/03 CPU, a Grinnell display
controller, Conrac color and monochrome monitors, a tape drive, and a
disk drive. Raw lander images are displayed, contrast stretched, and
magnified; and individual rocks are traced (using a track-ball) and
monoscopically ranged. An interactive package permits the collection
and reduction of morphological data designed to characterize the origin,
composition and degree of weathering of the rock populations.
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Fig. i: A) Cumulative size frequency distributions for sampled rocks at the two
lander sites. B) Rock distributions expressed as the number of rocks of a given
size or smaller per square meter. Note that both figures indicate that the two
landing sites have comparable rock size distributions.
CLASSIFICATION AND ANALYSIS OF ROCKS AT VIKING LANDER SITES
Garvln, J.B. et al.
TABLE i: ROCK SORTING AND SKEWNESS DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE SAMPLE ROCKS
Camera Inclination Angle Mean Sorting Skewness No. Rocks
(ram) (phi)
V.L. i -i0° to-40 ° 51 1.0 0.04 848
-i0° to-20 ° 67 0.9 0.07 531
-20° to-30 ° 37 0.9 0.04 213
-30° to-40 ° 23 1.0 0.09 104
V.L. 2 -i0° to -40° 61 i.i 0.04 551
-i0° to -20° 73 0.9 0.14 334
-20° to -30° 47 i.i 0.20 156
-30° to-40 ° 39 1.2 0.04 61
References :
*Binder A.B. et al. 1977, J. Geophys. Res. 82, 4439-4451.
2Moore H.J. et al. 1977 J. Geophys. Res. 82, 4497-4523.
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Geomorphic Mapping of Dry Valley Systems on Mars. Victor R. Baker, North
Australia Research Unit, Australian National Univ., P.O. Box 39448,
Winnellie, N.T. 5789 Australia, and Dept. Geological Sciences, Univ. of
Texas, Austin, TX 78712.
Geomorphic mapping procedures were previously developed for analyz-
ing the large outflow channels of Mars (i, 2). These procedures are here
modified for application to the smaller dry valley systems of the old
cratered terrains on Mars. Dry valley systems were mapped in the south-
eastern Margaritifer Sinus'Quadrangle (Figure I), the central Thaumasia
Quadrangle, and the Nirgal Vallis regions. The dry valley systems of
these regions have previously been described as gullies (3), arroyos (4),
runoff channels (5), dendritic channels (6), fine channels (7), and fur-
rowed terrain (8). This report follows the terminology of Pieri and
Sagan (9). A consensus on the origin of Martian dry valleys is as
elusive as one on their name.
Mapping in Margaritifer Sinus (Figure i) distinguishes large dry
valleys with broad floors ("major channels") from small filamentous
"channels" that are less easily resolved on the Viking imagery. Many of
the latter types drain outward from crater rims. Crater types are clas-
sified by the degree of crater rim degradation. One crater category (C3)
applies to craters that have been modified by the valley-forming process-
es.
Very high resolution Viking frames from the Thaumasia region show
valley forms that have been considerably modified, either by heavy
cratering or by alas-type permafrost processes. Such regions pose severe
problems for genetic mapping and for determination of post-valley crater
densities.
Mapping of Nirgal Vallis was compiled from Viking Frames 466 A49
through 466 A68. Nirgal Vallis displays detailed wall and floor mor-
phology consistent with valley modification by mass movement processes.
Tributaries to the main valley are unusually short and terminate in
cirquelike valley heads. Several hanging valleys also occur.
Features of probable fluvial origin could not be discerned on the
floor of Nirgal Vallis. However, one reach (Frame 466 A61) contains
several midvalley ridges that are uniformly spaced and oriented trans-
verse to the valley axis. These features could possibly be large trans-
verse bars. However, a single, isolated occurrence of such features
should remain suspect.
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Figure 1. Geomorphic map
southeastern portion of
(MC-19) . The mapping is
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showing dry valley {channel} systems in the
the Margaritifer Sinus Quadrangle of Mars
from Viking Frames 084 A46 and 084 A47 and is
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PITS, STREETS,PLATEA,TOWERS,ANDMARGINALPLAINSONMARS
Brook, GeorgeA., Department of Geography, University of Georgia,
Athens, Georgia 30602
On Earth rock labyrinths originate as parallel, en echelon, or
intersecting narrow grabens, or develop where fault and joint networks
are selectively eroded. Labyrinths frequently contain both downfaulted
and erosional elements. Closed labyrinths contain closed depressions,
open labyrinths are part of graded fluvial networks.
Almost all deep closed terrestrial labyrinths are formed by solution of
karst rocks. The channelled scablands of eastern Washington in basalt,
and the Antarctic Wright Dry Valley labyrinth in dolerite are the only
known deep erosional labyrinths in non-carbonate rocks. The channelled
scablands were produced by catastrophic flood erosion (Baker 1978).
The origin of the Wright Valley labyrinth is not known. Catastrophic
flood erosion, glacial erosion, and subglacial meltwater erosion have
been suggested. An origin involving salt weathering with removal of
weathered products by wind appears to be the most likely explanation
of this landscape (Selby and Wilson 1971).
No matter how they have formed, terrestrial closed labyrinths contain
the same relief elements: pits, streets, platea, towers, and marginal
plains. Furthermore there is a simple developmental sequence (Brook
and Ford 1978). Strings of elliptical, vertical-walled pits develop in
intersecting fracture systems. Pits gradually enlarge and coalesce so
that steep-walled linear depressions or streets are formed. As streets
deepen and widen, intervening rock ridges are dissected and ultimately
destroyed. Angular closed depressions called platea are produced which
frequently contain residual rock towers. As platea increase in number
and size, the landscape is reduced to a series of isolated rock towers
separated by broad marginal plains.
Open labyrinths on Earth are well developed in a limestone, sandstone,
and shale sequence at Bryce CanyonNational Park, Utah; in sandstones
at Arches National Park, Utah; and in volcanic rhyolites in the Chisos
Mountains, Texas, and the Chiricahua Mountains, Arizona. In each area
the labyrinths form part Of a stream channel network. Linear, joint-
controlled channel segments which often intersect at high angles, box
valleys, and buttes are the open labyrinth equivalents of streets,
platea, and towers.
A terrestrial labyrinth containing both downfaulted and erosional relief
elements occurs in the Needles District, Canyonlands National Park, Utah.
Numerous parallel and en echelon grabens 100-600 m wide, 0-I00 m deep,
and several kilometers long, cldsely resemble erosional streets.
Grabens are deeper and wider at their midpoints and therefore form
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structuralcloseddepressions.Grabenfloorsare coveredby alluvium,
aeoliandeposits,and rubblederivedfromgrab#nwall collapse(McGill
and Stromquist1979). Uplandsurfacesbet_en gr_bensareunderlainby
massive,welljointedsandstone.Selective roslonof fractureshas
produceda seriesof uplandopenlabyrinthswith streets,platea,and
towerswithina closedgrabenlabyrinth.
Closedlabyrinthson Mars are generallymuch largerthanthoseon Earth
but havevirtuallyidenticalform. In the southeastportionof Memnonia
SoutheastQuadrangle,for example,a depression90 km longand lO-15km
wide has developedin the old crateredsurface. The easternone-third
of the depressionis formedof two intersectingcraters;thewestern
two-thirdsis an angularplateawith residualrocktowers0.5-I0km in
diameter.Wallsof the plateaare structurallycontrolled.West of
the depressionare stringsof ellipticalpitsdevelopedin regional
fractures.
NoctisLabyrinthusandVallesMarinerisare the largestrock labyrinths
on Mars;togethertheyextenda distanceof morethan3,000km. Both
downfaultedand erosionalreliefelementsare evident. Noctis
Labyrinthusis a networkof intersectingtroughs(Sharp1973a)tensof
kilometerswide and hundredsof kilometerslongat thesummitof the
Tharsis-SyriaRise;the labyrinthis l,O00km across. Eastof Noctis
LabyrinthustheMarinervalleysare troughsup to 200 km wide,several
hundredkilometerslong,and severalkilometersdeep. Someof these,
suchas lusChasmaand MelasChasma,are interconnected;othersare
entirelycloseddepressions(e.g.HebesChasmaand JuventaeChasma).
Stringsof pitsor catenasare found,on uplandsurfacessurrounding
NoctisLabyrinthusand VallesMarineris.Southof Coprates¢hasmaand
parallelto it are threecatenas,the longestis 350 kmlong. Other
stringsoccureastof OphirChasmaand southof TithoniusChasma. All
are developedin regionalfractures.Sharp(1973a),Mutchet al. (1976),
and Blasiuset al. (1977)agreethatstringsof pitsevolveintonarrow,
lineartroughs. Mutchet al. (1976)alsoarguethatwhereparallel
troughsdevelop,sloperecessiongraduallyerodesthe intervening
uplandsurfaces.This has occurredin CopratesChasma. At thewestern
end of the chasmaa plateauremnant60 km longand 5 km wide is
preservedas the crestof a narrowridgeseparatingtwo troughs.Where
CopratesChasmajoinsEos and CapriChasma,a secondridgeis in a more
advancedstageof evolution;recedingslopeshave intersectedso that
no plateauremnantsremain. If Martiantroughshavedevelopedin the
mannerdescribed,theyare reallyhugeplatea formedby erosionacting
alongverticallyand horizontallypersistentregionalfractureswhich
surroundtheTharsisuplift.
Headwarderosionalongverticalfissuresat the westernend of Kasei
Vallis,northof LunaePlanum,hasproducedone of the bestexamplesof
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an open labyrinthon Mars. Openand closedr_cklabyrinthrelief
elementsare alsoevidentin areasof pitted,etched,and fretted
terrain(Sharp1973b,c).
Karstlabyrinthson Earthvary in sizeby a factorof one thousandbut
allwere producedby the sameprocess--solution.The factthatMartian
pits,streets,and plateaare up to one hundredtimeslargerthanthe
largestequivalentformson Earthdoes not,therefore,precludea
similarorigin. Thereis no concensuson theoriginof labyrinthson
Mars but it is possiblethatmostwere etchedout by chemicaland/or
mechanicalweatheringprocesses,whichreducedthe.bedrockalong
fracturesto clay-,silt-,or sand-sizedparticles.Theseweathering
productsmay thenhavebeen removedby wind.
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Studies of the Martian _01ar caps, A. D. Howard, University of
Virginia, Department of Environmental Sciences, Charlottesville,
Va. 22903.
Study of the topography and deposits of the polar areas is crucial
for the understanding of the recent geologic and climatic history of
Mars. Studies underway at the University of Virginia are focusing on
detailed analysis of polar topography, stratigraphy, and eolian features.
We are using several interrelated techniques of analysis :
1). Detailed mapping of landforms, deposits, and eolian features
of the polar caps. This comprehensive mapping will be quantitatively
analyzed (by digitizing) to provide statistical information on the
topography and deposits and their relationships to latitude, longitude
and dominant wind directions. From images taken during the martian
summer we are mapping the following major terrain types: Distinctly
and indistinctly layered terrain, featureless terrain, the underlying
"basement", stripped layers, dunes, and grooves. In addition, we are
mapping conformable and unconformable boundaries between units, wind
directions from frost streaks, grooves, and dunes, and the frost
cover. From images taken during the martian early spring with complete
frost cover we are mapping trough edges and bottoms, the crests and
bottoms of the "wavy" topography, and the underlying basement.
2). Local stratigraphic studies. The stratigraphy of the layers
and ice in local areas of critical interest are being mapped in detail.
One result of such mapping has been to demonstrate an abundance of
unconformities in the layered deposits of the North Pole, both within
the layers and at the trough-bottom ice-layer contact (Howard, 1979).
We have recently discovered the first direct evidence for ablational
retreat of the polar scarps. In some places where scarps in layered
terrain rise directly from the underlying sparsely cratered plains,
low, morain-like ridges parallel the scarp on the cratered unit (see,
for example, the high-resolution spring images 566B61,63,65,67,69,70,
79). Although these ridges are suggestive of moraln systems, they
do not necessarily indicate flow or sliding of the ice and layered
terrainl rather, they may be ablational dust accumulated at the base
of the scarp as it retreated.
3). Quantitative stratigraphlc correlations and photometric
slope determinations. We are constructing brightness transects across
scarps in layered terrain from photometrically corrected digital
picture listings by the projection and averaging of adjacent pixel
values. These transects are used for detailed quantitative correlation
as well as for photoclinometric determination of slope gradients using
early spring images. Figure i compares a summer and early spring
transect across a southwest-facing scarp at approximately 79.35 N
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and 332.41 W, shown on 078B23 and 566B75, respectively. The early
spring image was used to determine slope gradients and the topographic
profile under the assumption of a continuous frost cover of uniform
albedo. Using reasonable photometric functions for snow and for
the atmospheric optical thickness, the scarp is found to have an average
gradient of about 3 degrees and a maximum gradient of about 6 degrees,
which seems consistent with the photogrammetric determinations of
Dzurisin and Blasius (1975). Comparison of the spring with the summer
transects reveals that the strong definition of layers in many summer
images is due to the differential defrosting of steeper slope segments,
leaving slightly less steep slope segments partially frosted. This,
of course, results in contrast reversal from spring to summer (Flg. 1).
However, compositional factors also appear to determine the extent
of summertime ablation, because the relatively steep basal slopes of
the scarp have reamined largely frosted while overlying, gentler slopes
have defrosted (Fig. 1). The difference in defrosting behavior may be
due to a contrast in heat capacity or thermal conductivity of the
layered deposits, or to a difference in mlcrotopography of the surface
which would differentially trap the winter frost or prbteet it from
ablation. Such microtopographical differences would, in turn, be due
to differences in layer proporties.
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Figure 1. Transect analysis of a polar scarp across layered
terrain. Top profile is brightness during the summer, when the scarp
is partially defrosted. Bottom two profiles show the slope gradients
and topography determined photometrically from an early spring image.
Vertical dashed lines correlate the two transects.
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SIMULATIONS OF STRATIGRAPHY OF MARTIAN POLAR LAYERED DEPOSITS
Cutts, James A., Planetary Science Institute, Science
Applications, Inc., Pasadena, California 91101
Polar layered deposits on Mars are now widely thought of
as the geological expression of long term quasi-periodic
variations in orbital and axial elements of the planet
(Murray et al, 1972; Howard, 1977; Toon, 1979,; Ward, 1979;
and Pollack et al, 1979). However, quantitative models
of the layered structure of the polar deposits have never
been attempted. Here I consider a simple model of this
process and make some quantitative predictions of
the thicknesses of sequential layers formed during the
last 10 million years.
The model considered here is an elaboration of some pre-
viously published ideas (Cutts, 1973; Cutts
et al, 1976; Cutts et al, 1979). The essence of the model
is that; I) the deposits form by accumulation of dust, 2)
dust accumulation is identical each year when a function
F(8,e) of the obliquity (8) and the eccentricity (e) ex-
ceeds a threshold F_ and is zero when F(8,e) falls below
Fc, and 3) a layer is established when F(8,e) is below
threshold for a period greater than TL. The illustrated
example (Fig. i) shows how a series of layers is generated.
Several different function forms for F(8,e) have been ex-
perimented with. In the example illustrated in Fig. 2 the
function has the dimensional form of a wind surface stress
F(e,e)= p(e)Iv(e)]2 (i)
where p(8) = _0 exp (CO + C18 + C282)
and v(e) = v0(I + Dle)
P0, C0, CI, C2, v0,.Dl have.been selected to match depen-
dences of atmospherlc denslty (e) and diurnal tidal wind
velocity (v) reported by Ward (1974) and Leovy and Zurek
(1979). Behavior appears to be dominated by the obliquity
variations and, as Fig. 2 shows, layer thicknesses are
quite uniform and insensitive to the choice of threshold.
When the values of the parameters in equation (i) are mani-
pulated so that eccentricity is the primary forcing func-
tion layer thicknesses are found to be highly variable and
rather sensitive to the choice of threshold. These models
are likely to prove useful in interpreting the types of
polar photogeologic data reported by Howard (1980) in this
document.
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AT FIVE SUCCESSIVETIMES IN THE MODEL
FOR FORMATION OF POLAR STRATIGRAPHY
FIGURE i: Model Formation of Polar Stratigraphy: Stratiqraphic
Cross Sections at Five Successive Times.
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FIGURE 2: Martian polar stratigraphy for the past 107 years
computed for the value of F(e,e) described_in equiation i.
The top curve shows F(e,e) for the past 107 years. The
three curves below that show layer thicknesses generated
for the threshold Fc = 8, i0, and 15 respectively. Layer
thicknesses are quite uniform although quite sensitive to
the choices of threshold.
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PATTERNS OF RIDGES AND SCARPSON MARS
Eppink, J.F., Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive,
Pasadena, California 91103 /Department of Geological
Sciences, University of Southern California,
Los Angeles, California 90007,
Saunders, R.S., Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, California 91103.
Surface patterns of deviatoric compressive stresses associated with
crustal loadingcentered on Tharsis have been modeled by Phillips and
Lambeck (i). They noted that many ridges are orthogonalto the modeled
compressive stress trajectories. Systematic global mapping of ridges
and scarps (2) has been undertaken in an effort to examine the
correlationof ridges and modeled stresses.
Ridge mapping was undertaken for each martian quadrangle using computer
searches of Viking orbiter imagery to insure maximum coverage of each
quadrangle. To date 21 of the 30 quadrangles have been surveyed
covering nearly all of the planet south of 30°N latitude. Mapping
reveals numerous occurrences of ridges and scarps in locations other
than previously mapped ridged plains (3). Ridges and scarps are found
to occur throughout highland cratered terrain, where they generally
occur on intercrater plains of limited areal extent. Locally ridges lie
wholly within craters or transect crater walls. The global geometric
configuration formed by the ridges shows a striking degree of
orthogonality to modeled compressive stresses of Phillips and Lambeck
(i). This is especially true in regions adjacent to Tharsis. In
regions fartherfrom Tharsis the correlationis weaker.
This orthogonal relationship of ridges and compressive stresses
associated with Tharsls loading is most noticeable to the east of
Tharsis. Here, from 30°N to nearly 30°S latitude and centered on 70°
longitude, plains of numerous well-developedparallel ridges form a
broad arcuateband up to 1400 km wide and are orientednormal to modeled
compressive stress trajectories. South of Tharsis below 30°S latitude
and stretching from 45° to 180° longitude ridges also correlate very
well with modeled compressivestresses. Compressivestressesare radial
to Tharsis in this region whereas the ridges are oriented
circumferentially. To the west of Tharsis between 30°N and 40°S
latitude and as far west as 210° longitudemodeled compressivestresses
strike approximatelyeast-west. Once again ridges displayan orthogonal
configuration striking approximately north-south. On the Tharsis
plateau itself in the area of maximum compressive stress, ridges are
abgent (exceptwithin the calderas of the Olympus and Pavonis Montes)
and may be coveredby volcanic lavas.
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On the opposite side of the planet from Tharsis at _ 290° longitude
agreement between ridge orientations and modeled compressive stress
trajectoriesis less certain. In equatoriallatitudes (± 30°) of this
area modeled stress trajectories are oriented predominantly north-
south. Parallel ridges of this same area trend north and northwestand
are at best highly obliqueto modeledstresses. Ridges such as those of
Hesperia Planum (20°S, 250°) are anastomosing reflectlng a major
northwest trend and a minor northeast trend. In southern latitudes
(below 30°S) modeled compressive stress trajectoriesrotate clockwise
from an east-west orientation at 230° longitude to ~ NI5W at 310°
longitude. Ridge orientationsdo not fit this patternand insteadtrend
in variousnonorthogonaldirections.
The extent to which geometricconfigurationsof ridges fit this model of
deviatoric compressive stresses implies that the ridges have a
structural origin and are a tectonic expression crustal failure due to
Tharsis loading. Ridges remote from Tharsis may be influenced by a
differingstress regime.
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TECTONIC FEATURES OF SOUTHEAST THARSIS
Plescla, J.B., Roth, L.E. and Saunders, R.S., Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, California 91103
Radar topography of Mars has been obtained over the past several years
during each opposition (i). This topography has allowed a more detailed
understanding of several structures of the equatorial belt. Two
features, in particular, will be discussed here, the Claritas Fossae
region and the Coprates Rise.
Claritas Fossae is an elongate piece of ancient crust at approximately
ll0 ° longitude, which is surrounded by younger volcanic plains.
Relative relief with the adjacent plains varies from 0 km at -14.5 °
latitude, to nearly 2 km at -20 °, (Figure i). The absolute elevation,
relative to the reference areold (2), is fairly constant along the
strike. The observation that the absolute elevation of this old piece
of crust is constant and does not increase northward, may indicate that
much of Tharsis plateau is constructional rather than a crustal uplift.
Claritas Fossae has apparently acted as a barrier for lavas extending
away from both Arsia Mons and the Syria Rise volcanic region. This
effect is evident in the images of the southeast flank of Arsia Mons
where flows can be seen to be deflected by the Claritas Fossae horst.
The thickness of the lavas increases along the western side of the horst
as reflected in an increase of elevation northward. At -14.5 ° the flows
from Arsia Mons appear to have capped the western reaches of Clarltas
Fossae, as there is no relative relief between the Fossae and the
flows. This would imply a thickness of at least 2 km for the lavas in
this areas.
Along the eastern margin, relative relief with respect to the Syria
plains is constant at about i km. To the south, beginning at -18 °, a
graben has developed, with an average width of about i00 km. This
graben can be traced southward into Thaumasla for a distance of over
1800 km. The southernmost radar track which crosses this feature,
indicates a graben depth of 2 km relative to the adjacent plains.
A second major structural feature observed are a series of tilted fault
blocks between 50° and 75° longitude. (Figure 2), south of Coprates
Chasma, and termed the Coprates Rise. Topographic ridges are observed
at three longitudes; 65°, 59° and 52°. All of the ridges strike north-
south and have asymmetric slopes. In all three cases, the eastern flank
of the Rise exhibits a steeper slope than the western side. The ridges
at 65° and 59° rise 1.8-2.0 km above the surrounding plains. These two
ridges are separated by a plains unit which lles about 500m below the
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ridge crests. Along the eastern side of the 59° ridge, a steep slope is
observed with approximately 2 kilometers of relief across it. A second
north-south trough occurs along 55°• To the east of this trough, the
elevation crests in the region of 52°• Due to limited latitude coverage
by radar the north-south extent of these ridges could not be determined;
however, they can be seen in orbiter images to dive below younger plains
to the north, while to the south, they merge with the Thaumasls
highlands. The troughs at 55° and 62° are both floored by ridged plains
units, appreciably younger than the ridges. The ridges themselves are
composed of heavily cratered crust, Regional slopes are about 0.2° to
the west, while eastern slopes are much steeper, reaching 2.5° •
The interpretation here is that this structure represents blocks of
older crust which have been tilted to the west by some tectonic
process. The size of the blocks appears to decrease to the west, with
the westernmost block being approximately 500 km across, the central
block 350 km across, and the eastern block 200 km across. A second area
of similar faulting, Figure 3, occurs to the west of the Tharsis region,
at about 165 ° longitude. Here the fault block has the opposite
orientation, being tilted eastward. This raises the interesting
possibility that these tilted blocks may be related to the tectonlsm of
the Tharsis region. A second possibility is that these blocks represent
the rim of some ancient impact basin centered on the Tharsis region.
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Figure 1. Topography around _he summit of the Syria Rise and the
Claritas Fossae horst. Vertlcal exaggeration IOOX. 22 Goldstone
radar scans between latitudes -14,23 ° and -21,19 °
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•Figure 2. Topography of the Coprates Rise. Vertical exaggeration IOOX.
19 Go]dstone radar scans between the latitudes of -14,23 ° and -21.19 °
Figure 3. Topography of cratered highlands in Memnonia. Vertical exag-
geration IOOX. 15 Goldstone radar scans between latitudes -14.50 ° and
-21.19 ° .
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THARSIS: AN ALTERNATIVEEXPLANATION
Sean C. SolomonI and James W. Head2
iDept, of Earth and PlanetarySciences,MassachusettsInstitute
of Technology,Cambridge,MA 02139
2Dept. of GeologicalSciences,Brown University,Providence,
RI 02912
The Tharsisregion of Mars, by virtue of its large scale and
its complexand extendedhistoryof volcanic and tectonicactivity,
is a focal point for discussionsof Martian geologicevolution.
The traditionalexplanationof Tharsis [i,2]is that broad updoming
of the lithospherecausedby a thermalor chemicalanomaly in the mantle
led to fracturingand to the volcanicemplacementof thfn plains
units and later of the large shields. Evidence cited in supportof
this model includesthe broad topographichigh of the Tharsisregion,
the large elevationof surfaceunits mapped as relativelyold on the
basis of densityof cratersand fractures,and the generallyradial
trends to most extensionalfracturesin and near the Tharsis area.
We offer in this paper an alternativeexplanationfor the events
of the Tharsisregion. In briefest terms, the explanationcontains
three elements: (i) The elasticlithosphereof Mars throughout
much of its historyhas been heterogeneousin thickness (i.e.,in
temperature). Stress due both to global and local causes was con-
centratedin zones of thin lithosphere,foremostamong which was
(perhapsa small fractionof) the Tharsis region,preferentially
concentratingfracturingin such areas. (2) Intensefracturingwas
conduciveto local volcanism. The heating associatedwith volcanism
maintaineda locallythin elasticlithosphere,thus insuringthat
furtherfracturingand volcanismwould be concentratedin the same
area. (3) Tharsistopographywas producedprimarilyby volcanic
construction. The topographicand gravityhighs have been supported
againstcomplete isostaticcompensationby the strengthof a broadly
thick (if locallythin) lithosphere.
There is strong evidence for the existenceof lateralvariations
in the thicknessof an elastic lithosphereon Mars from the apparent
flexuralresponseof the lithosphereto local volcanic loads [3]. In
particular,there appearsto have been a dichotomyin lithospheric
thickness that is insensitive to load age, with thin (25-50 km) elastic
lithosphereindicatedfor the regionsimmediatelysurroundinglarge
shield volcanoesin major volcanicprovinces (TharsisMontes,Elysium
Mons), and a thick elasticlithosphere(>i00km) for regions at
greaterdistancesfrom volcanicprovincecenters (Isidisbasin, Olympus
Mons). A similarcase for contemporaneousheterogeneitiesin elastic
lithospherethicknesson the Moon has been made from the local tectonic
responseto mascon loading [4].
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We hypothesizethat Tharsis (andElysium)was the site of locally
thin lithospheredating from a time shortlyafter crustalformation.
Concentrationof stress due to such global causes as warming and ex-
pansion of the deep Martian interior [5] combine_with locallygener-
ated stress to produce early fracturing. The historyof faulting
in the Tharsisregion has been characterizedby severalmajor episodes
of extensionalfaulting,each with a generallypreferreddirectionfor
fault trends [2,6,7]. In particular,early Tharsisfaults showed
dominantlyN-S trends,and later faults showedmostly NE-SW trends [6].
Thus at any given time in the Tharsis region,the pattern of major
extensionalfaultswas not clearlyradial. That the faultingwas an
expressionsimply of global (thermal)and local (loading)stress is
thereforeat least as plausiblean explanationas regionaldoming.
The most straightforwardexplanationfor regionaldoming, the
explanationgenerallyinvokedfor large scale doming on the Earth, is
thermalexpansionassociatedwith an anomalouslyvigorousmantle heat
source [i]. Doming by thermalexpansionis nearly an isostaticprocess,
leadingto at most modest gravitationalanomaliesunless a great thick-
ness of mantle material is involvedin the heating. While an isostatic
model for Tharsis is possible [8],the requiredlateraltemperature
contrast rules out a strictlythermalexplanation.
The Elysium area is a smaller scale analog to the Tharsis region [9].
The analogy includes both topographic and gravity highs [i0], evidence
for a locally thin elastic lithosphere near Elysium Mons [3], and a
fracture system with a stronger regional than radial trend [ii]. A
thermal doming explanation for the Elysium topographic and gravity
anomalies can be excluded: because of the comparatively great age
of Elysium volcanic activity compared to Tharsis [2], any thermal
anomaly beneath Elysium should have substantially decayed. The anomalies,
however, have clearly persisted. While a chemically anomalous mantle
beneath Elysium (and Tharsis) could account for the gravity and top-
ography [2], at least an equally likely explanation is that the Elysium
topography is constructional in origin and has been supported since
emplacement by a regionally thick elastic lithosphere.
We have thus been led to considerthe hypothesisthat much of the
topographicanomalyof Tharsis is also constructionalin origin. The
great shieldsare clearlyconstructionaland are largelysupportedby
lithosphericstrength. While the youngestvolcanicplains in the Tharsis
region may be relativelythin (<i km), the thicknessof earlierv01-
canic units is not well constrained. The comparativelyold, high
standingsurfaces in the Tharsisarea, by this hypothesis,may be the
still exposed surfacesof volcanicconstructsfrom an early episodeof
Tharsisactivity,perhaps dating as far back as near the time of
terminationof heavy bombardment.
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As an alternativeto an updomingmodel for Tharsis,we therefore
propose a model incorporatingzones of locallythin lithosphere
capableof concentratingstress and lithosphericfailure,closely
associatedvolcanismand fracturingmaintainingthe locallythin
lithosphereby positive feedback,and an evolvingtopographiccon-
struct built by the successiveadditionof volcanicunits and supported
by a regionallythick lithosphere. By this model, the topographicand
gravityhighs in Tharsis and Elysium are primarilyconstructionaland
permanent. The concentrationof fracturingand volcanismin distinct
provincesfollowsnaturallyfrom the notion of heterogeneitiesin
lithospherestructure. Fracturingis in responseto global and local
sourcesof stress and reflectslithosphericstrength,so that radial
fracturetrends are not required.
A major distinctionbetween the explanationfor Tharsisoffered here
and all earlier explanations[12]is that no specialor anomalous
propertiesneed to be attachedto the mantle beneathmajor Martianvol-
canic provinces. The locationof volcanismon Mars is governedprimarily
by the sites of easiestaccess of magma to the surface. In this respect,
Tharsismay be similarto mid-oceanridges on the Earth. The mid-Atlantic
ridge and the east Pacificrise are major volcaniccenters and are nearly
stationaryin a hotspot referenceframe, yet no anomalouscharacteristic
is attributedto the mantle beneath them. The mantle beneathocean
ridges,and beneath Tharsisin the model proposedhere, plays a passive
rather than an active role.
The model for Tharsis evolutionproposed here, like all other simple
models, may fail to accountfor all of the detailsof a complexregional
history. Nonethelesswe feel the model offers an attractivealternative
to regionaldoming and merits furthercriticaltestingby both geophysical
and geologicaldata.
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EARLY VOLCANIC-TECTONICPROVINCE: COPRATESREGIONOF MARS
Saunders,R. S., Roth, L. E., and Downs,G. S., Jet PropulsionLabora-
tory, CaliforniaInstituteof Technology,Pasadena,CA 91103;
Schubert,G., Departmentof Earth and Space Sciences,University
of California,Los Angeles, CA 90024.
Featuresof an elevated region south of Coprates Chasmamay have impli-
cationsfor regionalvolcanic and tectonichistory. The elevated region
lies south of Coprates Chasmaand near the easternmargin of the ridged
plains [l] of Copratesquadrangle (MC-18). McCauley [2] has recognized
the existenceof this region and consideredit to comprisea geologic
unit equivalentto the cratered plateaumaterial which underliesthe
Ridged Plainsmaterial and is exposed to the east. The region coincides
with the crest of a topographichigh recently identified[3] i_ the
GoldstoneMars radar scans [4] extendingbetweenlongitudes57V and 80°
(here termed the Coprates Rise, see Fig. l). Within this elevated
region a possiblevolcanic featureoccurs at -18.4v latitudeand 59.70
longitude. The illuminationand shadowing(VikingOrbiter frames 610A24,
26) reveal an impactmodified conicalmountain 80 km in diameterwith a
22 kmdiameter summit crater. The flanks displaya sinuouslychanneled
texture. We would interpretthis featureas a shield volcanowith
radiatinglava chanBelson its _lanks. A similarfeatureoccurs about
200 km south (-20.5 lat., 60.5 long.). This mountain is more irreg-
ular than the first one. It is about 60 km in diameterand has an
indistinctsummit caldera.
The elevated region is embayed by material of the Ridged Plains and
apparentlyexistedas a topographichigh pricr to emplacementof that
material. The east side of the rise is marked by a steep linear ridge
that extendsfrom near the rim of Copra_esChasma for approximately
lO00 km to the south along longitude57 W. The eastern slope drops
2 km to the east over a distanceof approximately50 km. The slope is
cut by numerous fracturesand channels,some of which may have carried
the material (presumablyas lava) that formed the ridged plains. The
steepest slopes here contain numerousalignedtriangularfacets that
point uphill. There appears to be a structuralcontrol, but in many
places the alignmentof the facets suggeststhat resistantlayers such
as those exposed in CopratesChasma to the north have been etched out
by some erosionalprocess.
If the faces on the slope result from erosionof layeredmaterial,then
the layers dip in the same directionas the slope at an angle that
somewhat exceedsthe slope. This would indicatethat the topographic
rise is tectonicin origin, possiblya monoclinal fold, rather than a
volcanic pile. The local topographyappearsto form a segmentof a
circle of elevatedpre-ridgedplains topographythat extends down to
L
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latitude-35o. The circularaspect suggestsalso that the topography
may representthe remnants of an early impact basin. Apparentlythis
elevated region was a local source for some of the plains volcanics.
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THERMALHISTORIESOF MARS, INCLUDINGCONVECTIONAND COREFORMATION
Davies, Geoffrey F., Dept_ of Earth and Planetary Sciences and
McDonnell Center for Space Sciences, Washington University,
St. Louis, Missouri 63130.
Convective models of the thermal history of Mars have been used to explore
the relationships between initial temperature, core separation and the
formation of Mars' crust. The results favor initial mean temperatures at
least 80% of the present value, and peak heat fluxes comparable to those
in modern earth ocean basins.
Core separation would have released sufficient energy to raise Mars _ mean
temperature by up to 300°K (Solomon, 1979), and would thus be a significant
event in Mars' thermal history. As a first approximation, this energy is
included in the models as a heat source with various assumed distributions
in time. Convective heat transport through the interior is assumed, and
is modeled through a simple, approximate relation between heat flux,
temperature difference and viscosity. The assumed strong temperature
dependence of the viscosity is the dominant factor governing the surface
heat flux. Accretional and other early heating mechanisms are included
implicitly through the initial mean temperature, Radioactive heating is
included explicitly, with chondritic U and Th abundances (15 and 60 ppb)
and K/U = 2 x 104. Conductive loss of near-surface accretional heat is
not adequately treated, so the formation of the primitive crust cannot be
addressed.
Arvidson, Goettel and Hohenberg (1979) have concluded from an analysis of
crater populations that the early phase of formation of primitive crust
(southern cratered terrain), was followed by a second phase in which the
northern cratered plains, fretted terrains and "cratered terrain plains"
were formed. If a constant cratering flux is assumed, the second phase
would have peaked about 1.5 Gy ago, but if the more realistic cratering
flux of Neukumand Wise (1976)is assumed, it would have peaked earlier
then 3.5 Gy ago. It is hypothesized here that the second phase was
related to a maximumin heat transport from the Martian interior,
Models have been calculated in which the duration of core formation varies
from 50 My to 3 Gy and in which the rate of release of core energy either
is constant or growing exponentially with time. Subsequent thermal
history is insensitive to the mode of core formation. Models which become
fully convective yield a present heat flux of about 30 mW/m2, about 50%
greater than present heat production and in reasonable agreement with the
value of 35 mW/m2 obtained by ToksSz and Hsui (1978) from a full finite-
amplitude convection calculation.
The time of peak heat flow depends_mainly on the initial temperature.
Models with peak heat flow within the last 2 Gy require initial mean
temperatures between 50% and 20% of the presentvalue. Solomon (1979)
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achieved this result with a somewhat higher initial mean temperature,
but his model did not include convective heat transport. Such late-
peaking models are not favored since they would require a nearly constant
cratering flux (Arvidson et al., 1979). Arvidson et al. (1979) alsonote
that many extensional tectonic features may be related to the Tharsis
uplift, and that many compressional tectonic features have been identified
in Viking pictures, implying the possiblility of significant cooling and
contraction of Mars.
Models in which peak heat flows were reached earlier than 3.5 Gy ago
require initial mean temperatures of at least 80%Of the present value.
The precise timing of the peak in these models is controlled by the time
of core formation. A consistent feature of these models is that peak
heat fluxes are greater than 80 mW/m2. These are comparable to modern
heat fluxes in earth's ocean basins (which average I00 mW/m2), and raise
the question of why, or whether, plate tectonics did not operate on Mars.
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AN ANALYSISOF MARTIANGRAVITYOVERTHREESHIELD VOLCANOES
Smith, John Carl, Phillips, Roger J., and Ritke, Steven, Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California 91103
Using Viking Orbiter II data an analysis has been made of the gravity
anomalies over Arsia Mons, Pavonis Mons and Ascraeus Mons. A disk of
fixed size was placed at the location of each volcano and the disk's
mass was fit to the data of orbits 600, 638, 676 and 677. For each
volcano the solved for mass was roughly 7% of the mass estimated
strictly from topographic data. This result is thus indicative of
substantial amounts of compensation occurring under each volcano. This
is in distinct opposition to the results from Olympus Mons, which
indicate that the volcano is relatively poorly compensated.
Given the linear alignment of these volcanoes one mightexpect some
deep-seated structure connecting the three; however, the data is fit
quite well by three distinct disks with no connecting density anomaly
and thus it seems somewhat unlikely that any connecting density
structure exists between the volcanoes.
Several modes of compensation exist, and the data at present is probably
unable to distinguish between the different processes involved.
However, if one assumes that the compensation is a result entirely of
lithospheric flexure then it is possible from these answers to get a
rough estimate of the lithospheric thickness. Results of such calcu-
lations and their uncertainty due to uncertainties in the topography
will be presented.
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PLANETARY FRACTURE PATTERNS; INFLUENCE OF INHERITANCE ON STRESS ANALYSIS
McGill, George E., Dept. of Geology/Geography, U_versity of
Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003
To determine stress orientations from fracture patterns, it is first
necessary to demonstrate that the fracture sets used are about the same
age before it is reasonable to infer that they result from a single sys-
tem of principal stresses (Donath, 1962). One major source of age un-
certainty is the very real possibility that some (or perhaps all) of the
fracture orientations present in near-surface rocks are in fact inherited
from older, underlying rocks. Hodgson (1961), in a brief reconnaissance
study of fracture patterns at various stratigraphic levels in the Grand
Canyon, reported evidence suggesting significant correlation between
basement fracture trends and fracture trends in overlying Paleozoic sedi-
mentary rocks. The problem that this creates for fracture analysts was
succinctly stated by Hodgson (1961, p. 97): "If the fracture pattern
seen today in the sedimentary rocks is 'Precambrian', the direction or
disposition of the forces producing this pattern must be referred to the
Precambrian also and an attempt to establish a direct genetic relation
between the major elements of the joint pattern and post-Vishnu folding
or faulting would be questionable."
In dealing with the question of inheritance, we must distinguish between
large-scale, individual planar structures such as major faults, and
smaller, outcrop-scale fractures (joints and small faults) that we may
think of as "penetrative" on a macro scale. There is abundant evidence
that large, individual basement structures may be reactivated even if
principal stress orientations have c_anged. Some of the better examples
of such fault reactivation come from the Grand CAnyon itself (Huntoon,
1976). But is it possible for outcrop-scale joint patterns to be inher-
ited, and then for this inherited anisotropy to influence major fracture
patterns developed by younger stress systems? Hodgson believed that his
evidence from the Grand Canyon supported inheritance of joint orienta-
tions, but most of his stations are located along the Kaibab trail, and
thus many of them are very close to one or more faults (Fig. i), some of
which exhibit clear evidence for post-Paleozoic reactivation. My intent
is to carry out a much more systematic comparison of Precambrian and
Paleozoic fractures involving: i) comparison of fracture patterns in
basement and immediately overlying Tapeats Sandstone (Cambrian) at sta-
tions as close together as possible and also as far from faults as pos-
sible; 2) determination of the inherent variability of the Precambrian
and Paleozoic fracture patterns by collecting data from more than one
place in the Canyon; and 3) investigation of the exposed contact between
Tapeats and basement in search of direct evidence for or against upward
propagation of individual joints.
Sufficient progress has been made on phase i) to present some tentative
ideas; much more work is needed before the other phases can be discussed.
Two students at Northern Arizona University, Martha Hall and Susan Beard,
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devised an almost identical project completely independently. This re-
port involves only my own data; final analysis and publication will in-
volve all three of us using merged data.
Figures 1-3 summarize findings from a 3 km stretch of Canyon upstream
from the Kaibab trail where several small tributary canyons cut the Tonto
Platform, exposing Vishnu Formation or Zoroaster Granite on their floors
and Tapeats Sandstone on their walls. These small canyons are ideal
places for comparison studies because they are distant from faults, base-
ment and Tapeats exposures are close together, and access is easy.
As figure i demonstrates, there is little correspondence between azimuths
of dominant joint sets recorded for Tapeats stations and the azimuths of
joints, foliation, or dikes in the associated basement stations. A com-
parison of lumped data is presented in contour form in figure 2. Figure
3 is a comparison of azimuths of only the steeply dipping joints plotted
as simple histograms. My preliminary conclusion is that significant in-
heritance of the Paleozoic joint pattern from underlying basement cannot
be supported with these data.
Donath, F.A., 1962, Geol. Soc. America Bull., 73, 1-16.
Grand Canyon Natural History Association, 1976, Geologic map of the Grand
Canyon National Park, Arizona.
Hodgson, R.A., 1961, Amer. Ass. Petrol. Geol. Bull., 45, 95-97.
Huntoon, P.W., 1976, i_n_nBreed, W.J. and Roat, E., ed., Geology of the
Grand Canyon, Flagstaff, Museum of Northern Arizona, p. 82-115.
N N
Fig. 2. Lower hemisphere equal-area contour plots (% of poles per 1%
area of net) of all joints from the four localities (Fig. i).
Fig. 3. Histograms of % of all steeply dipping joints (dip Z70 °) vs.
azimuth for basement and Tapeats stations (Fig. i).
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ORIGINSOF REGIONAL SCALE LINEAMENTSWARMS AS SUGGESTEDBY FRACTUREDOMAIN
ANALYSIS OF ITALY
(!) (!) c2)
D.U. Wise, R. Funiciello,M. Parotto and F. Salvini, (i) Dept. of Geology/
Geography,Univ. of Mass., Amherst,MA 01003; Institutedi Geologic,
Univ. of Rome, Italy.
With the advent of satelliteimageryof other planets and satellitesas
well as the Earth, it has become generallyacknowledgedthat linear pat-
terns related in some way to fracturingare ubiquitousfeatures of almost
all planetarycrusts. On Earth many individuallineamentshave been re-
lated to specific faults and fracture zones. Some martian and lunar lin-
aments are obvioushorst and grabensbut both bodies have other "grid"
systemsof more complexnature. Indeed, the nature, origlnandtectonic
settingsof most swarms of lineamentscharacteristicof planetary
and large terrestrialsurfacescontinue to elude us. The originsand
meanings of these lineamentarrays remain among the most poorly under-
stood structuralaspects of planetarycrusts.
Lineamentdetectionis not among the more preciselycontrolledof geologic
observations. The varietyof observationsand interpretationsis so great
that it is sometimesconsideredan artformtermed "Linesmanship"(Wi_e 1976).
Reasons for difficultiesin working with lineamentarrays are numerousbut
include enhancementor suppressionin various lightingconditions,obser-
ver reproducibilityand illusion,albedo effects,scale effects for dif-
fering lengthsof lineamentclasses, and difficultieswith the "ground
truth" about the lineaments. To avoid some of these difficulties,the
present study was restrictedto topographiclineamentsvisible on raised
relief maps of Italy illuminatedfrom various azimuths.
The reproducibilityquestionis examined in Fig. 1 for the Island of Sicily.
Three differentobservers analyzed the same reliefmap images shadowed from
four differentdirections. The resultswere digitizedand convertedto
azimuth-frequencyhistograms. The peaks of these were automaticallyfitted
with gaussians,the azimuthsand strengthsof which are indicatedon Fig.1 ,
as i, 2, 3. Four publishedsets of Sicily lineamentdata by other authors
based on photo and satelliteimagerywere treated in the same way as shown
on Fig. i, (4,5,6,7). We concludethat for Sicily,the orientationsof
lineamentswarms derivedby reliefmap methods, at the very least, are as
reliableand reproducibleas the results from lineamentstudiesbased on
more traditionalimagery.
In all a total of 7063 topographiclineamentswere drawn for all Italy using
shadowingtechniqueson raised reliefmaps. The Italianrelief map lineament
data for i00 km diametercircular areas were computerdigestedwith auto-
matic gaussianfitting techniquesto produce88 overlappingcomputer-
smoothedwindrose plots cover!n_ all Italy. Orientationpeaks, correlat-
able from windrose to windrose,were used to map 41 separate lineamentdo-
mains. Clues to the age and origin of the lineamentsets were soughtby
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Fig. i Reproducibility test of lineament swarm orientations drawn for
Sicily by various observers and methods.
of these domain boundaries and orientations with domains and orientations
of better knQwntectonic elements from a new brittle tectonic map of Italy
prepared especially for this study. Many of the domain boundaries are
traceable into adjacent seas as similarly oriented fault domains mappable
by marine geophysics. Among the most common relationships are lineament
domains corresponding in strike and areal distribution to broad arches,
basins, or regional flexures. Other domains correlate with regional fault
systems, most commonlyof normal displacement. One lineament domain,
interpreted as being presently active, corresponds closely in orientation
with recent fault scarps and in distribution with present selsmic energy
release patterns of the Appennines. A lineament swarm modei (Fig. 2) is
proposed for the origin of these features, in which long, deep fracture
swarms open by very small amounts perpendicular to sigma 3 (least com-
pression axis). Only locally is the extension great enough to produce
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normal faulting. Dilatency in the zone permits enhanced joint development
in the near-surface rocks with tectonic heredity influencing the production
of a variety of local joint orientations in the zone. Joint sets parallel
or normal to the zone need not even appear. Consequent localization of
erosional processes along these zones of be_ter joint development explains
the unusual prominence of such subtle structural Peatures in the regional
topographic grain. The extent to which these observations and mechanisms
apply to other regions and other planets is debatable but for this volcanic
and tectonically youthful land a lineament swarm origin by extension seems
indlcated.
:AI St.J_,SIDtNG BASIN IB} SIMPLE VERTICAL UPLIFT AND |C} (X_V_RES_ONAL ARCHING WITH
LATERAL SPREADING EXTENSION ABOVE A NEUTRAL
SURFACE
ID) GRAVITY EXTENSION ALONG A COAST (El TRETCHING ALONG A ZONE IF) HINGE LINE O_ A SUBS:DING
OR MOUNTAIN FRONT O_ ]_FFERENTIAL UPLIFT OR CONTINENIAL MARGIN OR BASIN
SUBSIDENCE
IG) CLASSIC EM. ANDERSON STRESS (H) RHINE CRABEN STYLOLIT[ BASED (I| STRETCHING OF BRITTLE SURF_,CE
SYSTEM FOR GRABEN FORMATION STRESS SYSTEM, ROCKS ABOVE A SEMI-DUCTILE
FIASEM[ NT UNDCRGOfNG _EGIONAL
COMPRESSION
Fig. 2. Possible tectonic settings for Italian lineament swarm development.
No_e:s!_ma 3 normal to lineament.
References: Bodechtel, J. and U. Munzer, 1978, Satellite lineaments of the
central Mediterranean Region, p. 339-340 in Alps, Apennines, Helenldes,
:Interunlon Comm. o= Geodyn. Sci Rept. 38. Cardamone, et al, 1976, Study
of: regional linears of central Sicily by satellite imagery, Tectonphysics
33, 81-96. Wise, D.U., 1976, Linesmanship: guidlines to a thriving
•geologic artform, p. 635-636, Utah Geol. Assoc. Publ. No. 5.
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RESEARCH ACTIVITY OF THE PLAI_ETOLOGYBRANCH OF THE
LABORATORI0 ASTROFISICA SPAZIALE - 1979 -
R.Bianchl, A.Carusi, A.Coradin!,M.Coradini,C.Federico.E_lamlni,
M.Fulchi_noni, G.Magni, M.Poscolleri, G.Valseechi.
ORIGIN OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM
The study of the accumulation processes of the
primordial solar Nebula has been developped taking
also into account the role of melted grains.
The results obtained have been published in
"The Moon and the Planets".
Furthermore, the hydrodynamics of grains in the
Solar Nebula has been Investlga_ed. In fact, during
the collapse it can be assumed that the solid compo-
nents of the nebula (grains) and the gaseous ones
are well mixed because of the turbulence.Wheh the
turbQlence decays, at the end of the collapse, a
dynamical separation of the two fluids can appear.
Preliminary results about these topics have
been published in the Expanded Abstracts of the 9th.
Lunar and Planetary Science Conference (Houston, Tx,
March 1978).
The general results can be summarized as fol-
lows:
Formation of planetesimals from the dusty compo-
nent of the protosolar nebula has been widely accep-
ted. The most probable driving mechanism can be found
in the gravitational instabilities. They cannot occur
in the gaseous component of a small mass nebula, becau-
se the densities required are very high and temperatu-
res of the nebula, formation of a thin dusty disk and
fragmentation of such dis_ because of gravitationa!
instabilities have been investigated. On the other hand,
a high mass protosolar nebula can be gravitationally
unstable regardless of grains sedimentation, at least
in the external regions, but the problem of b!owing off
the excess off mass (T-Taurl wind) remains. The sedimen-
tation of grains through the gas has been studied in
some details. During sedimentation, instability of the
gas-dust configuration against axisymmetric perturba-
tions has been checked.
We have assumed that grains, strongly affected by
gas, settle through a quiescent medium, i.e. the gas is
nearly in hydrostatic equilibrium. Moreover, falling
down of grains to the midplane does not appreciably mo-
dify the vertical structure of the gas. The presence of
turbGlence in the gas strongly influences the general
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behaviour of the sedimentation, but a sufficiently ener-
getic source to sustain turbulence has not been clearly
understood yet. The gravitational instability mechanism
is very efficient to stop the grain motion, i.e. the cha-
racteristic viscous slowing down time is much less than mean
grain-graln collision time. The system can be considered
as a heavy gas with mass equal to the sum of the gas and
dust masses and with thermodynamical properties due to the
gas only. The dispersion relationship is corrected taking
into account the flatness of the disk. Unstable wavelengths
are selected by the condition of being less than the cha-
racteristic scale length of the physical parameters invol-
ved. The evolution of density distribution of grains and
the onset of gravitational instabilities has been studies
for three models of nebula, from low (.01 M ) to high
(2 _ disk massed. Itcomes aut that a grain_gas fluid makes
it possible to obtain planetesimals via gravitationa! in-
stabilities, with masses larger than those obtained in
previous works. Moreover, in low mass nebula models high
values of sedimentation are required, which are inhibited
by the presence of turbolence, at least in the inner re-
gions of the nebula. In the external regions, quiescense
of gas is a less strong constraint and dusty planetesimals
can form. In the high mass model, appearence of primordial
giant protoplanets at several A.U. cannot be avoided, and
this presumably influences the formation of the inner pla-
netesimals.
DYNAMICS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM.
Studies concerning the evolutions of orbits of minor
bodies of the solar System during a c!ose encounter with
Jupiter have been carried od. The general research,concer-
ning SO00 close encounters of minor bodies beloing to S
different populations (an asteroidal one, a cometary one
and an intermediate one), has been carried out and the con-
clusions have been published in internationa! Journals; in
addition, the study of the satelllte-capture phenomena du-
ring planetary close encounters has been started.
The first conclusion of this work have been presented
at the IAU Symposium n.81, held in Tokio. The results of a
research concerning the effect of a close encounters with
Jupiter on a population of planet-crossers of the inner pla-
nets have been presented at the annual meeting of NASA Pla-
netary Principal Investigator held in Tucson.
Two more lines of research have been carried on: the
firs_ is concerned with the effects of the presence of the
Galile_n satellites of Jupiter during a deep close encounter
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between that planet and a minor body; the second is con-
cerned with the general problem of the evolution of or-
bits of minor bodies, due to planetary perturbations
and to planetary close encounters in various regions of
the Solar System. Finally it has been shown that close
encounters between Jupiter and minor bodies are general-
ly more efficient if the initia! orbit of the small body
is nearly tangent to that of the planet. An analysis of
available data allows us to identify the class of nearly
orbits for which the effects are significant.
PLANETARY SURFACES
Researches on planetary surface features have been
carried out, both theoretically and experimentally uti-
lizing Mariner I0 and Viking imagery.
Crater distributions of the Mercury.surface have been
compiled; main goals of this work were: 1) determination
of a statistical index to discriminate secondaries in cra-
ter fields; 2) the analysis of the behaviour of cumulative
and relative distributions of large craters in different
areas; 3) the comparison between distributions of peculiar
crater (peack craters, lava filled craters, terraced craters,
etc.) in different areas.
The definition of the entropy of a cratered surface is
given in analogy with the entropy of the information theor_
The saturation, defined as the ratio between the area cove-
red by craters of diameters D and the total observed area,
is adopted as a measure of the probability find a portion
of a planetary surface covered by craters of a given diame-
ter.
The meaning of such new function is discussed in com-
parison with statistlca_ approaches to the study of the cra-
tering.
Applications to Mercury are discussed.
The role of the permafrost in the martian soll has been
studied from a thermod.vnamical point of view.
An outstanding resul of the Viking mission has been the
detection, both photogr-_@hic and instrumental of water vapor
in the martian environment. The only possible "tank" for the
water, where no evidence of surface frost has been detected,
is the soll which could contain unexpected amounts of water.
On the Earth, the mixture of water ice and soil, called
permafrost, is continously present in the northern empisphere
in a latitude belt of about 40 o around the pole.
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• A comparative morphology analysis of periglacial
terestrial and martian terrain suggest the permafrost
can play an important role in forming many _urficlal
structure in the volcanic region of Tharsis.
A study of the thermodynamics which regulate the
processes of thawing and freezing of the layer of per-
mafrost on Mars has been carried out.
The equation of the heat propagation has been sol-
ved, under martian conditions, both in the case of pe-
riodic (daily,Seasonal and longer) variations of the
surface temperature, and in the case of an anomalus heating
of the ground. Such an extra heating could be caused by
the presence of a lava flow or by energy released during
a meteoritical impact.
Distributions of the temperature anda function of the
depth and time have been computed.
Possibility of formation of water lenses at some
depth in the martian underground has been also checked in
order to get a reservoir of liquid water, to be conside-
red as responsible for some collapse features visible on
the Viking Orbiters photographs.
On the basis of Mariner 9 data the hypsometric curve
of Mars has been computed and drawn.
For the construction of the hypsometric curve of Mars
the tophographic map of Mars produced by the U.S.G.S.
Astrogeology Center, Flagstaff (Az) has been utilized.
All the areas delimited by isollnes and geographical grid
have been measured, then summing all the contributions gi-
ven by the areas included between the same isolines. Such
measurements have been effectuated by the means of a solid-
state optic image analyzer.
A comparative study of the hypsometrlc curve of the
Earth and the Moon showes that on Mars several processes
of vertical differentiation of the crust started but did
not develop completely owing to the exhaustion of the en-
dogenic processes which determine the surflcial dynamics
of a planet.
A model for the evolution of the Martian crust is
discussed to Jus_fy the shape of the hypsometric curve.
Finally, th% formation of the sodium cloud and the
regolith on Io during micrometeorite impacts has been stu-
died.
Almost full penetration of the second mode of the:mi-
crometeorites distribution in the interplanetary space (M>
10-8gr) across the Io atmosphere has been found out numeri-
cally. The impact velocities turned out to be close to the
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initial ones, and are sufficient for the generation
of the contrary intensive ion-atom fluxes from the Io
topsoil. If the satellite surface contains at least
I_ of sodium, the flux of P_aions and excited sodium
atoms should be conform with Na (D) - line emission
from Io. Even if the extension of the topsoil unfloo-
ded by lav_ islnot large, owing to its high specific
surface (m-gr-'), the interaction between the topsoil
itself and the atmosphere can be considered having the
same importance of interaction between terrains, cove-
red by lava, and the atmosphere.
A statistical approach to the study of lunar sample
chemical analyses data have been continued devolopplng
the G-mode analysis and _Dplying that method both to
Moon rocks and ghlassy particles analyses.
Such new technique allows to cluster samples without
a detailed knowledge of the instrumental errors. This new
method is called "central" one. Moreover a statistical
method to classify new samples when a general classifica-
tion has already been obtained was studied and a computer
algorithm was performed.
A particular interest has been also devoted to educa-
tional activities during 1978. All the members of the
"Reparto dl Planetologia" are coauthors of a book entitled
"La Planetologia", edited by Newton Compton (Roma)- in late
1978 . In the book the main results and the discoveries in
the exp_ratlon of the planets, since the last ZO years, by
sovletic and american space missions, are summarized in a
easy-reading but scientiflcly precise way.
By the some token a divulgatlve laboratory experience
on cratering has been carried out to show students the mor-
phology and the physical aspects of the formation of a craters.
Such experimental work has been furtherly developped, in
strict cooperation with highschool students trying to obtain
a set of laboratory experiments capable of clearing up some
of the main problems of the formation and evolution of the
Solar System.
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Chapter 3
CRATERING AS A PROCESS,LANDFORM, AND DATING METHOD
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A GLOBALSTUDYOF PRIMARYCRATEREJECTAMORPHOLOGYONMARS: A
PROGRESSREPORT
Blasius, K.R., Cutts, J.A., and Roberts, W.J., Planetary Science
Institute, 283 So. Lake Ave,, Suite 218, Pasadena, Calif. 91101
The varied crater ejecta flow features which are unique to Mars
(Carr et al., J.G.R. 82: 4055-65} attest to the occurrence of
processes on that planet which do not occur on the moon and
Mercury. Several studies of the distribution of ejecta morphologies
over different latitudes, altitudes, and geologic units claim
discovery of significant (.but apparently contradictory) relation-
ships (Allen, Icarus, 1979, 39: 111-123; Mouginis-Mark, NASA
TM80339, 1979, 144-146, 147-149; Johansen, Proc. 2nd Colloq. on
Planetary Water and Polar Process., 1978, pp. I09-II0).
The goal of this investigation is to establish the observational
evidence for varied crater ejecta morphologies in a way which will
better support discriminationbetween proposed mechanisms of
formation. Weare gathering new morphometric data on crater
ejecta deposits and have tried to define a new system of qualitative
classification which imposes fewer constraints than previous studies
on trends and associations which might emerge from data (Cutts, J.A.
et al., NASATM 80339, 1979, 111-113). We are also using the
geographically most complete and uniform data set for Mars, the
Viking orbiter medium resolution mapping coverage.
The collection of data involves three steps: I) Acquire and record
on magnetic tape geometrical control point data and other fundamental
data relevant to a single mosaic strip, note control point locations
on plastic overlays, 2} on the same plastic overlays identify and
record characteristics of craters with extensive visible ejecta
deposits, 3) record on magnetic tape, through the use of a NUMONICS
digitizer, the positions of geometric control points, positions
and sizes of craters and their ejecta characteristics.
Figure 1 is a map of areas (except for polar regions) for which we
havenow gathered data through step 3.
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IMPACTCRATERING IN VISCOUS TARGETS
Greeley, Ronald, Department of Geology, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ; Donald
E. Gault, Murphys Center for Planetology, Murphys, CA; David B. Snyder, Department of
Geology, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ; Virginia Sisson, Department of Geology,
Princeton University, Princeton, NJ; Peter H. Schultz, Lunar Science Institute, Houston,
TX; and John E, Guest, University of London Observatory, London.
Martian multilobed craters - alias ejecta flow craters, "splosh" craters, and rampart craters -
have been suggested to involve fluidization of ejecta as a result of entrained water, melted
and/or vaporized ice, or aerodynamically decelerated ejecta. Some outer planet satellites
appear to be composed partly of ice and ice-silicate mixtures; impact craters formed in
these materials may have markedly different morphologies from impact craters on rocky
surfaces. To determine the effects that target viscosity and yield strength may have on the
formation and morphology of craters, a series of 61 experiments was carried out at the
NASA-Ames Vertical Gun Facility in which target viscosities and impact energies were
varied: 42 shots involved mixtures of potters clay and silica oil; 19 shots involved clay
and water. Viscosities ranged from 72 to 2750 poise, and yield strengths ranged from 1.3
to 3.40 Nt]m2. Preliminary assessments of the results show that: 1) The viscosity of the
target material governed the preservation of ejecta deposits and crater form. Although in
very fluid materials the crater was not preserved as a distinct topographic feature, the
outline of the transient crater was visible. With increasing viscosity, topographic relief
also increased. Thus, the depth-to-diameter ratio of some craters may be as much a func-
tion of target properties as of age. 2) Lobes of ejecta were emplaced by the collapse of a
central peak, as observed in high speed motion pictures; as it collapsed, it sent a surge of
ejecta over the rim. In higher energy impacts and/or less viscous targets, the central peak
oscillated, with each oscillation sending a progressively smaller surge of ejecta over the
rim developing multiple flow lobes. 3) In some experiments, the oscillating central peak
"froze" in a negative position, resulting in a central depression. 4) Immediately after
some shots, the target material in and near the impact zone actively degassed; evidently
the impact released volatiles from the clay-water and clay-oil mixtures. The effect was
two-fold: in 74% of the impacts there was a marked decrease in target viscosity (measured
in situ before and after impact); and the post-impact fluidized material smoothed out irreg-
ularities in the floor of some of the craters, giving a "flooded" appearance. 5) Multilayer
targets influence the ejecta morphology: a thin, "dry" layer (i.e. "regolith" or an icey
crust) on top of the viscous mixture retarded the emplacement of ejecta, whereas a thin
fluid (water) layer on top of the mixture lubricated the ejecta and enhanced flow.
Although these observations are qualitative and exploratory, the implications for Mars
and the icey satellites warrent additional study in which extrapolations to full-scale mar-
tian craters will be attempted through dimensionless parameters.
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EMPLACEMENT OF MARTIAN RAMPART AND PEDESTAL EJECTA BLANKETS
Hutch, P. _ Woronow, A., Lunar _ Planetary Lab, U. of Az.,
Tucson_ AZ 85721
The distinctive splash-like ejecta-blanket morphology of
Martian rampart craters probably, indicates that their
emplacement was in a fluidtzed state due to entrained gases
(1). The origin of. Pedestal craters is more ambiguous.
Although they have been attributed to erosion (2_3), they
may. be basically primary structures with only moderate
erosion,
Figures 1 through 3 are log-log plots of ejecta blanket area
vs crater area ( Ac-Ae plots) for Me-18. The simple linear
regression lines fitted to all of the data in Figures 1, 2,
and 3 have slopes of 1,27 t .03, 1.38 t.04, and 1.06 _ .07
respectively. The data in Figure 1 appear to exhibit two
Intersecting linear trends_ a line with slope of about 1.5
for craters with areas greater than 30 km_ and a line with
slope of about 1o0 for craters with areas less than 30 km_o
Regression lines for each of these segments actually have
slopes of 1.46 ± .04 and 0°9 ± .1 respectively. More
importantly, the large Lobate and Multilobate craters (Ac >
30 km_) follow a slope of 1.50 ± .05 while all Pedestal
craters follow a slope of 1.06 t .07.
These data were compared with six models, each having a
different set of physical constraints. Models constraining
maximum eJecta thickness to a single value independent of
crater size predict the results found for the larger rampart
craters. Ballistic emplacement, without subsequent flow,
and constant surface-slope models do not satisfy these data,
but do predict the results found for the smaller rampart
craters and all of the Pedestal craters.
Therefore, we interpret the data in Figures 1 through 3 to
indicate that the dominant physical process which yields the
observed ejecta-blanket morphologies of rampart craters is
different for craters larger and smaller than approximately
6 km diameter (Ac = 30 Km_). The ejecta of Pedestal craters
is physically different, during emplacement, from that of
rampart craters. The ejecta of the larger Rampart craters
was probably considerably flutdized during its emplacement.
However, the ejecta must resist being piled beyond some
maximum height at which the column weight is sufficient to
initiate penecontemporaneous internal deformation and flow
resui'ting in the extensive sets of lobs.
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The slope of 0,9 _ .4 appropriate to rampart craters of less
than approximately 6 km diameter mimics ballistic and
angle-of-repose emplacement models_ even though the eJecta
blankets do not appear to be normal ballistically-impfaced
blankets, but instead have lobes. These ejecta blankets
were probably very fluid, but never exceeded the critical
column height necessary to produce significant internal
failure and flow. Their surfaces may be near the maximum
slope which a material of their viscosity could sustain.
Pedestal craters also follow the "ballistic" models. This
suggests that Pedestal eJecta blankets are also primary
structures that fall naturally into the sequence
Multilobate-Lobate-Pedestal. The lack of lobate flow in the
Pedestal class could reflect the fact that the major source
of volat.iles is at some substantial depth below the surface.
Pedestal craters, being predominantly small in size, did not
excavate to that depth; therefore, their eJecta was
substantially more viscous and could not flow into lobes.
The source of volatiles apparently varies in depth between
approximately 0.8 and 1.6 km.
The larger Lobate-ejecta and Multilobate-eJecta craters in
MC-18 satisfy physical models for ejecta emplacement which
constrain the maximum ejecta thickness, implying that
substantial volumes of material have participated in viscous
flow, probably initiated by internal failure under loading
by the ejecta itself. The rampart craters smaller than
about 6 km diameter do not follow the same scheme. While
their morphologies indicate a dominance of nonballistic
implacement_ extensive late-stage flow has probably not
occurred because critical column heights were not reached.
Pedestal-ejecta blankets are probably primary structures as
well. The ejecta was relatively volatiles poor, compared to
that for rampart craters, but still contains sufficient
volatiles to allow local flows to level the surface and
cover up any ballistic morphologies on the deposits.
REFERENCES= (1) Carr et al., _, _, 4055, 1977. (Z)
McCauley_ _, Z_p 4123, 1973. (3) A.rvidson et al., _£g_,
_Z, 503, 1976.
Figure 1: Ac-Ae plot for all measured craters= Lobate_
Multilobate, and Pedestal classes.
Figure 2t Ac-Ae plot for all measured Lobate and
Multilobate craters. The plotted regression line of slope
1.50 !.05 is fitted toonly those craters with Ae > 30 kmZ.
Figure 3= Ac-Ae plot for all measured Pedestal class
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craters, The plotted regression line has a slope of 1.06 ±
,07.
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EJECTA _IPLACEMENT FOR MARTIAN FLUIDIZED EJECTA CRATERS
Mouginis-Mark, P.J., Dept. of Geological Sciences, Brown Univ., Provi-
dence, RI 02912
The unique "fluidized" character of morpho!ogically fresh ejecta blank-
ets associated with martian impact craters has been attributed to the
influence of subsurface ice or water within the target at the time of
the cratering event.I-4 While several attempts are being made to in-
vestigate the spatial distribution of related crater morphologies, _-s
the emplacement sequence and mode of deposition for the ejecta materials
remains poorly understood. Consequently, attempts are currently under-
way to compare the morphological characteristics of craters in the size
range 2-50 km diameter that possess single (Type i) and double (Type 2)
continuous ejecta deposits.4,6,?,s
Both Type i and Type 2 craters possess an areally extensive eJecta de-
posit that is characterized by distal ridges and has a surface morphol-
ogy indicative of ground-flow during the late-stages of emplacement.I'
9,10 A reanalysis of data pertainin_ to the maximum eJecta range (nor-
malized to the parent crater radius) ,? reveals that despite close mor-
phological similarities, the ejecta surrounding Type 2 craters consist-
ently travelled further from the parent crater center than the ejecta
of Type i craters. Cumulative percentage frequency plots of the maxi-
mum eJecta range for both types of crater are presented in Fig. IA for
three physiographic provinces identified by Scott and Cart11 (hilly and
cratered, and cratered plateau materials are here combined in the unit
"ancient terrain"). Implicitly, it is assumed that if the outer unit
of Type 2 craters was emplaced by the same mechanism as the Type i de-
posit, the cumulative curves should be similar: clearly this is not
true.
A Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample statistical test indicates that the
probability of the cumulative curves for each target material being
representative of the same population can be rejected at the 99.9% con-
fidence level. However, if the range of Type i craters is increased by
0.8 radii (Fig. IB) (i.e., hypothesizing that some factor makes Type 2
deposits more mobile, despite a common mode of origin) the test is un-
able to distinguish between the samples at the 75% confidence level.
Analysis of high resolution Viking images of the 25 km crater Arandas
(43°N,140W) leads to an hypothesis for the different ejecta travel dis-
tances of Type i and Type 2 ejecta. Fig. 2 illustrates (between pts.
"A") a series of massive ridgesI that have formed on the inner ejecta
deposit "upstream" of a pre-existing crater (B). Detailed examination
of this image reveals a series of longitudinal grooves radiating from
Arandas that are superimposed upon the surface of these ridges. Pre-
vious interpretations compared these ridges to surface patterns observed
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on the Sherman Glacier Landsllde: z,I0,I2 it was inferred that they were
produced during the emplacement of the inner s_ecta unit and were formed
by shearing taking place between substreams of the e_ecta flow. The
linear nature of the Arandas grooves indicates that they cross the rid-
ges unaltered, however, and hence were not formed contemporaneously with
the ridges during the time of abutment of the inner ejecta unit against
crater "B." This inner ejecta unit is interpreted to be a remnant of
the overturned crater rim flap, s'l° and it is concluded here that this
rim material was emplaced prior to the more extensive outer unit of
Type 2 craters, which overrode the inner unit during terminal collapse,
of the ejecta cloud, scouring the material already deposited, s
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Fig. i: A) Cumulative percentage frequency curves for two crater types
on three target materials. "n" gives size of each sample.
B) Residual curves produced by increasing Type i curve by 0.8 crater
radii and subtracting this curve from that of Type 2 craters. Solid
bo_es illustrate where Type 2 curve is greater than adjusted Type i
curve, open boxes where Type i curve is greater than Type 2.
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Schultz (1979, pers. comm.) has .also suggested this emplacement
sequence, which offers an explanation for ·the more mobile ej ecta
of Type 2 craters revealed in Fig. lAo Numerical modelling
(currently in progress) of ejecta ground flows, based on the terrestri-
~l models of Sparks et al.,l 3 indicates that the increased energy as-
sociated with a ground flow falling over the edge of the inner Type 2
unit would be capable of producing the observed increased travel dis-
tances providing the inner unit is approximately 40-100 meters thick.
These ejecta thicknesses agree well with estimated values for Arandas.
14 Consequentl~, ongoing analysis will be concentrated toward under-
standing the flow characteristics and rheological properties that are
consistent with the surface flow of martian ejecta materials.
Fig. 2,: Inner ejecta deposit southwest of Arandas. Ejecta boundary
delineated by small arrows. Points "A" mark ends of massive ridges
abutted against crater "B." Viking frame 32A28.
~eferences: lCarr M.H. et al., 1977,~. Geophys. Res. ~, 4055-4065.
Boyce J.M. 1979, NASA TM-80339, 114-118. 3Johansen L.A. 1979, NASA TM-
80339, 123-125. 4Mouginis-Mark P.J. 1979, J. Geophys. Res., in press.
SCutts J.A. et al., 1979, NASA TM-80339, 111-113. 6Mouginis-Mark P.J.
1979, submitted to Geophys. Res. Lett. 7Mougiuis-Mark P.J. 1979, NASA
TM-80339, 144-146. 8Mouginis-Mark P.J. 1979, PLPSC-lO, in press. 9Head
J.W. and Roth R. 1976, Symp. Plan. Crater Mech. Cabs) LSI 50-52.
10 . -- -- -- "Schultz P.H. and Gault D.E. 1979, J. Geophys. Res., in press. llScott
D.H. and Carr M.H. 1978, USGS MapI-1083. 12Shreve R.L. 1966 Science
1 3 '154, 1639-1643. Sparks R.S.J. et al. 1978, J. Geophys. Res. 83, 1727-
l739. l4Mouginis-Mark P.J. and Carey D.L., 1980, this vol-.- -
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ON THE ORIGIN DF MARTIAN PEDESTAL_ LOBATE_ AND MULTILOBATE
EJECTA DEPOSITS
Woronow_ A, [ MutchJ P,_ Lunar [ Planetary Labp U, of AZ,_
Tucson_ Az 85721
Mutch and Woronow (1979) have proposed a sequence of models
of eJecta emplacement in order to explain their measurements
on martian Pedestals Lobate,, and Muir)lobate ejecta deposits
l.n. quads MC 17 and MC 18, The fact that somewhat different
physical circumstances are envoked for each class of eJecta
deposit makes their model distinctive from those models
which rely on an evolutionary track to carry craters from
one class to another, For instance, if Pedestal craters
result from the erosion and removal of ejecta from around
Lobate craters (which in turn could be the remains of eroded
Multilobate craters)_ then a continuum of morphologies
should exist, Or_ if the physical processes which created
these morphologies as primary structures grade slowly into
each other_ a continuum would again be expected, Here we
will present evidence that no true continuum of eJecta
blanket morphologies exists_ but instead_ Pedestal_ Lobate,
and Multilobate deposits have distinct attributes with
intermediate forms being the exception.
A useful scheme for quantifying eJecta geometries must avoid
problems of arbitrariness and also assign a single index to
all similar ejecta blankets_ regardless of wide ' variations
in their size. Fortunately_ a procedure that is well
understood mathematically_ and applicable_ though certainly
under-utillzed_ already exists. Consider the relationship
•p(llh)/_(LI2)__ = K {1)
For our particular case9 P is the perimeter of an ejecta
blanket_ A is the area it covers, and H and K are constants
which describe the ejecta btanketLs geometry, H Is y known
as the "Hausdorff dimension"_ (Mandelbrot_ 1977}o H will
take on values 1,0 _ H _ 2°0, depending on how crenulated
the ejecta margin is. K will also be affected by the
attributes of the crenulations_ but K also senses a broader
scale geometry (e.g. circularity or elipticity of the
entire eJecta deposit). Regardless of size_ eJecta boarders
with similar geometries will be satisfied by Equation 1 with
similar values of H and of K.
To demonstrate that the various classes of ejecta do not
form a continuum_ we need_ then_ only show that the values
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of H and K are distinct for each class. Figures lap b_ and
c are plots of ejecta perimeter as a function of ejecta
blanket area for Pedestal, Lobate and Multilobate classes
respectively. In each figure the solid curve is the
regression to Equation t. Clearlf_ the functional form of
Equation 1 closely describes the data. Table 1 gives the
values fitted to each ejecta class, along with R_ the
fraction of the sum of squares explained by the regression.
The high values of R_ for each regression imply high
significance_ but an exact test is not possible in the
nonlinear model. The errors for H and K cited in Table 1
are only approximate,
TABLE L
H 5
Pedestal 1.03Z Z <IZ 3.2_9 ± 2_ .9998
Lobate 1.079 ± <i_ 2.8_2 Z 14_ .9972
Multilobate 1,270 ± <IZ 1.470 ± 53% .9941
Figure Z shows the 90Z confidence regions around the
regression values of H and K. All three regions are
disjoint. If these ejecta types were merely names attached
to a true continuum of types_ then the continuous variations
in H and K would stretch these confidence regions until
considerable overlap occurred. Because K reflects the gross
planar geometry of the ejecta deoosit_ which can vary widely
due to such effects as the obliquity of the impact_ it is
less important in determining the similarities or
differences among classes. H describes the geometry and
degree of crenulation of the margin_ which is more likely
the result of the ohysical state of the ejecta (e.g,
viscousity_ velocity, momentum); therefore_ H best
determines whether a continuum of morphologies exists or
not. Table 1 shows that the values of H for each class are
clearly distinct--no continuum exits. An erosional
evolution of classes is unlikely9 as is a smooth gradational
relationship for primary structures. Host likely Pedestal_
Lobate_ and Hultilobate craters result from distinct and
different physical circumstances.
REFERENCES= (1) Mandelbrot_ B.B. (1977)_ E£_a£_ EQE=L
_aD_z aB_ _lm_S_iQD. Freedman & Co. (2) Hutch, P.
Woronow, A, (1979)_ Emptacement of Martian Rampart and
Pedestal Ejects Blankets. Submitted to IGa£_.
Figure 11 Ejecta area vs ejecta perimeter for each of
the morphologic classes. The curves drawn through the data
are the regressions to Equation 1.
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Figure 2: The 90_ confidence intervals around H and K
for each of the morphologic classes,
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CRATEP STUDIES IN THE NORTHERN PLAINS OF MARS: THICKNESS ESTIMATES OF
FLUIDIZED EJECTA DEPOSITS.
Mouginls-Mark, P.J. and Carey, D.L.*, Dept. of G4ological Sciences,
Brown Univ., Providence, RI 02912 (*NASA Summer Intern)
Subsurface volatiles are generally described as the main agent respons-
ible for the production of the fluidized ejecta deposits surrounding
impact craters on Mars_ I,2,3 Interpreting the global distribution of
craters with different fluidized ejecta morphologies 2' 3,_ depends crit-
ically on understanding the flow processes, rheological properties and
volumes of material incorporated within individual ejecta deposits.
We have initiated a series of crater studies designed to provide per-
tinent data for the interpretation of ejecta emplacement processes re-
lated to impact events in a variety of target materials. The firsti
stage of this program concentrates on craters l_ing within Acidalia
Planitia (30-60°N,0-50°W). Theoretical models, ' photogeological in-
terpretations of surface features suggestive of periglacial processes 7,
8 and the abnormally extensive crater ejecta deposits 3'9 indicate that
this area was probably abnormally rich in volatiles at the time the
craters were formed. Because target material characteristics are con-
sidered important in the formation of martian ejecta blankets, 3,1°
this region is therefore intended to be the "volatile-rich end member"
of our series of materials within which fluidized ejecta craters were
formed.
Estimates of ejecta thickness and volumes are considered relevant to
the problem of interpreting the erosional/depositional flow character-
istics of the ejecta. The deposits may have acquired a significant
amount of locally derived material during the surface-flow stage that
would, in turn, alter the original particle distribution, thermal con-
ditions and volatile component of the excavated material. A possible
terrestrial analogue supporting this hypothesis is the Ries Crater,
West Germany, which displays radial scouring of bedrock beyond the
crater rim II and a greater proportion of locally derived material with
increasing radial distance from the crater. 12
ExcellentViking images (frames 9A42, 32A28-32; resolution _40 m/pixel;
sun angle _75 ° from normal) permit shadow length measurements to be
made of several ejecta flow heights associated with the 25 km diameter,
Type 2 fluidized ejecta crater, 3 Arandas (430N,14°W). Twin concentric
ejecta deposits surround Arandas, the inner of which is interpreted to
be part of the crater's overturned rim flap that was subsequently over-
ridden by the areally more extensive outer ejecta deposits.l 3 Table i
presents the height measurements, which were derived utilizing tech-
niques described by Cintala et al. 14 The location of each data point
is illustrated in Fig. i. Typically, these measurements indicate that
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the inner ejecta unit rises 40-ii0 meters above the surrounding mate-
rial, while the distal ridges of the outer unlt average 80 meters high.
Planimetric measurements IS from an 8xlO" orthographic image (frame
673B52) indicate that the surface areas of the Arandas ejecta deposits
are 3860 km2 for the inner deposit and 6230 km 2 for the outer deposit.
This implies that a total deposit volume of 650-925 km 3 may be dis-
tributed around Arandas as a direct consequence of the impact event.
Estimates of the cavity volume for Arandas are difficult to derive due
to the presence of a large central peak, an unknown true rim height
above the pre-impact surface, and the degree of crater infilllng due to
eolian processes. Our best estimates for crater diameter, depth and
rim height (24.9 km, 2.9 km and 0.5 km, respectively) with an assumed
flat floor 12.5 km wlde would predict a cavity volume 16 of _600 km s,
remarkably close to the volume estimate for the surrounding ejecta de-
posits. Thls similarity may be fortuitous, because comparable analyses
of lunar craters have shown the problems inherent in calculating crater
cavity volume, 17 the role of structural uplift 18 and infilllng by fall-
back ejecta. 19 To these unknowns,must be added the loss of ejecta vol-
ume due to volatilization of ice or water from the cavity and ejecta
bulking during emplacement for martian cratering events. The observ-
tion that the ejecta deposit and cavity volumes for Arandas are quite
similar suggests that locally derived material may only represent a
small component of the ejecta deposit, although basic problems relating
tothe validity of these volume estimates remain unresolved.
Current analysis is attempting to derive eject a thicknesses for the
central part of each deposit and expand our data base of fluldlzed cra-
ters in the slze range 5-50 km diameter that have twln ejecta deposits
and flat floors. Such an approach wlll facilitate our determinations
of crater cavity and ejecta volumes and enable a comparison of craters
in volatile-rich and volatlle-poor target materials to provide more
confident estimates of ejecta mixing wlth pre-existing terrain during
the process of ejecta flow.
References: ICarr M.H. et al. 1977, J. Geophys. Res 82, 4055-4065. 2Johansen L.A. 1979,
NASATM-80339, 123-125.--_M_uuginls-Markp.j. 1979, J. Geoph_s. Res., in press. _Allen C.C.
1979, Icarus 39, 111-123. 5Fanale F.P. 1976, Icaru_ 28, 179-20_?-.6Farmer C.B. and Doms P.E.
1979, J. Geophys. Res. 84, 2881-2888. 7Carr M.H. and Schaber G.G. 1977, J. Geophys. Res.
82, 4039-4054. rGue--s_J.E, et al. 1977, _. Geoph_s. Res. 82, 4111-4120. _Mougi_ar-k--P.J.
_79, NASA Tm-80339, 144-146?.T VSchultz P.H. and Gault D.E. 1979, J. Geoph_s. Res., in
press, lIChao E.C.T. 1974, PLSC-5, 35-52. 12Pohl J. et al. 1977, i_ Impact an_ploslon
Craterln_, Pergamon Press, _,, _3-404. ! _ouglnis-M_kP-.J. 1980, this'v--ol_---e.*_Clntala
M.J. et al. 1976, LSI Contr. 262, 5. ISCarey 16D.L. 1979, unpubl, data. Plke R.J. 1967,
_. _. Re_.__s.72, 2099-2105. 17Moore H.J. et al. 1974, PLSC-4, 71-100. 18Settle M. and
Head J.W. 1977, Icarus 31, 123-135. 19Settl_ M. 1979, Icarus, in press.
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TABLE 1. 3: ~0SHADOW LENGTH ESTIMATES OF EJECTA THICKNESSES c()Q (/)
If Meas- Loca- f-J.::s (')
Pt.No. Frame No. Height ± 1<1* urements tion f-Jo SCIl
1 32A29 67.8±5.7 7 OED :k t'j$l) ~
2 32A30 193.3±14.7 5 PBC Iil'i" (/)
3 32A29 127.2 ± 7.6 8 PBC .. ~
4 32A29 81.1± 5.9 8 OED "d ~
·
H
5 32A31 68.9 ± 4.9 8 OED c.., t'j
·
(/)
6 32A30 55.8 ± 2.4 5 lED $l)
7 32A31 95.8 ± 6.2 8 OED ::s0.
8 32A31 106.6 ± 5.8 8 OED (')
9 32A31 107.4 ± 4.8 8 OED $l)Ii
10 32A30 42.0 ± 2.4 5 lED CD'<
11 32A30 493 ..7 ± 9.5 5 RCH ..
-
12 32A30 504.4±9.5 5 RCH ~0 ·
-J 13 32A30 388.9 ± 10.6 5 RCH t""
14 32A30 53.4 ± 1. 3 5 lED
15 32A32 51.8±4.6 6 OED
16 32A32 120.6 ± 11.0 6 OED
17 9A42 107.3 ± 9.6 7 lED
18 32A30 50.8 ± 3.3 5 lED
19 9A42 77.8±4.4 7 lED
20 9A42 67.4± 1.9 7 OED
21 9A42 46.9 ± 3.8 7 OED
22 9A42 74.0 ± 5.5 7 OED
23 32A28 417.0±9.0 6 PBC
OED-outer ejecta deposit
PBC-depths of partially buried craters Fig. 1: Locations of height measurements
lED-inner ejecta deposit given in Table 1. Viking frame no. 673B52.
RCH-rim crest height
* <1 is one standard deviation.
Heights are in meters.
GRAVITYAND TARGET STRENGTH:CONTROLS ON THE MORPHOLOGICTRANSITION
FROM SIMPLE TO COMPLEXIMPACT CRATERS
R. J. Pike, D. J. Roddy, and D. W. G. Arthur,U.S. GeologicalSurvey,
Menlo Park, CA 94025 and Flagstaff,AZ 86001
As the scope of study of impact cratersbroadens to includethe Jovian
satellites,a sound basis of comparisonfor depth/diameter(d/D)and
other descriptiveaspectsof cratersonall the inner planets is essen-
tial. A reliabled/D relationfor Mars, which is needed to complement
those for craterson Earth, Mercury, and the Moon, has not yet been
agreed upon. We have calculatedtwo linear d/D relationsfrom 57 cra-
ters between0.5 km and 19 km across depictedon three U.S. Geological
Survey contourmaps derived from photogrammetryof Viking Orbiter pic-
tures. No other photogrammetricdata have resulted from our inventory
of martiancraters. After reviewingthe nine other availabled/D dis-
tributionsfor impact craterson Mars, we judge the new photogrammetric
results acceptable,if preliminary,models for martian craters. The
d/D relation for simple craters (n = 49):
d = 0.16 DI'00 (i)
(whered and D are in km, correlationcoefficient,r, = +0.92; standard
error of the estimateof depth on diameter,s, = +0.044 km and -0.035
km; and standarderror of the slope is i 0.063 ), may be more ac-
curate than that for complexcraters (n = 8):
d = 0.41 D0"33 (2)
(wherer = +0.83, s = +0.05 km and -0.04 km, and slope error = i 0.0_.
The d/D distribution for the relatively deep, simple craters on Mars
generally resembles that for small impact craters on Mercury, the Moon,
Earth, and Phobos, but the distribution for the shallow, complex cra-
ters differs substantially: it is located midway between those for
large craters on Earth and Mercury (Figure i). The d/D inflection does
not occur at the same diameter range.for craters on all bodies. In-
flection of the martian d/D relation at about 4 km crater diameter is
consistent with a size-dependent morphologic transition from simple to
complex craters at about 6 km to 7 km diameter.
We have determined that average depths of complex craters on the first
four of the five planets, which correlate with from 9 to 23 other size-
related aspects of crater morphology, vary inversely with gravitational
acceleration at the planetary surface, g. Phobos and Deimos do not
have sufficiently high g for complex impact craters to form. The in-
verse correlation suggests that g is an overriding control on the de-
velopment of the morphologic transition.
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We define Dt, the crater size that best characterizes the simple-to-
complex transition, as the geometric mean of several constituent crater
diameters at which specific differences in morphology are observed.
This figure is about 19 km on the Moon, 16 km on Mercury, 6 to 7 km on
Mars, and 3.2 km on Earth. Dt varies inversely with g for the four
planets. We have found that dispersion in the statistical dependence
of Dt upon g drops by at least i00 % if g is divided by v_, the ap-
proach velocity of one of the most likely types of impacting bodies,
asteroids. This relation suggests that v_ could be an important factor
in modulating the control of g on the transition size, Dt-
Dispersion in the inverse Dt:g relation could be equally well explained
by variable target-strength, whereby Mercury is a much "harder" target
than average localities on both Earth and Moon, and Mars is a "softer"
target. The model derives from Dt contrasts between meteorite craters
formed in sedimentary rock and those for:ed in crystalline rock on
Earth (Grieve and Robertson, 1979). Evidence for pervasive volatiles
in the surface rocks of Mars and for possibly dense surface rocks on
Mercury is consistent with this hypothesis_P;_u_e Z)o
Predictions of Dt values on Venus (about 4 km) and the large satellites
Ganymede, Callisto, Europa, and Titan (about 15 km to 40 km) made from
both mean Dt:g and Dt:g/v_ regressions yield roughly comparable values.
However, the soft-target Dt:g model (Figure 2) predicts substantially
lower Dt values than either the mean Dt:g model or the Dt:g/v_ model.
Testing these D_ estimates is well within the capabilities of current
spacecraft-misslon results and those anticipated from future planetary
probes. We measured diameters of small impact craters that contain
central peaks on Voyager I images of Ganymede and Callisto. Prelimi-
nary medial values of Dt for these two bodies (13 km and 15 km, respec-
tively) are more consistent with the low values predicted from the soft
target hypothesis (15 km and 23 km, respectively) than with the higher
values estimated from the approach-velocity model (27 km and 29 km, re-
spectively). Our results do not necessarily exclude v_ as a control on
crater morphology, but they tend to shift the burden of proof to that
model rather than to the target-strength hypothesis.
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CRATERDISTRIBUTIONSANDTHE EVOLUTIONOF THE LUNARFARSIDEHIGHLANDS
Wood, C.A_ and Gifford, A.W., National Air and Space Museum, Smithsonian
Institution, Washington, DC 20560; * also at Geophysics Branch,
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771.
The highlands of the Moon appear to be a large, relatively homogeneous
unit formed by intense impact cratering of a global anorthosite crust.
There is little evidence for the action of other geologic processes with-
in the highlands except for volcanic flooding of some basins. In an
attempt to test if the highlands are as structurally homogeneous as this
model implies we have examined the mapped distribution of large craters
on the farside and limb regions of the Moon. Our results are preliminary
due to the inhomogeneities of the data set, but the observed crater den-
sity variations appear to reflect both the distribution of basins as well
as other unidentified surface modification processes.
We have counted all craters with diameters > 25 km that are individually
mapped on the l:5m geologic charts of the farside and limb re_ions of the
Moon (1,2,3). The crater counts are subdivided into 20o x 20U squares
which allows construction of crude contour maps of crater density (Fig.
I). A word of caution is necessary before interpretation of these maps.
Although each crater > 20 km is shown on the Geologic Map of the East
Side of the Moon (1, and El Baz, pers. comm.), we are not certain that
the other two maps (2,3) have the same level of completeness, and in fact
a previous analysis of plains uni_ distribution (4) found some system-
matic differences between the three farside charts. Thus our present
results are preliminary.
CRATERDENSITY: The number of craters per 20o x 20o square varies from
0 to 59. Areas with the lowest crater density (< I0) have been rejuven-
ated relatively recently in lunar cratering history, either by lava
flows (Procellarum and Crisium) or by dePOsition of impact basin ejecta
(Orientale). Intermediate crater densities are commonly associated with
older basins (within the South Polar-Aitken basin, and around Moscovien-
se, Humboldtianum, Sharonov-Dante, Korolev, and Hertzsprung). Other
basins (Australe, Smythii, Lomonosov-Fleming, AI-Khwarizmi-King, Mendel-
eev, and Apollo) appear to be too old, too small, or too unflooded by
lava to affect crater density. Regions with the highest crater density
(>25) are far from large basins.
RELATIVEAGERATIO: More detailed information on the evolution of the
highland crust can be gained by dividing the number of young (Copernican
and Eratosthenian) and intermediate (Imbrian) age craters in each square
by the number of ancient (Nectaian and Pre-Nectarian) craters (Fig. 2).
Ronca and Green (5) used a similar but more complex ratioing of young
and old craters to define a geom6rphologic index for the nearside of the
Moon. For convenience our ratio is termed the relative age ratio (RAR).
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Two-thirds of the area shown in Figure 2 (72% of the entire lunar equat-
orial zone) have RARvalues< I; i.e. these areas have not been resur-
faced recently or extensively enough to eliminate significant numbers of
old craters. Areas where RAR>1 are dominated by young craters - near
Orientale RARaverages 3.6, with most older craters destroyed or blan-
keted by ejecta. The interior of the South Polar-Aitken basin is also
well defined, with RAR>1, as are small regions between Moscoviense and
Sharonov-Dante, and near llumboldtianum.
Ancient craters outnumber young ones more than 2 to I (RAR<0.5) for 37%
of the area shown in Figure 2; these surfaces are the oldest and least
altered by recent volcanism and ejecta deposition.
DISCUSSIONAND CONCLUSIONS:Because of limitations of the data and the
large area over which they are averaged, only coarse patterns in crater
distribution can be documented. None-the-less, it is clear that many
crater density variations can be explained in terms of Crater destruction
near impact basins. Our results confirm and extend Ronca's (6) obser-
vation that highlands on the'lunar near side are severely modified near
basins and are progressively less altered away from basins.
The contours in Figures 1 and 2 do not agree totally with mapped geologic
units. The most notable conflict occurs in the north-central region of
the lunar farside. Most of this region is mapped as a single unit -
Irregular Terra (2) - but the northern portion of the region has twice the
crater density as the southern portion (Fig. 1) and RARvalues imply that
large numbers of older craters have been destroyed in the southern area.
Crater statistics thus identify this as a region whereprocesses unrelated
to obvious basin ejecta deposition or mare-albedo volcanism have operated.
Refined crater statistics, based on the forthcoming Lunar and Planetary
Lab catalog of farside craters,may clarify the location and nature of this
discontinuity in farside highlands crater patterns.
Our data also illustrate that, although most of the rim structure of the
South Polar-Aitken basin is obscure, its existence is clearly indicated
by crater frequency and RARcontours. Thus basins appear to preserve
crater density anomalies long after rim morphology is subdued.
REFERENCES:(I) D.E. Wilhelms and F. EI-Baz; USGSMap 1-948, 1977. (2)
D. E. Stuart-Alexander; USGSMap 1-1047, 1978. (3) D.H. Scott, J.F. Mc-
Cauley, and M.N. West; USGSMap 1-1034, 1977. (4) A.W.Gifford and F.
EI-Baz; Papers Presented to Conf. Lunar Highland Crust, 21-23; Lunar &
Planetary Inst. Contr. 394; 1979. (5) L.B. Ronca and R.R. Green; Geol.
Soc. Am. Bull. 81, 337; 1970. (6) L.B. Ronca; The Moon (ed. Urey and
Runcorn), 43-54-;--1972.
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CAPTIONS: Fig. 1 (top):Total number of cratersper 20o x 20o square,
as mapped in references1-3.
Fig. 2 (middle):Ratio of number of young to old craters in
each 200 x 200 square (RAR = RelativeAge Ratio).
Fig. 3 (bottom): Schematicmap of major basins.
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RESURFACINGHISTORYOF MARS- CRATERFLUXMODELSANDTHERMALHISTORY
MODELS
Arvidson, Raymond E., McDonnell Center for the Space Sciences,
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri 63130
Figure 1 is a way to examine the distribution of retention ages for
craters on Mars. We plot, in a manner similar to Condit (1978), the
abundance of craters that are between 4 to I0 km in diameter as a gray
tone image. The data were derived from the Brown University Mariner 9
A-frame crater catalog. The size range of 4 to I0 kmwas chosen to give
good statistics and because this size range consists almost totally of
fresh-appearing craters (Soderblom et. al., 1974). As such, the display
provides an indication of the geographic distribution of the relative
timing of cessation of major obliteration for time periods after formation
of any primitive cratered terrain crust (Soderblom et. al., 1974).
These data probably reflect both the geographic and temporal distribution
of extensive volcanic activity. The greatest abundances of 4-10 km
craters occur in cratered terrain, while the smallest abundances are
found in the higher latitude northern plains, the Hellas basin (45 ° S. lat.;
290° W. long.), and the Tharsis plateau. The data are not valid over
the higher latitude plains nor over Hellas because of obscuration by
haze. However, within ± 30° in latitude of the equator, the data provide
a valid indication of the distribution of ages, largely of volcanic units.
Figure 2A is an alternative presentation of the crater data shown in
Figure 1 that are located within ± 30° lat. of the equator. In this figure
we have shown the fractional area covered by various abundances of 4 to
I0 km diameter craters. Fractional area was obtained by first determining
the number of 4 to I0 km diameter craters that fell within a 5° solid
angle about a given latitude, longitude intersection. By examining inter-
sections spaced at 5° latitude and longitude increments, we were able
to obtain 936 estimates of the 4 to I0 km crater abundance. The fractional
area occupied by a given abundance is then simply the number of estimates
obtained for that abundance divided by 936.
The technique in essence is similar to the "averaging circle" used by
structural geologists to contour piercing point densities on an equal
area net. In our case, the circle was 5° in diameter. The choice of
a 5° circle and a 5° latitude, longitude spacing was driven by: (I) the
need to examine small areas so as not to average together distinct geologic
units, and (2) the amount of computer time needed to cover the whole
equatorial region.
Higher latitudes were excluded from the analysis shown in Figure 2A
because of the complexity of the origin of plains in these regions. As
shown in numerous Viking Orbiter frames, the northern mid to high latitude
plains probably have a polygenetic origin, involving aeolian erosion and
sedimentation, volcanism, tectonism, and periglacial phenomena, such as
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Figure 1 - Sanson-Flamsteed projection of the abundances of craters with diameters between
4 to 10 km, shown as a gray tone map. The darkest patches correspond to an
abundance of 50 craters within a 2.5 0 solid angle of a given latitude and longitude.
The brightest patches correspond to the smallest crater abundances. This crater
size interval was chosen to give good statistics and to provide an indication
of the relative stratigraphy of various geologic units. The 4-10 km crater pop-
ulation within cratered terrain records cessation of intercrater plains formation.
These units are stratigraphically the oldest, although there is considerable
overlap with cratered plains, fretted terrain, and older plains.
freeze-thaw cycling (Guest et. al., 1977; Carr:and Schaber, 1977). In
contrast, the equatorial region of Mars seems to have been stripped of
loose material (McCauley et. al., 1973), while:retaining a large number
of pristine volcanic features (Arvidson et. al., 1979). For instance,
the region surrounding the Viking Lander 1 site contains a population of
fresh craters extending down to the resolution limit of about I00 m,
indicating that only meters of erosion have occurred since emplacement
of these volcanic materials (Arvidson et. al., 1979). As such, the
equatorial regions provide a first-order record of the timing and spatial
distribution of volcanic activity.
The intent of Figure 2A is to illustrate the rate of resurfacing of Mars
as a function of time. If the cratering rate had remained constant
during all of the time it took to accumulate all the 4 to I0 km craters
on Mars, then the shape of the histogram in Figure 2A would not change
if the abscissa were replaced with an age axis. To illustrate the effect
that various assumptions about the cratering history have on the resur-
facing history, we: (I) reformatted the data in Figure 2A to the cumulative
percent surface area covered by crater abundances less than some value,
(2) substituted an age, t, for the crater abundances, based on both a
constant cratering rate model, and on the flux model of Neukumand Wise
(1976), and (3) differentiated the cumulative percent surface area covered
by ages less than t, with respect to t, to determine the rate of areal
resurfacing versus time. Results are shown in Figure 2B. In each case,
the maximumresurfacing rate corresponds stratigraphically to times when
the plains within cratered terrain overlap with cratered plains (ridged
plains of Scott and Carr, 1978), and with some of the older undifferentiated
plains. The constant flux model results in a maximumresurfacing rate
between 1 to 1.5 billion years ago, along with a prolonged period of
volcanism. The Neukumand Wise (1976) flux model forces 75% of the planet
to have been resurfaced between about 3.5 to 4.0 billion years ago. With
their model, plains within cratered terrain, and the cratered plains fomed
extremely rapidly and occupy a very narrow time span. Other plains extend
over most of geologic time, forming at a very slow rate.
The Neukumand Wise (1976) flux model assumes that Mars and the Moon have
the same flux of impacting objects scaled for impact velocity and gravita-
tional effects between the two bodies. The result is that Mars would
accumulate craters at 0.28 times that of the moon. The reason that cratered
terrain plains and cratered plains form so quickly in their model is
that these terrains have crater abundances that place them in the time
period corresponding to the tail end of the early heavy bombardment. The
exact cratering history of Mars is unknown, although recent work by
Wetherill (1975) and Shoemaker (1977) suggested that the relative encounter
probabilities for impacting objects are similar for the terrestrial planets.
This suggests that the Neukumand Wise (1976) flux is probably good to
within a factor of two (Wise, 1979, personal communication). To the
extent to which the maximumresurfacing rate corresponds to extensive
mantle differentiation and planetary peak radius, the two flux models used
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to generatethe curvesin Figure2B suggestvastlydifferent hermal
historiesfor Mars. Work by Solomonand Chaiken(1976),whereMars is
assumedto accretecoldand in a homogeneousmanner,,suggestsa resur-
facinghistorysomewhatakinto the constantfluxmodel,whilethe thermal
historysuggestedby Toks_zand Hsui (1978)wouldcorrespondto a flux
historyintermediatebetweenthe Neukumand Wise (1976)and the constant
fluxmodel. We couldnot finda thermalevolutionmodelin the existing
literaturethatwouldleadto themassiveresurfacingperiodbetween3.5
to 4.0 billionyearsago thatcan be inferredfromthe Neukumand Wise
(1976)fluxmodel. Thisresearchwas supportedby PlanetaryGeologyPro-
gram GrantNSG-7087and MarsDataAnalysisGrantNSG-7545.
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Figure 2 - The left-handgraph (Fig. 2A) illustratesthe presentarea
occupiedby variouscrater abundances,for craters4-I0 km
in diameter. The data is for regionswith ± 30° in latitude
about the equator,where volcanic landformsare dominant.
The peak in surfacearea correspondsto crater abundances
where plains within cratered terrain,the crateredplains,
and other plains,overlap. The right-handgraph (Fig. 2B)
indicatesthe rate of resurfacing(percentarea/billionyears)
versus time, based on a constantcrateringrate model and on
the Martiancrateringhistoryof Neukum and Wise (1976). The
constant flux model is consistentwith volcanicactivity
peakingbetweenl to 1.5 billionyears ago, while the Neukum
and Wise (1976)model requires75% of the surface to have
formed between3.5 to 4.0 billionyears ago.
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TIME SEQUENCE OF MARTIAN GEOLOGIC FEATURES
Hiller, Konrad, and Neukum, Gerhard, Institut fGr Allgemeine
und Angewandte Geologie, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universit_t,
8000 _dnchen 2, W-Germany
From our own work and that of other groups we have compiled
crater count data of a variety of geologic features on Mars.
Our aim is to establish a time sequence of the main activi-
ties like volcanism, erosion and to some extent tectonism.
We have classified the volcanic constructs in a scheme
based primarily on location and also morphology rather than
petrological criteria (Plescia & Saunders, 1979). Five
groups were separated and named after one characteristic
volcanic construct of the area:
The Tyrrhena group includes Tyrrhena ]'ate_a,Hadriaca Pat-
era and Tempe Patera (feature at 62Uw 44VNnamed by Plescia
& Saunders, 1979. This group comprises intensely channelled,
low and broad constructs that are located in the high-
lands.
Members of the Elysium group are volcanoes of theElysium
province with Elysium Mons, Hecates Tholus, and Albor
Tholus. Apollinaris Patera is included because of proxim-
ity and morphological similarity although not directly part
of this region.
The Uranius group covers the small size volcanic constructs
of the Tharsis province like Uranius Tholus, Uranius Patera,
Ceraunius Tholus, Ulysses Patera, Tharsis Tholus, Biblis
Patera, and Jovis Tholus.
The prominent Tharsis shield volcanoes Olympus Mons, As-
craeus Mons, Pavonis Mons, and Arsia Mons set up the
Olympus group.
Alba Patera although located at the edge of the Tharsis
bulge and despite its close connection to the development
of this region (Wise et al., 1979) was set aside as an
own group because of its unique morphology/size/agechar-
acteristics.
The following periods of activity of the different groups
can be deduced from fig. I:
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Crater Frequency total(10-6km -2) main activity(10-6km -2)
Tyrrhena group: 17000-4000(1100) 10000-6000
Elysium group: 10000-1000 6000-2000
Uranius group: 10000- 600 4000-1700
Olympus group: 1000- 60 600- 130
Alba Patera: 2000- 170 2000- 300
Examining the times of main activity in the individual
group one could speculate on a time-versus-area correlat-
ion but the data are much too scarce to prove this idea
at present time.
Data from Fig. 1, Wise et al. (1979) and Hiller & Neukum
(1979) are displayed in a rough and qualitative manner in
Fig. 2.Data for the eresional features are from a compil-
ation by Hiller & Neukum (1978). For the better comparison
of the different time sequences an absolute age scale, an
updated version of Neukum & Wise (!976) was used. On the
basis of the Soderblom chronology (Soderbl_m et al., 1974;Soderblom, 1977) ages younger than 3.8 .10 years would
differ substantially. But this discrepancy affects all
data in the same way and therefore is of no importance for
the comparison of a number of individual time sequences.
Fig. 2. shows that th_ area of crust formation and early
tectonism (_4.1 • 10_ years ago) was followed by a period
of intense activities of every kinde During this unique
time span (between 4.0 and 3.3 • 10J years ago) endogenic
activities like the emplacement of the vast plains lavas,
the construction of volcanoes in several regions and of
different morphology/chemism, and the fracturing of Thar-
sis as much as exogenic effects like the retreat of the
scarp bordering the highlands in the north and the erosion
of channel systems occurred. It seems to be likely that
some kind of a global process caused this time of hyper-
activity.
After those events basically only the shield volcanism
of the Tharsis region continued until very recent times
(recent in any current absolute age model).
References: Blasius K.R (1976)Icarus 29,pp 343; Cart M.
(1976)NASA TMX 3364,pp _52; Carr M.et _.(1977)JGR 82,_3985; Crumpler L.S. and Aubele J.C.(1978)Icarus 3__4,_ ;
Hiller K.& Neukum G.(1978)NASA TM 79729,pp 91; Hiller K.&
Neukum G.(1979)NASA TM 80339; Malin M.C._1976)JGR 81,pp 4825;
MasurskF H.et al.(1977)JGR 8__2,pp4016; Neukum G.& Wise D.U.
(1976)Science 19___4,pp1381; Neukum G.et al.(1977)NASA TM 79729;
l_lescia J.B.& Saunders R.S.(1979)subm. LPSC 10th; Squyres S.W.
(1978)Icarus 34,pp 600; Wise D.U.et al.(1978)NASA TM 79729;
Wise D.U. et al-_1979)Icarus 3__8,pp456.
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AGES OF MARTIAN VOLCANOES
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DATING METHODOLOGY OF SMALL, HOMOGENEOUS CRATER POPULATIONS APPLIED TO
THE TEMPE-UTOPIA TROUGH REGION OF MARS
Donald Wise and George Milkowski, Dept. of Geology/Geography, Univ. Mass,
Amherst, MA 01003
Within the Loyal Order of Crater Observers (LOCO), a long philosophic
battle has been waged. One group prefers to lump data over large areas
to build a massive statistical base. The other prefers to make more
subtle distinctions on small geologic map units and work around the stat-
istical limitations of the resulting small populations. Widespread mis-
understandings of the precisions inherent in this second method continue
to exist, even amoung many who use it. This paper is an attempt to demon-
strate the possibilities of this technique on a small and relatively simple
area of Mars. This area, a lowland trough, lies between the Tempe Plateau
and Utopia Patera regions of Mars. _ The trough materials show little
faulting and lie unconformably across Tempe and Utopia terrains having
several intensities of fault development. Peeking through both these
terrains are small patches and/or larger crater remnants of still older
terrains. The geologic map pattern is one of "islands" of older units of
several ages and scales projecting through "oceans" of several ages of
younger fill. Crater counts lumping of many of these"islands" and "oceans"
into a single cummulative crater plot would inevitably produce an irregular
curve with bumps and variable slopes depending on the extent to which the
several ages of surfaces entered into the total statistics.
For a geologic unit of given age, craters smaller than some minimum size
are obliterated by erosion or covered by younger units. Thus, of the
total population of craters produced on that surface only the large size
segment of the total production curve retains a memory of the age of that
geologic unit. The method is to select and outline areas with relatively
homogeneous crater density in some size range. The resulting crater curve
in that size range should be related to the age of that geologic map unit
with a minimum of dilution of the curve by older or younger crater pop-
ulations. For the present study approximately 50 homogeneously cratered
small areas were outlined and counted. The cumulative curves, correspon-
ding to the crater size ranges on which the homogeneity of the areas was
originally defined, are presented in Fig. i. The method requires that
data from many curves of various size ranges be brought to a common base,
usually the i km intersection. By using this method of small areas of
homogeneous populations for Mariner data, Neukum and Wise (1976) cobbled
together an approximation of a standard production curve for martian
craters (Fig. i). This curve is then used to project data from the pre-
served crater sizes on any geologic unit to a i km intersection. It has
been pointed out to us that real crater curves are far more variable than
the standard curve, that variable secondary craters so dilute the smaller
size data as to make the curve worthless, and that the curve flattens
markedly below a half km (personal cormuunications, Anonymous, 1976, 1977,
1978, 1979). The reader can judge from Fig. i the appropriatness of these
comments to this area.
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The size range of homogeneously eratered small areas are contrasted with
their crater numbers or ages in Fig. 2. For a given age a veil with app-
roximate slope of +i obscures craters below a certain size. The slope of
this veiling curve is an indicator of average rates of erosion or of burial
in this region of Mars. Areas with greater than average thickness of
covering units truncate their data somewhat to the right of the veiling
line. From the plot it is clear that dates representative of any given
crater number are preserved only in craters above some given diameter
range. Fig. 2 also shows clusterings of crater numbers in the vertical
dimension, the most obvious being in the 2500-3000 range. All of the
lines of Fig. 2 can be projected to the left of the figure and their dis-
tribution smoothed by a running average to produce Fig. 3. Checking the
peaks of Fig. 3 against the geologic map units from which the numbers were
derived shows that the 2500 unit dates the lightly faulted plains unit
of the Tempe-Utopia trough. Clusters of crater numbers around values of
5000 represent heavily fractured terrain beneath the regional unconformity,
indicating that a major faulting episode took place between about 3000 and
5000. Several older units appear to be extensions of the type Lunae Planum
area and show even higher intensity of faulting. In this type Lunae Planum,
other studies by us suggest there are three ages of units commonly lumped
into the term "Lunae Planum". We refer to them as Lunae Planum A, B, and
C or old, middle, and young. There, they yield approximate ages of 20,000,
i0,000 and 5,000. In the Tempe-Utopia trough these same numbers appear
for older units which we correlate with Lunae Planum units. Caution is
needed in interpreting times of faulting in that nearby areas have intense
fractures of about i000 and 5000-i0,00_.
The methods described above provide a numerical framework for dating major
depositional and structural events. Typical error bars on curves of in-
dividual small areas suggest ranges of values within a factor of 2 but_it
is highly debatable just what the tradition ±_n really signifies. The
requirement of finding homogeneously cratered areas commonly limits crater
populations to small exposures of geologic units with 50(± 30) significant
craters. With these minimal statistics no great faith can be attached to
the crater age for any single small area. However, a recurring age for
different small outcrops of the same geologic unit significantly increases
the probability that this recurring age approximates the correct one. The
statistics might be improved in this method by lumping all the dates near
2500 into a composite curve but the range of dates to be combined is an
arbitrary decision which would be reflected in a changed slope of the final
curve. There is probably more loss and smearing of data by that method
than by the method of smoothing the results with a running average as done
in Fig. 3 to obtain the typical crater number range of the best preserved,
most widespread geologic units.
Doing this type of dating requires that the geologic analyses be done with
very close linkage to the crater measurements. One must look back at each
area to ask why its_ curve looks the way it does, what survivor craters and
what cover are present. Little reliance can be placed on any single crater
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plot. Instead the cumulative effects of small segments of the best data
must stand as the most likely ages of major units and events. The method
is tedious but it permits a dating finesse linked to specific units not
readily obtainable with "broad brush" lumping statistics.
Reference: Neukum, G. and D. Wise, 1976, Mars: A standard crater curve
and possible new time scale, Science, 194, p. 1381-1387.
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METEOROID IMPACT INT0 SHORT-PERIOD COMET NUCLEI-I: THE PROCESS
Cintala, Mark J., Dept. of Geological Sciences, Brown Univ., Providence,
RI 02912.
A number of approaches to the problem of evaluating collision rates lead
to the conclusion that the impact flux is significantly higher in the
asteroid belt than in the sunward regions of the Solar System. 1'2
Among the consequences of the higher impact flux should be more rapid
mixing of asteroid regoliths 3 and shorter collisional lifetimes of
bodies within this Volume of space. 2 The purpose of this study is to
investigate the effects which such an impact enviror_nent might have on
the nuclei of short-period comets.
The Comet Nucleus - If comet nuclei were accreted through the action of
their own gravitational fields, the probability of negligible internal
heating (e.g., through radioisotopic decay) should have left them with
substantial porosity and meager intrinsic strength. Spectroscopic and
photographic observations point to H20 ice as a major cometary con-
stituent, along with minor quantities of other volatiles, _ and it is
probable that nonvolatile (i.e., at _300 K) solids comprise an import-
ant mass fraction of these objects. 4 Various deduced, estimated, and/
or calculated physical properties of these bodies allude to character-
istics grossly similar to those of terrestrial snow (Table i). Comet
nuclei are small by planetary standards, ranging from a few to tens of
kilometers in diameter; s it is possible that very rare nuclei approach
dimensions on the order of i00 km, 5'6 This paper assumes a model short-
period comet nucleus with physical properties similar to those of H20
snow confined to an orbit totally within the asteroid belt.
Meteoroid Impact into Comet Nuclei - Numerous experiments designed to
study the phenomenology of fragment impact into snow have been per-
formed, revealing that such events result in craters characterized by
larger depth/diameter ratios and little lateral excavation, with the
7
projectile ultimately located •at or near the apex of the crater.
Swinzow s has provided penetration depths for 0.55 cm metal cubes (steel,
aluminum, and a hybrid) into snow (0 = 0.41 - 0.42 g/cm 3) at relatively
low impact velocities (ZI.3 km/s). A least-squares fit to his data
(n = 22) gives
_. 0.3_9 (i)L/d =0.20 04s Vi
where L is the depth of penetration, d and Po are the projectile length
and density, respectively, and Vi is the impact velocitY , all in CGS
units; this fit has a standard error of estimate of ±0.0054, from an
initial expressions of the form log10x = log10a + b log10y + c log10z.
The cumulative flux per cm 2 per second used here is that given by Housen
e__tta__!l.I,_ vi___zz.,
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N =km _ = 4.74 x lO'1?m -°'833 (2)
where m is the projectile mass in grams. Use of this equation in
evaluating the mass flux [¢(t)] between the limits M (largest meteoroid
which can be stopped by the nucleus) and mo (smallest particle which
can be retained against devolatilization-induced gas drag) yields
ke, e+l Me+l)
€(t)= _-_y_m° - (3)
If the rate of change of radius (1) of the idealized spherical nucleus
due to volatile loss were constant, its time-dependent surface area
would be
A(t) = 4_Rc 2(t) = 4_(Ro-lt) (4)
where Ro is the initial radius. The total mass of debris acquired by
the nucleus from time 0 to the time of total devolatillzatlon T would
then be given by
ri-
M T =o_@ (t)A(t)dt (5)
Taking for m Whipple's 9 expression for the largest particle that can beO
ejected from a nucleus through gas drag, a perihelion distance of 2.0
A.U., a devolatilization rate of 2.8 x 10-6 cm/s and a final (volatile-
free) nuclear radius of 0.07 Ro (both derived from estimates of Seka-
nlna s), an average impact velocity of 5 kin/s,2 and using eq. (i) to
establish M, eq. (5) becomes
MT = 3.5 x I0-IO(0,139Ro3"s°I- 1.204x i0_o2"_99)[grams] (6)
Total Accumulated Mass - The results of eq. (6) for nuclei of various
initialradii are illustratedin Fig. i; also presentedis the total
accumulatedmass normalizedto that of the cometary solids (assumed
p = 3.0 g/cm3)remainingafter devolatilizatlon.While the values for
the lattermight seem small, they are broughtinto perspectiveby noting
that the lunarmaria compriseonly _4 x i0-s to 4 x i0-" of the total
lunar mass.I0,11 The final surfacearea of the nucleus can be used to
determinethe averagemass accumulatedper flnal unlt area, giving
= 5.85 x 10-9 (0.139Ro1"s°1- 1.204 x 103Ro°'_99)[gms/om23 (7)
Thls can be translatedinto an effectivesurface layer thicknessh(p)by
= Eom3 (8)hCp) p(__p)
where p is the porosity of the surface layer. The results of eq. (8)
for various initial nuclear radii and surface layer porosities are
illustrated in Fig. 2.
Associated Processes - As the duration of a cometts residence in the
asteroid belt grew, the nucleus would suffer a steadily increasing num-
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ber of impacts. Concurrent loss of ejecta from these events along with
solar irradiation-induced volatilization would decrease the dimensions
of the nucleus. The accumulated projectiles (and fragments derived
from them by spallation during their penetration) would eventually re-
surface and, provided they were sufficiently large to resist ejection
by gas drag, would remain there unless removed by a subsequent impact
event. These fragments would complement the role of original cometary
solids in insulating the remaining volatile reservoir, 9 thus reducing
cometary activity, Finally, the completely devolatilized core would
consist of original cometary matter (of as yet uncertain composition),
coated with a regolith rich in foreign (i.e., added) material.
References: IAndersE. (1975) Icaru. 24, 363-371. _Ch_pmsn C.R. and Davis D.R. (]97_) ,_cl_nce 1990_,553-556. _h_..en N.R.
et al. (1979) Icarus 39, 317-351, _lpple F.L. (1977) In Comets, Asteroids, }leteorltes: Interrelations v Evolutlo., snd
Or_Ins, A.II. Delsemme, ed., The Unlv, O[ Toledo, ppo 51-56.-_ekanlna--_a_. ]9_ In P_I S_tu_ _f Hlnor rlmtct_,
T. Ge_els, ed., NASA SP-267. pp. 423-428. Roemer E. (1966) Mem. 5oe. _ro. $cl. Li_e, Ser. 5. 12, 2_-2R_'_Johnson P.R. (1977) U. S. Army Cold Regions Res. Eng/n. Lab. Report 77-6_-29_. Swln_G_]977) In P_oc. Fuse/Ammun./En-
viron. Svm., Batelle Nem. Inst., D_vton, Ohio. 9Whipple F.L. (1951) Astron. J, 113, 666-474. IJH-_-grg F_-_Ig)8)-Pr_
Sc_, Con_. 9rh J, 3311-3331. |iHead J.t/. (1975) In Origins of MTre--Ba_lts _nd Their Ir,,rltcstions for Lun-_r-r
Evolution, |_nar Sc_. Ins. (llouston), pp. 61-65.
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devolatilized nucleus' mass. nucleus from the aster-
oid belt.
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In part I of this study it was shown that, provided H20 snow can be
taken as a reasonable approximation to the impact behavior of material
comprising comet nuclei, short period comets (which generally spend a
large fraction of each orbital period within the asteroid belt; see
Table i) would collect significant quantities of asteroidal debris as a
result of collisions with meteoroids. Among the results of this pro-
cess would be (i) a favorable environment for the formation of polymict
brecciated meteorites, (2) regoliths with non-unique reflectance spec-
tra, and (3) a reasonably gentle mechanism by which meteorites could be
placed into Earth-crossing orbits.
Polymlct Brecclated Meteorites - Polymlct brecciated meteorites in ter-
restrial collections have been attributed to low-veloclty collisions
between asteroids and meteoroids, such that fragments of the projectile
' . 1,2" "are incorporated into a groundmass of target materzal. Insofar as
low velocity impacts should occur in the asteroid belt, this is a rea-
sonable suggestion. A burned-out comet nucleus with a multlcomponent
regolith, however, could also act as a source of such meteorites. By
direct analogy with lunar polymlct breccias, 3 shock lithlficatlon of a
variegated target on a devolatilized nucleus would yield indurated frag-
ments without requiring projectile incorporation into the final product.
Flne-grained material can be compacted irreversibly and llthified by
shock stresses between _20 to i00 kbar. 4's Since these shock intensi-
ties are realized at expected asteroldal impact velocities, consider-
ble volumes of such a regolith could be lithlfled as a natural conse-
quence of the evolution of a former comet nucleus (Fig. i). Subsequent
removal of such breccias from the parent body would thus make them can-
didate meteorites, particularly if the initial orbit were Earth-cros-
sing.
Reflectance Spectra of Apollo and Amor Asteroids - For dynamical rea-
sons, Apollo (Earth-crossing) and Amor (Mars-crosslng) asteroids are
often interpreted to be the devolatilized cores of former short-perlod
comets. 6'7 While primordial cometary solids are usually considered to
be carbonaceous chondritlc in composition, the fraction of the known
Apollo asteroids which exhibit "C-type" spectra is small. 7 Instead, the
studied Earth-crOssers are, for the most part, characterized by "S-type"
spectra, 8'9 which are generally interpreted to be indicative of silicate
and/or sillcate-metal assemblages. 8'9'10 A definitive match between
this broad spectral type and a-slngle known meteorite composition, how-
ever, has not yet been establlshed. 9 A regolith of composltionally
random debris admixed wlth original cometary "dust, I'on the other hand,
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would exhibita distinctivereflectancespectrumin the sense that no
correlationwith a singlemeteorite type would be found. Thus, the
difficultyin findingagreementbetween telescopicand laboratoryspec-
tra could be indicativeof the multicompositlonalnature of the surfaces
of these bodies. It is noted that this process could also apply to
bodies which are now classifiedas main belt asteroids;spectral"mix-
ing models"might provideinformationregardingthe validity of this
hypothesis,
Comet-Meteorite Orbital Relationships - Orbital and dynamical investi-
gations of fireballs favor some relationships between short-period
comets and meteoroids. 11 While suggestions have been made regarding
the cometary origins of meteorites, 12 doubt has been cast upon these
hypotheses due to strong chemical and petrologic arguments to the con-
trary.1 3 These difficulties can be avoided if the meteoroids were
acquired by the comets during their passages through the asteroid belt.
Even if the material comprising the nuclei had shock behavior similar
to solid H20 ice, I_ basalt-like (i.e., _stony) meteorites would suffer
minor damage at the expected impact velocities (Fig. 2), which is con-
sistent with that exhibited by a large fraction of the sampled stony
meteorites. Is Insofar as minor heating of meteoroids should occur at
these shock stresses, it is expected that loss of rare gases would be
minimal. While some investigators have expressed concern over a nucle-
us' ability to rid itself of sizeable particles by gas drag during
periods of devolatilization, 6 Figure 3 illustrates that substantial
chunks of solid debris can be ejected by this process, 16 thus placing
them into independent orbits. Since the active lifetimes of short-
period comets are so brief in comparison to meteorite exposure ages, *s
this mechanism should be consistent with cosmic ray data.
\ _\_\\ \ o
-- (L97_%).?rc.: Lair__ .%_.%:C.___..5t ._Sc .¢ t ....2333-2345 s Kledfer 5 "4 (?,975)
The._ool_, _01-320."°_rtlL G.W.(L978)£n(I*),17-_5.'_ommt
\ _ T.Jl. (1_177__ (*Y), 1_-118. IZellmar ,. md _L1 Z. {1977) ta (:_),
._ '.13-117. _ Cl_mdm C.I. (19761 G4tac_+la. Como_iu. Acca 4,3, 701-719.
_ab. tllearc_ t_ott 257. 50 pp. :s.&odlrl t. 11964) _:lce --+ct. _iv. 3,
S83-Tt._. ;*WhLpp].eI'.L. (L951) _Jc+mm.J. 113, _+*-+_* A_'M.
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i_ _\ Figure 1. Volumes of fragmental target material (Vt)
which would be subjected to shock stresses sufficlent
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_A_A projectile types.V istheprojectilevolume.
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EVOLUTIONOF THE MARTIANATMOSPHEREAND ITS INTERACTIONWITH THE REGOLITH,
James B. Pollack,Space ScienceDivision,NASA Ames ResearchCenter,Moffett
Field, CA 94035
Comparisonof the volatile inventoriesQf Mars, the Earth, and Venus
imply that their atmospheresare derivedalmost entirely from the releaseof
volatilescontainedin the material that formedthese bodies, rather than
from gases captured from the solar wind or primordialnebula subsequentto
planet formationor from the impact of volatilerich asteroidsand comets.
In order to understandthe increasein the amount of non-radiogenicrare
gases from the Martian to the Venus atmosphere,it is necessaryto postulate
that rare gases were incorporatedinto planet forminggrains at times when
there was a large pressuregradient in the solar nebula, but that the temper-
ature gradient was small.
The volatile inventorieshave been fit quantitativelywith a model that
allows for pressure differencein the solar nebula and differencesin the
efficiencyof outgassingat early and later epochs. The division of volatile
releaseinto two differentperiods correspondsto releaseduring accretion
and global internaldifferentiationon the one hand and more local volcanism
on the other hand, by analogyto lunar chronology. All major volatiles,
except for radiogenicallyderivedgases such as 40Ar, are entirelyavailable
for releaseduring the early epoch. In the case of Mars, we find efficien-
cies for early and late outgassingof about i/i0 and 1/20 of that for the
Earth. Hence, Mars'smallinventoryof rare gases is due in part to pressure
differencesinthenebula and in part to a less efficientoutgassing. Alto-
gether, Mars outgassedabout 2 bars of CO2, i00 mb of N2, and i00 meters of
H20.
Absolute age dating for the Moon and relative age dating of the Moon and
Mars imply that the early epoch of outgassing,when most of Mars' volatile
inventorywas released,occurredduring the first billion years of its his-
tory. Additionaljuvenilevolatileswere releasedepisodicallyin associa-
tion with major igneousevents. In contrastto the Earth, there has been
little recyclingof volatilesbetweenthe atmosphereand Crust. Hence, the
atmosphericpressure of Mars has more or less monotonicallydeclinedwith
time.
At an intermediateepoch when the atmosphericmass was still quite
large (~ 1 bar of CO2) and the solar luminositywas somewhatlarger than its
initialvalue, a strong greenhouseeffect may have occurred,which generated
the numerouswater carved gullies. But such a clementconditionmay have
acceleratedthe loss of the atmospheredue to an enhancedrate of both fine
grainedregolith formationand carbonaterock formation. At the present
epoch the atmosphericpressure is sufficientlylow so that the quasi-periodic
exchange of gas betweenthe atmosphereand regolith,driven by obliquity
oscillations,results in a strongmodulationof dust storm activityon a
time scale of 105-106years, thus leadingto the formationof layeredter-
rain in the polar regions.
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MARS ATMOSPHERE-REGOLITHSIMULATIONEXPERIMENT
Saunders,R.S., Fanale,F.P. and Stephens,J.B., _et Propulsion
Laboratory,4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena,California91103
We have designed, fabricated and tested the Mars Atmosphere-Regollth
SimulationChamber. We have designed,fabricatedand tested an Aeolian
Clay (Air) Classifier System which is currentlybeing used to fill the
chamber with dried IM to 10M montmorilloniteclay. This classifier is
the subject of a new TechnologyReport and may be patented by NASA in
the future.
We intend to study the rate at which CO2 penetrates the regolith in
response to variations in atmospheric pressure in order to determine
whether or not the regolith could buffer the atmospheric variations in
pressure on a seasonal time scale. We intend to also do analogous
experiments with inert gases in order to evaluate the importance of
adsorption of CO2 on the cold simulated Mars regdlith, and the effect on
the rate of CO2 permeation of the soil. The chamber is instrumented in
such a way that any thermal effects of atmosphere-regolith exchange may
be evaluated, and has been designed to minimize wall thermal effects.
Later we will study the effect of any CO2 - regolith interaction on
possible water vapor migration within the regolith and exchange between
the atmosphere and the regolith. We are considering possible
application to other areas such as frost formation if the first series
of experiments proves to be fruitful.
We have initiated a cooperative effort with University of California at
Irvine to parametrically calibrate their computer model for soil heat
transfer and gas diffusion. This calibrated model will allow computer
modeled interpolation of martian soil properties and behavior within the
boundaries of the experiment parametric space.
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MINERALS
Gibson, Everett K., SN7, Geochemistry Branch, NASA-JSC,Houston, TX 77058
Urbancic, Mike A., Chem.Dept., U. of Illinois, Urbana, IL and
Andrawes, Fikry F., Lockheed Electronics Co., Inc., Houston, TX.
The bulk chemical composition of the Martian surface materials at the VI
and V2 sites is consistent with a mixture of the Fe-rich clay minerals
and magnesium sulfate or the isochemical equivalent of such a mixture
(Clark et al., 1976, 1977; Baird et al., 1976; Toulmin et al., 1977). It
has been suggested (Gooding, ]978; Gooding and Keil, 1978; Clark, 1978,
1979) that processes operate within the Martian regolith for the forma-
tion of clay and sulfur-bearing minerals. In order to determine the
nature of the thermal stabilities and volatile release profiles of can-
didate minerals present in the Martian regolith along with developing
the data base of mineral stabilities which can be used in the design of
future flight experiments, we have measured the thermal stability and
volatile release profiles of analog clay and sulfur-bearing minerals.
Mineral samples were studied using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) tech-
niques inwhich samples were heated at controlled rates under atmospheres
including N2, C02 and air and pressures from 760 to I0 mm. The identity
of the decomposition products were made from comparisons with previously
determined gas release profiles for the same suite of minerals using mass
spectrometry or gas chromatography.
Clay minerals: Clay minerals studied were the following: montmorillon-
ite, nontronite, bentonite, kaolinite and dickite. Thermal stability
curves for these minerals are given in Figs. I-6.
a. Montmorillonite and nontronite clays: The montmorillonite cl_y wasthe American Petroleum Institute (API) reference clay #27 (Fig. 1 At
temperatures below 150°C, adsorbed water was lost from the clay. At
600°C, structural water was lost. No significant differences were noted
in the thermal stability of the clay sample at 1 atms. N2 or C02. Non-
tronite clay from Allentown, PA (obtained from Ward's Scientific) was
found to lose between 14.7 and 20.0% adsorbed water upon heating to 150_
under N2 and C02 respectively (Fig. 2). Greater water loss occurred
below 150°C for samples studied under N_. Lo_of structural water from
the nontronite began to occur at 400°C (200 ° lower than for the montmo-
rillonite clay). It appears that the addition of iron to the montmoril-
lonite clay structure causes the loss of structural water to occur at a
lower temperature. In order to examine the water vapor adsorption char-
acteristics of nontronite, a sample which had previously been heated to
IO00:C was exposed to the Houston humidity for 6 days and reexamined
(Fig. 3). The heated sample gained 15.0% by weight adsorbed water. This
observation is consistent with the previous observation of Fanale and
Cannon (1979) regarding the water adsorption properties of nontronite.
b. Bentonite. dickite and kaolinite clays: Thermal Stability curves for
the 3 API reference clays bentonite, dickite, and kaolinite are given in
Figs. 4-6. It is obvious that dickite and kaolinite clays do not adsorb
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largequantitiesof waterwhichthemontmorillonite,nontroniteand ben-
toniteclaysadsorb. Quantitiesof structuralwaterlostin the tempera-
ture interval400-600°C(I0.2to 14.3%)are greaterthanthatnotedfor
montmorillonite,nontroniteand bentoniteclays. Thesedifferencesre-
flectstructuraldifferencesbetweenthe claytypes. Dickiteand kaolin-
iteclaysstudiedundera C02 atmospherelostgreateramountsof adsorbed
waterthansamplesstudiedunderN2, indicatingan easeof removalof
adsorbedwaterfromdikiteand kaoliniteundera C02or Martian-like
atmosphere.
Sulfur°bearinqminerals:.Gypsum,epsomite,ferricsulfateand ferrous
sulfatewere examined(Figs.7-10).Bothmassiverockgypsum(Fig.7) and
selenitegypsum(Fig.8) were studied.The 21.Iand 20.8%lossof water
fromgypsumoccurredbelow200_Candwas essentiallyequivalent o the
theoreticalvalueof 20.9%.Lossof S02was notobservedduringthe heat-
ingof massiverockgypsumto IO00°Cand 700°Cfor selenitegypsum. De-
compositionof epsomite(MgSO4-7H20)indicatedlossof waterin two steps
below300°C(Fig.9). Six watersare lostbelow200°Cand the finalwater
is lostnear 300°C. Decompositionof thesulfateoccursat 870°Cunder
bothN2 and C02 atmospheres.The derivative(DTG)of theweight-losscurve
for epsomiteis givenin Fig.9. Ferricand ferroussulfateswereexamined
becauseof the potentialof theirpresencein theMartianregolith(Clark,
1979).The normalformof ferroussulfateis FeSO4-7H20.At temperatures,
below250°Capproximately42.3 and43.7%wateris lostin threestepswhen
heatedunderN2. Decompositionof thesulfatebeginsat 525°C(26.9%wt.
loss).Ferricsulfate,Fe2(SO4)3.nH20,lost22.4%waterbelow300_Cand
47.2%S02 at 600°Cwhen heatedunderl atms.N2. Fromthesemeasurements
it can be seenthatferroussulfatehas a greaterwaterholdingcapacity
thanferricsulfate. It is unclearwhetherthe ferrousor ferricformsof
the ironsulfatespresentlyor previouslyexistedon the Martiansurface.
The ironsulfatesaltshydrolyzeto formacidicaqueoussolutions(Posnak
and Merwin,1923)whichare very capableof assistingtheweatheringof
primarysilicates.The end-productof suchweatheringshouldresultinthe
formationof additionaliron-richclayand sulfur-richweatheringproduct_
Thermalstabilityand volatilereleasemeasurementsof analogmineralsare
contributingto the databaseof potentialMartiansurfaceconstituents.
The understandingof thebehaviorof thesemineralsunderdifferentcon-
ditionsdeterminethe parametersunderwhichfutureflightexperiments
must operatein orderto characterizethe volatilecomponentswithinthe
Martian regolith. ,o,,o,,,_,
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EXPERIMENTALEVIDENCEAGAINSTTHE UV PHOTODEHYDRATIONF GEOTHITE
(a-FeOOH)
R.V.Morris,NASA-JohnsonSpaceCenter,Houston,TX 77058,and
H.V.LauerJr.,LockheedElectronics,Co.,Inc.,Houston,TX 77058
INTRODUCTION
Accordingto Andersen and Huguenin (1977),geothite (a-FeOOH)is
efficientlydehydratedby UV radiationhaving_ _0.28 _m. Apparently,
this wavelengthwas selectedbecauseof charge transferbands centered
near 0.25 _m. In any case, UV photodehydrationhas been subsequently
invoked(Huguenin1976; McCord et al., 1978) in a planetarycontext
to predictthat the uppermostsurfacesoils on Mars may be highly
dehydrated. However,Andersenand Huguenin (1977)do not cite evidence
precludingthat the dehydrationobserved in their laboratoryexperiments
was a thermaleffect due to radiantheating. We have, therefore,under-
taken a reinvestigationof the kineticsOf goethitedehydrationin the
presenceof electromagneticradiation.
EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURES
The experimentalapparatusused to irradiatethe particulate
goethitesampleswith electromagneticradiationunder controlledenviron-
mental conditionsis describedby Morris and Lauer (1979). The irra-
diance in the near-IR (NIR),visible (VIS),and near-UV (NUV) incident
on the samplesfor each radiationemployedand that for solar radiation
at 1.5 AU (the orbit of Mars) are given in Table I. The temperatures
as measured by a thermocoupleembeddedin the goethitesamples in the
presenceof the Xe(A) and Xe(B) radiationswere _540°C and _80°C,
respectively. Due to the natureof radianthe_ting,these temperatures
must be consideredas lower limits for the actual temperatureof the
geothiteparticles. All irradiationswere carriedout in an 02 atmosphere
at lO0 torr total pressure.
After irradiation,the sampleswere analyzed for structuralwater
(H20+) to determinethe extent of dehydration. The analyses were per-
formed in a moisture evolutionanalyzerwhere the water evolved by
heatingthe samplesto _900°C was measured;prior to heating,adsorbed
water (H20-)was removedwith the N2 strippinggas. We have not yet
determinedthe mean grain size of the goethite used in this study.
Thermogravametricanalysisshows that the H20+ is lost from the goethite
by 350°C.
RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
The resultsfor irradiationof the goethitewith Xe(A) and Xe(B)
radiationsare shown in Fig. l as a plot of structuralwater remaining
after irradiationversus irradiationtime t. With the Xe(A) radiation,
the goethitelost most of its structuralwater; the amount of structural
water decreasedfrom the initialvalue of _9.8 wt. % to 0.5 wt. % after
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_15 hr. irradiationwith Xe(A) radiation. Since the minimum temperature
of the goethite particlesduring irradiationis _540°C and since thermo-
gravametricanalyses showed the goethitewas dehydratedthermallyby
350°C, radiant heatingby the Xe(A) radiationat least in part must have
resulted in thermallyinduceddehydrationof the goethite. In contrast,
irradiationwith the Xe(B) radiationresultedin no detectable dehydra-
tion of the goethite. From the null resultwith the Xe(B) radiationwe
can conclude the following: (a) the dehydrationobservedwith the Xe(A)
radiationcan be attributedpredominentaly,if not entirely,to thermal
dehydrationsince the NUV componentsof the Xe(A) and Xe(B) radiations
are comparableand (b) neitherthermaldehydrationnor UV photodehydration
occurred to a perceptableextent with the UV-richXe(B) radiation.
In summary,our experimentalresultsdo not show any evidence for
the UV photodehydrationprocessproposed by Andersenand Huguenin (1977).
Perhapsradiantheatingwas an unrecognizedfactor in the work of
Andersenand Huguenin (1977)which led to their misinterpretationof
experimentalresults. Thus, althoughthe possibilitythat UV photo-
dehydrationactuallyoccurs cannot be totallyeliminated,there is as
yet no experimentalbasis for inferringthe processoccurs naturally
on Mars.
Table l: Irradiancein W/cm2
Radiation NUV VIS NIR
0.25+0.4pm 0.4+0.7pm 0.7+1.0pm
Xe(A) Io68 5.80 6.56
Xe(B) 0.77 0.080 0.30
Solar, 0.0054 0.025 0.017
1.5 AU
!
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THE EVIDENCE AGAINST UV PHOTOSTIMULATED OXIDATION OF MAGNETITE
R.V. Morris, NASA-_ohnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058 and
H.V. Lauer Jr., Lockheed Electronics Co., Inc., Houston, TX 77058
INTRODUCTION
(1,2,3) proposed that photostimulated oxidation of magnetite by UV
radiation might be an important process on the surface of Mars and have
performed laboratory experiments which investigated this effect. We have
conducted additional experiments to investigate this potentially signi-
ficant process and have studied the kinetics of magnetite oxidation in
O2-bearing atmospheres in the presence of electromagnetic radiation. The
data from our experiments constrains us to conclude that perceptable
oxidation of magnetite by UV photostimulation did not occur and that
previous conclusions to the contrary by (1,2,3) are spurious. Conse-
quently, although the possibility that the process actually occurs cannot
be totally eliminated, there is no experimental basis for inferring UV
photostimulated oxidation Of magnetite occurs naturally on Mars.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The experimental apparatus used to irradiate the particulate
magnetite samples with electromagnetic radiation under controlled envi-
ronmental conditions has been previously described by (4). The irra-
diance in the near-IR (NIR), visible (VlS) and near-UV (NUV) incident on
the samples for each radiation employed and that for solar radiation at
1.5 AU (the orbit of Mars) are given in Table i. The temperatures as
measured by a thermocouple embedded in the magnetite samples in the
presence of the Xe(A), Xe(B), and Xe(C) radiations were _540, _80, and
_807C, respectively. Due to the nature of radiant heating, these temper-
atures are considered as lower limits for the actual temperature of the
magnetite particles. Most irradiations were carried out in an atmos-
phere of 02 at 100 tort total pressure. The extent of oxidation was
determined by measuring changes in the saturation magnetization (Js) of
the samples. The value of Js for magnetite is 92 emu/g, and those for
the oxidation products hematite (_-Fe203) and maghemite (_-Fe203), _0.5
and _73 emu/g, respectively. Three synthetic (MTCPSI, MTFSI, and MTMRCI)
and six natural (MTCMIA,-B,-D,-G, MTCPNI, and MTMCBI) magnetites having
mean grain sizes from 0.4 to 200 _m were used as starting materials.
RESULTS
The results for irradiation of the MTCMI series magnetites with the
Xe(A) radiation are shown in Fig. la. The parameter Js(t)/Js(O) is the
ratio of the value of Js after an irradiation time t to its value at
time zero. Within the scatter of the data, the values of Js(t)/Js(O)
for each magnetite starting material have decreased (indicating oxidation)
from the value of 1.0 at time zero to a constant value by _9 hrs. The
same observation holds for the other magnetites, but the data were not
plotted for clarity. The constant values, denoted by the parameter
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Js(t>9)/Js(O) , were calculated as the average of all values of Js(t)/
Js(O) for t>9 hr. and are plottedversus the mean grain size of the
magnetite starting materials in Fig. 2a. The dashed line was calculated
assuming the'irradiationproductswere sphericalparticleshaving a 20
_m thick,hematite compositionshell surroundinga magnetitecore;
except for MTCPSI, this model very adequately describes the data. That
the oxidationproductwas in fact predominantlyhematite (excepting
MTCPSI)was confirmedby x-ray and thermomagneticanalyses. For MTCPSI,
correspondinganalysesindicatethe oxidationproductwas a mixture of
hematite and maghemite and thus account for the deviationfrom the
hematite model.
The results for the Xe(B) and Xe(C) radiations,shown in Figs. ib,
ic, 2b, and 2c, are dramatically different from those for the Xe(A)
radlatlon. All the values of Js(t)/Js(O)are close to'orwlthin the 3%
one standarddeviationerror of the measurementsof being invarient.
For the UV-rich Xe(B) radiation, only MTFS1 may show a:statiati_ally
significantdecreasein Js(t)/Js(O) by _300 hr. Note that oxidationis
also observedfor the UV-absentXe(C) radiation. The dashed lines in
Figs. 2b and 2c were calculatedassuming sphericalparticlesand a
0.007 pm thick, hematitecompositionshell.
THE CASE AGAINST THE UV PHOTOSTIMULATEDOXIDATIONOF MAGNETITE
The temperatureindicatedby the thermocoupleusing the Xe(A) radia-
tion was _540"C. Since this temperaturesis actuallya lower limit for
•the sample temperatureand since independentexperimentshave shown that
thermally-stlmulatedoxidationoccursby 250°C (e.g.,5), we concludeat
this point that the observed oxidationusing the Xe(A) radiationmust at
lease in part have been thermallystimulated.
The _80@C temperatureindicatedby the thermocoupleusing the Xe(B)
radiationis below that requlred for thermally-stimulatedoxidation.
The fact that no perceptableoxidationwas observedexceptingMTFSI
demonstratesthe followingfor the remainingmagnetites: (a) the actual
temperatureof the magnetitegrainswas in fact below the thermaloxida-
tion thresholdand (b) UV photostimu!atedoxidationdid not occur either.
Since the NUV power in the Xe(A) and Xe(B) radiationsare comparable,we
conclude the oxidationobservedwith the Xe(A) radiationwas predomi-
nantly,if not entirely,thermally-stimulated.
At this point, the small amount of oxidationobserved for MTFSI
using the Xe(B) radiationcannot unambiguouslybe attributedto either
UV photostimulationor thermal-stimulationbecause the Xe(B) radiation
containsan intenseUV componentand because the _80°C temperatureis a
lower limit for the sample temperature. The observationthat MTFSI
oxidized to a comparabledegree in both Xe(B) and Xe(C) radiations
suggests that in both cases the oxidationwas not due to UV photo-
stimulationbecause the Xe(C) radiationhas essentiallyno NUV component
but does give the same temperaturemeasurementof _80°C. However,we
cannot concludeunambiguouslythat the oxidationis thermallystimulated
because there may be as yet unidentifiedmechanismspecificto the
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synthetic magnetite MTFSI which results in its oxidation at _80°C.
In summary, our results from experiments utilizing three irradiation
conditions constrain us to conclude we have not observed UV photochemical
oxidation of particulate magnetite samples having mean grain sizes down
tO 0.4 pm. This conclusion is diametric to that of (1,2,3) who inter-
preted his results to show that UV radiation (_ -<0.35 Bm) photo-
stimulates the oxidation of magnetite and that the oxidation layer is
_i Bm thick. If this were in fact the case, we cannot reconcile why
the four magnetites having mean grain sizes -<i.0 Bm did not substantially
if not completely oxidize using the Xe(B) radiation since its radiant
energy in the NUV is at least a factor of i00 higher than that employed
by (i). (The spectral irradiance reported by (i) is a factor of i00 too
high; Huguenin, pers. comm.). From insights gained during this study,
we suggest several factors (1,2,3) apparently failed to recognize and
consequently led to misinterpretation of their experimental data. (i)
measured temperatures below the thermal oxidation threshold and thus
did not considerthermalstimulationto be viable. However,we have
pointed out that due to the nature of radiantheatingsuch temperatures
must be regarded as lower limits for the actual sample temperatureand
are not thereforean unambiguouscriterionfor concludingthermally
stimulatedoxidationdid not take place. Per our discussionof
magnetiteMTFSI, there may be some unknownmechanismby which the
magnetiteused by (i) is oxidizedbelow the thermaloxidationthreshold.
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THE H20 MASS BALANCE ON MARS: IMPLICATIONS FOR A GLOBAL SUBPERMAFROST
GROUNDWATER FLOW SYSTEM.
Clifford, Stephen M., and Huguenin, Robert L., Dept. Physics & Astronomy,
U. Massachusetts, Hasbrouck, Amherst, MA.
Viking orbiter water vapor measurements have indicated that a net annual
transport of H20 occurs into the north polar regions of Mars (1). Esti-
mates of the total amount of H20 deposited, poleward of 60°N, range from
-h x l014g H20 (1) to -2 x l015g H20 (2). Total annual deposition of H20
over the entire northern hemisphere may actually exceed these estimates
based on both Viking 2 lander observations of possible H20 surface con-
densate (3) and a tempofrost-to-permafrost conversion process discussed
later in this abstract. Retention of an amount of H20 A l015g/yr in the
martian polar regions has significant long term implications for the global
H20 budget. Assuming such a retention rate has been typical of the martian
norm, an amount of H20 equivalent to that contained in the North Polar Cap
would accumulate in about l05 martian years. Indeed, the entire theoretical
inventory of H20 on Mars (4) could be cold-trapped in as little as l07
martian years. Since we fail to observe an accumulation of H20 of this
magnitude and as enough time has elapsed on Mars for this process to have
been repeated several hundred times, we conclude that some efficient means
for the equatorial replenishment of regolith H20 probably exists.
Purely atmospheric models of replenishment, such as preferential adsorption
and burial of condensates by windblown dust, appear to be too inefficient
to account for the resupply of such large quantities of H20. Once H20 has
been released from the equatorial regolith it sees the cold polar regions
as the dominant sink. Climatic variations on Mars will not substantially
alter this process as long as the constraints of temperature and pressure
prohibit the stable existence of liquid H20 at the surface. Therefore, we
have proposed a model hydrological cycle for Mars (5), whereby the deposi-
tion of dust and condensate on the polar caps produces a layer of insula-
tion which results in the rise of the melting isotherm and the subsequent
release of a layer of liquid water at the base of the cap. The weight of
the cap might then drive the melted H20 into a global interconnected
groundwater flow system beneath the martian permafrost. The existence Of
such a global distribution of regolith H20 is supported by the current
interpretation of such features as rampart [or "splosh") craters, patterned
ground, fluvial channels and a number of other surface morphologies. Much
of this work has been summarized by both Carr and Schaber (1977) and
Soderblom and Wenner (1978). Since these features appear to span geologic
time (6) it is reasonable to assume that the H20 responsible for their
origin is still present.
The thickness of the polar cap required for the geothermal melting of a
basal layer depends on a variety of conditions. Calculations based on a
mean surface temperature of 180° K and thermal conductivities for both ice
and dust of 2.7 x 10Scal./cm/yr and 3.1 x 103cal./cm/yr•respectively, yield
thickness estimates _which range from several hundred meters to several
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kilometers or more -depending on the dust-to-ice ratio, the salt content
of the dust, and the local value of geothermal heat. If ice at the base
of the cap constitutes the major volumetric fraction of cap material then
it should also provide a significant amount of the cap's structural sup-
port. The rise of the melting isotherm into this previously frozen material
will result in a removal of this support as the weight of the overburden
cap drives the water into the subpermafrost groundwater system. The sub-
sequent structural adjustment of the cap may result in morphological
features which can be identified from Viking orbital imagery.
An additional sink for atmospheric H20 , which may also release water to
the subpermafrost system, are the regions of "tempofrost" proposed by
Farmer and Doms (1979). The tempofrost-to-permafrost interface is deter-
mined by the depth to which the seasonal thermal wave elevates the soil
temperature above the frost point. Deposition of a layer of dust over
the original surface will result in a corresponding upward displacement
of this interface within the soil. Thus, a small portion of the tempo-
frost which was present prior to the dust layer deposition, will be re-
tained as permafrost. Eventually, the melting isotherm at the base of
the permafrost will see the added insulation provided by the deposited
layer of dust and will, in response, rise in the regolith. The H20
released by this rise will then be available to the groundwater system.
As much as l0ISg H20 may be cycled by this process each martian year.
Subpermafrost groundwater systems on Earth, such as those in Siberia and
in the Dry Valleys of Antarctica,can be found at depths of several kilo-
meters and are often characterized by their high salinities. Such saline
groundwater, often rich in calcium chloride, is found with freezing points
as low as 220° K. On Mars the existence of various inorganic salts in the
regolith is supported by the discovery of a duricrust at both Viking lander
sites ( 7 ) and by the composition of the soil as determined by the inor-
ganic chemical analysis experiments onboard each spacecraft ( 8 ). The
salinity of the subpermafrost groundwater can have a significant effect on
the thickness of the permafrost layer itself. If the groundwater is pure
then the melting isotherm at the base of the permafrost will have a value
of 273° K. If we assume a geothermal gradient of -25°/km, the total
thickness of the permafrost can exceed two kilometers - even in the com-
paratively warm equatorial regions of Mars. Depending on the soil poros-
ity and permeability, a two kilometer thick layer of permafrost can act as
an enormous sink for regolith H20. For this reason, coupled with the low
H20 outgassing estimates of Anders and Owen (1977), Soderblom and Wenner
(1978) concluded that groundwater on Mars had only a short existence before
being irreversibly taken up as permafrost. However, if we assume the
groundwater is saline, then the melting isotherm may be as low as 220° K.
Reconsidering our example of the martian equatorial regions, ground ice
will occur only in the seasonally active temperature layer of the top six
meters of soil - where temperatures, sometime during the martian year, will
fall below 220° K. With the added consideration of the more generous H20
outgassing estimates of Pollack and Black (1979) and Lewis (1972), room
still exists for substantial groundwater reserves on Mars.
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The stability of permafrost in the martian equatorial region may be called
into question by the fact that the mean equatorial surface temperatures
exceed the frost point temperature of H20 by as much as 20° K or more.
However, as has been discussed by Smoluchowski (1968) and Farmer (1976),
the diffusion-limiting properties of an overlying layer of soil can be such
as to allow local water vapor equilibrium to occur within the soil while
remaining in disequilibrium with the atmosphere. As the upper surface of
permafrost is depleted by evaporation to the atmosphere it is replenished
by the diffusion of vapor and the migration of thin films of water towards
the freezing front at its base. These processes are efficient even when
the vertical distances separating the permafrost from the groundwater are
measured in kilometers.
As discussed by Carr (1979), the intense bombardment phase of early mar-
tian history resulted in a highly brecciated and permeable regolith ex-
tending to considerable depth. Various physical and chemical processes
may have modified and sealed the outermost layer of the regolith; however,
at depth, it should have retained its porous and permeable nature and thus
would prove to be an excellent host for a planet wide interconnected
groundwater system. As a result, such a system would be unconstrained by
surface topography and would hydrostatically adjust to variations in geo-
potential. In this respect the martian groundwater system might closely
imitate the behavior of terrestrial oceans.
We conclude that one possible solution to the problem of the H20 mass
balance on Mars is a global groundwater system. Such a system would be
atmospherically discharged_at the latitudes of maximum annual insolation,
by evaporation from near surface brines and ice. The eventual deposition
of this H20 into the polar regions will result in the recharge of the
groundwater system by geothermal melting. From the recharged system, the
near surface brines and ice are ultimately replenished. (Note that the
groundwater system proposed here is not necessarily a steady-state system
and may periodically discharge and recharge in response to climatic
variations.)
References: (i) Farmer, C.B. and Doms, P.E. (1979) JGR 84, 2881; (2)
Pollack et al., (1979) JGR 8__44,2929; [3) Wall, S. D, and Jones, K.L.,
(1979) NASA TM 80339, 222; (4) Pollack, J.B. and Black, D. C. (1979)
Science 205, 56; (5) Clifford e__tal___.[1979) BAAS i__i,580; (6) Allen,
C.C., (1979) Icarus 39, iii; (7) Clark, B.C. (1978) Icarus 34, 645;
(8) Clark et al. [1976) Science 194. 1283. Also: Carr, M.H. and Schaber,
G.G. (1977) JGR 84, 4039; Soderblom, L.A. and Wenner, D.B. (1978) Icarus
34, 622; Anders, E. and Owen, T. (1977) Science 198, h53; Lewis,_ (1972)
Icarus 16, 241;Smoluchowski, R. [1968) Science 159, 1348; Farmer, C.B.
[1976) Icarus 28, 279; Carr, M.H. (1979) JGR 84_, 2995.
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ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR THE PHOTOSTIMULATED OXIDATION OF
MAGNETITE ON MARS.
Huguenin, R., Danielson, J., and Clifford S.-U.Massachusetts, Dept. of
Physics/Astronomy-Hasbrouck, Amherst, MA 01003
It has^been proposed by Huguenin (1,2) that photooxidation of magnetite
and FeZ+ - silicates may be an important oxidation/weathering process on
Mars. Additional experimental results and discovery of an error in the
original UV flux estimate suggests that the reaction may be more efficient
on Mars than previously estimated.
The original estimate of photoelectric work function, photoelectron
quantum yield, and sample temperature have been refined. It was predicted
that photoemission from Fe2 + in magnetite has a work function of _.U -
4.2 eV (1) and a quantum yield of 0.1-1 electrons/photons at 1950A (3).
This has been tested experimentally in l0-6 torr 02 using the technique
described by Pool_ and Huguenin (4). The measured work function was
3.9±.1 eV at 1950A. The measured yield for powdered samples in a vacuum
is lower than the actual yield at the grain surface by a factor of l02-3
due to grain-grain reabsorption (5) and even lower in an atmosphere due
to collisional losses; thus the yield at the grain surfaces was apparent-
ly close to the predicted value. This supports the proposal that photo-
electron emission is a principal step in the photooxidation process.
S. Cook (private communication) discovered an error in the original
calculation of the experimental UV flux estimate, due to a misinterpre-
tation of the format of the lamp spectral output data provided by the
manufacturer. The published fluxes were 1.00 x l02 higher than the
actual fluxes and the constant for the kinetic rate equation (1) was
consequently too low by a factor of 1.00 x 103. The corrected kinetic
rate equation is:
de/dT 5.1(±0.6)xi0-22 _-2 ^1/2 #3/2 f(H20) [i)= T Pu2 0.350
where da/dT is the formation rate of the alteration layer in microns per
minute, PT is the total atmospheric pressure in torr, pO2 is atmospheric
02 partial pressure in torr, and ¢0.350 is the photon flux at the refer-
ence wavelength of 0.35 _m in photons cm-2 s-I A-I. f(H20) = i
relative humidities between i and 5% and a complex function described by
Huguenin (i) for humidities Out of this range. The error has interesting
ramifications. The lower end of the UV flux range in the original
experiment wa_ 6.6 (±0.7) x 1012 rather than the published value of6.6(±0.7)xi01 . This is quite close to the martian flux (at 0.35 _m) of
0.92 x1012 photons cm-2 s-I A-I; thus the assumption that the kinetic
rate equation remains valid down to the martian flux is more certain than
previously thought. In,addition, since the oxidation rate is proportional
to (_lux)_/2 (see equation i), the original rate estimate for Mars (i0-4
-i0- _m yr-I) was too low by a factor of 103 • The upper limit would
still be constrained by the exposure rate of cations by eolian abrasion
and H20 adsorption (cation migration), however (3); thus only the lower
limit would probably be affected by the revised flux estimate.
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Measurements of sample temperature were refined using (i) several embedded
or thinly coated (with magnetite) thermocouple and thermistor probes in
a variety of configurations; and (2) a series of magnetite coated and
(or) embedded standardized melting point substances. The maximum tempera-
ture that was measured (maximum flux, uncooled) was _ 230°C. This was
above the thermal oxidation threshold (150°C), and the reaction rate was
very high (consistent with the kinetic rate equation). Temperatures were
measured at a variety of lower UV fluxes, and over most of the range
sample temperatures were below the threshold value. At the lowest flux
(1.74 x l012 photons cm-2 s-1 A-1) a sample temperature of 50-65°C
(sample was uncooled in air) was measured. This flux was lower than the
lower limit of the fluxes in the original experiment, and was within a
factor of 2 of the actual martian flux. Discernable reddening of the
undisturbed sample was observed after 240 hours of exposure. This was a
much higher rate than that predicted by Equation l, although the
equation may not be strictly valid under the uncontrolled ambient condi-
tions under which these temperature measurements were made. Differences
may also be due to differences between magnetite samples used in the past
and present studies, and this is a subject of current investigation.
This finding, however, coupled with the revision of the kinetic rate
equation raises the possibility that photooxidation may be more efficient
on Mars than previously thought.
References (i) Huguenin, R. (1973) J.G.R. 78, 8495; (2) Huguenin, R.
(1974) J.G.R. 79, 3895; (3) Huguenin, R., Prinn R, and Maderazzo, M.
(1977) Icarus 32, 270; (4) Poole, C. and Huguenin, R. (1977) BAAS 9, 449;
(5) Feuerbacher et al. (1972) Proc. 3rd Lun. Sci. Conf. 3, 2655.
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ALTERATION PRODUCTS OF FROST WEATHERING ON MARS
Miller, K.J.; Dept. Biochemistry, U. Mass. Amherst 01003, Huguenin,
R.L., Dept Physics/Astronomy-Hasbrouck, U. Mass. Amherst 01003, and
Danielson, J., Dept Geology, U. Mass. Amherst 01003
It has been proposed by Huguenin et al that the interaction of frost
with minerals at the Martian surface may be producing some unusual
alteration products. One proposed product is a peroxide species or
metal peroxide species of high oxidation potential which may have
been derived from the chemical reduction of mafic silicates within
the Martian regolith. The minerals olivine, pyroxene (both clino
and ortho varieties), and plagioclase are apparently the principal
mafic silicates in Martian rocks and were used in our laboratory
studies. The proposed peroxide species may be responsible for the
unusual chemical activity detected in the Martian soils during the
Viking Biology Experiments. Qualitative simulations of the active
cycles of the Viking Labeled Release and GEX experiments have been
performed in the laboratory, and indicator tests specific for per-
oxides and/or metal peroxides have been performed in an attempt to
identify the precise nature of the active agent. Following frost
exposure, the altered mineral was exposed to the Berlin Indicator
reagents tthe Berlin Indicator test is specific for H202) and unusual
results were obtained (colorless solution, no ppt.). Several con-
trols were performed, and it was discovered that an intimate mix-
ture of Fe203, Si02, and H202 gave the same qualitative results:while
other controls did not tsee table below). We believe that this inti-
mate mixture of Fe203, Si02, and H202 may represent a possible ana-
log of our active agent created during frost exposure. We propose
that the metal-peroxide species produced during frost exposure of
olivine is also produced in the mixture of Fe203, Si02, and H202.
Fe203 may become dissolved in the acidic H202 solution and Fe3+ may
become incorporated at surface sites on the Si02 particles. Fe3+
may then react with H202 to produce Fe02H+ and Fe0H2+ (two species
thought to be released to solution when frost altered olivine is
exposed to liquid H20). The Luminol chemiluminescence test for H202
was also performed and was negative (no visible chemiluminescence)
for our 'analog'. This is interesting because the levels of H202
within the analog mixture areabove the threshold of detection of
this test. This may indicate that either our oxidant is not simply
H202 in solution or it may indicate that a quencher is present. Our
third indicator test, the Potassium Dichromate test, gave positive
support for the production of a peroxide species or a metal peroxide
species. Using dilute K2Cr207 solution, the detection of H202 and
metal hydroperoxy complexes (G. Rossman, private communication) is
confirmed by the formation of Cr05. The Cr05 imparts a diagnostic
pale blue color when extracted with ether. It is unstable and de-
composes on standing, causing the blue color to fade quickly. When
0.I g of frost weathered olivine was added to the reagent (lOml
K2Cr207), a localized brown coloration was induced in solution. 10ml
of anhydrous ether was immediately added, which formed a layer on top
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of the K2Cr207 solution. A faint pale blue coloration was observed
in the ether layer (indicating that CrO5 had formed) which quickly
faded to colorless (detection and decay was followed with a spectro-
photometer).
We have previously reported pH studies in which pH trends versus time
have been compared between frost-altered minerals and minerals not
exposed to frost. Typical pH profiles in distilled H20 for unaltered
olivine and pyroxene are sho_-nbelow in figures I and II respectively.
Note the initial rapid increase in basicity. This is consistent with
abrasion pH studies indicative of proton incorporation. When these
minerals are frost altered prior to pH runs, however, very different
profiles result as noted in figures III and IV for olivine and pyroxene
respectively. This indicates a marked alteration of the mineral and
supports a model where HO2- fads) and H+ (ads) Species are produced.
These species may be released into solution upon exposure to liquid
H20. We have recently begun infrared studies in an attempt to identify
these proposed adsorbed species. Inconclusive results have been
obtained, however, and it is evident that conventional IR solid
sample analysis may not be suitable for these studies. Thus, we are
now in the process of designing a cryogenic reflectance IR analysis
device for this study.
References: Huguenin et al, J. Mol. Evol. (in press) and Huguenin
et al, PGPI abstract (1979 June).
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Berlin indicator controt_
Control sub_tanee Precipitite color • -- •
J ack_on (:o. olivine green I_ ii
Olivine . 11202 blue 7 11
Olivine . Fe203 . t1202 blue 6
Reagent i:e 20 3 green 5
I:e203 € 1120 2 blue, colurles._,€_lutiona S
Rc_l_ent Fe(OII)] green i i , 4 i l I ,
Fe(()II) 3 * 1120 2 blue Ito m o ZO tO O
Reagent glasspowder green
(;la_s powder + 11202 J_l_;Z ,I
I'€_()1 +(;la_ powdcr, 11202 colorless solution I I I V I
- .PH,
Reagent Sili_ic Acid green i0 : !Silici¢ acid + 1120 2 blue
Reagent MgCO 3 green •
MgCO 3 . 1t202 blue • "
I_eagent MgCO 3 , MI(Oti) 2 • 51120 green • ... ;if
btgC() 3., Mg(OIt) 2 • 5H20 + tl20 2 blue * red 5
MgO green+red _, g"_--_-,g 16
MgO € 11202 blue _
MgO¢(;la_powder green+red j_ ._ • : , -_ • , I • ' -_:
MgO + Glass powder . tl202 blue + red t_ m o :'0 Io 0
Reagent F¢]O 4 green
F€304 . 11202 blue
Reagent Fepowdcr blue _ TIME (MINUTE_I
a With ,'fix trials, 5 formed blu_ ppt and I formed i colork'ss solution
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CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENTS OF MAHTIAN OASES
Miller, K.J., Dept. Biochemistry, U.Mass., Amherst 01003, Huguenin, R.L.
Dept. Physics/Astronomy-Hasbrouck, U.Mass., Amherst, MA 01003
The proposed oases on Mars may have significantly different chemical
environments than those of the Viking landing sites. The Viking-sampled
soils were found to be highly desiccated. The Gas Chromatograph Mass
Spectrometer (GCMS) analyses detected .l-l% by weight of water in
regolith samples heated to 350° or 500°C and less than .1% by weight of
water in samples heated to 200°C. It was only the Badger rock sample
that released approximately .2% by weight of water at 200°C. It is1
estimated that the amount of H20 evolved (approx. l020 molecules g- )
corresponds to the equivalent of only 1 monolayer of adsorbed or inter-
layer H20 for surface areas o{ only approx. 101m2g,1 where adsorption
site separation is approx. 4 A. Surface areas however, may range from
101m2g-± (basalts) to 10Zm2g-1 (clays). Thus, samples may have evolved
less than a monolayer equivalent of H20. This suggests that the surface
material probably contained essentially no physically adsorbed or inter-
layer H20, but contained only the most strongly-bound components (chemi-
sorbed H20 and water of hydration). In the oases, the uppermost soils
(a few mm) are probably similarly desiccated, but the subsurface soils
may be more hydrated. This hydrated state may be of the form of H20
films of varying thickness. The spatial distribution of water may be
heterogeneous and range from relatively pure liquid/ice to saturated
brines. As reflectance spectra have shown the surface material (in
Solis Lacus) to contain less bright dust, more dark basaltic material,
and anomalously large fractions of calcic pyroxene (as compared with
Viking sites), the brines may consist of high concentrations of calcium
salts with potentially great freezing point depression capacities (eg.
CaC12). Near surface temperatures are significantly higher in the oases
than at the Viking sites, varying diurnally from 220-295°K in the
summer and from 170-230°K in the winter. Brines could be unfrozen
during a portion of each day throughout most of the year while relatively
pure H20 could undergo daily freeze-thaw cycling for approximately 1/2
the year to a depth of several centimeters. Such freeze-thaw cycling
may promote the further segregation of saturated brine areas from those
of pure water. It is proposed that the relatively high near-surface
humidities should inhibit the formation of and promote the decay of the
oxidants that were discovered at theViking sites. This is evidenced by
the observed oxidant destruction (02 evolution) during humidification of
the Viking Soil samples. The relatively high near-surface temperatures
at the sites of the oases should also result in a shortened lifetime for
these oxidants. (Eact for decay of the oxidant is approx, equal to 34
kcal/mole.) (Huguenin et %1., Levin and Straat). The absence of
oxidants may permit an accumulation of greater amounts of organics by
both abiogen_synthesis at the solid particle-atmosphere interface (eg.
Hubbard et al) and meteoritic infall (if it is assumed that carbonaceous
chondrites comprise a significant fraction of meteoritic material
reaching the surface of Mars). Hubbard et al have demonstrated that
surface catalyzed synthesis of organic molecules such as formic acid and
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glycolic acid may be occurring on Mars. This production of organic
material, derived from the surface-dependent conversion of CO and H20 to
organic compounds, involves the excitation of adsorbed CO with UV
radiation of wavelengths considerably longe_t_an those adsorbed by
gaseous CO. It was concluded that substantial abiogenesis could occur
on Mars provided that the surface particles have high surface areas and
that adequate levels of water are available. It is believed that the
H20 species involved in the conversion of CO to organics comprises the
primary monolayer at surface sites (Hubbard, personal communication).
It has also been demonstrated, however, that excess H20 vapor may be
inhibitory to this reaction. From this data, it is difficult to evaluate
the production of organic compounds at the sites of the oases. It was
discussed above that oxidant levels at the oases could be low due to
high near-surface humidities. For this same reason, synthesis of
organics may be quite inefficient. We can, however, imagine a gradient
of H20 (dessicati0n to several monolayers) existing within approx, the
upper centimeter of surface material. UV radiation may penetrate through
this amount of surface material and catalyze such an abiogenic synthesis
at appropriate H^O levels. In order for organics to accumulate, where
average rates of synthesis exceed rates of destruction by UV radiation,
they must be periodically buried. Dust storms were cited by Hubbard et
al as a possible protective burying mechanism. As reported by Huguenin,
Clifford, and Greeley (these abstracts), dust storm initiation sites are,
in fact, the sites of the proposed oases, and, thus, such a protective
mechanism for organic accumulation should be most efficient there.
References Biemann, K. et al, JGR, 82 pp 4641 (1976); Hubbard, J.S.
et al, PNAS 68, No. 3 pP 574-578 (19V_); Hubbard, J.S. et al, J. Mol.
Evol._, pp 149-166 (1973); Huguenin, R.L. et al, J. Mol. Evol.(in press);
Huguenin, R.L. et al. PGPI Abstract (1977-78).
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ADDITIONAL REMOTE SENSING EVIDENCE FOR OASES ON MARS
Huguenin, R.L. and Clifford, S.M., U.Massachusetts Dept. Physics/
Astronomy-Hasbrouck, Amherst, MA. 01003
Huguenin et al. (1979) previously reported remote sensing evidence for
anomalous H20 outgassing from two tropical regions on Mars in Solis Lacus
(-25°, 85°) and Noachis-Hellespontus (-30°, 315°), and it was proposed
that the outgassing may indicate a near-surface source of ice and liquid
H20 in these regions. Additional remote sensing evidence is discussed
here that supports this proposal.
Again the evidence is based primarily on the remote sensing identifica-
tion of condensates that repeatedly form preferentially in these regions.
Condensates act to flatten the steeply sloping (at UV-visible wavelengths)
martian reflectance spectra, and they appear as highly reflecting at blue
wavelengths. In the previous paper we discussed photometric images of
Mars that were obtained during the 1973 dust storm. They showed the
Solis Lacus dust cloud to be anomalously bright at blue wavelengths,
indicative of condensates being present with the dust. The condensates
appeared suddenly at dawn and were restricted to the Solis Lacus cloud
on Day 1. On Day 2 condensates also appeared in adjacent regions and
continued to reappear in and symmetrically around Solis Lacus throughout
the early phases of the storm. Citing the diurnal behavior and distribu-
tion of the brightenings, we proposed that Solis Lacuswas the principal
source for the H20.
Extensive examinations of past observational records reveal that the 1973
event was not an isolated occurrence. It has happened near almost every
perihelion since observational records have been kept. Indeed in 1977 a
nearly identical cloud was photographed by the Viking orbiter saveral
times during the extended mission. The 1977 cloud has essentially the
same physical dimensions as the 1973 cloud and it was bright in the
violet, indicative of the presence of condensates along with the dust.
The past record revealed further that the condensate activity in and
around Solis Lacus extends throughout the martian year, with primarily
'blue cloud' activity during southern Fall and Winter (Ls = B40° to 180°)
and mixed 'blue' and 'yellow (dust) cloud' activity during Spring and
Summer (L$ = 180 to 3_0°). Noachis-Hellespontus shows very similar
activity ('blue clouds' from Ls = l0° to 180° and mixed 'blue' and
'yellow clouds' from Ls = 180° to 10°). Both regions have been the major
core areas of past dust storms, the core clouds typically appearing
suddenly at dawn and fading from white (indicative of the presence of
condensates) to yellow by noon (local time).
The Fall and Winter conden:satesaround these regions have generally ex-
tended from Solis Lacus upslope into the Tharsis volcanic complex and
from Noachis-Hellespontus into the northern portion of the Hellas basin.
The Solis Lacus/Tharsis condensates generally brighten toward afternoon,
suggesting orographic uplift from upslope winds or active convection as
discussed by previous authors. The Noachis/Hellas condensates, on the
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other hand, are brightest at dawn, suggesting that they are low-level
hazes and possibly frosts. These behaviors have generally been quite
repeatable, although during the 1962-196B apparition (Ls = 25° - 45°)
there was an unusually intense outburst of condensate cloud activity over
Noachis.
The Viking Orbiter 2 color approach map from Soderblom et al (1978) pro-
vides an excellent map of the Fall/Winter condensate distribution during
1976 at Ls = 105 °. Of particular interest is the two-color Red (0.59 _m)/
Violet (0.45 _m) ratio map in which condensates appear as dark grey due
to the flatter R/V slope of the reflectance spectrum. The dark Solis
Lacus/Tharsis condensate unit extends directly from the northwestern
edge of Solis Lacus upslope, consistent with a vapor souce immediately
downslope in Solis Lacus. The dark Noachis/Hellas condensate unit can
be seen emanating from Noachis-Hellespontus (-B5°,B15 °) and being swept
into northern Hellas by the prevailing westerly winds. This map appears
to confirm the earlier conclusion based on diurnal behavior that the
Noachis/Hellas condensates are low-level hazes and frosts: the conden-
sates in Noachis in particular appear to be low-level, as revealed by
the filled craters andexposed rims.
Another line of evidence, which we cited in the earlier paper, was the
Period 5 water vapor map from the Viking MAWD experiment _Farmer et al.,
1977). This map showed striking water vapor anomalies over Solis Lacus
and Noachis Hellespontus (10-15 pr. microns compared to the 0-6 pr.
micron abundances for the other regions of that latitude). Other period
maps don't show these anomalies and it is puzzlingwhy they appeared
during Period 5 (Ls = 140-155°). The outgassing rate is expected to be
highest at the onset of the Spring/SuEmer dust storms during the morning
hours (_ll0 mgH20/cm2/day), corresponding to the insolation-driven
evaporation of upward-migrating brine/ice melts (Huguenin, Clifford, and
Greeley, these abstracts). During the rest of the year the outgassing
rates are expected to be much lower and sporadic. During the period of
maximum expected outgassing the water vapor signatures would be effective-
ly masked by the associated dust, as clearly demonstrated during the
extended mission (Farmer and Doms, 1979). During southern Fall and
Winter, when dust activity is at a minimum the small anomalies that might
sporadically develop would be at least partially masked by the condensates
that preferentially form in these regions. The probabilities of observ-
ing anomalies such as those in the Period 5 maP would thus seem quite
low.
When all the independent lines of evidence, including the Period 5
anomalies, are pulled together, however, a remarkable spatial coincidence
of the data occurs. Comparison of these data with those for other nearby
sites of dust activity in Claritas and Hellas, for example, show Solis
Lacus and Noachis-Hellespontus to be unique in their intimate association
with condensates. Purely atmospheric models to explain the diurnal and
seasonal condensate behaviors have not satisfied the combined data sets.
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PHASE EQUILIBRIA OF THE MARTIAN MANTLE
Patera, E. S. and J.R. Holloway, Department gf Chemistry, Arizona
State University, Tempe, Arizona 85281
Bulk density and moment of inertia data for Mars together with
models of the internal structure have been used to constrain the
density of the Martian mantle between 3.47 and 3.58 g/cm . One
possible reason for the difference between the Earth's mantle
density (3.35 g/cm3) and that of Mars is that the Martian mantle
is enriched in Fe0.
By adding Fe0 to Pyrolite III the whole-rock density can be in-
creased to that required for the Mars mantle. The amount of Fe0
added will of course be dependent on the model used for the in-
ierior of Mars, therefore an investigation of a range of composi-
tions was done. To obtain a mineralogy for pyrolite + FeO, the
system was converted into the Ca0-Mg0-A1203-Si02 (CMAS) system
(O'Hara, 1968). Reactions involving possible minerals in the
CMAS system were investigated for their plausibility and to cal-
culate the equilibrium pressures and temperatures. All thermo-
dynamic data except for garnets (pyrope-grossular, almandine)
were obtained from Robie and others (1978). Thermodynamic data
for pyrope-grossular solid solution were obtained from Newton,
Charlu and Kleppa (1977) and Hensen, Schmid and Wood (1975).
Grossular-almandine solid solution data was obtained from Cressey,
Schmid and Wood (1978).
With increasing pressure the reaction isl:
Sp + En = Gar + Fo
This reaction is a spinel lherzolite reacting to form a Gar + Sp +
Fo + Di wehrlite. This is the same reaction which occurs in the
terrestrial mantle, but unlike the terrestrial case, orthopyroxene
is consumed before spinel, so spinel remains as a stable phase.
The calculated equilibrium pressure is 22 kilobars at 1273 K.
The solubility of En in Di is not accounted for in our calcula-
tion nor is the solubility of Al203 in either.
The assemblage Gar + Sp + Fo + Di is stable over the P and T
range in which partial melting is thought to occur in the mantle
of Mars (150 to 250 Kms in depth) (Carr, 1973, 1974). At approx-
imately 65 kilobars at 1273 C, the following reaction occurs:
1The symbols used are: Sp, spinel; Fo, forsterite; En, enstatite;
Gar, garnet; Di, diopside.
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Sp + Di = Per + Gar
This results in a change from the assemblage Gar + Sp + Fo + Di
to the assemblage Gar + Per + Fo + Di. Spinel is consumed and an
oxide phase (magnesio-wustite) appears. Our thermodynamic cal-
culations suggest that this assemblage is stable until the olivine-
spinel transition pressure is reached.
Modal abundance of the minerals for each of the above mineral
assemblages were calculated as a function of the amount of FeO
added to Pyrolite III (Table 1). The mole fraction of iron was
determined and Fe was distributed to the different phases assuming
ideal mixing and distribution coefficients equal to one between
each mineral pair. Mineral densities were calculated and together
with the modal abundance, whole rock densities were determined.
The whole rock densities are plotted versus wt. % FeO added to
Pyrolite III in Figure 1. The densities fall within the range
of densities predicted by internal structure models for Mars.
The mineral assemblages predicted by the above calculations differ
significantly from those of McGetchen and Smyth (1978). This dif-
ference is due to the different method of component combination
and to the thermodynamic constraints we have used. The conse-
quences of the differences are significant in terms of predicted
compositions of partial melts and the amount of FeO needed to
produce a given density.
Experiments have been done using Pyrolite III with 12.8 wt. %
FeO added as the starting composition. These preliminary experi-
mental data confirm the stability of the olivine, clinopyroxene,
spinel and garnet phase assemblage. The reaction boundary between
the spinel lherzolite and the wehrlite has been bracketed between
14 and 12 kilobars pressure. The stability of the high pressure
oxide phase assemblage has not yet been confirmed.
ol+cpx+opx+sp ol+c_x+sp+sar ol+ox+gar+cpx
Olivine 69.42 74.29 71..35
CPX 15.75 8.26 3.74
OPX 6.95
Spinel 7.89 2.97
Garnet 14.49 23.23
Oxide 1.68
Table 1. Modal mineral calculations for Pyrolite III with 12.8
wt. % FeO added. In weight percents.
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Figure i. Densities of mineral assemblages as a function of FeO
enrichment.
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ANALOGUEANDSIMULATIONSTUDIESQF MARTIANCHEMICALWEATHERING:THE
FORMATIONOF EVAPORITEMINERALS
DonnaJ. Prestel,LockheedElectronicsCo.,Inc.,Houston,TX 77058and
DavidS. McKay,SN6/NASA-JohnsonSpaceCenter,Houston,TX 77058
INTRODUCTION
The presenceof water on Mars has been clearlydemonstratedby many
lines of evidence (cf. JGR Viking issue, 1977). Recently,studiesof
Martian volatile behaviorand currently-activemeteorologicalprocesseshave
greatlyexpanded. Some of these have implicationsfor the extent of atmos-
phere-regolithinteractionswhich are presentlyoccurring. Analysisof data
at the Viking l lander by Davies 0979) impliesthat water vapQr is
uniformlymixed with the atmospherethroughoutits lowest lO km, and is not
concentratednear the surface. Davies (1979)also points out that the
apparentdiurnalvariationof the verticalcolumn abundanceof water vapor
shown from earth-basedobservationsis due to effectsof opacity,thereby
eliminatingthe need for transportof large amountsof water betweenthe
atmosphereand the regolith. However,observationsof the distributionand
seasonalvariationof Martianatmosphericwater vapor reported by Farmer
and Doms (1979)are consistentwith the vapor being in equilibriumwith the
regolithover a range of latitudes,where the regolithacts as a sink for
vapor during the cold seasons. This water vapor probablyevaporatesor
sublimatesto the atmosphereduring the warm seasons. Consequently,at
least in these regions,atmosphere-regolithinteractionsinvolvingwater
are likely.
In spite of the new inferencesof surfaceconditionson Mars, the
chemicalweatheringcycle of Mars is at best only poorlyunderstood. The
impliedpresenceof a sulfate-richduricrustat the Viking lander sites may
suggestatmosphere-regolithinteractionsinvolvingwater. In order to under-
stand the chemicalweatheringcycle of Mars, we have undertakenstudiesof
the processof formationof evaporitecrusts under various environmental
conditions. We have examined samplesfrom an arid, hot desert environment
(WesternDesertof Egypt) in detail. We are beginningstudiesof samples
from an arid, cold, permafrost-containingenvironment(Dry Valleysof
Antarctica). Understandingthe processof sa_crust formationin known
terrestrialenvironmentsis vital for modelingof the weathering,transpor-
tation,and depositionof sulfurand many other elementson Mars. The
formationof near-surfaceevaporitesis an importantprocess in some
terrestrialenvironmentsand may beequallyimportantin parts of the Martian
regolith. If an evaporite-formingprocesshas been operatingon Mars, the
Martian regolithis likely to be exceedinglycomplexand to containa
varietyof evaporiteminerals. Investigationsof the formationof terres-
trial evaporitecrusts and their resultantmineral assemblagesare useful
to define the environmentalconditionsrequired for their formation.
Laboratorysimulationexperimentsshould enable us to place constraintson
the formationand mineralogyof crusts likely to be found in the martian
environment.
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EGYPTIANEVAPORITESAS ANALOGUES
Viking investigators(Toulminet al. (1977),Clark (1978))proposeda
possibleprocessfor the formationof duricrust. This processconsistsof
the leachingaction of a thin film of moisture,with subsequentmovement
toward the surfaceby capillarytransport,evaporationat the Martian
surface,and depositionof a sulfate-richcrust. We have been studyinga
similarprocessin Egypt. Subsurfacewater with dissolvedsulfate,
chloride,and other speciesin solutionmoves upward toward the surfaceby
capillaryaction. As the water approachesthe surface,and begins to eva-
porate,evaporiteminerals being to crystallizein shallow loose sands.
At the surface, evaporitecrusts form during completeevaporationto the
atmosphere.
Mineralogy,chemistry,and morphologystudiesof these crusts by x-ray
diffractionand SEM with attached energy dispersivex-ray analysis have been
done (Prestel,McKay, and Haynes (1979),and unpublisheddata). Our results
indicatethat a seeminglysimple chemicalenvironmentwith the water-induced
chemicalweatheringcan lead to decidedlycomplexmineral assemblages. Even
on an annual time scale, stratifiedmineral assemblagesdevelop from con-
tinued evaporationproducingnew minerals and reactionswith preexisting
evaporiteminerals. In so_e cases,a singlemineral grain has been observed
(by SEM-EDAX studies)to have tin_ numeroussecondarycrystalsof different
minerals coatingits surface.
SAMPLES FROMANTARCTICAAND PERMAFROSTREGIONS
Perhapsthe most Mars-likeenvironmenton Earth is found in the Dry
Valleysof Antarctica. In these regions,lack of precipitationis combined
with extremelycold conditions. Permafrostis presentat variabledepths
beneaththe surface. Regolithevaporitesand salt crusts have been formed
in this environment. Evaporitesalt grains are found in soil samplesas
salt encrustationsand salt-induratedlayers.(Bochheim1978), and from the
rims of lakes and ponds (Horowitzet al. 1972). Antarcticsoil formation
studies (cf. Ugolini1976), salty permafroststudies-i.e. sulfate,
chloride,and nitrateanalyses (cf. Cameronet al. 1969, 1970), and detailed
characterizationof rocks and sedimentsby DVDP boreholes(McGinnisand
Osby 1977) delineateregionswhich have been postulatedto be Martian perma-
frost analogues.
Using this geologicinformationand our Egyptiansamplingexperience
as a framework,we have planneda detailed Dry Valleys sample program
presentlyunderway in Antarcticaby one of our Mars group at JSC (E. Gibson).
We also plan to investigateevaporitesamples frompermafrost regionsin
Canada and Alaska, in particular,from a Yukon saltmarsh where sulfate
mineral encrustationshave been collected. These regionsare more typical
of wet, cold environmentsand will provide a contrastto the Dry Valley
samples.
Our intent is to make comparativestudiesof near-surfaceevaporites
and salt crusts from a varietyof terrestriallocationswhich are analogous
to Mars in at least some respects. Mineralogicaland morphologicaldata on
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these sampleswill help to constrainmodels for similarprocessesin the
Martian regolithand will also be used to help designexperimentalprojects.
SIMULATIONEXPERIMENTS
Laboratorysimulationexperimentson salt crust formationare vital to
the understandingof Martianchemicalweatheringprocessesand are necessary
to determinethe viabilityof their formationunder Martianconditions.
Terrestrial;analoguesamplesbuild a frameworkand provide insightinto the
study of the processof salt crust formation,and Viking chemical data pro-
vides the necessaryconstraints. We are using the JSC MartianWeathering
SimulationFacilityin collaborationwith R.V. Morris in an attemptto
understandspecificaspectsof the duricrust-formingprocess. We believe
that close interactionbetweenanalog studiesand laboratorysimulation
experimentswill improveboth and will providenew insightsinto complex
weatheringprocesseswhich may be operatingon Mars.
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RECENT(?)SURFACEALTERATIONSFROMSUBSURFACESOURCESIN THE OLYMPUS
MONS AREA
Morris,ElliotC., U.S.GeologicalSurvey,Flagstaff,Arizona 86001
Twelvedark,irregular-shaped,subcircularpatchesthat rangefrom 2
to 30 km acrossform an alinedgroup130 km longabout150 km west
of the baseof OlympusMons (fig.l). The patchesoccuron a blanket
of eolianmaterialthatburiespartsof theOlympusMons aureole.
• Becausetheirboundariesshow no relief,the patchesappearas dark
stainson the surfacematerial. The fine patternof _its and grooves
that characterizesthe surfaceof the eolianblanketIs unaltered
withinthesedark areas. Ridgesof the aureolematerialproject
throughthe blanketand crosssomeof the darkareasbut do not affect
the coloror shapeof the areas. Patchesin thewest half of the
alinedgroupare darkerthan thosein the easthalf. The largest
patch,in the east half,is partlycoveredby thinlayersof eolian
materialof variedthickness;it has a mottledappearanceand is
lighterthanthe otherpatches.
The patchesappearvery dark in VikingOrbiterpicturestakenwith a red
filter-(614A58)-bOt-arevery pale or unrecognizablein picturestaken
with a violetfilter(614A52),indicatinga strongblue componentin
the colorof the patches. The patchescan be seen in Mariner9 pictures
DAS06823428and DAS06823708,but becauseof haze and poor resolution
theyare not easilyrecognized.
It is proposedthatthe originof the dark patchesis due to the eolian
depositshavingbeen soakedor saturatedby fluidsor gasesfrom a
subsurfacefissurepercolatingupwardthroughporous_unconsolidated
surfacematerials.Lateralspreadingmay haveoccurredby capillary
action. The fluidsor gasesmay be volcanicin originand, if fluids,
probablyare aqueoussolutionsenrichedin ironand sulfurminerals.
Alinementof the patchesindicatessubsurfacestructuralcontrol:
the alinementparallelsa majorfracture50 km northin one of the
aureoledeposits. Absenceof vents,mounds,or otherlandformsresult-
ing fromsurfacedisruptionindicates£m 8i_-ualterationof the
surfacematerials,and that the fluidsor gaseswere underlow pressure.
The dark patchesmay be very recentadditionsto themartianscene,
as theyhaveformedon someof theyoungestsedimentson the surface'
of Mars (I).
REFERENCES
l) Scott,D. H., and Carr,M. H., 1978,GeologicMap of Mars,U.S.
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"Igure1. _Locatlonof dark stainson youngeoliandepositsI50Kmwest of OlympusMons.
The dalrk_areas2 to 30Km across,forman alinedgroupof patches130Kinlong.
(46B21;46B22,46B23,46B24).
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CARBOCHLORINATIONOF COMF_NSILICATES: IMPLICATIONSFORTHE COMPOSITION
OF THE MARTIANSURFACE
Richard J. Williams, SN7 NASAJSC, Houston, TX 77058 and Thomas E.
Erstfeld, Lockheed Electronics Co., Inc., Houston, TX 77058
The chemistry of Martian Surface materials and the petrologic implica-
tions of that chemistry have been presented by Toulmin et al. (1977);
the variation diagrams (Figure 1 in that paper) highlight the chemical
differences and similarities among Mars, the Moon, and the Earth. There
is a remarkable congruency between the chemistry of Mars and that of
rocks from other planets with a single exception, the CaO content is
significantly lower in the analyzed Martian materials than might be
concluded from the measured SiO2 content.
Sulfur and chlorine (Toulmin et al., 1977) are present in high abun-
dances and both carbon dioxide and water (Biemann et al., 1977) occur.
The presence of these volatile elements and compounds and the nonvola-
tile chemistry have lead to the suggestion that Mars surface material is
the product of weathering or alteration of mafic rocks (Toulmin et al.,
1977). This paper reports on a theoretical investigation of another
process for generating calcium-poor compositions: a primary igneous
process involving the interaction of chlorine and carbon with common
minerals.
The class of reactions investigated are those known industrially as
carbochlorination reactions (most recently summarizedby Rao et al.,
1979). Wehave used thermodynamics data (Kelly, 1960; JANAF, 1971;
Robie et al., 1978) and fugacity coefficients (Ryzenko and Volkov, 1971)
to compute reaction constants for the carbochlorination of olivines,
pyroxenes, and anorthite for temperatures between I000 and 1500 K at
pressures to 20 kilobars (pressures and temperatures to be expected in
magmagenerating events in planets).
Our analysis indicates that, for C - 0 - Cl fluids at graphite satura-
tion, only the calcium componentof the minerals considered is involved
in the reaction; magnesiumsilicates are refractory, and iron reactions
do not occur because of the relative instability of the iron chlorides.
Tworeactions are particularly important:
CaAl2Si2OB(s)+Cl2(g):CaCl2(sor l)+Al2SiOs(s)+SiO2(s)+_O2(g)(I)
and
CaMgSi206(s)+Cl2(g)=CaCl2(sor l)+MgSiO3(s)+SiO2(s)+_O2(g) (2)
At graphitesaturation(a probablycorrectassumptionfor the interior
.ofterrestrialplanetsaccordingto Sato (1978)),thesereactionsare
functionsof temperature,pressure,and chlorinefugacities;the rela-
tionsare illustratedin FigureI. At low temperatures,reactions
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typifiedby CaCl2(sor l)+C02(g)+_O2(g):CaCO3(s)+Cl2(g)(curveC on
Figurel) and CaCl2(s,l)+C02{g)+H20(g)=CaCO3(g)+2HCI(g) (notshown)
intersectthe chlorocarbonationreactions.Thesemay providea sink
for calciumchloride,and a mechanismfor recyclingchlorine.
Our computationsuggestrelativelymodestchlorinefugacitiescan strip
calciumfromcommonsilicatesunderconditionsappropriateformagma
genesis;thisprocesscouldproducethe anomalouslylow calciumcontents
observedin Martianmaterials.This conclusionmustbe viewedas highly
tentative,becauseratherlargeextrapolationsof thermodynamicdata
were used,becauseit is uncertainwhetherthe quantitiesof chlorineor
rapidrecyclingmechanismsexistwhichare necessaryto make this
processsignificanton a largescale,and becauseneitherhydrogennor
sulfurspecieswere includedin the computations.The carbochlorination
reactionsand the variationsimposedby the inclusionof sulfurand
hydrogenwill be investigatedmore thoroughlybothexperimentallyand
theoreticallyin the nextyear.
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Figure 1. Fugacityof chlorine-temperature-pressurelations
for reactions(1), (2), and (C). Curves (I) and (2) are
reactions(i) and (2) at 1500K; curves (i)L, (2)',and (C)
are reactions(1), (2), and (C) at 1000 K.
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VIKINGSUR_ACE SAMPLERDIURNALTEMPERATURES
Moore, H. J., U.S. GeologicalSurvey,MenlolPark,CA 94025; Hutton,R.E.,
1501 Palos Verde Dr., Harbor City, CA 90710; Scott, R. F., Dept.
Engr. and Appl. Sciences,Calif. Inst. Tech., Pasadena,CA 91125;
Shorthill,R. W., Univ. of Utah Res. Inst., Salt Lake City, Utah
84108; and Spitzer, C. R., NASA LangleyRes. Ctr., Hampton,VA23665
The surfacesampler collectorheads of Viking Lander 1 (VL-I)and_Viking
Lander 2 (VL-2)were insertedinto the martian surfacematerialsand
collectorhead temperaturesmonitoredthroughoutdiurnal cyclesonSols
343-344 (VL-I),Sols 405-406 (VL-2),and Sols 957-958 (VL-2) (Tablei).
Analysesof the temperatureshave not been made but plots of the tem-
peratures.aregiven here in the event that othersmay find a use for
them (fig. i).
Nominal depths of the collectorhead temperaturesensors,which are lo-
cated on the lower side of the fixed jaw (3),are 5 to 7 cm. The col-
lectorheads were insertedinto the surfacematerialswith the collector
head jaw open so as to surroundthe sensorswith the surfacematerials.
The uppermostparts of the collectorheads were uncoveredby surface
materials. Surfaceswere partly to completelyshadowedduring the VL-2tests.
Footpad 2 temperaturesare includedin Figure i. The sensorsof VL-I
are immersed0.2 to 1.5 cm in the surfacematerialwhile those of VL-2
are exposed to the atmosphere (8). Becauseof their locationson the
lander,the sensorsare subjectedto complicatedinsolationfunctions.
In general,the collectorhead temperaturecurves resembleterrestrial
and other martian diurnaltemperaturecurves. Temperaturesare highest
2 to 4 hrs. after noon and lowest in the early morning (near8). Peak
temperatures are lower than predictedsurfacetemperaturesand lows are
reasonablyclose to predictedsurfacetemperatures(5) (Table1). A
smallerrange in diurnal temperatureswould be expectedfor a buried
probe but a clouded sky could also reduce the range (5, 4).
Lowest temperaturesfor VL-I on Sol 344 (fig.la) and VL-2 on Sol 406
(£ig.Ib) are larger than the CO2 and CO2-clathratesublimationtempera-
tures (i, 7). Highesttemperaturescorrespondto H20 vapor pressuresof
0.015 {VL-1),0.02 (VL-2,Sol 406), and =10-5 (VL-2,Sol 958) mbars (1).
The constanttemperaturesmeasuredby VL-2 on Sols 405-406 (fig.ib) may
be importantand representa phase change. On Sol 405, the temperature
is 217°K from 14:49 to 17:49 and, on Sol 406, the temperatureis 218.7°K
from 13:28 to 15:03 (endof test). Spacecraftshadowingis an unlikely
candidateto explainthe constanttemperaturesbecause they occur at
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different,times in the day. The sensor appearsto be working because
ofthe rapid changesin temperaturesnear thebeginning and end of the
test. Changes in insolationdue to clouds could produce the constant
temperaturesbut the responseis the reverse,in part, of what would be
expected from opacitiesmeasuredbefore and during theperiods of con-
slant temperatures(e.g.,4). On Sol 405, opacitieschangedfrom 0.96
(ii:00)to 0.45-0.58 (16:30-18:00)and, on Sol 406, they changedfrom
0.37 (12:20)to 0.56 (16:30). Reduced cloud cover would tend to in-
creasethe amplitudeof the thermalwave.
Ifthe constanttemperatureswere due to a phase change,the minimum
amount of heat requiredis not large. The Sol 405 peak has been trun-
cated by about 2 or 3°K. If the specific heat of the VI,-2 material is
0.14 calsg-l°K-I, then the heat involvedis near 0.28 to 0.42 cals g-1.
This is comparableto latentheats of interfacialwater on clays (2).
Two eutecticshave also beenconsidered: (i) CaCI2-MgCI2-H20brine
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[218°KI[6),and [2) H20-H202 [217°K)(10) Only small amountsof
these eutecticcompositionswould be required. If H20-H202 is respon-
siSle for the constanttemperatures,the model for H20-H202 inthe
regolithproposedby Nadeau C9)may be correct.
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Table i. Surfacesamplerdiurnaltemperatures
Max Temps (OK) Min Temps (°K) Predicted (5) L
s(LLT) Max Min
a. VL-1 215.4 187.6 250 180 296
(343,15:13) (344,07:23-07:58)
b. VL-2 217.0 170.9 240 170 355
(405,14:49-17:49) (406,06:59-08:30)
218.7
(406,13:28-15:03)
c. VL-2 181.5 146.5 200 150 289
(957, 15:20-start) (958,07:40-09:05)
170.9
(958, 13:45-14:35)
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STUDYOF LIBYAN DESERTGLASSSITE, SWEGYPT: JUNE 1979
JamesR. Underwood,Jr.,Departmentof Geology,KansasStateUniversity,
Manhattan,KS 66506and RobertGiegengack,Departmentof Geology,
Universityof Pennsylvania,Philadelphia,PA 19104
In June 1979 the distributionarea of Libyan Desert glass was visited,
and during a five-day periodglass sampleswere studiedin situ and some
were collected,bedrockoutcropswere studiedand sampled,and dune sand
and the sand from the interdunecorridorswas sampled. Close scrutiny
of bedrockblocks and of many, many pieces of Libyan Desert glass failed
to reveal on any of them a zone of transitionfrom sand or sandstoneto
glass.
Specialattentionwas focusedon outcropareas of the vaguely elliD-
tical pattern (12 km x 8 km) visibleon Landsat images,of dark, iron
oxide-enrichedNubian Sandstonethat may representstrata disruptedby
meteoriteimpact. Microscopicstudy of samplesof the Nubian Sandstone
collectedin the area during an earlierexpedition(Underwood,1979) did
not reveal conclusivelythe presenceof shock metamorphicfeatures.
The close associationof concentrationsof large (>500 gm) glass
samplesand some of the areas of outcropof large blocks of Nubian Sand-
stone up to one meter in maximum diameter,suggestthat the glass may
not have been transportedfar from its source. It is difficultto ima-
ginejust how transportover any significantdistancecould have been
achievedwithoutdistributingthe larger blocks of Libyan Desert glass
more evenly than, apparently,they were. It is possible,however, that
the glass fragments,and the larger pieces from which they may have been
derived,underwentseveralepisodesof transport.
A small (593 gms) nickel-iron meteorite was found at lat 25° 09.5'N,
long 25° 35.1' E within the southern part of the distribution area of
the glass. The microscopic ablation ridges on the convex side of the
meteorite are delicate features that do not survive weathering on Earth
more than a few hundred to a few thousand years (Alexander Bevin and
Robert Hutchison, personal communication, 1979). If the age of the
glass of 28.5 million years, determined by fission track analysis (Gent-
ner, Storzer, and Wagner, 1969; Storzer and Wagner, 1971) is valid,
there can be no connection between this meteorite and the origin of Lib-
yan Desert glass.
Artifactsabound in the region. Most are of Late Paleolithicaf-
finity, and numerousblades and scrapersmanufacturedin this tradition
are concentratedon and around two occurrencesof playa lake sediments.
A skillfullyworked 8 cm-longdoubly terminatedpoint of Libyan Desert
glass was recoveredfrom the southernmostpart of the area of glass
occurrencein September1978.
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AlthoughNubianSandstoneartifactsof Acheuleanlithicindustry
alsoare commonin the region,untilthistrip no Acheuleanartifacts
had beendiscoveredthatweremadeof LibyanDesertglass. At Lat 25°
08.0'N and long 25° 35.3'E, nearthe southernmarginof the glass
area,a handaxe of LibyanDesertglassandidentifiedas Acheulean
(KennethOakleyand DerekRoe,personalcommunication,1979)was dis-
coveredlyingon the surface.
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VOLCANICPROCESSESAND LANDFORMS
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THE VOLCANIC RESURFACING HISTORY OF MARS
Spudis, Paul D. and R. Greeley, Department of Geology, Arizona State
University, Tempe, Arizona 85281
Mars displays a diversity of geologic units and landforms that, when
mapped photogeologically, enable interpretation of geologic history.
Recent syntheses of Mariner 9 and early Viking data have given a fairly
good understanding of the role of volcanism in the geologic evolution
of Mars (1,2). The extensive collection of Viking Orbiter images enable
the improved delineation of volcanic units on a nearly planetwide basis.
This photogeologic mapping is then correlated with relative age data,
based on both superposition relationships and density of medium sized
impact craters (3). It is then possible to reconstruct the volcanic
history of Mars in terms of areal resurfacing; i.e~, the percentage of
the planets surface that has been modified by volcanic eruptions in a
given period of geologic time. Two poter· ·al errors in tlhese estimates
arise from photogeologic interpretation. i'he identification of volcanic
units is accomplished through established photogeologic criteria: pres-
ence of volcanic edifices, calderas, flow fronts and lava tube/channel
systems. The presence of wrinkle-ridges is considered a useful criterion
for interpretation of a volcanic origin, but is not necessarily a defini-
tive indicator. In addition, some units may be buried or partially
buried by younger units so the values of resurfaced areas should be
considered minimum estimates.
The distribution of volcanic units on Mars is shown in Figure 1. Plains
units are the most widespread volcanic units on Mars. The oldest plains
are the pll - lower plateau plains (intercrater plains) (4, 5) and occupy
26.7 x 106 km2 (18.6%) of the martian surface. Other plains units 6
include: 1) p12 - upper plateau plains (Lunae Planum plains) --5.2 x 10
km2 (3.6% Mars surface); 2) f l - lower flood lavas (Syrtis Major epoch) -
9.2 x 106 km2 (6.4%); 3) f2 - intermediate flood lavas (Chryse epoch)-
8.1 x 106 km2 (5.6%); 4) f 3 - upper flood lavas (Tharsis epoch) - 7.5 x
106 km2 (5.2%); and 5) Vp - northern volcanic plains (identification
as volcanic questionable in some areas) - 27.4 x 106 km2 (19% Mars sur-
face). An additional unit, volcanic materials (?) (5.9 x 106 km2; 4.1%)
includes such units as aureole material grooved and fractured plains and
eroded units peripheral to the Tharsis volcanoes and may be partly or
mostly volcanic in origin. The volcanic constructs are subdivided into
four units: 1) S - shields (large Tharsis constructs) occupy 1.2 x 106
km2 (0.8%); 2) Sb - shield, partly buried (older Tharsis patera and
tholi; see 6) - 1.26 x 106 km2 (0.9%); 3) Alba Patera ( a unique martian
construct (6)) - 1.1 x 106 km2 (0.8%); and 4) II - Old Patera (Tyrhenna
Patera-type; s~e '(6)) - 0.2 x 106 km2 (0.015%). Thus, constructs occupy
only 2.65 x 10 km2 (1.8% Mars surface) strongly suggesting they are
minor contributors to the planet's resurfacing history.
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These areal data for martian volcanic units are combined with relative
age data (2,3) to produce Figure 2. In this depiction of the resurfacing
history of Mars, shields and partly buried shields have been combined
into one unit. It is seen that extrusion of volcanic material has been
more or less continuous throughout martian geologic history but has
apparently decreased in volume of extrusion through time. This is con-
sistent with a Moon-like thermal history (i.e., thickening lithosphere -
increasing depth to magma source region), albeit active over a longer
period of time, as has been postulated elsewhere (1,7).
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Figure I. Map of distribution of volcanic units on Mars as defined in
text.
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Figure 2. A summaryof the volcanicresurfacinghistory of Mars. Units
are defined in text and their distributionis shown in Fig.I.
Relativeage correlationutilizesdata given in references2
and 3. The positionsof major geologicevents are taken pri-
marily from references1 and 2; the lengthof arrows repre-
sents uncertaintyin the placementof the event,not neces-
sarily its duration.
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ORIGIN OF THE OLYMPUS MONS AUREOLE AND PERIMETER SCARP
by Rosaly M.C.Lopes and J.E.Guest, University of London Observatory,
Mill Hill Park,London NW7 2QS
and C.J.N.Wilson,Geology Department,Imperial College,London SW7
The base of the Olympus Mons volcano is bounded by a 2 to 6 km high
scarp. Extending out from near the foot of the scarp is a distinct
terrain characterised by curvilinear ridges and troughs, and
distributed around the volcano as a series of overlapping lobes with
arcuate outer boundaries. Based on Mariner 9 photography the materials
making up this terrain were mapped as aureole materials (Carr,1975),
and shown to extend for hundreds of kilometres from the foot of the
volcano.
A number of explanations for the aureole materials and scarp were
proposed from Mariner 9 data (Carr e__t_ta__!l,1973;King and Riehle,197h;
Morris and Dwornik,1978 ).
Surface features of the aureole materials appear fresher from Viking
pictures than was evident from Mariner 9, and show no evidence of
extensive erosion of the surface. The aureole materials can be seen
in places to overlie the surrounding plains. However, fresh
appearing lavas veneer the scarp and extend over parts of the aureole.
The sequence of events suggested, therefore, in the formation of
Olympus Mons is: (i) formation of pedestal, now exposed in the scarp,
(ii) formation of scarp and aureole, (iii) young lava flows and
construction of upper part of present mountain.
Viking pictures showed mass movement features some tens of kilometres
long associated with the basal scarp which have some characteristics
in common with the aureole materials, and Carr et al (1977) suggested
that the aureole may also have been formed by mass movements on a
much larger scale. This exDlanation appears to be the most likely
based on Dresent evidence. That they were emDlaced by outward move-
ment from the volcano is suooorted by the surface texture which,
esoecially on the outer mar£ins, is indicative of flow. Also, there
are stron£ toDoKraohic controls on the areal extent of the units,
those lobes of larKest extent bein_ to the north and northwest where
the terrain sloDes away from the volcano into the northern Dlains;
the lobes are less extensive elsewhere as the terrain rises onto
Tharsis. This distribution indicates a clear _ravity control on the
surface extent of the units. However. locally where the materials abut
a_ainst Tharsis they have climbed uphill by as much as 1 km. over a
distance of about 200 km; this requires a flow of considerable
momentum such as a rockslide or an ash flow rather than lava flows.
To test this theory, the volume of material present in the aureole
lobes has been determined from Viking pictures, using the areal
extent of the lobes and their minimum thicknesses estimated from shadow
lengths on %he ridges.These volumes are compared with estimates for
the potential volume of material that could have been removed from
the edge of the volcano in scarp formation. This was calculated
using the average height of scarp adjacent to each lobe unit, based
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on Blasius et al photogrammetric measurements, and an estimate of
slope for the flank of the volcano. The present average slope (_o
estimated from present diameter a_d height ) was taken for the
northeast, east, southeast and southwest flanks. A shallower average
slope of 2° was taken for the north, northwest and west flanks_ since
the local topography shows that Olympus Nons sits on a southeast -
northwest slope, therefore indicating a shallower average slope for
the northern %o western flanks.
The comparison between present volume of material in the aureole
and volume available in scarp foNnation (figure l) shows a good
correlation between the two The h° slope is the maximum slope
possible and at the time the aureole was formed it may have been
shallower, in which case we get an excess of material available;
since the estimates of material in the aureole are minimumvolumes
the results are consistent with the view that the aureole materials
are the results of mass movement during scarp formation.
The evidence in favour of aureole materials being of mass movement
origin can be summarized as follows:
(i) Surface features indicate emplacement by flowage away from the
volcano,
(ii) Comparison with small mass movement features at base of scarp,
(iii) Control of local topography on length of lobes,
(iv) Highest scarps are adjacent to largest volume lobes,
(v) Volumes of lobes are consistent with their having been derived
from scarp formation.
Assuming the aureole materials were produced by rapid mass movement
of material from scarp, we consider that they were emplaced by a
series of mega-rockslides rather than as a rock flow or sturzstrom
(Hsu,1975). Surface textures and thickn,esses of deposits are more
consistent with what would be expected for rockslide products rather
than sturzstroms. Also, some of the aureole units have travelled
uphill locally, and since the slopes on which the material travelled
initially are only 1° or 2°, it is unlikely that sturzstrDm type
velocities could have been achieved, and the material would most
likely have been diverted by topographic highs rather than being
carried uphill. However, in the case of a slide mechanism, the non-
fragmented material would have been able to transmit a high stress,
and assuming a low coefficient of friction at the base, be capable of
movement up the slope.
We consider that the emplacement of the rockslides may have been
assisted by the development of permafrost in the rocks of the pedestal
material of the mountain. Renewal of volcanic activity to produce the
present summit cone may well have been accompanied by a general
increase in heat flow; this could _ave caused melting of permafrost
and general slope instability of the mountain, leading to breaking up
of material from scarp.
It is interesting to note that many workers consider the martian
channels to have been formed by floods caused by an increase in the
surface temperatures. It may be that the Olympus Mons mega-slides
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and the production of at least some of the channels are related,
having been formed during a period of widespread melting of permafrost
caused by an amelioration of the martian climate.
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Figure 1 - Volume of material available from scarp formation (V)
calculated as a function of height of scarp (h) and slope of the
volcano's flank (_), following the relation:
V = h2 (h + 3 r tan_)
F 3 tan_
where _= part of the volcano's circunfe_ence adjacent to each unit_
r = present radius of volcano ( 275 km ).
The error bars represent error in volume equivalent to a 25% error
on estimation of scarp height.
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LAVAFLOW MAPSOF THETHARSlSPROVINCEON MARS
Scott,D. H., Schaber,G. G., Horstman,K. _,, _nd Dial,A. L., Jr.,
U.S.GeologicalSurvey,Flagstaff,Arizona86001
The systematicmappingof lavaflowsin the Tharsisvolcanicprovince
coverssome 18 millionsquarekilometersand is beingcompiled+ona
seriesof 16 maps at 1:2millionscale. Withinthisprovinceoccurthe
four largestand youngestvolcanoeson Mars: OlympusMons,ArsiaMons,
PavonisMons,and AscraeusMons;the latterthreecollectivelyform
the largeelevatedareanamedTharsisMontes. Othermajorphysiographic
and structuralfeaturesincludedin theprovinceare Alba Patera,an
ancientlow-reliefvolcanoofgreat size;AcheronFossae,possiblyalso
a volcano-tectonicstructurebut olderthanAlba Patera;and Syria
Planum,a very largedomicalupliftsoutheastof theTharsisMontes.
Someof themapsare beingmadefromcontrolledVikingphotomosaicstied
to theVikingcontrolnet and publishedas quarterquadranglesin the
Atlasof MarsTopographicSeries(1). Wherethesebasesare not
available,largerscalecatalogphotomosaicstiedto the Mariner9 con-
trolnetwere used. Thesemapswere subsequentlyreducedto the 1:2
millionscalebut slightdifferencesmay occurin placesbetween
featuresreferredto coordinateson the two typesof bases.
Althoughthe geologicinvestigationwas mostlydirectedtowardmapping
of lavaflowsand the determinationof theireruptivesequences,
structuralfeaturessuchas faults,fractures,and the basalscarp
aroundOlympusMonswere alsomappedand datedrelativeto the flow
units. In thisway a sequenceof tectonicepisodeswas determinedin
conjunctionwith the majorvolcanicevents.
Stratigraphicrelationsand flowmorphologyof themajoreruptive
sequenceswere the primarymeansof determiningtheirrelativeages.
Cratercountson the variousunitsweremade to verifytheseage rela-
tionsand to obtainsomedegreeof correlationbetweenflowsinwidely
separatedareaswhereoverlaprelationscouldnot be established.
Cratersize-frequencydistributionswere calculatedfrom cratercounts
on moderate'resolution(180-280m/pixel)frames. Sourcesof errorin
cratercountsincludevariationsin cloudcover,sun elevation-angle,
and resolutionin the images. Statisticallyvaliddatawere gathered
by countingcraterswithinlargeareasof individualflowunits;these
areasrangein sizefrom 36,000km2 to 176,500km_.
Of the 17 majorlavaflow sequencesmappedin theTharsisregion,II
emanatedmostlyfrom two largesourcevolcanoes,OlympusMons and Arsia
Mons. Theyoungestrecognizedflowswere extrudedfrom largefissures
in thehigh plainseastof OlympusMons. The oldestflowseruptedfrom
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calderas and associated fissures in two widely separated localities
at Alba Patera and Syria Planum_ All flows are similar in morphology
to those on Earth and the Moon. They commonly exhibit overlapping,
lobate, and crenulated margins and occur chiefly as sheet flows or
as channel and tube-fed flows (2). Sheet flows are more commonon the
plains and on the lower; more gentle slopes of volcanoes. Their
surfaces appear flat and smooth at moderate resolution but at high
resolution they show concentric ridge-and-trough patterns subparallel
to flow margins. Channel and tube flows are more prevalent on the
steeper slopes of volcanoes such as Olympus Mons and Arsia Mons, but
also occur on relatively low-relief surfaces at Alba Patera and
Ceraunius Fossae. High resolution pictures show that younger flows
have rougher textures than older ones that have been smoothed by ero-
sion and mantled to various degrees by eolian deposits. The martian
flows, like those on Earth, originated from the central vents of
volcanoes or from radial fissures on their flanks, or from fissures in
plains areas far removed from the volcanic edifices.
The Tharsis lava flow maps will be published as a series by the U.S.
Geological Survey as Miscellaneous Geologic Investigations Maps(1-maps). The first map of the series, MC9-NW, has been submitted
for publication.
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TEMPE-MAREOTISVOLCAN2C PROVINCEOF MARS
CarrollAnn Hodges,U.S. GeologicalSurvey,Menlo Park, CA 94025
Perhaps the least ambiguoussmall-scalevolcanicprovince thus far iden-
tified on Mars is in the Tempe-MareotisFossaeregion,northeastof and
alignedwith %he main Tharsisshields. Approximately30 topographic
featuresof probablevolcanic origin are localizedwithin the intensely
fracturedterrainalong the southwestmargin of a highlandsplateau
remnant. The ragged,discontinuousescarpmentof the plateau appears
to have recededby erosion and foundering,and lava flows have invaded
the lowlands. The area of interestis approximately200,000km2,
coveredby high-resolution(=60m/pixel)Viking imageryobtainedduring
rev 627A (JPLmosaic 211-5813).
Small volcanicvents are primarily,but not exclusively,within the
lowlandplains. Circularto elongaterimless cratersatop low, gently
slopingshieldsare the most commonmorphologictype. Aprons that ter-
minate in concentriclobatepatterns surroundmany of these craters,so
that a direct relationto the lava flows that characterizethe lowland
plains seems implied. Shieldsrange from about 2 to 6 km across at the
base, and summit cratersare a few hundredmeters to as much as a kilo-
meter in diameter. Two well-developedslot-shapedvents are 2 to 4 km
long, 500 m wide.
The gentle slopes of the low shieldspreventthe use of shadowmeasure-
ments to estimateheights. However,the depths of summit craterscan
be so estimated,and a rough guess can thus be made of the relief of
the edifice in which a crater occurs. Crater depths obtainedby this
means are i00 m or so; the low shieldsappear to be 2 to 3 times as
high as the cratersare deep and thus stand perhaps 200 to 400 m in
relief.
In addition to the conspicuous shields, there is at least one large
conical feature with a summit crater. Its unique symmetry in this
area where elongate structures predominate lends ambiguity to its in-
terpretation, but it is a good candidate for a cinder cone. It is over
i000 m high and about 3 km across at the base, with a summit crater
about 400 m in diameter.
The volcanic features in this province appear to be analogous in mor-
phology and even in scale to basaltic vents characteristic of the Snake
River Plain, specifically those classed as low shields (Greeley, 1977a),
and similar constructs in Hawaii and Iceland. Shields of the Snake
River Plain range from 2 to 20 km in base diameter; summit craters are
from i00 to i000 meters across, with depths of 5 to 60 m (Pike, 1978).
Cottrell's Blowout is a linear slot-shaped vent about 1 km long, 40 m
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deep, and 170 m wide atop an elongate low shield (Greeleyr1977b) and
is identicalin appearanceto the slot vents in theTempe-Mareotisre-
gion of Mars.
•Comparisonsof martian dimensionalratioswith those ofterrest£ial
counterpartsare problematicalbecause of the current lack of_topogra-
phic data for the martian features. However,preliminary'estim&tesfor
six low shieldsyield height to base ratios of about 0.04 to 0.O7_ JAn
averageof ratios for terrestriallow shields,derivedfromPike_s
(1978)tabulation,is about 0.014 + 0.005 for Snake River Piain shields
and 0.020 + .005 for similarlow shieldsin Icelandand Hawaii, The
martianestimatesare within the same order of magnitude,albeit--like
so many other parameterson Mars--higherby a factor of 2 or 3. Esti-
mates based on more reliabletopographicdata are requiredin order to
validate the comparison.
The Tempe-Mareotisplateau remnant,within the margins of which these
volcanicvents occur, is intenselydissectedby graben trendingpre-
dominantlyN 40° E, approximatelyparallel to the alignmentof the
great shieldson the Tharsis ridge. Subsidiarygraben trends super-
posed on this dominant set includeslightlywest of north and N 60° E;•
the latterpredominatesin the ,westernpart of the area, and most of
the volcanicvents are localizedalong this N 60° E trend. The lowland
plains are much less dissectedthan the plateau, and lava flows clearly
embay and obscuresome of the highlandsfractures. Circular to elon-
gate collapsepits are numerous along many graben;these may be of vol-
canic affinity,but there is no clear evidencethat eruptionswere
associatedwith them. They may be analogousto the collapsedpit cra-
ters common in Hawaii. Low•rims recognizablealongsome graben in the
lowlandsuggestthat lava may have been extruded from these fissures.
The remarkablemorphologicand scale similaritiesof the prospective
volcanicvents in the Tempe-Mareotisarea to the numerous fissure-
related,basaltic,low shieldsof the Snake River Plain lend strong
supportto their analogousinterpretation. Prominentstructuralcon-
trol is especiallycharacteristicof both the martian and terrestrial
examples. The position of the Tempe vents at the northeastend of the
Tharsis ridge,where volcanismapparentlyprogressedfrom southwestto
northeast (Carr,1976; Wood, 1976), suggeststhat these small con-
structsmay representsimply the last and least productof the Tharsis
volcanic episode.
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THE DOMES AND ASSOCIATEDFLOW LOBES IN ARCADIA PLANITIA,MARS
CarrollAnn Hodges,U.S. GeologicalSurvey,Menlo Park, CA 94025
A group of domicalstructuresthat are apparentlyunique on Mars occurs
about 1500 kmnorthwest of OlympusMons, in ArcadiaPlanitia. The
dc_es numberperhaps 20 to 30 and range from about 1 to 8 km across at
their bases. Crude shadow-lengthmeasurements,and visual comparisons
with crater rim flankswhose heightscan be obtained (Pike,1977), sug-
gest that the largestdomes may be as much as 200-300m high, with
height to base ratios on the order of 0.04.
Associatedwith the domes is a series of crescenticridges in a dis-
tinctly lobate,flowlikepattern coveringan area of some 12,000 km2.
The narrow ridges and troughshave a "wavelength"of about 700 to 800 m
and appear fairlyevenly spaced. Relief of the ridges relativeto the
furrowsis possiblyas much as i00 m. Superposedon this crenulate
pattern of narrow ridges is a poorly defined,widely spaced set of lar-
ger ridges or "downstream"-facingscarps spaced at about 2- to 8-km in-
tervals.
The "axis" of this lobe is marked by a conspicuoustrough in which lies
an axial ridge, nearly 200 m high, flankedby leveelikeridges on
either side. The ridges of the lobatematerial fan away from this cen-
tral ridge and trough in a sort of pinnatepattern,and a genetic rela-
tion seems impliedby such a configuration.
Viking coveragedoes not extend far enough south to determinean actual
source area for this material that appears to have flowed northward.
Areas to the east and west are surfacedby similarlytextured,irregu-
lar terrain,but the pinnateridge pattern and associateddomes pro-
gressivelydisappear.
The domes are roundedand smooth in general,but the largestones have
slight depressionsand radial cracksat their summits,aptly described
as "puckers."
The regularpattern of ridges in the debris lobe resemblesrather
closelythe crescenticpatternsof terrestrialsiliciclava flows like
those associatedwith Glass Mountainand LittleGlass mountain at the
Medicine Lake Highlandscaldera,a similarglass flow at Newberry cal-
dera, or the Chao dacite flow in Peru (Guestand Sanchez, 1969). Add-
ing to this impressionis the strong resemblanceof the domes to obsi-
dian or rhyolitedomes in such localitiesas Mono Craters,California,
and those associatedwith the glass flows cited above. Unlike these
terrestrialcases, however,the lobate ridges in the martianexample
show no obviousrelationto the domes, which appear to be superposedon
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the flow pattern. Height to base ratios on Glass Mountain,Little
Glass Mountain,and a nearby unnamed dome range from 0.04 to 0.13, so
that dimensionalratios appear comparableto those of the martian ex-
amples, insofaras they can be estimated.
The spacingof ridges on terrestrialflows o_ both basalticand silicic
compositionsis indicativeof flow viscosities(Finkand Fletcher,1978;
Fink, 1979, in press). Using estimatesof ridge heightsbased on shad-
ow measurements,and strainrates consistentwith those ofterrestrial
flows, Fink (1979,in press) estimateda viscosityfor this martian
lobe of the order of i0II poises,within the range of viscositiesof
terrestrialrhyoliteflows,but far greaterthan that of terrestrial
basaltic flows.
The height of the axial ridge appearsto establisha minimum thickness
for the entire "flow"of perhaps 200 m, and regionaltopographicgra-
dient in this vicinityis about 0.002 (U.S.GeologicalSurvey, 1976).
Lava flows associatedwith the Tharsis shieldswere emplaced on similar
gradients,but measured thicknessesrangedonly from about Ii to 60 m
(Mooreand others, 1978). These flows have morphologiesand yield
strengthscharacteristicof basalts. The considerablygreaterapparent
thicknessof the ArcadiaPlanitia flow, ona comparablegradient,sug-
gests a higher yield strengthpossibly relatedto a more siliciccom-
position.
The height measurementscited here may be high by a factorof 6 or more
(D.W. G. Arthur,oral commun., 1979). Estimatesbased on shadow
lengthsare dubiousat best, but the enhanced contrastof these parti-
cular pictures has greatlyaggravatedthe problem. Thus interpreta-
tions dependenton these estimatesare subjectto revisionwhen better
topographicdata become available. Ridge heights reducedby a factor
of 6 would invalidatethe conclusions.basedon viscositycalculations
(Fink,oral coranun.,1979).
Thus far, persuasiveevidencefor silicicvolcanismon Mars has been
notably unreported,althoughMalin (1978)did suggestthat ElysiumMons
could be analogousto a compositevolcanoin the Tibestiprovinceof
Chad, Africa. Certainlythe most conspicuousvolcanoes,like those of
the Tharsisregion,appear comparableto terrestrialbasaltic shields.
The provincedescribedhere, northwestof OlympusMons, is perhaps the
best candidateso far recognizedfor silicicvolcanism. Unlike most
terrestrial rhyolite or obsidian domes, however, the domes in Arcadia
Planitia show no obvious relationto calderastructures.
Alternativemechanismsthat might explainthe morphologiccharacteris-
tics of the Arcadia Planitiadomes and flow lobes includemud flows
(H. J. Moore, oral commun., 1979)_ordebris flows of some sort; even if
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the ridge heights as estimatedare greatlyexaggerated,basaltic lava
does not seem a likely candidatefor the material for severalreasons,
the most obviousbeing the distinctlydifferentand very terrestrial-
like appearanceof presumedbasaltic flows emanatingfrom the Tharsis
shields. Recessionalmoraineswith associatedpingoes are thoughtun-
likelyalso but have not been entirelydiscounted.
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SHALL VOLCANIC CONSTRUCTS IN UTOPIA PLANITIA
Woronow, A., Lunar & Planetary Lab, U. of AZ., Tucson, Az
857Z1
In addition to' the large shield yolcanos, Mars has many
minor volcanic constructs. Hodges (i) describes the
settings of many of these minor features. Using tentative
dia~eter/height measurements, she concludes that the
constructs are probably similar to the "cinder cones" In
Cydonia Hensae described by Wood (2). McGetchen et al (3),
using detailed ejection data for an eruption of NE crater on
Etna, find that cinder cones on Hars and the Mo~n should
have allometries vastly different from those of terrestrial
cinder cones. This naturally results from the differing
effects of gravity and atmospheric drag. Remarkably, Wood
(2) finds that "cinder cones" on the Earth, Mars, and the
Moon al I lie on a single trend line!
We report here on a new set of martian baillstlc-voicanjc'
data which do not support the findings of Wood (2), but
exactly fit the models of HcGetchen et al (3). We have
begun measuring the small constructs In the 83 Viking
landing site of Utopia Planitla. Thus far we have about 40
data points with the attributes given below:
Construct Dia.
Crater ola.
No. Data Pts.
Rei. Scatter
Itll~ ~oR~
-2-14 km
-1-3.5 km
-40
-5x
WooO 1,1
-.4-1.4 km
-.2-.4 km
-18
~1
Figure 1 shows our data set compared to the terrestrial
forms of ballistic volcanism cataloged by Pike (4). The
dashed region Is where our Mars data would lie If the
scating of McGetchen et at (3) were applied. Clearly, the
application of this correction Is necessary to provide
coinc(dence between the trends of the martian and
terrestrial landforms. The most likely analogs of these
martian features, because of their size, are maars, tuff
rings, and cinder cones; spatter cones and pseudo craters
lie below the size range of these martian features.
W~ suspect, therefore, that because gravity effects are
demonstrably important, Wood's (2) study may not have been
of true cinder cones or other bal1istlc Yolcanics, but of a
~ore efflusive form of volcanism.
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THE TEMPE VOLCANIC PROVINCE: AN ANALOG TO THE EASTERN SNAKE RIVER
PLAINS?
J.B. Plescia, Department of Geological Sciences, University of
Southern California, Los Angeles, California 90007 and Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91103
There are a number of small scale volcanic provinces on Mars, which have
been reported by Hodges (1979) and West (197_4). One of these regions,
here termed the Tempe Volcanic Province (+30r +40 °, 80° -90 ° long.), is
of particular interest because of its similarity in scale and form to
the eastern Snake River Plain volcanic area of Idaho. A series of high
resolution images (60m/pixel) of the Tempe volcanic region was acquired
in March, 1978, during Viking orbiter rev 627A (JPL Mosaic 211-5813).
Analysis of those images is reported here.
The Tempe Volcanic province lies along the southwest edge of the highly
fractured Tempe - Mareotis Plateau. The region surveyed (approx.
200,000 km2) can be divided into two principal geologic - geomorphic
units: (i) an older highly fractured plateau region, and (2) a younger
smooth volcanic plains unit. This smooth plains unit is directly
comparible to the eastern Snake River plains volcanic area. The
majority of the volcanic features are developed on the smooth plains,
however a few do occur on the plateau material. In several locations
pieces of the older plateau protrude through the smooth plains as mesa
like structures.
Crater counts on the various units indicate that the fractured plateau
can be defined by two crater numbers, an older one indicating the period
of formation, and a younger one indicating a period of resurfacing. The
period of formation appears to coincide with the development of the
extensive Lunae Planum surface. The density of i km craters/ 106km 2 for
Lunae Planum is approximately 2500 +-80, while the fractured plateau
exhibits a density of approximately 2700 ±55. The volcanic plains have
an average crater number of ll00± 35. The resurfacing of the plateau
may be either an early expression of the volcanism of the plains or an
independent event.
The part of the volcanic province observed (approximately 45000 km2)
contains over 30 volcanic features. These features include low shields,
as defined by Greeley (1977), cinder cones, dome-like features and
linear depressions. The linear depressions cut across the plains and
have large flood basalts emanting from them at various locations.
Most numerous are the low shields, numbering approximately 20. These
shields have very gently slopes and appear to have little local
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relief. Central calderas are either circular or elongate in shape and
may be either singular or multiple in number. Central caldera are
generally 400 - 1000m in diameter. The shields all exhibit a radial
texture, and long narrow lava flows have been identified on several of
the shields. Linear depression, analagous to those developed on other
large Tharsis shields, occur on the flanks of several of the low
shields. The shields merge gradually with the adjacent volcanic plains
and in places may be buried by those plains.
There are also several cinder cones. Cinder cones appear to have
steeper slopes and exhibit a sharp contact with the adjacent plains.
The cones lack the radial texture exhibited by the shields. Both
circular and elongate summit craters have been noted on the cinder
cones.
Crossing the volcanic plains are long linear depressions. These
features vary in width, but average approximately 1 - 1.5 km at their
widest parts narrowing to zero in both directions. The depressions are
all aligned along the same strike. In several places flood basalts can
be seen to emanate from them.
There is an additional group of features which may be volcanic in
nature. These are dome-like hills scattered across the area. These
features lack the radial texture of the shields and the conical plan of
the cones and lack central craters. They do not exhibit a distinct
contact with the adjacent plains.
The rifts· and volcanoes exhibit very strong structural control. The
linear depressions on the plains, crater chains, elongate craters, and
the rifts in the shield flanks all follow 1 orientation, approximately
N 60 E. The fractrued plateau 1s dominated by two trends, a major
N 40 E and a minor due north trend. The trends of the volcanics are
distinctly different from the structural trends of the plateau. The
N 60 E trend is also exposed southward on the Tharsis plains units. The
difference in orientation between the volcanic trends and the plateau
fractures indicates a reorientation of the stress field in the time
interval between the fracturing of the plateau and the development of
the volcanic plains. The older plateau fractures can be correlated with
a fracture system radial to the Syria Planum region, while the younger
volcanic trends can be assigned to a radial system centered in the
region of Pavonis Mons (Plescia and Saunders, 1979a).
Preliminary crater counts on individual small shields and lava flows,
although subject to large statistical errors, indicate that the flows
and shields were all active contemporaneously. An average age for the
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volcanism of the area can be obtained by combining crater counts on all
of that surface. This results in a crater number of ii00 ±35. In
comparison to other Tharsis area volcanoes, several have similar crater
numbers; Arsia Mons 780 ± 135, Biblis Patera 1400 ± 290, and Apollinaris
Patera 990 ± 150. The Tempe volcanic province appears to have been
active during the small shield building stage of basaltic volcanism,
prior to the period of time of the large Tharsis area shield
construction (Plescia and Saunders, 1979b). The age of the Tempe
Volcanic Province, based on the chronology of Soderblom (1977), is
approximately i b.y.
There are a number of similarities between the volcanic features of the
Tempe region and those of the Snake River Plains of Idaho. Greeley
(1979) has reviewed the geologic features of the Snake River Plains and
many of the features described there are nearly identical to those found
in the Tempe region of Mars. Both areas are dominated by flood basalts
and coalesced low shields. Low shields, cinder cones and fissures
occcur in both examples. The low shields of both areas can be capped by
either singular or multiple summit craters, which can be circular or
irregular in outline.
The volcanic features in both examples are very strongly structurally
controlled. Crater chains, fissure orientation, and distribution of
vents all follow one trend, with very little deviation. In summary the
Tempe Volcanic province appears to be one of the few Martian geologic
features which ahs a terrestrial analog of comparible form and scale.
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QUANTITATIVEMORPHOLOGY GF VOLCANOES:RECENT RESULTSFOR EARTH AND MARS
R. J. Pike, R. Jordan, and F. J. Schafer,U.S. GeologicalSurvey,Menlo
Park, CA 94025 and Flagstaff,AZ 86001
New work on the descriptivegeomorphologyof planetaryvolcanoesin-
cludesphotogrammetryof Martian edifices,geometricmodels for addi-
tional classesof terrestrialvolcanoes,and updatinga file of topo-
graphicmeasurements(Pike,1978). The new topographicresultsare
being incorporatedinto improvedmultivariatecomparisonsof terrestri-
al and extraterrestrialedifices,the goal of which is a better geo-
logic interpretationof the Martianvolcanoes.
Three separatephotogrammetricmodels have been set up on the AS-f1
plotter thus far, and some of the resultsare shown in Figure 1 and
Table i. The data in Table i, which follow the formatused in Pike
(1978),come from averagesof severaldifferentstereoprofiles rather
than from elevationreadings. Comparisonof the photogrammetricre-
sults with resultsof shadow-lengthreliefmeasurement (Pike,1978)
revealssignificantdifferencesfor Uranius Patera,CerauniusTholus,
and UraniusTholus (dataon Albor Tholus are all new, but do not come
from photogrammetry). Although superiorto the older data, most of the
new resultsare affectedby tilt in the stereomodels.
Cratered seamountsrecentlywere discoveredand mapped in the Pacific
Ocean (Hollisteret al., 1978; Lonsdaleand Spiess, 1979). Topographic
data for Ii seamountsand the resultingpreliminarygeometricmodel are
given in Table 2 and in Figure 2, respectively. Comparisonof the
averageddimensionswith those for other classesof terrestrialedi-
fices (Pike,1978, Table 2 and Figure 2) indicatesthat crateredsea-
mounts as a group may be either the largestmonogeneticvolcanoeson
Earth, or the smallestpolygeneticvolcanoes. Each has about the same
base diameter as Icelandicshields,but twice the height and a much
larger crater. The relativelylarge sizes of the summit depressions
suggest that they are calderasand that the seamountsprobably are
polygeneticedifices. In overall geometry,disregardingsize, the cra-
tered seamountsclosely resemblenone of the 20 classesof terrestrial
volcanoesdescribedpreviously (Pike,1978, Figure 2).
The data file on 655 volcanoes (Pike,1978, Appendix)has been enlarged
by 30 edifices (Table2) includingthe ii crateredseamounts. Addi-
tionally,topographicmeasurementsfor4 other volcanoes (last four
entriesin Table 2)have been revised.
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Figure 1. Some stereophotogrammetric profiles for volcanoes on
Mars. Vertical exaggeration 1:1 or 1:4 as indicated.
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Figure 2. Geometric model for cratered seamounts in the Pacific
Ocean. Linear dimensions are geometric metl'J1S for 11 seamounts
(Table 2). Circularity index is area of circle inscribed within
crater rim-crest divided by area of circumscribed circle. Com-
pare with other models in Pike (1978, Table 2, Figure 2).
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TABLE 1
NEW MEASUREMENTS FOR SIX MARTIAN VOLCANOES
-----.----------------.-.--------_._._.-.---------------------------------------CLASS NAME SOURCE DIAM. DEPTH HEIGHT WIDTH CIRC
-----.----------------.-----------------.-.---.---.-.---------------------------
101M ELYSIUM MONS 846A18. 844Ail 14600. 1000. 12500.200000. .81
MP URANIUS PATERA TOlA08. 816A09 98500. 900. 1630. 11400• • 39
MT URANIUS THOLUS 10lA08, 816AO? 19900. 350. 2450. 20000. .14
HT CERAUNIUS THOLUS 10lA08, 816A09 25400. 1130. 5150. 44200 • •10
MT THARSIS THOlUS 858A23, 857A51 47800. 4100. 4100. 42100. .51
HT ALBOR THOLUS 846A21 32400. 2600. 5000. 62000. .14
-----.------_.--------.-----------.-----------------------.-._------------------
TABLE 2
NEW AND REVISED DATA FOR CATALOG OF TERRESTRIAL VOLCANOES
-------------.---._---.-.---------------------------.---------.-----._----------CLASS LOCATION NB OIAM. DEPTH HEIGHT WIDTH CIRC
----------------------.-.-------------.-------.--_.-..--------.---.-------------
SC
SC
SC
KA
KCS
KCS
AP
KT
KT
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
C
c
C
c
E
E
E
E
E
U
U
SC
sc
KC
U
YOTEI
SAKURAJIMA
MT. TONGARIRO INORTHI
EMURUANGOGOLAK IIII
OSOREYAIolA
LAGUNA oE AYARZA
CERRO GALAN
ISLA TORTUGA
EAST SEAMOUNT
N.W. PACiFIC BASIN "A"
N.W. PACIFIC BASIN "B"
N.W. PACIFIC BASIN "J"
N.W. PACIFIC BASIN "ph
PHILIPPINE BASIN "C"
PHILIPPINE BASIN "F"
PMILIPPINE BASIN "F.l"
PHILIPPINE BASIN "V"
PHILIPPINE BASIN "V.l"
PHILIPPINE BASIN HZ"
HALALIl
PUU NAUE
PUU 0 HAUl
PENGUIN ISlANO CONE
HALPAI5 TANK MAAR
PARAMORE CRATER
WELLS TANI< MAAR
LAKE SIMBr EXPLOSION CR
PETREL CR. (PENGUIN 1.1
T'IEN CH'IH (PAEKTUSANI
MT. EDGECUMBE
MT. FUJI
COTOPAXI (1903 CRATER I
AGRIMAN IS.
SUSWA CALDERA
JAPAN,SII HOKK.
~APAN, SO.KYUSHU
NO. IS., N.Z.
NO. KENYA RIFT
JAPAN, N. HONSHU
S.W. GUATEMALA
Nil ARGENTINA
GULF OF CAllF'.
E. PACIFIC RISE
NORTHWEST PACIFC
NORTHIIEST PACI,.e
NORTHWEST PACIFC
NORTHIIEST PACIF'C
W. PHIL. BASIN
V. PHIL. BASIN
W. PHIL. BASIN
w. PHIL. BASIN
W. PHIL. BASIN
W. PMIL. BASIN
MAUl. HAWAIIAN I
HAUl. HAWAIIAN I
MAUl, HAWAIIAN I
SO. SHETLAND IS.
SE ARIZONA. USA
SE ARIZONA, USA
sr ARIZONA, USA
S.W. KENYA
SO. SHETLAND IS.
SO. MANCHURIA
NO. IS., N.Z.
JAPAN, C. HONSHU
NO. ECUADOR .
eEN. MARIANA IS.
KENYA' CEN. RIFT
730.
595.
1 1070.
1 4100.
1 6100.
1 6150.
1 32000.
1550.
2100.
1 2320.
1 1525.
1 2815.
1 2300.
1 2850.
1 2950.
1 1445.
1 2800.
1 1000.
1 1000.
210.
235.
210.
350.
2500.
2440.
1530.
700.
1 305.
1 5750.
1 10.
1 100.
62S.
2200.
9500.
100.
120.
100.
1S.
300.
735.
1000.
150.
130.
45.
115.
220.
160.
55.
215.
195.
55.
24.
27.
49.
55.
42.
35.
35.
115.
52.
25.
55.
115.
64.
100.
215.
400.
235.
1625.
1125.
1200.
100.
SOO.
600.
1500.
1535.
1250.
870.
615.
935.
650.
650.
1140.
28S.
591.
148.
100.
66.
95.
136.
155.
13.
5S.
11.
10.
10.
1350.
595.
3100.
2S00.
3350.
315.
6900.
5000.
il000.
10500.
6500.
10000.
25000.
10000.
5500.
4090.
3235.
3410.
1915.
3015.
4175.
1525.
3350.
1250.
1065.
110.
213.
315.
310.
87S.
1280.
600.
200.
220.
22000.
1310.
19000.
11500.
22000.
5250.
.56
.55
.14
.58
.54
.44
.38
.74
.51
.30
.69
.53
.15
.63
.26
.54
.10
.41
.64
.11
.10
.71
.61
.74
.60
.66
.55
.61
.59
.28
.62
.61
.55
.42
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sources are Viking Orbiter frames for stereo models. Measure-
ments in meters, except circularity index (defined in ~igure a).
Cl~ss codes for Mars: MM (mons), MP (patera), MT (tholus).
Codes for Earth: SC '(stratocone); KA, KC, KCS (caldera 011 stra-
tocone); AP, AA (caldera in ash-flow plain); KT (tholeiitic
shield with caldera); a (seamount); C (cinder cone); E (maar);
U (uncertain); complete classification given by Pike (1978).
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PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE IDENTIFICATION OF MAGMA COMPOSITION FROM
VOLCANIC LANDFORMS
Whltford-Stark, J.L., Dept. of Geological Sciences, Brown Univ.,
Providence, RI 02912.
Terrestrial volcanologlsts are able to analyze the composition of vol-
canic products from in situ samples and, on the basis of these analyses,
it has been generally believed that different magma compositions result
in the production of morphologically distinct landforms. Were thls in
fact true, photogeologlcal analysis would be an extremely powerful tool
in determining the chemistry of a planetary surface without the need to
obtain surface samples or to employ orbital spectral remote sensing.
On the only other solar system body which has been sampled, an early
hypothesis _ that the maria were possibly basalt was confirmed. A re-
cent synthesls 2 of lunar remote sensing data has shown that there are,
however, significant areal and temporal variations in lunar basalt com-
positions. Further volcanic constructs have been reported from Venus, 3
Mars, _ and Io. s The Venus constructs were identified on the basis of
low resolution radar imagery, the Mars volcanlcs were interpreted _ to
be similar to terrestrial basalts on the basis of their inferred rheoz
logical properties, while very low resolution spectral data and mor-
phological data have led to the interpretation of Io flows as sulfur 6
or possibly sulfur and basalt. 5
The identification of rock composition on the basis of morphology and
color alone is not possible since it is both the magma composition and the
mechanism of the eruption, which determines eruptive morphologies. The
following examples have been chosen to illustrate why photogeologlsts
should proceed with caution when interpreting the chemistry of non-ter-
restrial volcanic products solely on the basis of morphology and color.
Volcanoes
The classic subdivision of terrestrial volcanoes on the basis of shape is
that of shield volcanoes and cones. ? Shield volcanoes are commonly be-
lieved to be of basaltic composition while the large, symmetrical com-
posite cones are thought of as being andesltlc or more silicious. This
is a gross oversimplification in that, for example, the classic cone-
shaped Mr. Fuji is predominantly composed of basalts while shield vol-
canoes composed of trachyte, phonollte, and ignlmbrite have been re-
ported. 8 Likewise, maars, tuff-rings, and diatremes are not found to
be associated wlth a specific magma type; magmas forming such struc-
tures including tholeiite, alkali-basalt, carbonatite, and acidic rocks_
Flows
The general belief is that areally extensive flows are basaltic while
short stubby flows are sillclc. In general, thls Is true, but there
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are exceptions, For example, the flood-type lavas in Kenya are phono-
lites I° while a 35 km long rhyolite flow has been reported from Texas} I
Furthermore, flows of ash have been interpreted to have travelled great
distances. 12 A similar morphology argument has been employed to inter-
pret the lunar and mercurian plains deposits as being of volcanic ori-
gin. In the lunar case, the return of samples from one of the plains
sites showed that, at that site, the plains were impact breccias. 13
Pahoehoe surfaces are commonly interpreted as being found only on ba-
saltic lavas. Photographs of the 1977 Niragongo lava, 14 however, show
it to have a pahoehoe-type surface though in composition it is a meli-
lite nephelinite. In addition, pahoehoe structure has been reported
from the surface of liquid sulfur flows. 15
Pillow lavas are also commonly thought to be exclusively associated
with basaltic magmas, largely because basalt is the predominant terres-
trial subaqueous magma type. Pillow lavas are, however, not exclusive-
ly basaltic; dasitic andesite pillows have been described. 16
The presence of levees and channels on flows does not even necessarily
imply that those flows are lava. Such structures are quite common on
lahars (mud flows), impact melt deposits 17 and have even been found on
ash flows. I_
Lava flows need not be silicic or even contain silicates. The discov-
ery of volcanism on Io has highlighted the existence of eruptions of
liquid sulfur on both andesitic IS and basaltic volcanoes,19, 2° alkali
carbonates with both pahoehoe and aa surfaces have been reported from
East Africa, while flows of iron oxide exist on Chilean volcanoes, z2'23
Finally, color is not a diagnostic criterion of composition. Although
basalts tend to be blackish and silicic rocks whitish when erupted,
weathering and hydrothermal alteration can produce avariable color as-
semblage. Likewise, silicic tephra can be white but also occurs in
yellows, reds, browns and greens. Carbonatite lavas are dark grey to
white while sulfur flows can exhibit a variety of colors. 6
To summarize, it is not possible to identify the composition of volcan-
ic rocks by morphology and color alone. Photogeology can enable eluci-
dation of some of the parameters of eruptions, such as yield strength,
but spectral remote sensing or in situ analysis is required before the
composition of the surface rocks can be characterized. An example of
the usefulness of a combined morphological-spectral analysis is that of
Head and McC0rd 2_ who showed the lunar Gruithuisen domes were not mare
basalts but were distinct from the highlands. The martian flows may
have the rheological characteristics of basalts but that does not mean
they are basalts° Likewise, although the color and low resolution
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spectral characteristics of 10 flows can be satisfied by their being
sulfur, other materials such as realgar (AsS) have similar color and
spectral characteristics. 25 ,26 Our understanding of volcanism and
volcanic products can be improved if there are 1) a more. complete .in-
ventory of terrestrial volcanic features and compositions, 2) better
modeling of volcanic eruption processes, 3) samples from extraterres-
trial volcanoes, and 4) high resolution geochemical and spectral data.
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1Are Calc-alkalic Volcanic Rocks Unique to Earth? W.E. Elston, J.C. Aubele t
1 2L.S. Crumpler and D.B. Eppler, Department of Geology, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, NM87l3l
Earth is unique among planetary bodies examined to date in its
dichotomy of continents and ocean basins and in its system of moving
lithospheric plates. Calc-alkalic igneous rocks are characteristic of
continents and many modern occurrences closely correlate with convergent
plate margins. It could therefore be concluded that calc-alkalic rocks
are unique to Earth. However, such a conclusion may be premature, because
terrestrial calc-alkalic rocks also exist in regions of tensional tectonics
not directly related to plate convergence (e.g. late Tertiary rocks of the
Banks Peninsula of New Zealand and of coastal eastern Australia, near the
New South Wales-Queensland border). Data for this study are from North
America, from Oligocene-Miocene rock~ of the transition zone from the
Colorado Plateau to the Basin and Range province (Mogollon-Datil volcanic
field, Elston and Bornhorst, 1979); Pliocene rocks from the south side of
the Colorado Plateau (Mount Taylor volcanic field, Crumpler, 1977) and
Pliocene rocks of the Rio Grande rift (Cerros del Rio, Aubele, 1977, 1979;
Taos Plateau, Eppler, 1976).
Compared with volcanic rocks associated with convergent plate
*margins, the calc-alkalic rocks of tensional regimes are higher in FeO
and darker in color. They tend to look "basaltic" but are, in fact, a
complex series ranging from about 50 to 68 percent Si02 • Basaltic andesite
is a major component. Characteristically, 87Sr/86Sr increases with
increasing Si02 , from about 0.704 to 0.709. Some rocks in the andesite
range have partly resorbed quartz and oligoclase grains in an olivine- an~
labradorite-bearing matrix; it is uncertain whether these grains are
xenocrysts or relict high-pressure phases. The most mafic members of the
Current Addresses: 1 Department of Planetary Sciences
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
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of the Oligocene-Miocene Mogollon Plateau rocks plot on the alkalic side
of the dividing line between Hawaiian tholeiitic and alkalic rocks
(Macdonald and Katsura, 1964); more siliceous members plot on the
tholeiitic side. These rocks erupted during a stage of predominantly
ductile extension, prior to Basin and Range block faulting. The Pliocene
rocks of the Cerros del Rio, which erupted in the most mobile part of the
Rio Grande rift, plot in a similar manner. The Pliocene calc-alkalic
rocks of the more stable Taos Plateau plot on the tholeiitic (suba1ka1ic)
side of the Macdona1d-Katsura line. The Pliocene rocks are younger than
the main stage of rifting and Basin and Range faulting. During this stage,
calc-alkalic rocks erupted concurrently with an alkalic series (Mount Taylor
and Cerros del Rio fields). In alkalic rocks of the Mount Taytor field,
87 86Sri Sr tends to decrease with increasing Si02, from alkali ·basa1t to
trachyte.
The origin of these calc-alkalic rocks is a subject for future
studies. To date, chemical and isotopic constraints suggest a predominant
mantle component but crustal contamination cannot be ruled out. Zimmerman
and Kudo (1979) proposed an origin by partial melting of upper mantle
materials containing pargasitic hornblende, to account for hydrous magmas
enriched in light rare-earth elements. A crucial question from a p1aneto1ogica1
point of view concerns the degree of subsequent contamination by siliceous
crustal materials, concomitant with crystal fractionation. If there were
little or no contamination, fractionation within this rock series would
indicate a possible mechanism for generating sialic crustal materials on
terrestrial planets less mobile than Earth and less subject to sedimentary
differentiation. If contamination turns out to be an essential part of
differentiation, rocks of this type could exist on other planets only if
these planets had an independent source of siliceous crustal contaminants.
The data of Zimmerman and Kudo (1979) permitted, but did not demand,
contamination of some of the lavas by as much as 20 percent crustal materials.
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Even if our knowledgeof these terrestrialrocks were complete,
extrapolation to other planetary bodies would be uncertain, because of
differencesin bulk composition,especiallyof volatileconstituents
(McGetchinand Smyth, 1978; Morgan and Anders, 1979). However, the
tensionaltectonicsettingof the terrestrialrocks has counterpartson
Mars and other planetarybodies.
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ESTIMATESOF LAVA-FIOWVELOCITIESUSING LAVA TREES
Moore, H. J. and Kachadoorian,R., U.S. GeologicalSurvey,Menlo Park,
California94025
Lava trees and molds producedby the chillingof lava as it flows around
trees may provide a means of estimatingthe peak velocitiesof the flow
when the yield strength,plasticviscosity,and densityof the lava are
known. Lava tree molds can be used to estimatethe present thickness
of the now-stationaryflow (ho)and the maximum thicknessat the time of
flow (Hf)as well as the directionof flow (8,4) (fig.i). The present
thickness (hy)of the flow allows an estimateof the yield strength (T.)
of the flow, assumingthat it behaved as a Binghamplastic (1,6,2). A_
estimateof the plastic viscosity (Dp)can be obtainedusing an assumed
model relatingyield strengthsand plastic viscositiesto the volume
fractionof solids in the flowinglava (figs.8 and 9 of ref 7). The
maximum thicknessat the time of flow (Hf),as determinedfrom the lava
trees and molds combinedwith the densityof the flow (p),the topogra-
phic gradient (sin@), and the accelerationof gravity (g) allows an
estimateof the stress at the base of the flow (Tb). Using reasonable
i values of these parameters,maximumaverage-
flow velocitiescan be estimatedusing suit-
able equations (equations5, 6 and 7 of ref. \
7, where Hf = H). _
Lava trees and molds of the July 1974 flow
just south of the Kilaueacalderaof Hawaii
are used to estimatethicknessesat the time
of flow in order to calculatethe maximum
averagevelocitiesof that flow along a seg- _Oc_
ment south of the vent area and extendingto O_
a point just west of Kokoolau Crater (Fig.2).
Using thethickness of the tip of the flow, Fig. i. Profile of lava
topographicgradientnear the tip, and a tree and mold
bulk densityof 2,200 kg/m3, we estimate a
yield strengthof 620 N/m2 (6200dyn/cm2),which correspondsto a volume
fractionof solidsnear 0.41 (fig.8 of ref 7). The volume fractionof
solids,inturn, impliesa plasticviscosityof =2x104poise. Calcula-
ted maximum averagevelocitiesvary along the length of the flow from
5.7 km/hr to as low as 0.5 km/hr (tablei). The maximum averagevelo-
city occurs at the center of sectionB (fig.2), where the flow is nar-
row. Velocitiesdownstreamfrom B are smaller (tablei), as would be
expectedin a flow that was thinningbecauseof cessationof lava extru-
sion at the vent and spreadingof the flow. In the Binghamplastic
model, the upper part of the flow moves as a slab whose velocity is
higher than the averagevelocity (3,7). The slab velocity (Vs) at B is
7.7 km/hr. Slab velocitiesfor the other parts of the flow are given
in table i.
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Applyingthe values of yield strength (ixl03dyn/cm2) and plasticvis-
cosity (7xl03poise) derived from measurementsat MakaopuhiLavaLake
(i0),the maximum averagevelocity at the center line Of B (fig. i)
comes out to be 22 km/hr and the slab velocity,33 km/hr (tablei). The
predictedflow thickness (0.2m) is smallerthan the observed thickness
(=1.2m).
We know of no field observationsof actual velocitiesof the July 1974
flow. Velocitiesof basalt flows as great as i00 km/hr have been ob-
served,but velocitiesa few km/hr are more common (9,p. 358). Vis-
cositiescalculatedusing estimatesof velocitiesand thicknessesat the
time of flow range from 3x103 to 4x104 for basaltsof Mauna Loa (5).
Thus, data on other flows do not permit selectionof the correctvalues
of viscosityof the July 1974 flow. The agreementbetweenthe calcula-
ted and measuredvalues of the present thicknessof the July 1974 flow
(hy) suggeststhat the lower velocitiesare
more likely than the higher ones. If the
KEANAKAKOI CRATER
lower values of velocity are correct,then .f_\. VE.T
both the yield strengthand plastic vis- !_
\
cosityof the July 1974 flow would appear
to be greaterthan those measured in Makao-
puhi. Larger valuescould result fromlower _,_u
temperaturesand/ormore entrainedsolids. "CRATER)
N
We have tried to estimateinstantaneous L
maximumvelocitiesat a number of locations |
near the center of the flow. The veloci-
ties do not apply to flow during the initial 0 , KOKOO_U
, ' ' CRATER
stages of eruption,near the flow edges, or ,,LO.ETERS
during the late stages of flow. Velocities
near the center are greaterthan those near Fig. 2. July 1974 lava
the edgeswhere the thicknessat the time flow showinglocations
of flow (Hf)is less than in the center. of velocityestimates.During the late stages of flow, velocities Lettersand numbers
will decreaseas the flow thins, cools, and
correspondto those of
acquiresmore solids, table I.
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Table i. Observationsand Calculationsfor July 1974 flow.
LocationI/
Sin @ _ _measured) hy (Calc) H_2/ _ Vs.
tin) (m) (m) km/hr km/hr
A i. 0.018 1.56 + 0.65 1.7 5.2 3.5 4.5
2. 0.029 =i.i 1.0 3.2 2.1 2.7
B i. 0.029 =1.2 1.0 4.7 5.7 7.7
C0.029)3/=i.2 (0.2) (4.7) (22.5) (33.1)
C i. 0.029 i.ii + 0.47 1.0 4.0 3.8 5.0
2. 0.029 1.0 2.0 0.5 0.6
(0.029) 3/ (0.2) (2.0) (3.8) (4.3)
D i. 0.017 1.33 + 0.22 1.7 3.7 i.i 1.3
E (tip) 0.017 1.68 + 0.24 1.7 - - -
i_/ Locations indicated by letters and numbers on fig. i.
2__/Hf measured at thickest parts of flow.
3_/Numbersin parenthesisapply to calculationsusing yield strength
and viscosityobtained from measurementsat MakaopuhiLava Lake (i0).
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VISCOSITY OF BASALTIC LAVAS: COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL MODELS AND
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS
Mark Settle,Dept. of GeologicalSciences,Brown Univ., Providence,RI
02912
Photogeologicalinvestigationshave revealedthat extrusivevolcanic
eruptionson the Moon and Mars commonlyproduced lava flows whichwere
capableof advancingover distancesof severalhundredkilometers.I'2
The morphometryand morphology of these very long flows suggest that
they are predominantlybasaltic in composition. Individualflows of
comparablelengthare inferred to form on the earth during flood basalt
eruptions. As part of a larger study of emplacementmechanisms in-
volved in the constructionof very long lava flows, this abstractde-
scribesan investigationof basalt viscositymodels. The purpose of
this investigationis to develop a means of estimatingthe bulk vis-
cosity of basaltic lavas of varying compositionat subliquldustem-
peratures.
Naturally occurringvolcanic lavas are complex, three phase mixtures
consistingof liquid silicatemelt, solid crystals,and gaseousbub-
bles. Lavas behave as open chemicalsystemsduring the process of flow
emplacement,losingvolatile phasesby degasslngand crystallinephases
by sedimentationand flotation. In addition,crystallizationphenomena
alter the chemicalcompositionof the liquidmelt phase as a lava
cools. The dynamicinterplayof crystallizationand degassingprocess-
es can be quite complicatedwithin natural lavas. Consequently,it is
quite difficultto quantitativelycharacterizethe rheologlcalproper-
ties of flowing lava during extrusive eruptions.
Field observationsand sample analysesreportedby Swansonand Fabbl3
indicatethat volatile phases entrainedin basaltic lavas are effect-
ively removedby lava flowage. These observationstentativelysuggest
that the influenceof entrainedbubblesupon basalt viscositymay be
largelyrestrictedtO areas near a flow's sourcevent. Basaltic lavas
travellingover distancesof 50 km or more may be accuratelycharacter-
ized as two phase (crystal-llquid)suspensionsover the major portion
of their flow length.
Theoreticalstudies of two phase solid-liquidsuspensionsperformedby
Einsteinand Roscoe predict that the bulk viscosityof solld-llquld
mixtures is given by:
ns = _£(i - 1.35c)-2"5 for uniform spheres
ns = _£(i - c)"2"s for spheresof diverse size
where ns is the bulk suspensionviscosity,n£ is the viscosity of the
liquidphase, and c is the total volume fractionof admixed crystalline
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phases._ Shaws has previouslyproposed that these expressionscould be
used to estimate the bulk viscosityof natural lavas provided that crys-
tal contentand liquid silicateviscositywere known at successivesta-
ges of crystallization.
Wright and Okamura6 have recentlydocumentedvariationsin crystalcon-
tent, crystalcomposition,and residualmelt chemistrythat occurred
during the coolingand solidificationof the 1965 Makaopuhi lava lake,
Hawaii. These measurementsdescribethe near-equilibriumcrystalliza-
tion of a naturallyoccurring,tholeiitebasalt at 1 atmospherepres-
sure. The Makaopuhidata can be used to determineresidualmelt com-
positionat successivecoolingstagesby removingelementsfrom the
liquidmelt phase in accordancewith observedchangesin crystalcon-
tent at progressivelylower temperatures. Residualmelt composition
has been calculatedat sub-liquidustemperaturesassuming: (1)modal
proportionsof crystallinephases general_[zedfrom the data of Wright
and Okamurawith a constant6.0 wt% olivinebelow I180°C (i.e.,no
mechanical separationof olivinecrystals),and (ii) constantcomposi-
tion for crystallinephases over the temperaturerange 1205°C to 1080°C
(olivineFo75, clinopyroxeneEn45Fs18Wo37,plagioclaseAn60).
The viscosity of liquid silicatemelts can be calculatedusing models
developedby Bottinga and Weill7 and Shaw.8 These models estimate
liquidmelt viscosity on the basis of the mole fractionsof various
componentoxides within a silicateliquid. Silica (SiO2)and alumina
(AI20s)componentsform strong intermolecularbonds in the liquid state
which serve to increasemelt viscosity;whereas oxides containinglarge
metallic or alkali cationssuch as FeO, MgO, TiO2, Na20, and K20 tend
to disruptintermolecularbonds, servingto decreasemelt viscosity.
Both the Bottinga and Weill and the Shaw models employ empiricaladdi-
tive relationsto calculatethe viscosityof a liquid silicatemelt.
Estimatesof suspensionviscosity for the 1965 Makaopuhibasalt using
the BottlngaandWeill and the Shaw models agree with one another to
within a factor of three over the temperaturerange 1205°C-I080°C.
Suspensionviscosity estimatesbased upon the Bottingaand Weill model
are consistentlygreater than those based upon the Shaw model. This
discrepancymay be due to severalfactors (for example,the Bottlnga
and Weill model does not accountfor the influenceof nongaseousHzO
upon liquid silicateviscosity;whereas the Shaw model does providefor
an H20 melt component).
Laboratorymeasurementsof the bulk viscosityof Makaopuhlbasalt re-
ported by Shaws consistentlyfall between suspensionviscosity estimates
based upon the Bottingaand Weill and Shaw models. These laboratory
measurementshave absoluteaccuraciesof ±I0°C in temperatureand ±20%
to ±50% in viscosity over the telnperaturerange 1300°C to I150°C.
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Laboratory measurements agree with calculated suspension viscosities
to within a factor of two in most cases (agreement is actually better
than thls if experimental error estimates are taken Into account).
The results of this investigation imply that: (i) the Einstein-Roscoe
relations accurately predict variations in the bulk viscoslty of
natural basalts resulting from crystal nucleation and growth, and
(il) liquid silicate viscosities derived by averaging Bottlnga and
Welll and Shaw model estimates may provide a more accurate description
of melt phase viscosity than either individual model. These results
are currently being employed in studying the emplacement histories of
very long lava flows.
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SCALE MODEL SIMULATION OF LAVA FLOWS
Womer, Michael B. and Ronald Greeley, Department of Geology, Arizona State Univer-
sity, Tempe, AZ; James D. Iversen, Department of_Aerospace Engineering, Iowa State
University, Ames, IA; and Jeffrey Kremer, Department of Geology, University of Texas,
Austin, TX.
The dynamics of lava flow emplacement is a complex and poorly understood problem
that may be studied through observation of active flows, theoretical modelling and labor-
atory simulations. A properly designed scale model has the advantage of allowing systema-
tic investigation of the effects of any number of parameters. The design of a scale model
for use in laboratory simulation requires geometric, kinematic and dynamic similarity
between prototype and model (1). According to the Buckingham Pi Theorum, S = N - B;
where S is the number of dimensionless parameters required to define a system, N is the
number of variables in the system, and B is the number of basic dimensions in which the
variables are measured (2). The variables in a single phase (liquid) system are: fluid density
(0), gravitational acceleration (g), fluid velocity (V), characteristic horizontal length (L),
characteristic vertical length (H), all other horizontal lengths (1), all other vertical lengths
(h), viscosity (u), Bingham Fluid yield stress (Ty), surface tension (o), specific heat (Cp),
thermal conductivity (k), temperature (T), temperature difference (AT), heat transfer
coefficient (hc), heat of fusion (Qf), pressure (p), and time (t). These variables have the
dimensions of mass, length, time, and temperature. The following 14 dimensionless para-
meters are therefore derived: horizontal geometric scaling (ILL), vertical geometric scaling
(h]H), Reynolds number (VL/_) where "/= u/o, Froude number (V2/Lg), Weber number
(oV2L]a), Peclet number (0CpVL/k), Prandtl number (o_,Cp]k), Grashof number
(gATL3/T'y2) , effective Reynolds number (1/(v/LVO + (Ty/(0VLaV/a_,)))), fusion
number (QF/CpT), temperature ratio (AT/T), and dimensionless time (t2g/L) (gravity
based). For a model to satisfy similitude requirements each of these Pi terms for l_oth
systems must be equal, respectively. Average values for the above variables are listed in
Table 1. A comparison of model and prototype Pi terms is given in Table 2 when Carbo-
wax 4000 is used as modelling material. Note that the Weber number indicates greater
relative surface tension effects in the model and the Prandtl number indicates greater
convective heat loss in the model. Other parameters match moderately well.
Carbowax 4000 was extruded at various eruption rates and temperatures (viscosities)
onto a flat, variable slope surface. Extrusion rates varied from 3.6 x 10-2 cc/sec (4.2 x
103 m3sec"1) to 3 x 10° cc]sec (3.5 x 105 m3sec-1), viscosity was varied from 0.45 poises
(1.2 x 106 poises) to 2.15 poises (5.7 x-106 poises)and slope was varied from 0° to 20°
(0° to 4°). The figures in parentheses are equivalent prototype values for the Carbowax
model values listed. The first and third variables correlate closely to Mare Imbrium flows
(3,4,5) whereas the second variable, viscosity, correlates poorly (6,7,8). In attempting to
define the controlling parameters of lava flow morphology, the aspect ratios (depth of
flow]width) and flow lengths were compiled and plotted against slope, temperature (vis-
cosity), extrusion rate and flow volume. Aspect ratio increases with increasing slope in all
cases examined. This results from higher slopes creating longer, narrower flows. Flow
,thickness decreased with increasing slope, but at a much slower rate. An inverse relation-
ship between aspect ratio and extrusion rate is also evident. This trend is less well developed
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and results from flow thickness decreasing with increasing eruption rate. No relationship
between aspect ratio and viscosity was apparent when plotted with respect to various
slopes, volumes and extrusion rates. It is concluded that the effect of viscosity is insignifi-
cant compared to the other parameters as has been found in "real" flows (9). In compar-
ing length and extrusion rate, a general trend is evident, with length increasing with
extrusion rate. This relationship holds for all slopes in investigated, higher slopes corre-
lating with increased flow length. The effects of viscosity and flow volume on length are
not evident, and considered insignificant compared to the effects of, slope and extrusion
rate, Though scaled to simulate lunar flows, these model flows qualitatively confirm the
results of Walker (1973).
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TABLE2
Terrestrial
Basic Carbowax
Lunar Flows Flows 4000*
Width
Ratio(l/L) 0.20 0.20 0.20
Depth
Ratio(h/H) 0.002 0.005 0.01
Reynolds 5 x 10_ to 2.5 x 10_ to
Number(VL*/y) 8 x I0_ 1 x I0_ 7 x I0-2
Froude 1.5 x i0-_ to 4.1 x I0-_ to
Number(V2/L*g) 9.9 x 10-1 6.5 x 10-z 4 x i0-3
Weber 2.5 x I0_ to 1.7 x 105 to
Number(pV2L*/_) 1.6 x 10° 2.7 x i0° 4 x 10-4
Nusselt
Number(hcL*/k) 6.7 x 105(hc) 3.6 x 105(he) 6 x 103(hc)
Prandtl 2.1 x 10_ to
Number(pyCp/k) 4.3 x l0b 5.7 x 104 7 x 102
Eckert 8 x 10-4 to 3.2 x 10-2 to
Number(V2/CpT) 5.1 x 10-2 5.4 x i0-z 3 x 10-7
Fusion
Number(QF/CpT) 0.3 0.7 0.2
Temperature
Difference(AT/T) 0.8 0.8 0.2
Grasho£ 5.4 x I0_ to
Number(gATL*S/Ty2) 1.4 x I0_ 1.2 x 107 4.1 x 102
Pellet
Number(pCpVL*/k) 2.1 x i0_ to 1.4 x i0_ to
Dimensionless 1.7 x I0_ 5.7 x i0/ 5.5 x I01
Time(t2g/n*) 1.7 x 10-1(t2) 9.8 x 10-1(t2) (t2) 3.9 x 103
*Carbowax4000valuescalculatedassuming5X verticalexaggerationon test
model.
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SCALE MODEL SIMULATION OF MARE BASALTS
Womer, Michael B. and R. Greeley, Department of Geology, Arizona State
University, Tempe, Arizona 85281; J.D. Iversen, Department of
Aerospace Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50010
To further investigate the conditions and mechanics of mare basalt
emplacement in lunar impact basins, a series of scale model simulations
has been initiat@d. The project consists of extruding Carbowax 4000, a
viscous liquid with a freezing point of 56°C (I), onto a 3 m square
topographic model of an idealized pre-mare lunar impact basin. To
satisfy modelling constraints of the Carbowax, the model was constructed
with a 5X vertical exaggeration. The basin was scaled to the approxi-
mate diameter of the basin Schrodinger (_300 kin)and consists of inner
basin, inner ring, outer basin, outer ring and extra-basin topography.
Data for generation of the model were derived from limb profiles across
Orientale basin (2). The profiles were adjusted to fit the generalized
geology (2) and geometry of Schrodinger Basin, with correction for fill
by mare basalts. A solid of revolution was generated by the adjusted
profile and then altered to fit the outcrop pattern of massif and plains
seen in Schrodinger.
Design of the experimental apparatus allows precise control of both
extrusion rate and temperature (and therefore viscosity) of the Carbowax.
In addition, from one to seven vents of either circular or fissure type
may be used, and the entire model may be tilted up to 5° in any direction..
Extrusion rate may be varied from 4200 m3 sec-I lava. The scaled vis-
cosity is variable between 1.0 x 106 poise and 5.7 x 106 poise (at 140°C
and 60°C, respectively). Clearly, this represents a distortion of the
model, being a better approximation of intermediate lavas than mare
basalt lava (3,4,5). Primary effect of the high viscosity is exaggerated
thickness of model flows, which is overcome bF the vertical exaggeration
of the model. Scaled thicknesses of the model flows average approxi-
mately 40 m.
Two preliminary runs were conducted at scaled viscosity of 2.5 x 106
poise and scaled extrusion rate of _40,000 m3 sec-I from a single circu-
lar vent 500 m in diameter. Both runs resulted in complex, channel flow
formation (Fig. !). Infilling was restricted largely to the inner basin,
individual flows seldom retaining sufficient mobility to fill the outer
basin. Early flow profiles (<20 years, scaled duration) exhibit very
low gradients, typically less than 7 m/km from vent to flow margin,
the result of ponding against the inner wall of the first ring. Later
profiles become increasingly shield-like as some material flows into the
outer basins. A third preliminary run, conducted with scaled values of
_2.0 x 106 poise and 430,000 m3 sec_1 from a central vent yielded strongly
contrasting results. Material was emplaced as a single cooling unit,
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gradually filling the inner basin, then flowing outward into the outer
basin. Relief on the flow was essentially zero, and filling of the
outer basin much more complete (Fig. 2). Transition from sheet flow to
channel flow occurred at approximately the inner ring, with filling of
the outer basin episodic. The result is a complex accumulation of flow
units averaging 20 to 50 m thick in the outer basin. The thicknesses
agree moderately well with the results of Gifford and El-Baz (6).
Additionally, roofing over some of the channels occurred with continued
activity as lava tubes for as long as ~150 days (scaled duration).
In conclusion, these preliminary runs exhibit profound differences in
morphology due to extrusion rate, and display many features seen in both
lunar and terrestrial.basic :Lavas. Future runs with more realistic vent
configurations are expected to yield insight into the mechanisms and
parameters of basin flooding.
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Figure i. Extent of simulated lava flows in
Schrodinger-sized (300 km) basin using a constant
extrusion rate of _4.0 x 104 m3sec -I (scaled).
Note the complex interlayering of flow units and
incomplete filling of outer basin.
Figure 2. Extent of simulated lava using a con-
stant extrusion rate o£ _4.0 x 105 m3sec-1 (scaled)
lava. Note_the lack of flow lobes and large sheet
of liquid material in the center. Filling of outer
basin is relatively complete.
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Chapter 6
AEOLIAN PROCESSES AND LANDFORMS
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MARS: ORIGIN OF THE GLOBAL DUST STORMS
Huguenin, R.L., Clifford, S.M., U.Massachusetts Dept. Physics/Astronomy-
Hasbrouck, Amherst 01003, and Greeley, R. , Arizona State U.,Tempe, AZ
Huguenin et al. (1979) and Huguenin and Clifford (these abstracts) pre-
sented'evidence for outgassing of H20 in two regions, Solis Lacus (-25°,
85°) and Noachis Hellespontus (-30°, 315°). Associated with this out-
gassing during Southern Spring and Summer is dust cloud activity in these
two regions, occurring during nearly every martian year since observa-
tional records have been kept. The dust clouds have generally appeared
suddenly near dawn as brilliant white features and faded to yellow toward
noon (LT). In addition to spawning local storms, these two regions have
also been primary core areas for the past global storms. We don't think
it is a coincidence that the onsets of the local and global storms in
these regions were immediately preceededby or coincident with the sudden
increase in condensate (blue and wnite cloud) activity.
We have proposed (Huguenin and Clifford, these abstracts) that the con-
densate activity is produced by the evaporation of a subsurface brine/
H20 ice layer. As pointed out by several authors the diffusion of H20
vapor out of the soil is inhibited by the overburden soil (in a manner
similar to that of a gas chromatograph column). We propose that the
sudden increase of outgassing occurs near perihelion (as evidenced by
the sudden increase in condensate activity) as a result of the melting
and upward migration of H20 brine films into the drier overburden. As
the moisture approaches the surface, evaporation becomes less diffusion-
inhibited and the vapor can escape at higher rates. In addition the
moisture experiences higher heating rates and higher daytime tempera-
tures near the surface. The maximum outgassing rates for the near-
surface H20 should occur during the period of maximum heating rate (_150
hr-1) after dawn. For H20 that is sufficiently confined (eg by duricrust
or at _ 1 cm depth in unconsolidated soil) the outgassing could be
explosive when temperatures rise above _273°K, since the equilibrium
H20 vapor pressure of H20 at that temperature exceeds the mean martian
atmospheric surface pressure (_6 mbar). Near the daily maximum surface
temperatures (_295°K) confined H20 could achieve vapor pressures of up
to _2_ mbar. We are proposing that the outgassing H20 may inject dust
into the atmosphere and initiate the duststorms in the 'oasis' regions.
This is supported by pilot laboratory experiments using dampened 'soils'
in both a bell jar and a low atmospheric pressure wind tunnel (Greeley
and Leach, 1979). The 'soils' included: fine silt (lO _m), talc (13 _m),
quartz (23-44 _m), walnut shells (bl-88 _m), and poorly sorted calcite
grains (12-1000 _nn). During the bell Jar experiments it was found that
as the atmospheric pressure was reduced below l0 mb at 24°C the moisture
in the soil vaporized and ejected particles into the atmosphere. Vent
holes and fissures developed, followed by a fountainlike spray of parti-
cles as high as 20 cm above the surface. In addition, violent
'eruptions' occurred in a manner similar to boiling. Smaller grain
sizes produced more violent eruptions. Activity was observed With water
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contents as low as 0.75% by weight. During _he wind tunnel experiments
similar effects were observed with dampened Silt whenthe pressure was
dropped to _lO mb. Dust injection at pressures_near _10 mb could also
be 'triggered' when a low velocity wind (_25 ms-1) was passed over the
surface. As the pressure was reduced to lO mb the surface developed
irregul_arfissures from the outgassing H20 and when subjected to the
25 ms-1 wind, the fissured surface began to erode. By comparison, the
normal threshold wind speed for eroding dry undisturbed silt is in
excess of 250 ms-1.
The results of these experiments suggest that a similar dust injection
process could be 'triggered' by the rapid increase in evaporation rate
that would occur when the upward migrating liquid H_O/brine melt approaches
the surface. The observed sudden outbursts of clou_ activity near dawn
may result from the sudden melting of a brine ice layer formed at the cold
nighttime surface. Such an ice layer could inhibit the escape of vapor
during the night from the relatively warm subsurface brines and enhance
the supply of H20 for morning evaporation.
The dust storms in Solis Lacus and Noachis Hellespontus occur at different
Ls dates each year, spanning Spring and Summer. These observed yearly
variations might be explained as a consequence of the small expected year-
ly differences in the depth and salinity of the brine/ice layer, since
the Ls date on which the thermal wave would penetrate to and melt the
brine/ice layer would corespondingly vary. Such variations may also
explain why the local clouds don't always develop into global events.
In particular, it has been proposed by several authors that aro_md
southern Summer Solistice (and perihelion) atmospheric colums of strong
vertical uplift develop within approximately lO00 km of the 'oasis'
regions as a result of interactions'of the diurnal thermal tide and large-
scale martian topography. It is possible that the global obscuration
may result from the pumping of dust into the atmosphere from the core
(oasis) areas by these columns of strong vertical uplift. The dust which
is carriedaloft could be moved great distances before settling out, and
result in global scaleobscuration. If the development of the atmos-
pheric 'pumps' does not coincide with the period of brine/ice melting
and dust activity, then the global obscurationmay not develop and the
activity might remain in the vicinity of the 'oasis'.
It should be stressed that we are only proposing that the dust storms in
the Solis Lacus and Noachis-Hellespontus regions may be produced by H20
outgassing. Other dust clouds which are not accompanied by condensates,
e.g. in Claritas and Hellas, are probably generated by other processes.
Dust clouds near Isides, which are accompanied by condensates and which
form core clouds of global storms may also be produced by H20 outgassing,
however, and this will be discussed in a later paper.
References Greeley, R. and Leach, R. (1979) NASA TM_0339, 304;
Huguenin et al. (1979) NASA TM80339, 208.
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THE EFFECTSOF TOPOGRAPHY,ALBEDOAND THERMALINERTIAVARIATIONSON
THE GENERATIONOF MESOSCALEMARTIANWIND PATTERNS:A COMPARATIVE
STUDYOF THE SNAKERIVERPLAIN,IDAHOAND THE MARTIANSURFACE.
Rankin,RobertL.,ArizonaStateUniversity,Departmentof Aerospace
Engineeringand EngineeringScience,Tempe,Arizona 85281
Peterfreund,Alan,ArizonaStateUniversity,Departmentof Geology,
Tempe,Arizona 85281
Greeley,Ronald,ArizonaStateUniversity,Departmentof Geology,
Tempe,Arizona 85281
Eckerman,Greg,ArizonaStateUniversity,Departmentof Aerospace
Engineeringand EngineeringScience,Tempe,Arizona 85281
Introduction:Mesoscalesurfacewindsare importantin the studyof
aeolianprocesses.In the absenceof any significantsynopticscale
weatherphenomenonmany regionsexhibitregulardiurnalvariationsin
surfacewindswhichappearcloselytiedto diurnaltemperaturevaria-
tions. Dependingon localtopography,surfaceheatingand cooling
characteristicsand albedovariationsthesesurfacewindsmay be a
significantfactorin alteringsurfacefeaturesand in the formation
Of mesoscaleatmosphericdisturbances.
The diurnalrotationof thewindsat the VikingLandersitesare
primarilythe productof mesoscalesurfacewindsdue to slopeheating
[Hesset al., 1977]. Mesoscalesurfacewindsare alsoa majorfactor
in the initiationof particlesaltationand the generationof local
dust stormson Mars. The drivingmechanismforthesewindsare
spatialand temporalvariationsin the temperature.Due to the
transferof heatbetweenthe groundsurfaceand the adjacentair,a
temperaturegradientis formedin a direction ormalto the inclined
surface. The differencesin the horizontalcomponentsof these
gradientsgeneratean upslopewind whenthe surfaceis beingheated
and a downslopewindWhen the surfaceis beingcooled. A modelhas
been developed[Rankin,1979]basedon theseconcepts.Thismodel
is usedto comparea regionof the SnakeRiverPlainin Idahowith a
portionof the ClaritasFossaeregionof Mars. Theseregionswere
chosenbecausetheyare topographicallysimilarand exhibitsimilar
albedovariations.The ClaritasFossaeregionis the siteof numerous
localduststormsobservedin 1977 [Peterfreundand Kieffer,1979].
The Model: The governingequationsforsurfacewindsare derivedfrom
the principlesof conservationof momentumand mass. Inorderto
simplifythe analysiswe lookonly for theaveragehourlyhorizontal
velocitycomponentsat a heightof lOm in a surfacelayerof uniform
thickness.The verticalstructureof thislayeris assumedto be
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in hydrostatic equilibrium. In a mesoscale theory the effects of
planetary curvature can be neglected and, in order to simplify the
viscous stresses, the viscous force is assumed to be directly
proportional to velocity. Coriolis accelerations are included,
however it is assumed that material rates of acceleration can be
neglected in order to filter out wave phenomenon.
The atmosphere is assumed to behave like a perfect gas. Using the
above assumptions it is possible to eliminate pressure and density
in favor of temperature and topographic variations in the governing
equations. This is an extremely important feature of this approach
since both temperature and topographic data are readily available.
The Data: The data collection for this project consists of two parts.
Topographic, temperature, albedo and wind velocity data must be ob-
tained for both the Snake River Plain (SRP) region of Idaho and for
the Viking Lander 1 (VL-l) site on Mars. Model validation will be
carried out by comparison of measured and predicted surface winds
between the SRP and VL-l site. Once a validated Martian model is
available it will be used to study the Claritas Fossae region of
Mars.
Topographic data is readily available from U.S. Geological Survey maps
for the SRP. Temperature, albedo and wind data have also been
obtained from direct field measurements at that site. For the
Martian sites, topographic data is available from the radar altimeters
aboard the Viking Landers and the Viking Infrared Thermal Mapper
will be used to obtain albedo and thermal inertia data.
The Output: Four periods from the Martian seasons will be chosen to
look for seasonal variations in surface winds due to solar insolation
and to determine the seasonal dependence of surface winds as a
function of latitude. These periods will be chose to coincide with
locally observed dust storms to determine if threshold velocities
for the saltation of particles are exceeded.
The actual output of the model is in the form of computer generated
hourly wind maps where wind velocity is plotted as a vector over an
evenly spaced rectangular grid. These maps will be studied to see
if any significant trends in wind speed and direction can be related
to albedo and thermal inertia variations.
References:
1. Hess, S. L., et al., 1977, J. Geophy. Res., V82, N28, 4559-4574.
2. Rankin, R., 1979, ASU Research Center, ERC-R-79026.
3. Peterfreund, A., and H. Kieffer, 1979, J. Geophy. Res .• V84 NB6
2853-2864. ---
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Mars: Some Mechanisms of Contrast Change Inferred from Behavior of Wind
Streaks. P. Thomas, J. Veverka, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York.
The seasonal behavior and geographic distribution of wind streaks on
Mars provide much information on the occurrence of sediment transport by
saltation and suspension and on the mechanisms responsible for the retention
of dark albedo markings.
The occurrence of several mechanisms of changing or retaining albedo
contrasts, as inferred from windstreaks, are shown in Figure i. Areas of
unit i are subject to widespread dust storm fallout, local erosion of dust
shortly after duststorms, and widespread erosion of the dust at the start of
the next dust storm.
Many areas (2, 3, Fig. I), however, retain most or all of their
contrast with their surroundings after dust storms. Dark dune fields are
some of the most prominent of these areas. In regions with a relatively
thick dust mantle (2, Fig. I), only dune fields and some small associated
streaks retain their contrast with the brighter surroundings. In regions of
thinner dust mantling, such as Oxia Palus and some canyons and plains areas,
•large areas downwind of dune fields also remain relatively dark after dust
storms. We infer that most of these dune fields are currently active and that
saltatlon of sand-sized particles prevents deposition of significant amounts
of dust. It is also concluded that some material deflated from the dunes is
present downwind in sheets or stringers, and prevents significant accumulation
of dust by saltation "cleaning" of the substrate.
Other large, dark areas (4, 5) have some dust deposition concentrated
in bright streaks. However, these areas are also subject to some uniform dust
blanketing and erosion, even at high northern latitudes.
Some dark streaks (area i) repeat forms precisely from year to year,
although most do not. Other dark streaks seen only once at very high resolu-
tion have sharp boundaries (less than 20 m) and follow local topography. These
dark streaks strongly indicate that there can be some ground level control of
streak formation such as surface roughness. Some large dark areas may be
subject to minimal dust deposition and preferential erosion caused by their
evident rough topography.
Dust may be accumulating on perennial polar ice (6). The source areas
are so large, and include significant areas of thick mantle, that little or no
erosion of bedrock need contribute to building up polar deposits.
Other areas on Mars, which include both landing sites, are subject to a
variety of processes transporting and depositing dust, but the overall patterns
are not clear.
The wind streaks show dust storms do not cause uniform dust deposition
or erosion over Mars. Most activity, both deposition and erosion occurs in
bright areas and may be concentrated near the margins of large dark areas.
Thus, much of the dust raised in storms may be trapped in a closed loop.
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I. Widespread erosion and deposition of dust.
2. Scattered dune locations in generally thick dust mantle.
3. Significant dune influence--continuous dunes or thin dust mantle.
4. Dust deposition in bright streaks, some areas of uniform dust
deposition and erosion.
5. Dust deposition in scattered bright streaks; some dark streaks are
formed in more widespread dust deposits.
6. Polar dust deposition.
7. (Blank) Variety of dust deposition and erosion on bright areas; includes
both Viking landing sites.
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SURFACE CHARACTERIZATION OF WIND STREAKS ON MARS
Peterfreund, Alan R., Department of Geology, Arizona State University,
Tempe, Arizona 85281
Visual, color and infrared data are useful in defining characteristics
of the particular wind streaks and the environment in which wind streaks
form. Visual and color data is derived from Mariner 9 and Viking images
and albedo and thermal infrared data from the Viking Infrared Thermal
Mappers (IRTMs). Infrared observations of the martian surface are sen-
sitive to the thermal inertia (I) of the surface material (Kieffer et al.,
1977).
In a study of the Oxia Palus region of Mars (350°W to 20°W, 0°N to 2S°N),
three distinct surface units are defined by correlating color (Soderblom
et al., 1978) and thermal inertia data. The low I regions correspond
to the bright red surfaces, the high I regions correspond to the blue,
low albedo units and the intermediate albedo, red unit matches the
moderate values. Mixed-toned wind streaks emanate from dark deposits
within craters in this region, and exhibit variability of size and shape
over seasons and years (Thomas and Veverka, 1979). These features are
present almost exclusively in the intermediate unit. Histograms (Fig. I)
of the _hre_ color units plotted against milli-inertia values (i0-_ cal
cm-z s-_ K-X), using 2° x 2° cells in the study _rea, shows the strength
of these correlations. Those features found to be variable are located
exclusively between the two brackets.
The bright red, low I surface is blanketed by fine eolian debris. The
high region contains a greater proportion of exposed rocks or coarser
material on the surface, with the dark blue color resulting from a less
oxidized material (Singer et al., 1979). Thus, an exposed surface is
most probable. The intermediate zone, wherethe streaks are most preva-
lent is considered to 'be transitional between the two end members. A
global extension of this type of correlation is in progress.
High resolution IRTM (<20 kin)observations of the wind streaks and the
surrounding region provide constraints on the size sediments involved
in streak formation. Large dark streaks emanating from intracrater
deposits of Mesogea (190°W, 8°N) and Pettit (174°W, 12°N) occur in
regions of high albedo (0.28) and low I, _3 milli-inertia. The streaks
have an albedo of _0.20, and I between 4and 6. The bright material is
interpreted as particles being <80 _m in diameter and similaT in albedo
andspectrasthematerialinvolvedintheatmosphericdustactivity(Singer
et al., 1979). The streaks are inferred to be either deposits of mater-
ial with mean particle size between 100 _m and 300 _m, or regions where
rocks, ranging in size from 3 cm to bedrock, are exposed or cover up to
20% of the surface with the distinction between these two models unre-
solvable. In the Cerberus (203°W, 12°N) and Hesperia (243°W, 17°S)
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regions, the bright streaks occur in regions of albedo = 0.16 to 0.18
and I = 7 to 9. In the Syrtis Major Planitia, bright streaks occur
where the albedo is less than 0.15, and I ranges from 6 to 9. The
bright streaks of Syrtis Major are in fact darker than the background
of Cerberus and Hesperia. Thus, having all bright streaks classified
as deposition of fines raises problems that concern the ratio of how
much fines are being mixed with the primary surface.
This work was supported by NASA Mars Data Analysis Program grant
NSG 7548.
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Figure 1. Thermal inertia histograms of color in Oxia Palus,
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DISTRIBUTION OF EOLIAN MANTLE ON MARTIAN CANYON RIMS.
Mouginis-Mark,P.J. and Head, J.W., Dept. of GeologicalSciences,Brown
Univ., Providence, RI 02912
Viking images indicatethat a spectrumof rim deposits exists on the
walls of Valles Marineris and bounding canyon systems. These deposits
have markedly different albedoes than the surrounding plains material
and extend from a few kilometers to a few tens of kilometers from the
edge of the canyon rim. Multiple views of individual features (e.g.,
frames 57A43, 58A70, 64A19, and 65A12),and the presenceof dark halo
ejecta deposits surrounding craters excavated in light-colored surface
material (Fig. I) demonstratethat these rim depositsare
not artifacts of the camera system. Rim deposits have been observed
on images acquired wlth clear, violet and red filtersat resolutions
between 60-250 m/pixel.
We attribute these rim deposits to a local mantling unit of eolian
origin,and are attemptingto interpretthem in terms of the eroslonal/
depositionalenvironmentof the canyonsystem. Flve types of deposit
have been identified:I) a plain rim with no albedovariations;2) a
bright, thin depositat the edge of the canyonwall; 3) a wide, bright
rim unit with distal plainsmaterial;4) a narrow bright rim, followed
first by darkermaterial,then "normal"plains units; 5) bright,fila-
mentarymaterialwith no pronouncedboundary. The spatialdistribution
of these depositsis displayedin Fig. 2.
Correlationsof deposit typeswith rim morphology,I the local surface
air-flowpattern (derivedfrom adjacentwind streaks2,3) and canyon
wall orientation_ were made for 512 wall segmentssampled at 25 km In-
tervalsalong the canyon rim. Fig. 3A illustratesthat, except for the
small number of segmentson crater chalns,rim morphologyplays only a
minor role in the distributionof the deposits. Only the filamentary
material displaysa marked relationshipto wall morphology,occurring
almost twice as often on tributarycanyonI segments as other wall units.
Dividing air-flowregimesinto areas where wind streaks indicateair
i) enters;2) possiblyenters; 3) leaves;4)possibly leaves the can-
yon; and 5) an indeterminateclass (Fig. 3B) reveals that segmentswith
no albedovariationsmost commonlycorrelatewith net outwardflow of
air. Conversely,the thin bright (and to a lesser extent the wide
bright) rim is almost exclusivelyfound where air enters the canyon.
Other deposits (types4 and 5) occur almost as often where air enters
or leaves the canyon. Wall orientations(Fig. 3C) indicatethat the
aspect of the wall also influencesthe depositdistribution. Type 4
depositsare most common on NW facing walls, Type 2 are virtuallyab-
sent from walls facing 30-180° from north, and Type 3 depositsare
least numerous on SE facing walls.
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EOLIAN MANTLE ON MARTIAN CANYON RIMS
Mouginis-Mark, P.J. and Head, J.W.
Further data analysis is currently in progress, with the data base
expanded to contain values of wall height, canyon width and wall mate-
rial for each wall segment.
REFERENCES: iLucchitta B.K. 1978, Jour. Res. USGS 6, 651-662. 2Mutch T.
A. et al. 1976, The Geology of Mars, Princeton Univ. Press, pp. 235-
261. _ouginis-Mark P.J. unpubl, data. 4USGS MaD 1-976.
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Fig. 2: Spatial distribution of rim deposits sampled at 512 localities spaced
25 km apart along the canyon rim crest.
THRESHOLD WINDSPEEDS FOR SAND ON MARS: WIND TUNNEL SIMULATIONS
Greeley, Ronald, Center for Meteorite Studies, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ
85281; Rodman N. Leach, University of Santa Clara and NASA-Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field, CA 94035; Bruce R. White, Department of Mechanical Engineering,
University of California at Davis, Davis, CA 95616; James D. Iversen, Department of
Aerospace Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, IA 50011; and James B. Pollack,
Space Sciences Division, NASA-Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035
A great deal of attention has been given to the problem of windblown particles on Mars,
beginning with a paper by Sagan and Pollack (1969). Most investigations have involved
estimations of wind speeds needed to initiate movement of particles of different sizes and
densities based on the work of Bagnold (1941). Extrapolations were made to Mars by
substituting the appropriate parameter values for Mars in the equations derived by
Bagnold for Earth (Sagan and Pollack, 1969, Arvidson, 1972, Iversen et,al., 1973, and
others). Some studies (Chang et al., 1968, Adlon et al., 1969) incorPorated data from
laboratory simulations of some of the conditions on Mars. An extrapolation taking inter-
particle force into account, more appropriate for martian pressures, was obtained by
Iversen et al. (1976). To provide better simulations, an open circuit wind tunnel
(MARSWIT) was constructed at NASA-Ames Research Center (the facility is described in
Greeley et al., 1977). Experiments yielded estimates of wind friction speeds for particle
movement on Mars in which nearly all the important parameters were physically simulated
or otherwise taken into account. Two of the most important parameters for martian
simulations are gravity and the atmospheric conditions at the surface. For simulations of
Mars on Earth the primary effect of gravity may be accounted for partly by using propor-
tionately lower density particles than those expected on Mars. The atmosphere is more
difficult to simulate. Although MARSWIT is capable of operating down to about 3 mb
pressure, the experiments presented by Greeley et al. (1976, 1977) were run not in a CO2
atmosphere, but rather in 'Earth' air. Extrapolations were made to the martian atmo-
spheric composition by taking into account the differences in molecular weight between
C02 and 'Earth' air. However, because the dynamics of C02 at low pressures and at the
relatively low Reynold numbers involved with the martian aeolian environment are so
poorly understood, these extrapolations were open to question. Consequently, MARSWIT
was modified to enable experiments to be run in a 95 percent CO2 atmosphere. The
experiments described earlier (Greeley et al., 1976) were duplicated in the CO2 atmosphere
and wind friction threshold speeds (u*t) for saltation were determined. The relationship
between friction speed (u*) and free-stream velocity (uoo) was extended to the critical
case for Mars of momentum thickness Reynolds numbers (ReO) between 425 and 2000.
It was determined that the dynamic pressure required to initiate saltation is nearly con-
stant for pressures between 1 bar (Earth) and 4 mb (Mars) for atmospheres of both air
and CO2; however, the threshold friction speed (u*t) is about 10 times higher at low
pressures than on Earth. For example, the u~J: (Earth) for ~articles 210 J.Lm in diameter is
0.22 m s-l and the u*t (Mars, 5 mb, 200 K) is 2.2 m s- . These values agree with the
Viking meteorology recordings of sustained wind speeds of 18 m s-l and gusts of up to
28 m s-1 (Ryan et al., 1978), and speculations on particle movement (Sagan et al., 1977,
Jones et al., 1979).
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EFFECT OF INTERPARTICLE FORCE AND REYNOLDS NUMBER ON WIND THRESHOLD
SPEED
J. D. Iversen, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa 50011, B. R. White,
Univ. California at Davis, Davis, CA 95616, R. Greeley, Center for
Meteorite Studies, Arizona State Univ., Tempe, AZ 85281, R. Leach, NASA
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035, J. B. Pollack, NASA
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035
Data collected from the MARSWIT low-atmospheric-density wind tunnel
have been used to determine new and improved expressions for the
threshold friction speed of wind-blown particles.
Estimates of threshold speed on Mars and Venus were presented in Ref. 1.
These estimates were based primarily on data taken at atmospheric
pressure (Ref. 2), except for 4 points available from Ref. 3. Since
then, the MARSWIT facility has been completed and a great deal of
data at low atmospheric pressure has been compiled (Refs. 4 &5).
The data from the MARSWIT facility used to determine the new friction
speed correlation covers the following ranges of values:
Particle Diameter - 37 to 673 microns
Particle Density -1100 and 2650 kg/m3
Atmospheric Density - 0.006 to 1.22 kg/m3
Gas Composition - air and carbon dioxide
The effect of Reynolds number was eliminated by cross-plotting data
at constant values of Reynolds number B = u* D lv. The effect of
t P
interparticle force was then determined by multiple regression analysis
of the resulting data. The effect of interparticle force can then be
eliminated from the original data and the curve shown in Fig. 1
results. This curve displays the dimensionless threshold friction
speed u* (p/p gv)1/3 as a function of the Reynolds number B as it
t p
would appear if the interparticle forces of cohesion were absent.
That the data fairly well coalesce to a single curve illustrates the
accuracy of the interparticle force function.
Expressions for the dimensionless friction speed A = u* /(p gD /p)1/2
t p p
as a function of Reynolds number B and interparticle force derived
from the curve of Fig. 1 can be used to determine threshold speed
accurately for large ranges of particle densities and diameters and for
a variety of atmospheric conditions.
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REYNOLDS NUMBER B
PITTED AND FLUTEDROCKS- VIKING COMPARISONS
*McCauley, John F.,-*Breed, Carol S., *Grolier, Maurice Jo,
+Whitney, Marion I., and X'Ward, A. Wesley, *U.S. Geological
Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona 86001, +Central M_chigan
University, Mount Pleasant, Michigan 48859, ^Geology Depart-
ment, Arizona State University, Tempe,Arizona 85281
The pitted and fluted rocks of the Western Desert of Egypt described
in previous reports (refs. I, 2, 3, 4) bear a striking resemblance
to the pitted and fluted rocks seen by the Viking Landerso Although
much has been written on wind-faceted stones such as dreikanter,
descriptions of pitted and fluted rocks in desert regions are scarce.
Sharp (5) provides one of the most complete accounts of wind-
produced pitting, fluting, and grooving of Pleistocene ventifacts
east of the Big Horn Mountains, Wyoming. These ventifacts are
lithologically diverse, and are composed of chert, quartz, quartzite,
quartzitic sandstone, gneiss, hornfels, pegmatite, diabase, and many
varieties of granite. They were eroded by northwesterly winds
similar in direction to present-day areal winds° The erosion
observed was ascribed to sand blasting, but thepossibility that
finer material caught in small vortices might have aided in the wind
cutting process was considered. The multiple faces on these venti-
facts were explained by shifting of the stones with time, because
of strong evidence that the wind has blown consistently from one
direction in this area since Pleistocene time°
Higgins (6) described small, faceted Late Pleistocene ventifacts
from Ocean Cove, California. He recognized that fine abrasives in
suspension are probably important in wind erosion and that scour by
suspended particles can be almost as effective on the leeward side
as on the windward side of a ventifact. Thus, shifting of a rock
with time is not necessary to explain leeward erosion.
• Whitney and Dietrich (7) show from field and experimental studies
that suspended dust is an important factor in ventifact sculpture.
As a consequence of this work, the definition of a ventifact is
_expanded from a stone or pebble that has been faceted, cut, shaped
or worn by sandblast action to include "any rock or mineral fragment
which has been shaped, worn, or polished by wind-promoted activities°"
They also point out that many of the fine erosional structures seen
on ventifacts are too small or too fragile to have been produced by
sandblast action. Experimental evidence indicates that all rock
surfaces can be eroded simultaneously, but at different rates, when
subjected to prolonged impingement by directed airstreams. Another
suggestion by Whitney and Dietrich, which may have application to
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the pitted and fluted rocks from the Western Desert of Egypt and to
the Viking Lander rocks, is that slower winds carrying only dust
particles mayaccount for more overall erosion than the less frequent
winds of sand-moving strength.
Whitney (8) emphasizes the importance of vorticity and the role of
positive, negative, and secondary flow in the production of small
wind erosion features such as pits, flutes, and grooves° Negative
(reverse flow in the upwind direction) and secondary flow (trans-
verse to either the positive or negative flow) in the lee of a
ventifact results in erosion by dust-laden air in close contact with
the rock surface° Negative and secondary flow also controls the
distribution of small vortices that form normal to the surface and
produce circular erosion pits° In general, the more irregular the
shape of the rock the more the negative and secondary flow and the
greater the degree of erosion. We think the highly irregular,
pitted and fluted rocks previously described from Egypt represent an
important but neglected type of ventifacto Somesolution has prob-
ably occurred on these sandstone and quartzite ventifacts, pri-
marily during the many periods of semi-aridity that punctuate the
history of the region, but these effects are miniscule and cannot
explain the complex surface textures observed°
To test the hypothesis that the pitted and fluted rocks of the
Western Desert are ventifacts formed by northerly winds and that
sand blasting is not necessarily the process by which they formed,
we conducted a series of wind tunnel simulation studies on oriented
specimens at Arizona State University (2). Visualization of air
flow below the saltation velocity of sandwas provided by a bubble
generating device produced by Sage Action Inco, Ithaca, New York.
At tunnel velocities of about 1 to 2 meters per second, the 2 to 3
n_nbubbles simulate (in a general way) the behavior of atmospheric
dust as it moves over and around a ventifacto
Air flow separation and negative flow was observed behind rock
faces inclined from 35° to 50° to windward° Secondary flow was also
observed. Vorticity normal to specimen faces occurred in the lees
and on the sides of most of the irregular and apparently non-
streamlined rocks° Bubbles impacted on the windward faces, or were
pulled from the separated air flow behind the specimen and then
moved in a reverse direction° Someof these bubbles moving in the
reverse direction hovered behind, or spiralled into pits, flutes,
and irregular erosional concavities on the lee surfaces of the
specimens° When the specimens are aligned with the air flow as
they were collected in the f4eld, bubble motions can be related to
the overall erosional pattern on each rock° In other orientations
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the bubble pattern became disorganized, lost contact with the speci-
men, and had no relation to the surface morphology° From these
experiments we conclude: I) that the pits and flutes on all sides
of these rocks can be explained by winds blowing predominantly from
the north and 2) that abrasion by dust and silt, carried by every-
day winds at velocities less than the threshold velocity for sand,
is probably responsible for most of the erosional patterns observed.
The view of the martian surfaces obtained by the Viking Landers show
a variety of pitted and fluted rocks, much like those from the
Western Desert of Egypt. Figure ia is a view of a typical pitted
quartzite boulder from the Western Desert of Egypt and Figure Ib
shows "sponge rock a at the Viking 1 site. The simflarities are
obvious, even to the presence of a deflational moat in the loose
sediments on the upwind sides of both specimens. Viking investiga-
tors have commented that the pits in the martian rocks are larger
and more widespread than those from any known terrestrial localities,
but have generally interpreted these features as vesicles only
slightly modified by wind erosion. We think that the Egyptian data,
the work of Whitney and Dietrich, and our wind tunnel experiments
indicate that most of the rocks and boulders at both landing sites
are ventifacts, and that the overall degree of wind erosion on the
surface of Mars has not been fully appreciated° Recognition of the
Viking rocks as ventifacts cut by windblown dust alleviates many of
the problems concerning active wind erosion on Mars raised by the
fact that saltation velocity was not recorded by the Viking Landerso
In our interpretation, saltation is not necessary for wind erosion
to occur. Low wind velocities and the dust entrained in the Martian
atmosphere are sufficient to account for all of the erosion features
seen.
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Figure la. Pitted and fluted quartziteboulderabout 40 cm across from
top of Gilf Kebir plateau in southwesternEgypt.
Figure2b. "Spongerock"fromViking1 landersite. Rockis about20 cm
across.
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VENTIFACTS: MODELS FOR WIND EROSION ON ANY SCALE
Whitney, Marion I., Central Michigan University, Mount Pleasant,
Michigan 48859
Both field and laboratory studies indicate that ventifacts are eroded
by aerodynamic and vorticity processes (Whitney and Dietrich, 1973 and
Whitney, 1978 and 1979), as well as by grain impact, and that suspended
particles such as dust, silt and ice crystals may act as tools in the
interfacial flow lines (Dietrich, 1977a, 1977b and _itney, 1979). The
history of most individual ventifacts can be discerned acurately and
relatively simply. It can be shown that they constitute convenient
models of wind systems around all sorts of objects both large and small.
That is, the aerodynamic concept based on my study of ventifacts pro-
vides a universal tool for the understanding of the origins of features
eroded bywind, regardless of their scale. In other words, the form of
the resultant wind eroded feature reflects, in large measure, the
history of development of the feature. For instance, from the distor-
tion on the rim of a vortex pit, it is possible to determine the domin-
ant wind direction involved in shaping the pit--the score and rays
associated with the pit denote the direction of turning of the gyre.
Examples include the following: the origin of a triquetrous ventifact
can be extended to apply to the origin of a yardang. The origin of
wind eroded flutes on ventifacts may help elucidate history of the
origin of a flute on a Martian canyon wall.
Much of our original analysis was based on several hundred wind sculp-
tured, former beach pebbles that occur sporadically around Lake Mich-
igan where the typical original pebble forms are well known and where
every gradation in form from unmodified beach pebbles to highly
modified triquetrous ventifacts may be found. To supplement these
observations, we have conducted eighteen years of diverse laboratory
research in which flow patterns around various shapes have been exam-
ined and the results of prolonged wind blast and dust blast tests have
been investigated. Also by studying ventifacts from many additional
localities--including such regions as Wind River, Wyoming; Garnet Ridge,
California; Egypt; and both valley and mountain ridge localities in
Antarctica--our analyses have been expanded even further.
Analyses of ventifacts formed in a two, three or four wind direction
system are possible. Where one wind direction is highly dominant, as
in parts of Egypt, assessment of ventifact history can be quite simple.
Where ventifaets are more complicated, as in parts of Antarctica where
they have undergone reorientation by ice action, the task is more
difficult--for example, there may be evidence of an original shaping
direction that is in marked contrast to that of later wind-sculpturing
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directions. Nonetheless, in nearlyall cases assessment of the history
of ventifact formation is possible. This is true because under aero-
dynamic influence, erosional features typically develop in sets and
consequently there are sets of undercut facets, flutes, pits, keels and
other features belonging to both the older and the more recent venti-
fact-to-wind orientations.
Illustrations that demonstrate how the shape of an object influences
the dispersal of wind flow around it and thus, its sculptural patterns
will be shDwn. Ventifacts from several regions--such as Michigan,
California, Egypt and Antarctica--will be compared and contrasted in
order to illustrate diverse degrees of complexity.
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STUDIES OF THE COATINGSON SAND GRAINS FROM THE GILF KEBIR, SOUTHWEST
EGYPT
Donna J. Presteland John E. Wainwright,LockheedElectronicsCo., Inc./
JohnsonSpace Center,Houston,TX 77058 and FaroukEI-Baz,NASM
SmithsonianInstitution,Washington,D.C. 20560
INTRODUCTION
Field investigationshave establishedthat the red color of desert
sand is due to the presenceof iron-oxidecoatingson individualgrains
(Van Houten 1973, Folk 1976, Walker 1967). True color earth-orbital
photographsof the Egyptiandesert show distinct variationsin desert
color. Sand grains become redder as the distancefrom their source
increases. Based on color, EI-Baz (1978)recognizedthree relative-age
zones which do not correspondto boundariesof geologicalformations.
We have initiatedan investigationof sands from the Egyptian desert to
determinewhat minerals are contributingto the color,and whether the
observedgeographicvariationsin color are due to varyingthicknesses
and mineralogyof the coatingson individualsand grains.
MINERALOGY& MORPHOLOGYOF THE COATINGS
The sand grains examinedwere collectedfrom a dune in Wadi Bahkt,
a valley in the _outheastcorner of the Southern Gilf Kebir plateauin
the Egyptiandesert. This region is included in EI-Baz'szone 3, the
area displayingthe darkestcolor. Heavily-coatedquartz sand grains
and those with coatings concentratedin pits or cracks were chosen for
X-ray powderdiffractionstudy using the Gandolficamera. The coating
was gently scrapedfrom many individualgrains in order to c_ncentrate
sufficientmaterial for analysis. Hematite and kaolinite(TAclay
mineral) were identifiedin the scrapings. Diffractionlines from
kaolinitesuggesta well-crystallizedmaterial. In contrast,hematite
displayeddiffuse lines inferringpoor crystallinityand very fine grain
size. Additionalgrains were fracturedunder liquid freon to expose the
interiorof the grains and a cross sectionof the coating. The grains
were examinedby SEM at magnificationsfrom IOOX-2OO,OOOX. Energydis-
persivex-ray analysis (EDXA)was used to qualitativelydeterminethe
chemistryof the coatingand attached crystals.EDXA indicatesthat the
coatingis much richer in Al than Fe. This suggeststhat the coatingis
predominantlya clay materialwith very finely disseminatedhematite.
All of the grains studiedhad an irregular,pitted surfacewith a
ubiquitouscoatingof fine-grainedmaterial. The coating has a well-
defined contactwith the underlyingquartz surface (Fig. l) and conforms
closelyto grain morphology. Its thicknessvaries from 0.5 _m to 4.5 _m
over the surfaceof a single grain. The coatingexhibitsa complex
morphologyand is composedof randomly-orientedparticlesrangingin size
from a few hundredangstromsto about 2 micrometers. Many of the par-
ticles are hexagonalplatelets(Fig. 2). Individualplateletshave a
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grainy surface,with small plateletsoccuringon the surfacesof the
larger plates. This may indicatethat books of,plateletsare formed as
the resultof in-situgrowth of small plateletson larger, preexisting
ones. Additionally,we have observedincipientgrowth of coating
crystalson a quartz grain surface (Fig. l). The coatingshows no evi-
dence of successivelayers of depositionover most of the surfacearea
of the grain. No systematicchangesin morphology (crystalsize or
orientation),mineralogy,or chemistrywere observed. However, in a few
pitted regions,some preferredorientationof plateletsin response to
grain morphologywas seen. Twistedplateletsand oriented platelets
occur within pits and in areas surroundingpits. Recognizedabrasion
featuresincludeextensivegrooving,cracking,and degradingof the
coating,and polishingof protrudingridges on the grains. Additionally,
secondarycrystalsof gypsum and halite,and small areas plasteredwith
silica were noted.
DISCUSSION
The occurrenceof small plateletson the surfacesof larger plate-
lets, and the growth of coatingcrystalsdirectlyon the quartz grain
surfaceare consistentwith in-situnucleationand growth processes.
The lack of layeringalso suggestsgradualgrowth on a preexisting
coating. These featuresimply that nucleationand in-situgrowth pro-
cesses are the predominantmechanismsfor coating formation,rather than
a mechanicalplasteringof clay particleson the quartz substrate.
We proposeto examinegrains from EI-Baz'sother color zones and
the parent rock (Nubiansandstone)from Egypt to determinewhere and how
the coating originates. We are seekingmicroscopicevidence relevant
to the hypothesisthat the coatingdevelopsduring aeolian transport.
We have comparedthe mineralogyof the coatingto desert varnish. Work
by Potter and Rossman (1977,1979) on desert varnish indicatesthat clay
minerals (montmorilloniteand mixed-layerillite)comprisemore than 70%
of the varnish,and are necessaryfor varnish formation. They also note
that both clays and Mn and Fe oxides are always found in varnish. The
importanceof clay and Fe oxides in varnish is in accordancewith our
resultson sand grain coatings. However, Potterand Rossmanhave observed
no crystallinityin their varnishmaterials (Rossman1979, pers. comm.).
The reason for this differenceis as yet unresolved;however,it likely
resultsfrom differentconditionsof formation. For example,in extremely
arid environmentsthe coatingon desert sands may developby slow growth
which allows crystaldevelopment,while the desertvarnish studied by
Potter and Rossmandevelops in a more humid environmentat the soil-water
interfaceinvolvingsuccessiverewettingepisodesand a complex chemical
environment. Therefore,the processesinvolkedmay not be directly
comparable.
The study of the mineralogyand morphologyof these coatings is
necessaryto evaluate their effect on the spectralcharacteristicsof
desertsas observed in satellitephotographs. Resultsdiscussedhere
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may have significant implications to the signatures of planetary rego-
liths obtained by spectral reflectance measurements. In fact, the fine
dust on Mars could coat grain surfaces and might be thick enough to
strongly affect the observed spectral characteristics.
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FigureI. Coatingcrystals growing Figure2. At 30,O00X,Randomly-
along the contactwith the quartz orientedbooks of hexagonal
grain surface. At lO,O00X,width platelets. Width of field of
of field of view is 9 micrometers, view is 3 micrometers.
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MARS: SIMULATION OF SURFACE WIND ABRASION
Greeley, Ronald and Steven H. Williams, Department of Geology, Arizona
State University, Tempe, Arizona 85281
Prior to Viking results, wind erosion on Mars was thought to be very
effective and to occur at a high rate (I). Although the Viking landers
represent only two sites on the planet, and the total time of observa-
tion since landing is very short geologically, it would appear that wind
abrasion is not as effective as once conceived (2,3).
The strategy for accurately determining the rate of aeolian abrasion is
as follows. The three primary parameters are:
I) The susceptibility to abrasion of various rock materials
and other substances under simulated martian conditions.
2) The flux of saltating particles under martian wind
conditions.
3) The frequency of occurrence of saltation strength winds
on Mars.
The latter parameter can be estimated from Viking meteorological obser-
vations; the saltation flux can be estimated by wind tunnel studies,
Earth observations and numerical analyses (4); and the susceptibility
of different rocks and minerals to abrasion can be determined in the
laboratory. Abrasion measurements from a first-generation erosion
machine (RAMED) have been previously reported (Fig. i; ref. 5). However,
subsequent high speed motion pictures of RAMED have revealed that some
of the impacting material is prevented from striking the target by other
impactors. This effect would yield a value for the susceptibility to
abrasion that is too low. An abrasion machine that avoids this problem
was developed at the Argonne National Laboratory to study metal wear.
The blocking of impactors is greatly reduced by slinging the impactors
from a rotating arm at stationary targets (Fig. 2), rather than have a
moving target inter=ect a sand stream, as in RAMED. Some modifications
were made to the Argonne design to facilitate abrasion study, and the
Nartian Rotating Erosion Device (MRED) was fabricated. It has the capa-
bility o£ abrading targets at pressures ranging from <I mb to atmospheric
and at any impact angle with impact velocities ranging from <5 to 120
meters per second. Preliminary runs o_ basalt (Fig. I) show that the
MRED results are compatible with the trial runs at Argonne, both of
which yield a slightly higher value for the susceptibility to abrasion
than RAMEDdid. Future tests will be conducted to determine the susep-
tibility to abrasion for a variety of materials under these variable
condit ions.
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Figure i: Susceptibility to abrasion (SA) for
Basalt.
This graph compares values from different abrasion
machines for the susceptibility to abrasion of
basalt. All runs were done at approximately mar-
tian pressure (I-I0 mb) on similar but not identical
basalt samples. Quartz sand (125-175 micron diame-
ter) was used as the impacting material. All impacts
were normal to the target. The units for suscepti-
bility to abrasion are mass lost from target (g)
divided by mass of impactors striking target (g).
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-- SAND STIRRING MOTOR
-- -- SAND HOPPER
Figure 2: MRED (Martian Rotating Erosion
Device)
Sand feeds from a hopper through the vacuum
chamber lid into the hub of the rotating arm.
It travels down the'hollow arm, from which it
is slung at a target sample. Steel wool in
the bottom of the chamber traps sand after
impact.
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"AGGREGATE" PARAMETERS AND MARTIAN AEOLIAN ABRASION
Krinsley, D.H., Fillers, T. and Patera, E. Dept. of Geology? Arizona
State University, Tempe, AZ 85281
Viking photographs show evidence of vast aeolian action on Mars
including dune fields and dune forms. However, it has been suggested
that the high velocity winds which presumably exist on Mars will
cause the destruction of sand sized particles, leaving only silt and
clay (Sagan, 1977; Krinsley and Leach, 1979; see also Toon et al.,
1977; Toulmin et al., 1977; Baird et al., 1976; Huck et al., 1977).
In order to account for the presence of aeolian features on Mars,
which involves saltation of sand sized particles (Cutts and Smith,
1973), Greeley (1979) postulated that sand sized agglomerates of
small particles form, held together via electrostatics. Kr ins ley
et al. (1979) describe laboratory experiments in which olivine
aggregates were formed at various velocities and list some of their
properties.
In a further series of experiments, olivine aggregates were ~Ieated as
described in Krinsley, et al. (1979) at 8,20,30 and 40 m sec . After
removal from the abrasion device (Krinsley, Greeley and Pollack, in
press), the material was aggitated in a sonic sifter for 5 minutes to
create the maxi~um number of aggregates; this was done because material
taken directly from the abrasion device contains few aggregates and
these are weak and easily disintegrate. This aggitation is similar to
what would occur in nature, for as winds of high velocity decrease in
intensity, gentie motion will produce numerous aggregates and strengthen
them.
Size frequency studies were made of the material produced in the
abrasion device after the aggregates had been manually crushed and
destroyed. The percentage of aggregates to remaining material, the
axes lengths of the largest and smallest aggregates, shape, internal
structure, relative strength and the ratio of sand sized particles to
clay (ornrnitting aggregates) was made at each of the velocities indicated
above, after sifting. In addition, mosaics across aggregates (with the
scanning electron microscope [SEM]) were made at low magnification to
study orientation and packing.
-1No aggregates were produced at velocities of 8 m sec ,whi!r aggregates
comprised onlY_t% of the total amount of material at ~~ sec ; however,
25% at 30m sec and 5Qt of the material at 40m sec consisted of
aggregates. At 8m sec hardly any of the abraded material was less
than 37~ in diameier, at 20m sec -1, 18%, at 30m sec-I, 63%, and
finally at 40m sec- , 73% was less than 37~m. Thus the production
of silt and clay and the destruction of sand sized olivine appears to
parallel the increased production of aggregates with increasing wind
velocity.
Smaller aggregates which have a lower size of about 300~m tend to be
spherical, and are produced over the entire range of velocities. The
maximum aggregate diameter increases with increasing velocity to about
620~m at 40m sec-I; the larger sizes tend to be egg shaped, are layered
and are stronger than the smaller forms. With increasing velocity, all
aggregates tend to become stronger and more stable, but there obviously
is some limiting velocity at which breakdown occurs.
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Photographs taken with the SEM demonstrate that the olivine aggregates
are composed of flat, elongated particles, about i0 to 50_m in diameter
in a matrix of very fine silt to clay sized particles. Occasionally,
large particles of silt (>50_m) are observed oriented irregularly in the
larger aggregates ; frequently large cracks appear around them. Most of
the larger particles are observed with their flat faces parallel and in
some cases overlapping. Aggregates lose their charge afte= a few months
at earth pressures and temperatures; films of water are absorbed from the
atmosphere and probably substitute for electrostatic charges, holding the
aggregates together.
Strong wind should produce violent breakage of sand sized particles on
_rs, reducing the material to silt and clay. Simultaneously, aggregates
will form and disintegrate, reaching various steady states at given velo-
cities. As winds of high velocity decrease in intensity, aggregate
formation should increase and should reach figures of at least 25% of the
total material, depending on a number of factors, such as the distribution
of mineralogy in the initial sand-silt-clay source, the density of the
cloud, the velocity and fetch of the wind, etc. Since the charge on
clay particles probably lasts for long periods of time on Mars due to
the low temperatures and Pressures on that planet, weak wind gusts and/or
updrafts, if above threshold velocity for movement of fine particles,
would tend to create additional aggregates. Since aggitation increases
strength, with time aggregates will acquire increased cohesion and will
be more likely to form eolian structures. It appears that the type of
wind action which occurs in nature on Mars is just what would be expected
to produce the maximum aggregate number and strength.
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INVENTORYOF WIND-FORMEDFEATURESONMARS: AN EOLIANATLAS
Breed, Carol S., Ward, A. Wesley, McCauley, John Fo, and Witbeck,
Nanci, U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
An inventory ofwind-formed features on Mars, utilizing data from
Earth-based telescopes and from the Mariner 9 and Viking images is
in progress, in preparation of an Eolian Atlas of Mars. The regional
distribution of yardangs, grooved and fluted terrain, deflation
pits, dark streaks, light streaks, dunes, and "sand" sheets will be
shown on geomorphic maps utilizing the U.SoGoSoIo25 M mosaics as
a base. Key images that illustrate types of eolian features on
Mars will be accompanied by full-page captions that wi,ll summarize
the interpretations of these features by various investigators°
Possible analogs of martian features in terrestrial deserts will
be presented in a separate section° The early history of investi-
gations of eolian processes and landforms on Mars will be described
in an introductory chapter. Subsequent chapters will synthesize
results from Mariner 9 and Viking. The summary chapter will include
an assessment of the role of the wind as a geologic agent on Mars.
The Atlas will also include a comprehensive bibliography.
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EOLIAN FEATURESOF THE NORTHPOLARREGIONONMARS: COMPARISONWITH
EARTH
Breed, Carol So, McCauley, John F., and Grolier, Maurice J.,
U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
Massed crescentic ridges are the most commondunes on Mars; they
are similar in plan to dunes that are typical of many desert basin
ergs anddune fields on Earth. This correspondence implies that
the dynamics of dune formation are similar on the two planets,
despite martian constraints on dune formation that include much
higher velocity winds required to move "sand" in saltation, the
possible inhibition of "sand" movement by adsorbed water vapor,
the seasonal "snow" cover in the north circumpolar erg, and a
probably sparse "sand" supply. Scale ratios derived from measure-
ments of martian dunes are almost identical to scale ratios for
much smaller gypsum dunes at White Sands, NewMexico (fig° I).
Isolated, scattered barchan dunes along the southern margin of the
north circumpolar erg may indicate a diminished sand supply or
deflation of parts of the region by high-speed winds. A complex
dune formed by theapparent collision of barchans suggests that
dunes of different sizes on Mars, as on Earth, migrate at different
rates (fig. 2). The present activity of the martian dunes, however,
is not known and they must be at least seasonally inactive.
Uniform dune patterns in areas of "sand" accumulation on Mars, as
on Earth, reflect the long-term adjustment of eolian bedforms to
wind regimes, sand supply, and topographic variations. Boundary
ridges of sand delineate many topographically cont_olled dune
fields and ergs on Mars, as on Earth. Complex akle patterns on
both planets probably reflect locally complex wind regimes. Possible
wind erosion grooves and the apparent superposition of some dune
patterns in the north circumpolar erg may record changes in the
martian eolian regime. Preservation of these features implies
considerable cohesion of the dune sands.
Large through-going longitudinal dune belts, commonon Earth, are
not seen on Mars° Both the absence of such "sand-passing" dunes,
and the restriction of "sand-trapping," massive crescentic dunes to
a few sites, suggest that much of the available "sand" has been
removed from the martian plains° Mars may have a long eolian
history in which much of the "sand" suitable for saltation has
already been transported to the north polar erg and crater-floor
dune fields. On Earth, the formation of "mature" ergs is estimated
to require 2xlO 6 years or more. By analogy, the massive dunes on
Mars probably required as much or more time to accumulate. The age
of their formation is not known; it may extend to periods when
climatic conditions were possibly more Earth-like than at present.
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Figurecaptions:
I. Massed crescenticdune ridges:a)at latitude72°N, longitude
53° in the north circumpolarerg on Mars, and b) at White Sands,
New Mexico show a close correspondenceof patternelements.
Ratiosof measured dune segmentwidths, lengths,and wave-
length are identicalfor both dune fields,although the martian
dunes at this localityare about five times larger than those
at White Sands (Breedet al., in press).
2. Barchandunes in collision:a)at latitude 73°N, longitude39o50,
on Mars, and b) in the SechuraDesert, Peru. The larger segment
of the martian dune at (A) is about 500 m wide and 200 m long.
The larger segmentof the Peruviandune (B) is about lO0 m wide
and 50 m long (Breedet al., in press).
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"ZIG-ZAG" DUNES ON MARS AND EARTH
Smith, Roger S. U.; Geology Department, University of Houston,
Houston, Texas 77004
"Zig-zag" transverse dunes are common in the north-polar dune fields
on Mars but uncommon on Earth and easily mistaken for barchan dunes
at the scale of orbital imagery. If these martian dunes behave like
their terrestrial counterparts, they may be diagnostic of a regime of
mostly diametrically-opposed winds balanced roughly in intensity over
a year's time. Thus winds blowing towards the north pole of Mars may
locally balance those blowing away from the pole and any vialble model
of martian meteorology must account for this reversal.
"Zig-zag" dunes differ from barchans in that: 1) their plan is angular
rather than rounded; 2) they are made of nearly-straight, parallel-
sided segments, unlike the tapering horns of barchans; 3) the junction
angle between segments is acute and individual forms are connected
laterally into transverse features, unlike the en echelon arrangement
typical of barchans; and 4) individual segments-Sre roughly symmetrical
in cross section, at least on Earth.
The best terrestrial example of "zig-zag" dunes yet found is in northern
Death Valley, California, a NW-trending graben 2000 meters below
confining mountains. Most of the dunes are 2-4m tall and made of
segments about 25m wide by 50-250m long joined at angles of 60-900 ,
but some are single triangular ,pyramids. These dunes adjoin a field
of NE-trending transverse dunes and incipient star dunes, where Clements
et al (1963) documented seasonal reversal of form and migration from
NW to SE and little net annual movement. The martian "zig-zag" dunes
are similar to these "zig-zag" dunes in proportions but tend to join
at sharper angles and be several times larger in plan view.
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MAINTENANCE OF BARCHAN SIZE IN THE SOUTHERN ALGODONES DUNE CHAIN,
IMPERIAL COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
Smith, Roger S.U., Geology Department, University of Houston, Houston,
Texas, 77004
Barchans may maintain steady size because of fixed sand supply and not
because of any characteristic wind conditions. Within the southern
Algodones dune chain, barchans maintain steady size despite large
fluctuations in the intensity and duration of the winds that blow along
their axes. During two intervals, June 1968 through May 1978 and
January 1976 to January 1978, most dunes were the same height at the
end of each interval as at the beginning and growing dunes roughly
offset shrinking dunes. Winds recorded at the junction of the All
American and Coachella canals, 8km west of the dunes, were generally
much weaker and less persistent during 1976-7 than during the 1968-78
interval. Velocity and persistence over different intervals3can be
compared by using a characteristic shear velocity U.c =(_U. )1/3 ,
where U. is shear velocity measured hourly and n
n is number of hours. U. is herein computed from velocity exceeding
500cm/sec at 400cm height by assuming that upwind roughness is con-
trolled by Icm pebbles and that wind is measured within a fully-de-
veloped turbulent layer above this surface; little sand moves across
the surface upwind (W&NW) of the instrument to complicate velocity
profiles. For winds aligned with the dunes (W&NW) during 1963-78,
U.c = 41.5 cm/sec and n = 467 hrs/yr; these are strongest and most per-
sistent during April (U.c = 47.2cm/sec and n = 95hrs/mo), weakest during
July (U.c = 32.0cm/sec) and least frequent during August (n = 7 hrs/mo).
During June 1968-May 1978, U.c = 44.7cm/sec and n = 427hrs/yr, but
during January 1976-January 1978, U4c = 32.8cm/sec and n = 245hrs/yr.
For comparison, calculations by Bagnold's (1941) methods suggest that
impact and fluid threshold shear velocities for the dune sand are 19.1
and 23.0cm/sec, respectively, and that shear velocities above 33.4cm/sec
represent "strong" winds capable of moving sand across a surface of icm
pebbles. These data suggest that barchans, once established, maintain
steady height both under conditions of a balance between "strong" and
"gentle" winds (1976-7) as well as under predominant "strong" winds
(1968-78).
Barchan shrinkage during January 1978 to January 1979 was pronounced
and was probably caused by sand storage on the interdune floor behind
small plants that sprouted following frequent heavy rains during the
1977-8 winter and spring season. Winds were unusually light and infre-
quent during 1978 (Uwc = 34.4cm/sec, n = 210hrs/yr), but dunes main-
tained steady size during the 1976-7 years of comparable conditions.
If a constant volume of sand is available within the dune field and some
of it is stored on interdune flats, then each dune must shed sand and
shrink until the interdune sand cover thickens to equilibrate with wind
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conditions. As annualplants shriveland releasethe sand trapped
behind them, the dunes should grow to their former sizes unless unusual-
ly-heavyrainfallcauses new plants to sprout. Averageor unusually-
intenseor persistentwinds during and followingplant sproutingwould
probablyminimize sand buildupbetween the dunes, and dunes would proba-
bly shrink less under these conditionsthan under 1978 conditions.
ReferenceCited
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London: Methuen, 265p.
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TOPOGRAPHICALLYOCNI_qgLLEDDUNE SYSTEMSON EARI_AND MARS
Mc Cauley,CamillaK. andWilliamJ. Breed,Museumof Northern
Arizona,Flagstaff,Az., 86001
VikingOrbiterpictureshave revealedn_us topographically
oontrolledune fieldsas well as depositionalstreaksthatlie down-
wind fromcraterson Mars (Fig.i). Manyof thesestreaksemanatefrom
intra-craterdune depositsand probablyrepresentclimbingdunes.
An instrumentedfieldstudyis beingconductedon the dynamicsof
climbingdunesand the influenceof topographyon mobilethrough-
goingsandsystemsalongthe westernend of the PaintedDesertin
northernArizona. Climbing,falling,barchanand dcmedunesare all
well representedhere andoccurin a widevarietyof topographically
controlledenvironments.
Thisis one of themostwindsweptregionsin the south%_sternUnited
Statesdue to theupwindtolx)graphiceffectsof the San FranciscoPeaks
and surroundingvolcaniccindercones. Sedimentsare blownonto ter-
racesnortheastof the LittleColoradoRiverby the prevailingsouth-
westerlywindsand formnumerousfieldsof barchandunes.Withinthis
area,activeand inactivedunesup to 10 metersin heighthave accum-
ulatedat the baseof, around,and on top of a 60 meterhighescarp-
ment thatextendsalongthemarginof the PaintedDesert. The actively
migratingduneslosetheirdistinctivebarchanoidformsas theynear
the base of the escarpment.Therethey formclimbingdunesand ridges
thatfunnelup a seriesof formerwatercoursesto surmountnearly
verticalcliffs. Trailingsandsheetsfromthe climbingdunessupply
sandforthe formationof transverse,fallingand domeduneson top of
the escarpment.Sandgrainscomprisingtheseduneshaveclimbed165
metersovera distanceof 15 km frcmtheirsourcein the LittleColo-
radoRiverfloodplain.
Topographyplaysan importantroleon through-goingsandsystems. Strong
localfunnellingeffectsoccurin thisareawhichin turnhave caused
localincreasesin windvelocityof as much as 50% as measuredin the
field. Resultingair-h0me sandplumesand gravitationalcascadescom-
bineto formthemorphologyof climbingdunesand sandridgeson the
escarpmentperiphery.
This areahas been subjectedto multipleperiodsof dune formationof
unknownage and to episodics%L_epingawayof eoliandepositsduring
periodsof fluvialactivity.Archeologicevidencesuchas datablearti-
factsfoundamongthe dune sandsand interbeddedvolcaniccindersin the
dunesmay providesomeideasof the ratesand intensityof pluvialand
eoliancycleswithinthisregion.
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Recentinvestigationsof selectedsiteswithinthe areahave included
longterm,in situfieldmeasurementsof annualand seasonalwind
regimesat variouselevationsabovethe sandsurface,both belowand
on top of the scarp. Threewind recordingsystemswere installedat
variouslocationswithinthe dune field. Twoof the systemsrecord
windvelocityand directionat variableheightsup to i0 metersabove
the surface. This instrumentationpermitssimultaneousconloarisonf
the localwind regimeat variouslocationsand elevations.
In additionto monitoringthewind regime,sandsamplesfrommore
than i00 siteswithinthe dune fieldhavebeen analyzedto determine
the relationshipbetweensandmoven__ntand grainsizeparameters.
Themajorobjectiveof this studyis to quantitativelyanalyzetopo-
graphiccontrolof sandaccumulation,duneformationand sandmigra-
tionon slopingsurfaces.Suchmeasurementsof terrestrialanalogs
are expectedto leadto a betterunderstandingof the relationships
betweenlocaltopography,wind regimeand surficialsedimentdistri-
butionon Mars.
Fig. 1 Barchandunesapproachinga crateron Mars (Viking2,
frame571B53).The dunesare surmountingthe crater
rim as climbingdunesand thendescendontothe crater
flooras fallingdunes. Movementis in the direction
of the arrow.
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DUNES RELATED TO OBSTACLES ON EARTH AND MARS: OBSERVATION
AND SIMULATION
Tsoar, Haim and R. Greeley, Department of Geology and Center for Meteorite Studies,
Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85281
Most terrestrial dunes occur in the big ergs of Northern Africa and Asia (Wilson, 1973).
These ergs are within large flat basins or playas which serve as good potential sources for
sand, and are developed independently of fixed surface features (Bagnold, 1954). Terres-
trial sand dunes are rarely found in areas of high relief because of the lack of potential
sources of sand. Except for the northern plains and some large impact basins (e.g. Hellas),
Mars lacks large smooth basins. Many dunes on Mars occur within craters or encounter
crater slopes which change the flow patterns of the dunes. Eddies on the lee side of single
dunes result from flow separation and play an important role in the evolution of the dune
(Tsoar, 1978). Where dunes encounter obstacles, the lee eddies are interrupted and change
their magnitude, form, and direction; dunes located in the lee of obstacles are affected by
the eddies and gusts generated by the obstacle. Understanding the typical morphology of
these dunes is important in the determination of the associated wind directions. Study of
dune types (windward and leeward obstacles) is being conducted through simulations in
the wind tunnel and through field studies. Preliminary results show that sand and dunes
on the windward side of an obstacle can create two distinct features depending on the
slope of the obstacle. When the slope angle is less than 35°, the eddies between the dune
that is approaching the slope and the slope itself are not strong enough to cause a strong
reverse flow. The result will be a destruction of the dune form and a creation of a blanket
of sand that covers the slope and moderates its angle. This form is a climbing dune found
in the deserts of Northern Arizona (Breed et al., in press) and Mojave in California (Evans,
1962) and along coastal cliffs. When the angle of the obstacle is between 40° to 90°,
large eddies develop between the dune and cliff which appears to increase the wind veloc-
ity in the opposite direction to the general wind flow. The result will be a movement of
sand from the slip face of the dune to the brink, deposition over the brink, and preserva-
tion of a V-shaped trough between the dune and the cliff. This form is an echo dune that
cannot climb the slope, but is maintained some distance from it, although in some cases
the edges of echo dunes become climbing dunes. When the wind flow encounters the
brink line of the echo dune obliquely, a helical vortex causes flow along the axis of the
eddy. Figure 1 shows a dune field within a crater in the north polar region of Mars that
creates an echo dune, and apparently is a result of eddies between the inside crater slope
and the dune slip face. According to the V-shaped trough between the dune front and the
crater rim, and to the swelling of the dune brink in the north side we conclude that the
prevailing strong winds were from south to southwest, corresponding to the general wind
direction found in the area for this time of the year (Tsoar et al.. in press). Wind that
changes direction and flows to the reverse way, Le. from the obstacle to the echo dune,
wi11lower the dune brink as a result of reverse flow eddies that carry sand to the V-shaped
trough, as seen in the southwestern p~rt of the echo dune in figure 1. When sand is
moved to the lee side of an obstacle it creates an elongated dune form that is linked and
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evolved from the obstacle slope (figure 2). This form is a lee dune and is a result of a
slight deflection of the wind in areas where the obstacle rim has a projection into the
wind. Although resembling longitudinal (seif) dunes, the lee dune is quite different in
formational processes, mechanism of advance, and relation to wind direction.
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Figure 1. Echo dune within a crater in the north polar region of Mars (71°N, 51°W).
Arrows indicate main wind directions (Mosaic of VO frames 487B14, 30 & 32).
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Figure 2. Lee dunes related to a crater rim in the southern hemisphere of Mars (51°S,
9°W). Some of the lee dunes move from the rim inside the crater, others move outside,
which indicates two opposite wind directions (ASU mosaic #52).
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EXPERIMENTAL MODELING OF EROSIONAL WINDFORMS II
*Ward, A. Wesley, and Greeley, Ronald, Arizona State University, Tempe,
AZ 85281 *(Present address, U.S.G.S., Flagstaff, AZ 86001)
This paper presents a discussion of experiments into the evolution of
the streamlined form of yardangs. Because yardangs evolve on a greater
time scale than can be observed, we turned to theoretical and scale-
modeling studies to further our understanding of their genesis. With
reasoning from basic physics and a wind tunnel, we conducted a con-
trolled study on the evolution of model yardangs. Our objectives were
to detail the reasons, methods, types and sites of activity, evolu-
tionary sequences, and forms of evolving yardangs and to compare these
forms with those of natural yardangs.
The theoretical formation of yardangs by wind erosion can be modeled
with a few principles from fluid mechanics. A body immersed in a
moving fluid will have three ambient flow regions. Upstream (or upflow) ,
where the flow is essentially undisturbed, is the ideal flow region.
Near the body, the fluid develops a frictional shear layer called the
boundary layer. Separation of the boundary layer from the immersed
body creates the third flow region, the wake. The wake is the source
of some of the drag on the body. The other component of drag is rough-
ness or skin friction. The sum of these two equals the total drag.
The form of the boundary layer is dependent upon the pressure gradient
~ p. When pressure decreases in the direction of flow (i.e., ~ < 0),
~ X ~ 1\
the gradient is said to be favorable, aiding the transport of a particle.
Conversely, the gradient is adverse if pressure increases in the
direction of flow. By Bernoulli's principle, velocity and pressure
vary along an immersed body of variab]e cross section. The pressure
gradient can be completely reversed, which causes separation of the
boundary layer. Air particles near the surface will experience a
decrease in momentum and come to rest. These will deflect following
particles out and away from the surface, which is the actual separation.
The following particles will be drawn down to the new pressure gradient,
and will reverse their course and begin to move upstream because the
pressure gradient locally goes the other way. This reverse flow has
also been termed backflow and negative flow (Whitney, 1978).
The shape of the immersed body determines the form or pressure drag
and much of the total drag. Elongating and tapering (or streamlining)
an initially cylindrical immersed body reduces the pressure drag and
also the total drag. However, as a consequence, skin friction drag
becomes more critical because the surface area is increased. But, the
total drag on an immersed body is at a minimum {and the two drag
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components are of equal value) at a thickness/length ratio of approxi-
mately 1:4. On such a streamlined form, the flow is ideal completely
around the body except for a thin boundary layer and a thin wake.
Because pure wind erosion of natural samples in the wind tunnel requires
apparently several hundreds to perhaps thousands of hours before stream-
lining fully develops, synthetic samples were constructed that dup-
licated the characteristics of natural yardangs. Samples and scale
models were constructed from a mixture of 33% fine and medium silica
sand, 33% hominy grits, and 33% moist coffee grounds. Earlier experi-
ments with this type of sample are described in McCauley et al. (1977a)
and Ward (1978). These materials could be molded into moderately
indurated models with the same micro-roughness as natural samples, yet
with loose grains that could be eroded several times faster than natural
samples. Models up to 25 cm by 25cmby 5 cm, with initial shapes
including square, rectangular, circular, cylindrical, and pyramidal
were individually tested at low velocities (5-10 m/sec) for up to 220
hours.
The dominant types of overall yardang shapes and several morphologic
variations were produced. Most models evolve through the sequence of:
a) erosion of windward corners, b) erosion of the front slope and
upper surface, c) erosion of the downwind upper surface, and d) erosion
of the rear flanks.
The region of highest shear stress (highest velocity) is immediately
downwind of the nose on a three-dimensional model. Downwind portions
of the model are eroded in an upwind direction by inward-rotating
currents of reverse airflow. The shape ratios achieved are close to
that of an ideal form and similar to those of many yardangs. The
evolution of the streamlined form seems to proceed asymptotically with
time. Large volume losses are observed early in most experimental runs.
Later, as an equilibrated form develops (and changes in width, for
example, must be accompanied by changes in length), less material is
lost per unit time. The ideal form was not always achieved and actual
drag coefficients were probably much higher than in theory because of
inhomogenetics, protruberances, and other irregularities in each model.
An important consideration for the genesis of refinement of the overall
yardang shape can be made from theoretical modeling. Abrasion (including
saltation) and deflation are the dominant processes acting on a yardang.
However, contrary to earlier speculation (e.g., McCauley et al., 1977b),
abrasion and deflation are most effective at the same places. Where
the velocity is greatest, abrading particles will have their highest
kinetic energy, but this is also the region of lowest ambient pressure,
aiding deflation. Thus, arguments that abrasion dominates over the
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upwind portion of yardangs (except for saltation low on' the bows)
while deflation dominates along the downwind portions, are hard to sub-
stantiate. Deflation is most effective at forward, high=velocity sites
and downwind abrasion can occur as fine particles are carried into and
forward along rear flanks.
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Chapter 7
MASS MOVEMENT, FLUVIAL, PERIGLACIAL, AND
OTItER SURFACE PROCESSES AND LANDFORMS
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SURVEY OF MARTIANFLUVIALFEATURES
Michael H. Carr, U.S. GeologicalSurvey,Menlo Park, CA 94025
A survey of the distributionof channelson the surfaceof Mars has
been completed. Approximately7000 frames coveringthe area between
65°N and 65°S were examined. The frames chosenwere the "moderateres-
olutionmapping frames,"those taken within 5,000 to 12,000km of the
surface,with resolutionsbetween 125 and 300 meters/pixel. The entire
belt was mapped except for the northernpart of Amazonis,easternEly-
sium Planitia,and part of the belt south of 30°S between 180° and 0°
for which moderate resolutionmapping frameswere not available. Three
broad classesof channelswere mapped that roughlycorrespondto the
"runoffchannels,""frettedchannels"and "outflowchannels"of Sharp
and Malin (1975). Runoff channelsare mostly smallerthan those of the
other two classes,being generallyno more than a few tens of kilo-
meters long and less than 2 km wide. They start small, increaseinsize
upstream,and commonlyhave tributaries. Most are probably not true
channelsbut are more analogousto terrestrialriver valleys. Outflow
channels start full size either in areas of chaoticterrainor in
steeplywalled alcoves,and tributariesare rare. They may be very
large, as much as 200 km across and 3000 km long. Frettedchannels are
broad flat-flooredvalleyswith steep walls that commonlyintersect
featuresof the surroundingterrainas if the channelhad been widened
by scarp retreat. Tributariesare relativelycommon. Fretted channels
are transitionalwith the other two channeltypes, but runoff and out-
flow channelscan be readilydistinguished.
Outflow channels. Outflowchannelsare almost totallywithin the old
crateredterrain. All sinuous linear featureswere mapped as channels,
and some small percentage (<< 1%) almost certainlyare tectonicor vol-
canic in origin. The small number of channelsmapped in the sparsely
crateredterrainmay be mostly this non-fluvialcomponent. Within the
old crateredterrain,the densityof channelsvaries considerablyaccor-
ding to location. This variationmay partly reflectdifferencesin the
characterof the old terrain,which can be coarselydividedinto two
units, (i) an older, intenselycratered,dissectedand commonlyfrac-
tured unit, here called crateredplateau, and (2) a younger,more
sparselycrateredplains unit with wrinkle ridges,termed ridgedpla-
teau plains (Greeleyand Spudis,1978). The ridgedplateauplains are
only sparselydissectedand commonlytransectchannelsin the cratered
plateau. The simplestexplanationof these relationsis that most run-
off channels formed very early, mostly before deposition of the ridged
plateauplains. The part of the old crateredterrainthat extends
north of the equatorbetween 280°W and 20°W is relativelysparsely
channeled,especiallybetween 330° and 20° where the number of channels
barely exceedsthat of the sparselycrateredplains. Most cratersin
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this area are surroundedby ridged plateauplains;very little of the
crateredplateaus is exposedat the surfaceother than the crater rims.
The scarcityof channelsmay thus simply reflectthe absenceof expo-
sure of the oldest componentof the density crateredterrain. A simi-
lar explanationmay hold for the region aroundArgyre and the part of
Memnoniabetween 140° and 160° in which runoff channelsare also rela-
tively scarce. In the more extensiveareas of ridged plains within the
heavilycrateredhemisphere,such as HesperiaPlanum, SyrtisMajor
Planitia,and the floor of Argyre,runoff channelsare totallyabsent.
Severallarge channelsoccur within Hellas. These are probablynot
runoff channels,but their origin is somewhatambiguous.
Althoughmost runoff channelsare only a few tens of kilometerslong,
larger channelnetworks are occasionallyfound. Some df the largest
and best integratedtributarynetworksoccur in MargaritiferSinus,
southwestof the main regionsof chaos at the head of the large Chryse
outflowchannels. Here the drainageof much of the runoff channels is
northwesttoward the chaos region. In Sinus Meridianiand Sinus Sabeus,
the drainage is mostly to the west, also in the directionof the chaos
region. North of these two areas,however, drainageis mainly to the
north where no chaos regionsoccur. Drainageis also mainly northward,
toward the plains/uplandboundary,between longitudes260° and 180°.
In other areas no regionalpattern in drainageis obvious. Even where
a regionalpattern is obvious,very few larger integratedchannelsys-
tems are present. The regionalpattern is made up of short segments
with preferredorientations.
Outflow channels. Outflow channels occur in five main regions: (1)
Circum-Chryse: Numerous large channels start _n box canyons north of
Valles Marineris, and in chaos regions to the east of the canyon, then
drain northward ultimately to cross Chryse Planitia, and disappear
around 40°N in Mare Acidalium. (2) Several large channels start in
graben-like features northwest of Elysium Mons and drain northwestward
for about i000 km before disappearing in Utopia Planitia, southwest of
the VL-2 landing site. (3) A large channel can be traced from the
equator northward, approximately along the 170° meridian, in the west
of Amazonis Planitia, until it is lost at around 30°N. (4) Mangala
Vallis starts instantaneously at one of the large graben of the Mem-
nonia Fossae. (5) Several large channels start instantaneously on the
northeast rim of Hellas and drain into the basin floor. All the out-
flow channels cut the ridged plateau plain of the old cratered terrain,
and the plain of the sparsely cratered hemisphere. They therefore ap-
pear to be younger than runoff channels which rarely, if ever, cut the
plains of the sparsely cratered hemisphere of Mars.
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Fretted channels. Fretted channelsoccur along the plains/upland
boundary between 280°W and 0°, around Argyre,and possibly along the
plains/uplandboundarybetween 180° and 210°W, althoughthe latter
channelsare somewhatquestionable. Most frettedchannelscan be
traced upstreaminto channelsthat resemblethe runoff variety. In
the area of frettedchannels (exceptbetween180° and 210°W),debris
flows are common at the bases of steep slopes,and the patternof
erosionsuggests that processesof escarpmentretreatare particularly
effective (Sharp,1973). The flows of the fretted channelsare mostly
devoid of cratersas are debris flows aroundmassifs. Patternswithin
the channelflows suggestthat mass wastinghas been particularlyac-
tive. Crater counts within these channelsprobablymeasure the mass-
wasting rates, not channelage. At themouthof some frettedchannels,
faint linear striationssuggestmass flow of materialout of the chan-
nel. Fretted channelsare interpretedas runoff or outflow channels
enlargedby mass-wastingprocesses.
The next stage in this work will be correlatingchanneldensitieswith
other propertiesof the surfacesuch as color, albedo,elevations,and
geologicunits by means of the various data bases assembledby the Mars
Consortium. Crater countswill also be made on individualchannelsand
on dissectedunits to define more accuratelythe times of formationof
the differentchanneltypes.
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ORIGIN OF MARS FLUVIAL FEATURES: ANALYS~"S FOR FLUIDS OF STRESS AND
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT RHEOLOGY
Thompson, David E., and Julie E. Laity, Jet Propulsion Lab, Caltech,
Pasadena, CA, 91103
Fluid instability analysis for the origin of longitudinal grooving in Tiu
Vallis, Mars, has been developed. The results have shown that for fluids
of exponentially stratified viscosity, those similar to mudflows or
debris flows have the best chance of developing longitudinal helicoidal
flow patterns which might be able to erode groove patterns on channel
bottoms of the large Martian outflow channels (Thompson, 1979a, 1979b).
This analysis has dealt only with flow of arbitrarily varying viscosity.
A separate program is now aimed at relating required sediment or debris
transport to the specific variable viscosity distribution used in the
theoretical analysis. Parallel to that analysis, a second project has
been established which deals with the flow behavior and erosion capabili-
ties of fluids whose viscosities are explicitly dependent on the flow
strain-rate field and the temperature distribution within the fluid.
Thi~s ana 1ys i s i·s be ing deve loped as a mod i fi ed ve rs ion of an or igina 1
stability analysis for glaciers and ice sheets (lhomp~on, 1976, 1978,
1979c). The quasi-plastic rheology exhibited by glaciers and ice sheets
is not meant to be representative of fluid flow in the large Martian
outflow channels; rather the slow viscous flow of debris laden ice or
viscous lavas are being modelled under analysis more compatible to their
actual flow characteristics than that used in the limit-case models of
the previous longitudinal grooving analysis for the Tiu Vallis features.
In addition, flow under explicit stress or temperature dependent rheology
allows calculation of the initial behavior and surface collapse of
chaotic terrain. Thus the analysis addresses massive debris flows repre-
sentative of material conditions just prior to liquefaction and fluid
separation. .
The analysis for this project is part theoretical, part field oriented.
The theoretical analysis is an extension of surface wave stability analy-
sis on glaciers and includes l} growth and decay of large scale surface
fluctuations in fluids of power-law stress-dependent viscosity, and
2) development of kinematic waves as a response of the fluid to changes
in environmental conditions. The temperature dependence and its varia-
tion due to changing flow oonditions needs to be incorporated into the
stability analysis whereby shear heating effects can be examined. The
actual behavior of stress-dependent viscosity fluids is being examined
by a field study on the flow and climatic response of large rock glaciers
in the Sierra Nevada, California. Specifically, air photos of Sierran
rock glaciers taken in 1962, 1972, 1973, and 1974 are being analyzed for
changes in snout position. and collapse features. One large rock glacier
of about 2 km long, at an elevation of between 11600-13000 feet, was
surveyed extensively this sumner from permanent bedrock stations, and
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a strain net of over.50 stations was established on the rock glacier
surface, The strain net consisted of stati'onsalong the longitudinal
central flow line of the rock glacier and stations along six transverse
profiles. Roughly the upper two thirds of the rock glacier is covered
by this net as below this point, the bedrock gradient steepens appreciablY
and flow may,not.be as a rheological continuum. The central survey
profile bifurcates roughly.300 m from the upper end of the rock glacier.
in order to measure local lateral flow input from the surrounding cirque
glacier. The stati'onsalong both the longitudinal and transverse
profiles are roughly 40'50 m apart, The locations of these stations
have been accurately,surveyed with a Wild T-2 theodolite, and will be
resurveyed again both.in early summer (as soon as the surface is snow
free)_and again in the-fall. The total yearly Surface strain-rates of
the Pock glacier can thus.be separated into winter and summer components,
and the res>pons,e,of the rock glacier to seasonal temperatures and mass
variations can be detected, It Is expected that the measured strain-
rates will be very small, but.they-should be within the resolution
errors of the theodolite, The particular rock glacier selected exhibits
extensi'vepressure ridges,and lateral surface variations which seem to
indicate flow acti.vi'ty,.Other rock glaciers,will be surveyed and
monitored as the project continues:
The strain rate data and gross long-term flow changes on Sierran rock
glaciers will help isolate the rheological characteristics of massive
i'ce_cha.rgedebris movements. Models of constitutive relations can
be tested against actual field conditions so that the concurrent
theoretical analysis w-illbe constrained by measured surface strain
rates..l'n this way, realistic viscosity laws for fluids of stress-
dependent rheology can be established and incorporated in the surface
wave stability analys_s. The thermal proflles will be hypothetical
insofar as very few rock glaciers have been drilled or cored (none to
great depth) and monitored by thermistors. The se_sitivity of debris-
laden ice mixtures can.then be tested against climatological fluctuations
or local heating perturbations which might initiate collapse and lique-
faction f!owon Mars,
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MARTIANOUTFLOWCHANNELSCULPTUREDBY GLACIERS
Lucchitta, B. K., U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
and Anderson, D. M., State University of New York at Buffalo,
Buffalo, New York 14260
Several hypotheses have been advanced for the origin of martian outflow
channels (I), but catastrophic flooding (2,3) remains the leading
one principally because of the morphologic similarity with features
observed in the flood-scoured scablands of Washington (4). This paper
will show that martian channel morphologies are equally well explained
by glacial origin.
Morphology: (a) Martian outflow channels widen, constrict, anastomose
and become incised in places. Glaciers on Earth widen and constrict
with topographic changes; glaciers in Antarctica anastomose around ice
rises; deeply incised valleys in Yosemite, in northern Canada, and in
fjords in Greenland and Scandinavia are typical of glacial landscapes.
(b) Where martian channels constrict, they acquire a U-shaped cross
profile. This shape, on Earth, is most distinctive for glacial erosion.
(c) Hanging valleys occur on Mars where distributaries and tributaries
merge with the main channel. Hanging valleys are a classic landform of
terrestrial glacial regions. (d) Long, even terraces (scour marks)
occur on valley walls and islands in martian channels. Similar even
and continuous terraces are seen on Landsat images in glacial valleys
in Alaska, and terraces are recorded by radio-echo sounding on the
subglacial scarp of the Fletcher ice rise in Antarctica (5). (e) Long-
itudinal ridges and grooves are conspicuous on martian valley floors;
they are also characteristic of terrestrial glacial landscapes. They
abound as scour marks under the former Laurentide ice sheet (6), they
are found in thin morainal blankets at the transition zone between
continental glacial erosion and deposition (7), and they are seen on
Landsat images on the floor of large, glacial valleys in Alaska and
Iceland. (f) Channel islands on Mars have been compared with flood-
islands in the scablands byBaker (4); their dimensions were shown to
lie on a commonregression line. Five ice rises in Antarctica have been
measured and plotted on Baker's (4) diagrams. They fall on his regres-
sion line, and indicate that glacial erosion could have sculptured the
martian islands. The lemniscate k-factor (4) has been calculated for
the Antarctic ice rises; it, also, lies near that of the scabland and
martian islands. (g) The width of martian outflow channels varies wide-
ly. Kasei Vallis' grooved terrain reaches 160 km, but is generally less,
and deeply incised troughs are a few kilometers to 20 km wide. Most of
the other channels surrounding the Chryse basin only locally exceed a
few tens of kilometers in width. Glacial valleys in Alaska with grooved
floors are up to 20 km wide and merge to form a grooved flat plain 80 km
wide, incised ice streams in Antarctica are up to 50 km wide (8). (h)
Steep scarps on channel sides and islands on Mars are as much as 2000 m
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in height (based on shadowmeasurements);the bedrock scarps on ice
streams and ice rises in Antarctica locallyare lO00 to 3000 m high(5,8).
In summary,it appears that glacial erosionmay have sculpturedthe
channelson Mars and is a process resultingin morphologicforms whose
dimensionsare similaron both Mars and Earth.
Theoreticalconsiderations: Glaciersmay be either cold-basedor warm-
based (9). Cold-basedglaciersare frozen to the ground,movement
occurs by slippagewithin the ice, and erosion is usually slight. Warm-
based ice moves mostly by slidingof the glacier over the ground either
by pressuremelting or slippingover a water layer. Most terrestrial
glaciers are warm-based (9), and powerful erosionis usually associated
with them (6).By analogy if the martian channelswere sculpturedby ice,
the grooveson their floorssuggest that they were probablywarm-based.
Shear strainwithin cold-basedice in terrestrialglaciers commonly
occurs if the basal shear stress is between .5 and 1.5 bars (9). Pre-
liminarycalculationsindicate that under martianconditions basal shear
stress of l bar correspondsto an ice-surfaceslope of l° and an ice
thicknessof 1.5 km; for gradientsbelow 0.2° the ice thicknessrequired
for basal shear strain exceeds4 km(at.5 bar shear stress}.The overall
gradient of martian outflowchannelsranges from less than O.l° to 0.25°
(lO). If one assumes an ice-surfacegradientparallel to the ground
gradient,cold-basedflow appearsunlikely for the entire distance,but
could have occurred along steeperstretches. Also, pondingand build-
up of ice caps could have increasedlocal ice-surfacegradientsto allow
cold-basedflow.
Warm-based ice must have a basal temperaturenear 273° K. Preliminary
calculations[using Fanale's (ll) heatflowvalues for Mars and Glen's
(12) thermalconductivityvalue for ice], and disregardingcomplicating
factorssuch as changesof state indicatethat the 273° K isotherm
in pure ice lies at a depth of 4.5 to 6 km beneath the surface in the
presentmartian environment. Since the origin of martian channelshas
been linked to geothermalheating (3), a heatflowequivalentto terres-
trial Cenozoicvolcanic areas (14)would raise the 273° K isothermto
1.5 km below the surface. Under this condition,glaciers on Mars could
be warm-based,which would facilitateflow. Warm-basedglaciers also
could have existed if the martian climatewas warmer in the past.
Glaciers on Mars, however,may have been entirelydifferentfrom
terrestrialones and consistedof ice caps over rivers as postulated
by Wallace and Sagan (15). These ice capsmay have been thick enough
to cause some of the glacial featuresobserved in the channels. Even
though thick river ice would not accountfor all the glacialmorpholo-
gies observed,its formationmay have led to thick ice masses that
eventuallyproducedglaciers in the martian channels.
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MARS CATASTROPHIC FLOODING ANALOG: ANALYSIS OF DEBRIS TRANSPORT IN
VARIABLE VISCOSITY FLUIDS
Thompson, David E., Jet Propulsion Lab, Caltech, Pasadena, CA 91103
Recent fluid instability analysis on the origin of longitudinal grooving
in Tiu Vallis, Mars, has shown a tendency for growth of longitudinal
helicoidal flow patterns in fluids of exponentially stratified viscosity,
representative of debris laden fluids such as mudflows or debris flows
(Thompson, 1979a, 1979b). It has been assumed that such secondary flow
fields, once developed, can erode the pervasive longitudinal grooving
and fluting observed in several of the large Martian outflow channels.
To date, however, this analysis has assumed an arbitrary but spatially
variable viscosity distribution Which has not been tied physically to
particular sediment transport mechanisms. In an effort to understand
the erosion processes and debris transport mechanisms Which operate
during a catastrophic flood and then to relate this debris transport to
a variable viscosity distribution in fluids, a field program has been
established to study sediment transport hydraulics both on active
catastrophic floods and on remnant catastrophic fluvial features.
During the summer of 1979, field work was carried out on two localities
in the St. Elias Mountains, Yukon. This project is a collaboration with
Dr. G.K.C. Clarke, Geophysics, University of British Columbia. Steele
Glacier is currently ablating following an intense surge in 1966-1967
(Stanley, 1972). The margin of Steele Glacier, at a point 15 kID upstream
from the terminus, blocks the drainage of Hazard Creek. Each spring,
Hazard Creek flows with meltwater from glaciers to the interior of
Steele, and the drainage ponds along this margin. The thickness of
Steele Glacier at present is such that Hazard Lake must reach a depth
of about 80m to 90m before it can drain out an upper spillway along the
margin of Steele. Immediately following the surge, Steele Glacier was
thick enough that it did not respond to the gOm deep lake along its
flank, and the lake drained along the spillway. Now, due to ablation
of the ice surface, Steele Glacier is only a few tens of meters thicker
than the lake depth at this point, and When Hazard Lake fills completely,
it begins to float portions of Steele Glacier. Water then channels
under the ice, connects with extensive drainage networks within Steele
Glacier, and the intense water flow forms a subglacial tunnel Which
allows catastrophic drainage of Hazard Lake on about 1 August each year.
This drainage leaves behind gross current ripples and channel grooves
in the lake bottom and also forms huge erosional features and islands
beyond the glacier snout due to the intense increase in discharge along
the normal glacial outwash plain. These features are being studied
according to their debris content and formation with respect to the
degree of flooding observed during the ice dam break-up. The lake
drainage has been filmed. In addition, the response of the glacier to
the intense tunnelling and ratper instantaneous removal of hydrostatic
support of the 90m deep lake is being monitored both seismically and
by induced polarization methods.
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The second aspect of the field program has been initiated at a 3xS km
gravel bar located along the A1sek River drainage in the St. Elias.
This bar, and many other bars up to 110 km upstream, are covered with
giant current ripples of Sm amplitude and 100m wavelength formed of
gravel and very coarse debris. These bar sets are created and reworked
during catastrophic break-up of the Lowell Glacier ice dam and drainage
of Glacial Lake A1sek. The Lowell Glacier surges and blocks the A1sek
River drainage about once every 70-100 years, with some partial closures
on shorter time scales. Within 6 months of closure, Lake A1sek is
formed and reaches about 110 to 130 km upstream with depths of several
hundred meters. Analogous to the Steele Glacier case, the lake floats
the snout end of Lowell Glacier, tunnels under it, and then catastrophi-
cally breaks up the ice dam. The resulting drainage of Lake A1sek forms
and modifies the huge current ripple sets in the A1sek valley. During
the summer of 1979, many of these large dunes were sectioned, sampled,
and studied according to weight fraction and number 'fraction of the size
of the gravel constituents. Results of this sampling (over 29000 samples)
are being compared statistically with respect to variances within
location on a given ripple, variances between ripples of different sizes
and locations on the bar, and variances in peak weight fraction with
respect to peak number fraction for a given sample in an effort to
determine the hydraulics active during formation of the dunes and ripples.
In addition, several profiles of the dune and ripple sets of up to 1.Skm
in length are available in the sampled locations so that theoretical
analysis of the transport and migration of gravel waves during flooding
can be tied to actual data.
The bulk of the data collected at both field sites is still under
analysis so that only speculative results are available. Further
analysis should not only provide initial ideas of the differences
between sediment and debris transport in catastrophic flooding as
opposed to that in alluvial streams, but should also guide the focus of
the field program in successive seasons so that a reasonable process
analog for erosion and debris transport on Mars can be developed and
related back to the completed theoretical analysis.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE MODES OF SEDIMENT TRANSPORT IN RIVERS WITH
APPLICATION TO THE EROSION OF THE MARTIAN OUTFLOW CHANNELS
Komar, PaulO., Schoo" of Oceanography, Oregon State University,
Corvallis, Oregon 97331
A reexamination of the criteria that are employed to distinguish
between bed-load, suspension and wash load transport in rivers has been
undertaken for the purpose of application to the analysis of sediment
transport in the large martian outflow channels. Included in this
examination is a review of the comparable criteria used in the pipe
flow of suspensions where the terms heterogeneous flow and homogeneous
flow are analogous to suspension and wash load transport. This review
of pipe flow has led to the possibility of new criteria that might be
employed in rivers, especially for the distinction between suspension
and wash load, which has been poorly studied in rivers.
Application of these new criteria to the martian outflow channels
refines my previous analysis (Komar, 1979), but does not alter the
main conclusions. The calculations still indicate that water flows
that may have eroded Manga1aand Ares Channels would have been capable
of transporting basalt pebbles and cobbles in suspension and any sand
size material as wash load. A further analysis of the threshold of
motion under water flows on Mars indicates that even the smaller
expected flows would have been competent to move boulder-size material
(0 ~ 1 meter). All indications are then that the channels could have
been eroded by water flows within a few days. Exact calculations are
difficult because of the uncertainties in evaluating the transport
rates of wash load without knowing the proportions of the different
grain sizes present on Mars.
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FLWIAL AND GLACIAL PROCESSES, CENTRAL ARerIC SLOPE, ALASKA
Jon Boothroyd, Department of Geology, University of Rhode Island,
Kingston, RI 02881; Barry S. Timson, The Mahoosuc Corporation,
Augusta, ME 03240
Field studies, coupled with detailed geoLlorphic mapping, of the Central
Arctic Slope region of Alaska, are being carried out to gain a better
mderstanding of processes that may be analogous to those that formed
the upper reaches of the martian outflow channels. The area mder study
is in between the Colville River on the west, the Sagvanirktok River
(Sag) on the east, and extends from the Brooks Range to the Beaufort
Sea. Figure 1 is a Landsat image (scale 1:1,000,000) of the area; Fig-
ure 2 is a geomorphic map originally constructed at a scale of 1:250,000
from Landsat images and topographic maps.
The erosional renmant hills (mit R), composed of upper Cretaceous and
Tertiary partially-consolidated sandstone, siltstone, and claystone,
rise 200 m above the presently-active fluvial systems (mit F) and older
Pleistocene fluvial-deltaic terraces (mit T). The only structural con-
trol of rerrmant location appears a major southwest-northeast trending
lineament that bomds one side of each rerrmant and is defined by the
Colville River floodplain in the southeast (Albert, 1978). Contacts of
Cretaceous and Tertiary mits (Beikman, 1978) cut across the renmants
and play little role in rerrmant shape.
The fretted and etched plains mits (E) that bomd the renmants on the
south consist in part of drained thaw lakes that were probably active
during the late Pleistocene and early Holocene (pewe, 1975). This ter-
rain is bomded on the south by the fOothills of the Brooks Range CUf).
Tongues of glacial terrain (mit C) extend out of the valleys of the
foothills and have been dissected by presently-active streams. Hamilton
(1978), in a summary map, indicates the existence of glacial lakes dannned
behind the Pleistocene moraines.
The present rivers are underfit with respect to valley and floodplain
width. The older Holocene terraces and deltaic plain are blanketed by
loess in which wind-aligned thaw lakes are present. The terrace scarps
along the Sag River are mdergoing degradation by permafrost melting
and solifluction processes. These observations suggest that rerrmant-
forming events occurred at times of increased nmoff during periods of
deglaciation, perhaps augmented by flooding from moraine-danuned lakes.
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Figure 1. Landsat Band 5 image (E-1217-2123S-S01). Scale: 1:1,000,000.
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GLOBALINVENTORYOF GLACIAL AND PERIGLACIALFEATURESONMARS, A
PROGRESSREPORT
Lucchitta, B. K., U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona 86001,
and Mohr, E. T., Kent State University, Kent, Ohio
A major objective of the inventory is to recognizeand map the features
on Mars whose origin could be attributed to permafrost and ice. The
study comprises the identification of possible ice-related features,
the determination and evaluation of the processes, and an assessment of
their role in landscape evolution. A classification of features has
been developed, which will be modified as new discoveries are made
and new insights are gained. Major morphologic entities are (a) mass-
wasting features (talus slopes, gullies, slumps, landslides, debris
flows, possible rock glaciers, and possible glaciers and their deposits);
(b) patternedground (polygonal, circular and curvilinear, having
troughs with or without raised margins); (c) apparent collapse struc-
tures possibly due to thermokarst (chaotic terrain, reentrants on
scarps, circular or irregular depressions, and deep troughs in craters
and along grabens; (d) forms resulting from the interaction of volcan-
ism and ice (table mountains); and (e) hills with central depressions
that could be pingoes.
We have plotted on maps the locations of identified features and out-
lined areas that contain clusters of individual features. Additionally,
we have developed a table in which are recorded for each plotted
feature its location by quadrangle, subquadrangle, latitude and longi-
tude, number of the best image, its trend and dimensions where
applicable, the geologic unit on which the feature Occurs, and its
elevation. This data collection c_n eventually be computerized.
All Viking images are being screened during a systematical investigation
of the 1:2,000,000 scale orthophotomosaic subquadrangles. A pilot
study of the Memnonia quadrangle (MCI6) showed that conspicuous mass-
wasting features are scarce in this area. Only high-resolution images
showed talus slopes clearly and a few minor lobes that could be debris
flows. In places low hill slopes are gullied, and fields of small
channels occur locally. Short, stubby channels of the fretted type (I)
line the highland border that traverses the quadrangle in the north
(2). No patterned ground was seen other than a few reticulate networks
of deep troughs and mesas bounded by orthogonal scarps. Collapse fea-
tures that may be related to thermokarst are common. Prominent are
beaded depressions and elongate oval troughs in grabens that traverse
the MCI6 SE subquadrangle in an east-northeast direction. Also
occurring locally, especially in association with the grabens, are
craters whose interiors are dissected by networks of deep troughs.
Small patches of chaotic terrain (3) occur in circular reentrants along
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the outflow channel of Mangala Vallis. The highland border locally is
paralleled by mesas and buttes (hummocks) of the fretted terrain (3),
but prominent flow forms on valleyfloors, like those seen in
Deuteronilus, Protonilus and Nilosyrtis Mensae (4) were not observed.
Scalloped scarps similar to those attributed to alas formation inthe
Chryse area (5) are seen north of the highland boundary on the ejecta
blanket of crater Nicholson. The Chryse scarps also occur near the
large crater Wahoo; it may be that the scalloped scarp form prefer-
entially develops in ejecta deposits. A thick sedimentary blanket
covers thenorthern lowlands in Memnonia. In it occur many flat-topped
hills, some with depressions at the top. These hills are more probably
buried and reexcavated craters than pingoes or volcanic table mountains.
Overall, the Memnonia quadrangle shows few features that could be
attributed to glacial or periglacial action, with the exception of
apparent collapse features that could be related to thermokarst. The
quadrangle lies in the equatorial belt, and our preliminary survey
indicates that this belt has fewer possible glacial or periglacial
features than do the higher northern and southern latitudes.
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THERMOKARSTONMARS
Rossbacher, Lisa, and Sheldon Judson, Department of Geological
and Geophysical Sciences, Princeton University, Princeton,
N.J. 08540
No direct observations or measurements exist to demonstrate the
presence of water ice beneath the martian surface. Yet many workers,
including ourselves, have appealed to ground ice to account for
several different features of the landscape. On Earth, the degrada-
tion of ground ice can lead to surface collapse and the creation of
topographically closed depressions. We believe that some closed
depressions on Mars are best explained by such a process; the
resulting topography would be a form of thermokarst.
One of the most abundant ice-degradation features on Mars appears to
be a roughly circular depression; these are flat-floored, generally
less than 5 km across, and without raised rims. These pits may be
either isolated or linearly aligned. In some instances the latter
appear to coalesce along surface fractures to form elongate valleys.
The pit forms have limited areal distributions and are concentrated
near Olympus Mon and the equatorial Valles Marineris region (Fig. I).
We support the suggestion by Carr and Schaber (1977) that these are
ice-degradation features. The geographic association of pits with
Olympus Mons and its nearby volcanic region may be a clue to their
genesis. Volcanism could provide a heat source for ice degradation.
Similarly, the pitted terrain in the plains around 25°N, 220°W is
adjacent to the Elysium volcanic region. The size of the pits
suggests that ice was present not as pore ice alone, but that
significant volumes of ice-segregated masses were involved. Other
depressions which we believe may reflect wastage of ground ice
occur in curvilinear arrangements. Curvilinear features on Mars
are of several types: I) Someare discontinuous arcs of ridges
and depressions. The features may change between positive and
negative relief along their length but the variations show no
consistent pattern. The ridges and depressions are roughly equal
in width, approximately 1 km. 2) Other curvilinear features are
steep-sided, flat-floored depressions lying _, below a generally
level surface. 3) The remainder of the features have no discernible
topographic expression and may reflect albedo variations.
Each group of curvilinear features occurs as arcs concentric
around a central point. Maximumradii range between 12 and 120 km,
and the maximumobservable arcs are 20° to 105°. Preliminary
analysis indicates a relationship between the average maximumradii
of curvilinear features and their location on the planet; for
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example, two groups for which we have data, those centered at 48°N,
288°W and at 48°N, 350°W, have average maximumradii of about 70 km
and 20 km, respectively. The curvilinear features are found in
the 40-50°N latitude belt, generally along the escarpment between
the southern cratered upland and the lower plains to the north.
Wedo not know the precise age of these features, or even whether
they are of the same general age. The scarcity of observable impact
craters makes crater counts suspect. Thermokarst features are
apparently not forming at the present; the pits and curvilinear
features are younger than the plains, and probably contemporaneous
with the Tharsis events.
These proposed thermokarst features provide one of the rare instances
in which martian features occur at the same scale as a terrestrial
analog. The flat-floored depressions without raised rims which
are found in permafrost regions on Earth are called alases, and they
are similar to the martian pits. These terrestrial landforms may
range from 0.I to 15 km in diameter (Soloviev, 1962, p.48as quoted
in Washburn, 1973, p. 238) dimensions comparable to the martian
features.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of somethermokarst features on Mars
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Some Terrestrial Analogs to Dry Valley Systems on Mars. Victor R. Baker,
North Australia ResearchUnit, Australian National Univ., P.O. Box 39448,
Winnellie, N.T. 5789 Australia, and Dept. Geological Sciences, Univ. of
Texas, Austin, TX 78712.
The dry valley systems discussed here comprise those Martian chan-
nel systems classed as "runoff" and "fretted" channels by Sharp and
Malin (i). These are distinguished from the very large troughs, termed
"outflow channels", that appear to have been largely inundated by the
fluids responsible for their genesis (2). The terminology is still not
precise, however, because many outflow channels have experienced exten-
sive "postdiluvian" wall modification by mass movement processes (3).
Undermining and sapping along steep escarpments has been argued for
the origin of fretted channels (4). Many of the "runoff channels" also
display features more consistent with sapping processes than with surface
runoff (5). These include (a) the relatively low drainage density, (b)
the abrupt, cirquelike valley heads, (c) the abnormally long high order
stream valleys contrasting with very short first order tributaries, (d)
the occurrence of hanging valleys, (e) the morphology of relatively
smooth valley floors in contrast to steep valley walls characterized by
mass movement effects. Steep escarpments appear to play an important
role in the development of all the Martian dry valley systems.
Terrestrial scarp recession by sapping occurs most readily where a
massive, resistant lithology overlies a relatively weak incompetent one.
Undermining of the resistant layer occurs by weathering and groundwater
flow along the contact'between the two lithologies. Where scarp steep-
ness is maintained, scarp recession will leave a smooth, nearly flat sur-
face, often termed a "pediment". Because sapping is favored along cer-
tain zones of structural weakness, scarp recession is often differential,
forming great embayments. Residual areas of upland may be isolated to
form outliers, or "inselbergs" in the pediplain that is produced by scarp
retreat.
Valley development by sapping was studied in the sandstone plateau
country of southeastern Utah, the jointed sandstone plateau of Arnhem
Land, Northern Territory, Australia, and in the volcanic terrains of
Hawaii. The southeastern Utah region illustrates classic headward re-
cession of steep-walled valleys by spring sapping at the base of massive
sandstone caprocks. The valleys have long high order segments and termi-
nate headward in steep, cirquelike scarps. They also display hanging
tributaries which enter the main canyon at waterfalls. Mass movement
processes characterize the steep valley walls.
The Arnhem Land Plateau of northern Australia is an extensive sur-
face of resistant sandstone surrounded by a steep escarpment from 30 to
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330 meters in height. The Middle Proterozoic Kombolqie Formation pro-
vides the resistant caprock for the escarpment. Since the Cretaceous,
erosion has been attacking a variety of weaker rocks at the base of the
escarpment, undermining the caprock and inducing retreat. Spring sap-
ping, cavernous weathering, and rock spalling produce debris from the
sandstone cliffs. This debris mantles slopes, inhibiting further erosion
until it is reduced in size and removed by wind or sheetwash. The es-
carpment assumes a variety of active or stable configurations depending
on the jointing in the sandstone, exposure of weak rocks at the scarp
base, and faulting of scarp boundary (6). Local enhancement of erosion
along joints, faults, and anticlines has produced large embayments into
the escarpment and many sandstone outliers on the broad, flat pediplain
that was left by scarp retreat.
In the Hawaiian Islands valley development by fluvial action is in-
hibited by the extremely high permeability of the lava flows comprising
individual shield volcanoes. Volcanic ash and deep weathering may allow
the initiation of some fluvial dissection, as along the Hamakua Coast of
Hawaii. Penetration of this low permeability layer, however, will again
result in rapid infiltration by surface water into the highly permeable
lavas.
The youngest Hawaiian volcanoes, Kilauea and Mauna Loa generally
lack surface streams. A temporary perching of small arroyos occurs on
the 1790 Keanakakoi Ash of the Kau Desert. Mauna Kea's northeastern
slopes show long, parallel valleys eroded through the mantle of Pahala
Ash. The characteristic valley form for the older volcanoes is U-shaped
in cross section and ends in an abrupt amphitheater-like head (7, 8).
Valley sides are steep-walled and subjected to mass movement processes
(9). Headward valley growth occurs by spring sapping. Hanging valleys
may be created when deep, headwardly receding valleys intersect and
capture perched fluvial valleys.
Excellent amphitheater-headed valleys occur on the northeastern
slopes of Kohala and in West Maui. The biggest valleys have eroded back
into the central dike complex of the old volcanoes to tap groundwater
held in interdike compartments. On Haleakala volcano (eastern Maui)
two large amphitheater-headed valleys eroded headward into the central
caldera of the volcano. These valleys were subsequently partly filled by
lava flows.
These examples of large-scale valley development and scarp recession
have not received much attention in the geomorphic literature. Further
study appears warranted because of the abundance on Mars of dry valleys
displaying an assemblage of landforms characteristic of sapping process-
es.
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DEBRIS FLOWS AND DEBRIS AVALANCHES IN THE LARGE
MARTIAN CHANNELS
Nummedal, Dag, Department of Geology, Louisiana
State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70803
It has already been proposed that a debris flow
mechanism could account for the formation of the
large channels debouching into Chryse Planitia from
the adjacent southern uplands (Nummedal, 1979). The
debris is thought to have originated through a
mechanism of collapse producing the chaotic terrains
which exist at the head of these channels. Collapse
through localized excess pore water pressure (Carr,
1979), or subsurface liquefaction (Nummedal, 1978),
are two mechanisms both capable of producing the
debris. The proposed debris flows are based on the
numerous morphological similarities between the Mars
channel source areas and the heads of both subaerial
and subaqueous terrestrial debris flows.
The purpose of this paper is to present evidence that
the debris flow gained mobility as it moved down-
stream, turning into a catastrophic debris avalanche
through a mechanism of strain-dependent viscosity
decrease. This would have been aided by two factors:
(i) melting of ice particles in the debris by fric-
tion-generated heat, and (2) increase in buoyancy of
large particles due to the'production of an increased
number of fine particles by the debris movement.
When the debris reached the margin of Chryse Planitia,
the movement had changed from the pattern of a shear-
ing debris flow to a highly turbulent debris
avalanche, carrying cobble and boulder-sized rocks
highly dispersed in a medium of fine dust and vapor.
The Huascar_n debris avalanche (sturzstrom), triggered
by a Peruvian earthquake in 1970, had such a
composition and moved at a maximum velocity of above
400 km/h (Ericksen et al., 1970). The material
carried by the debris avalanche would have been
deposited as a thin blanket over a large area of the
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Chryse Planitia basin, creating virtually no deposi-
tional relief.
Southern Chryse Planitia, were the 5 large channels
discussed in this paper debouch, is characterized by
numerous streamlined remnants, with long-axes oriented
parallel to inferred flow direction, anastomosing
channel patterns, extensive fields of linear grooves,
and some erosional scour depressions upstream of
remnants in the inferred flow paths. These features
are strongly suggestive of erosion by catastrophic
flows (Carr e__tta_ll.,1976). It is argued that these
catastrophic flows were the distal parts of the debris
flows of the Chryse channels. The morphology of the
basin floor, the inferred thickness of any sedimentary
deposit and the clast size distribution of the Viking
Lander 1 site support this contention.
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SAPPING:NETWORK STRUCTURE IN TERRESTRIAL AND MARTIAN VALLEYS
Pieri, David C.l 2, Michael C. Malin , and JuIie E. Laityl
I. Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA, 91103
2..Department of Geology, Arizona State University,
Tempe, AZ, 85281
Martianvalleys exhibit a range of network patterns from which
the classic dendritic pattern is notably absent (figure l.)(Pieri,
1979). Martian networks are generally characterized by a
tendency for major trunk segments to coalesce near system mouths
and by strong parallelism between network segments. Intervalley
areas within networks consist of undissected plateau Surfaces wlth
no evidence of intra-network competition for the undissected
terrain: no drainage dlvi:desare visible. Martian valleys exhibit
steep wails and fiat floors. On Mars, small low-magnitude tributaries
possess cross-sections comparable in area to main trunk segments
and enter them at typlcally low junction angles. Further, a detailed
analysis of the overall systematics of network junction angles in
martian networks reveals little organization of the kind present in
terrestrial dendritic networks formed predominantly by rainfall-
supplied overland flow. From the point of view of both morphology
and plani:metricform, there is little compelling evidence to suggest
that martian valley networks formed by overland flow fed by rainfall.
Rather, based in part on the observations above, we infer martian
valley formation and network growth to have occurred by sapping
processes.
An investigation of valley planimetric form and morphology is
underway for both terrestrial and martian valley networks in an
effort to quantify the aspects of process, structure, and
materials which are influential in the development of both of these
factors. Parameters include junction angle systematics (after Pieri,
1979), Iink length and directionaIity statistics, degree of inter-
valley competition and overall network character. As part of this
investigation, field studies are underway in southeastern Utah in
the canyons of the Colorado Plateau (Laity et al. and Malin et al.,
this report). Preliminary reconaissance indicates that these canyon
networks are analogous to martian valley systems (often termed
"small channels") ,of the type dealt with extensively by one of the
authors (Pieri, 1976; 1977a,b; 197811979a.,b;,Pieriand Sagan,1978;1979)
and recently by Carr (1979),in both morphology, planimetric form,
and, to a lesser degree, scale. As is pointed out in Laity et al.
(this report), from Landsat images, aerial photographs, and_o_--
graphic maps, Colorado Plateau networks often display a modified
trellis pattern (e.g. Iceberg and Forgotten Canyons at Lake Powell),
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similar to martian rectilinear valley systems (Pieri, 1979). This
pattern tends to occur where the maln valley system elongation is
is perpendicular to major NE-SW structural trends. More strongly
aligned parallel valley systems (e.g. Cow Canyon at Lake Powell)
develop when the main system elogation is in the same direction
as regional structural trends. All canyon systems in the Lake
Powell area have a digitate character in that major trunk links
intersect near the canyon mouths as is very common in martian valley
networks (Pieri, 1979; Pieri and Malin,in preparation). Several of
these systems have been reconnoitered (Iceberg, Escalante River,
and Moki Canyons). All appear to be extending or to have extended
at one time by headward sapping into sandstone, with active seeps
observed in several sapping alcoves (Laity et al., this report).
Amphitheater terminations typically occur and many low magnitude
tributaries have roughly similar cross-sections to main trunk segments.
Thus, the analogy to martian valley networks with characteristically
similar morphology and planimetric form is strong.
Many obvious questions arise as to the mode of formation and history
of the Colorado Plateau canyons and as to their suitability as martian
analogs. With regard to network structure, there are at least several:
(1) what are the factors influencing bifurcation?;(2) are first
magnitude tributaries preferential ly elongated as on Mars?(Pieri ,1977a) ;
(3)does the gross canyon network planimetrlc pattern show a systematic
character with regard to tributary junction angles as do dendritic
fluvial systems or is it more like martian networks (i.e. more random)?;
(4) can link length and llnk directionality be correlated with regional
structural trends?; and (5) most generally, what can planimetrlc form
and morphology tell about the underlying structure, constituent
materials, and formation processes for both terrestrial and martian
val 1eys ?
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•SAPPINGPROCESSES!N TRIBUTARYVALLEYSYSTEMS
Laity, JuIie E, and David C. Pierl, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
CA, 91103, and Michael C. Malin, Dept. of Geology, Arizona State
University, Tempe, AZ, 85281
Sapping has been proposed as an important mechanism for valley extension
on Mars and in some terrestrial valley systems which exhibit s!milar
network pattern and morphology. Sapping is defined as a process by
which valleys-extend headward or slopes retreat owing to the collapse
of valley wails following the undermining of basal support. Valley
systems which evolve predominantly by sapping differ considerably from
fluvialiy eroded systems in morphology, network pattern, and in process
of formation, Nevertheless, few studles have addressed the role of
sapping in drainage evolution, Those few workers who have examined this
process Pn detail have aimed thei'rresearch at small-scale features such
as seepage lines in the soil profile. The function of sapping in deter-
mining the form of certain large valleys is not fully understood,
although it is generally recognized that seepage lines related to the
groundwater table are highly significant in the formation of the escarp-
ment dry valleys in Europe (Small, 1964),in steep-walled box canyons
In basalts of the Hawalin Islands (Hinds, 1925; Wentworth, 1928), in the
wadis of the Libyan desert (Peel, Ighl), and In numerous tributary
canyons of the Colorado Plateau(Gregory, 1917; Bryan, 1928; Campbell,
1973),
Field work has been initiated to investigate sapping and canyon forma-
tion on the Colorado Plateau. Numerous steeply descending, box-headed
tributaries enter the main channel, incised throughout much of the region
into the Glen Canyon Group - Navajo, Kayenta, and Wingate sandstones.
Tributary valley systems on the Colorado Plateau are morphologically
analogous to martian valley systems (Pieri, 1979),based on a similarity
" of network pattern, amphitheatre terminations of first order tributaries,
large scale, and evident structural control. Seepage and sapping along
the canyon wails operates largely as a mass movement phenomenon, similar
to scarp retreat, but may expIolt zones of structural weakness such as
joints, Only local rainfall events contribute to the intermittant flow
of the tributary canyons and sapping is at least as important as fluvial
erosion In extending and modifying the valleys.
The role of sapping in valley development is dependent on many l.itho-
log_c, structural and climatic controls. The weathering process in-
volved in sapping is primarily one of slow grain release resulting from
the interaction of chemical weathering, hydraulic action, freeze-thaw
action, and salt efflorescenceand crystallization. Chemical weathering
is probably the most significant process, Grain release is facilitated
by water carrying in solution the local cementing agent. Alcoves
commonly mark the sites of groundwater emergence, and may range in size
from centimeters to many tens of meters,
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An Important structural control is, the jointi.ng pattern which modifies
canyon morphology i'n two important ways. The spatial relations of the
regi'onal joint set exert considerable control on the drainage pattern
and an elongation along the structural trends is clearly evident on
topographic maps: and on aerial photographs, often appearing as a modi-
fied trellis pattern. These large-scale regional joint sets increase
the permeability of the sandstone, and serve as pipes for laterally
flowing subsurface water (Campbell, 1973), The water emerges at a
seepage poi'nt in the cliff, face, commonly 'at an alcove, and the canyon
migrates headward along the joint lines as sapping undermines the steep
cliff faces and causes the collapse of massive sandstone slabs. Canyon
cutting along this main regional jointing system stimulates exfoliation
joint development In response to relief of pressure along a topographic
surface (Bradley, 1963i Bjerrum, 1968). The joints develop generally
parallel to the canyon wails and thereby help maintain steep wails
through vertical cliff recession in the form of slab failures (Robinson,
1970), Factors which affect the.stablIity of the cliff include the
strength of the rock mass_ the development of water pressures within
joints, the degree of sapp_.ng,and the rate of removal of talus beneath
the free face,
The persistance of cliff forms and headcuts is a function of the
weathering and transportation processes, On the Colorado Plateau, the
accumulation of talus is generally very small. Experimental evidence
(.Schummand Chorley, 1966) and observations during field reconnaissace
of the area suggest rather rapid.weathering rates. Fresh cross-sections
of talus cones exposed by slumping show a large percentage of fine
material. Mechanically weak sandstones shatter readily upon impact and
are further reduced by active weathering processes. The means by which
material is removed from talus cones Into the stream channel is not well
documented and is presently under investigation. It is likely, however,
that the finermaterial is moved from the cone by a combination of
surface wash, subsurface flow and undermining, gravity fail , and wind
action, Flash floods and strong winds remove debris accumulation in
the stream bed;
Our research into the development of tributary valley systems on the
Colorad_ Plateau and other areas stresses the similarlties and
differences in sapped- and fluvially-derived systems in an effort to
understand processes operating in valley systems on Mars, The rates
and means of erosion and headcut retreat are being examined, the sedi-
ment budget estimated by determining weathering and transportation rates
and mechanismsp and instrumentation developed to monitor the hydrologic
regime of surface and subsurface flow and to measure the physical envi-
ronment of canyon alcoves,
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SAPPING: ANALOG STUDIES ON EARTH AND MARS
Malin, Michael C. l, Julle E. Laity 2 and David C. Pieri 2
i) Department of Geology, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ
85281
2) Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA 91103
From the earliest analyses of Mariner 9 images of the surface of Mars
(1-5), it has been recognized that many features there resembled those
produced on Earth by processes known collectively as "sapping".
Sapping refers principally to headward growth, by undermining and
collapse; cliff recession and transverse (as distinguished from
longitudinal) valley enlargement are two additional aspects worthy of
note. Although such diverse features of the martian landscape as
fretted terrain (5) and the south-rim canyons "tributary" to the
Valles Marineris (4) have been attributed to sapping processes, our
emphasis has been on understanding the formation of the so-called
"small channels" or valley networks on Mars.
A multi-faceted approach to the assessment of sapping is currently
underway (see, e.g. 6,7). This approach includes:
a) field studies in the Colorado Plateau, examining sapping in
sandstones (6)
b) field studies in Iceland, examining valleys formed by headward
erosion in palagonites and basaltic tephra mantles (8)
c) laboratory analyses of specimens collected from field areas,
including scanning electron microscopy
d) photogeological studies of valley morphology on Earth and
Mars
e) photogeological studies of valley network systematics on
Earth and Mars (7).
Initial field studies will begin in 1980. Reconnaissance visits were
conducted in 1977 and 1979. Of specific interest are quantitative
measurements of the various processes that contribute to sapping, the
effects of material on these processes, and the rates at which the
processes work.
Preliminary results suggest that constraints may be placed on the
physical properties of martian surface layers, on the role of liquid
water and eolian deflation, and on the timescales for erosion, rela-
tive to the formation of the martian valley networks. Specifically,
variations in canyon wall morphology within Glen Canyon and its
Iceberg and the Moki Canyon tributaries suggest that subtle variations
in material coherence may strongly affect outcrop expression. Further,
evolution of talus deposits from coarse to fine debris seems, in some
instances, to be a controlling factor in producing the overall gross
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morphology of sapped canyons. Implications for these and other findings
for Mars valleys are currently under study.
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STUDIES OF FLUVIAL, EOLIAN, AND SAPPING PROCESSES IN ICELAND
Malin, Michael C., Department of Geology, Arizona State University,
Tempe, AZ 85281
Where on Earth would one look for features formed by processes
operating on materials comparable to those on Mars? The search for
reasonable analogs to martian landforms has led to the Antarctic Dry
Valleys (i) and an analysis of eolian and periglacial processes; to
the coastal deserts of Chile (2,3) and further studies of eolian
features; to Alaska (4) and an analysis of "thermokarst"; and to
Iceland (5,6,7) and examination of subglacial volcanism, the landforms
thus produced, and related catastrophic flood features.
Iceland is, perhaps, the best locale to study Mars analogs, because
its interior deserts are remarkably Mars-like: cold, relatively dry
(most precipitation is snow and infiltration rates are high), entirely
volcanic materials (including basaltic lavas, palagonites, and large
amounts of basaltic tephra) acted upon by strong, often unidirec-
tional seasonal winds, catastrophic floods, and ground water sapping.
Features developed within these deserts resemble those on Mars not
only in form, but occasionally in scale.
The study currently underway is designed to examine each of the
processes active in shaping the Icelandic deserts individually, and
more importantly, in areas where they collaborate. The approach is
four-fold:
i) photogeological study of landforms and analysis of multi-
spectral data of the selected area, including aerial photo-
graphs, airborne remote sensing scanner data, and Landsat
and Seasat data;
2) field mapping of the stratigraphic relationships of volcanic
materials and the chronology of the geomorphic changes pro-
duced by erosion and deposition;
3) field "test plot" observations to acquire quantitative
measurements of the amounts and rates of material transport;
4) laboratory analyses of selected samples to gain understanding
of the effects of transport on the volcanic materials (and
vice versa).
The field area to be examined during the summer of 1980 includes the
Holuhraun, Vikursandur and GriSt deserts in mid-eastern Iceland,
north of Vatnaj6kull, south and east of Askja Caldera, and bounded
on the east by the Jokuls_ A Fj611um - the area is part of the great
east-central desert, Oda_ahraun.
3OO
Preliminary photogeologic studies suggest a series of catastrophic
floods have traveled in excess of a hundred kilometers to the north
through relatively constricted paths between mobergs ("tablemountains"
formed by subglacial volcanism). Both large (several km) teardrop-
shaped islands and zones of smaller longitudinal grooves attest to the
scale and power of these floods. Pre-existing basalt flows show
unusual surface textures, perhaps resulting fromplucking by the
floods. In several areas, flood plain deposits and large tracts of
eolian deposits cover basalts both eroded and not eroded by floods.
Later basalts can be found overlying these deposits. Continuing
eolian and flood activity has modified, both by erosion and deposition,
all of these units. Ground water sapping appears to have played an
important role in the evolution of pyroclastic and palagonite deposits.
Deep gullies extending headward and terminating in steep, box- or
U-shaped head-walls are found in hills of "soft", rounded morphology
interpreted to be palagonite deposits supporting no dlscernable over-
land drainage. Similar but smaller features are found in tephra
deposits, as on the flank walls of Askja _galdera. The results of the
action of these processes is to produce extremely diverse landforms
much like those seen on Mars.
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Chapter 8
REMOTE SENSING OF PLANETARY SURFACES:
INTERPRETATION AND TECHNIQUES
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RADAR,VISUALANDTHERMALCHARACTERISTICSOF THETHARSIS-MEMNONIA-
AMAZONISLAVAFLOWSON MARS*
Schaber, Gerald G., U.S. GeologicalSurvey, Flagstaff,Arizona 86001
The early, high-periapsisViking images providedexcellentsynoptic
coverageof the entire region of Tharsis Montes,Memnonia,and Amazonis,
and Clearlydelineateda great profusionof overlappinglava sequences
(1,2). As in the case of Mariner 9, however,the moderate resolution
(200-400m/pixel)of the early Viking Orbiterframes was insufficient
to resolveany morphologicdetailson the flow surfaces. Followingthe
loweringof both Viking Orbiterspacecrafts'periapsisto 300 km, image
sequenceswere uplinkedto the spacecraftsto obtain very high resolu-
tion (as few as lO m/pixel) for targetsof geologic interest. The
resultingpictures are spectacularand of significantimportancein
assessingthe validity of radar-derivedsurfaceroughnessinformation
and in interpretingthe thermalcharacteristicsof the surfacematerials
(figs. l, 2).
Surfacemorphology portrayedon approximately70 high-resolution(I0-
20 m/pixel) Viking Orbiter images of the Tharsis-Memnonia-Amazonis
region is compared to root mean square slope and surface grain sizes
obtainedfrom earth-basedradar and Viking thermaldata, respectively.
The Viking Orbiter images containinformationon surface roughnessat
25 m and larger lateralscale,whereas earth-basedradar observations
are sensitiveto surfaceundulations at lateralscales generally
between l m and 30 m, sometimesmore (3,4). Informationon surface
thermalconductivityand grain sizes can be inferreddirectly from
measurementsof thermalinertiaor pre-dawntemperatureresiduals(5,6).
Analysis of these data sets indicates.agood correlationbetween
visuallyobserved roughnessand radar-derivedrms slopes at these
scale lengths. Variablebut generallyhigh rms slopes predictedfor
the Tharsis-Memnonia-Amazonisvolcanicplains from the radar observa.-
tions are qualitativelyconfirmedwith the Viking image data.
The lava flows of the Tharsis-Memnonia-Amazonisregion vary greatly
in surfaceroughnessat the l to 200 m latera.lscale and l to 5 m
vertical scale. The great majority of these flows appear to be mantled
with at least a thin layer of fine-grainedmaterial. A possibleexcep-
tion may occur just southeastof Arsia Mons, describedby Kiefferet al.
(5) as an area of elevated pre-dawntemperatureresidualsor higher
thermalinertia. A similarthermalanomaly (similarin plan, not in
magnitude)was reportedby Zimbelmanand Kieffer (6) in the same rela-
tive locationsoutheastof Ascraeus Mons. The exact nature of these
surfaces is unknown becauseof the lack of any currentlyavailable
*Manuscriptwith Slightlymodifiedtitle submittedNov. 1979 to Icarus.
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high-resolution Viking Orbiter image data; however, no distinct sur-
face features can be seen on the moderate-resolution Viking images. A
possible explanation is eolianerosion: fine-grained material in these
regions may be kept at a minimum by downslope westerly winds driven by
differences in thermal gradient (7).
The strong thermal contact marking the south boundary of the 22 X
106 km2 Tharsis-Memnonia-Amazonis region of low thermal inertia (5,6)
appears to represent a transition between surfaces with a recent,
dynamic mantle of fine-grained (I0 to I00 microns) eolian material
(lower inertia) andsurfaces with an older, more stable mantle (higher
inertia) (figs. I, 2).
The presence or absence of a recent mantle of fine-grained eolian
material on the volcanic surfaces studiedwas determined by the visi-
bility of fresh impact craters smaller than 50 m in diameter. Lava
flows south and east ofArsia Mons (within the large region of low
thermal inertia centered on Tharsis Montes) were found to have such a
recent mantle. At pre-dawn residual temperatures .at or above -I0 ° K
(the south boundary of this low-temperature region), lava flows were
found to have relatively old eolian mantles (abundant impact craters
< 50 m in diameter).
This analysis of young volcanic planar surfaces shows that the earth-
based radar observations of rms slope can be satisfactorily assessed
by extrapolating information from Viking Orbiter images with high
resolution between I0 m/pixel and 20 m/pixel. In addition, high-
resolution images contain important clues (that is, the presence or
absence of small impact craters) that aid in interpreting pre-dawn
temperature residuals and thermal inertia. There appears to be little
correlation between the thermal data and earth-based radar returns in
regard to inferences that can be made as to the nature of the surficial
materials. This lack of correlation is significant and emphasizes the
different scales of surface roughness to which each sensor is sensitive.
Together, the thermal, visible, and radar data contain mutually comple-
mentary geologic information.
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Figure l Figure 2
Figure l.--VikingOrbiterframe 769A09 (lO m/pixel)showing knobby,
35-m_thicklava flow overlyingsurfacewith greatlysubdued relief.
Location is 22.7° S; I19.9°. Frame height is 13 km, frame width 12 km.
Solar illuminationangle is 5.4°. Presenceof many small (< 50-m-
diameter)impact craterson both surfaces impliesabsenceof a recent
eolian mantle. This surfacelies outsidethe Tharsis-Memnonia-Amazonis
region of low thermalinertiaat about 0° predawntemperatureresidual
(5). North is up.
Figure 2.--VikingOrbiterframe 731A41 (15 m/pixel)showing three
stratigraphicflow levels north of MemnoniaFossae at 2.8° S; 138.2°.
Frame height is 17 km, frame width 16 km. Solar illuminationangle is
16°. Thicknessof eolianmantle increaseswith increasingage of
underlyingunits. Curvilinear,parallelridges and troughs are well
developed. Note concentrationof eolian fine-grainedmaterial against
50-m scarp of upper flow (arrows}. No small (< 50_m-diameter)impact
cratersare visible;all are mantled. This surface lies within the
Tharsis-Memnonia-Amazonisregion of low thermalinertiaat about -16° K
predawn temperatureresidual (5). North is up.
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CORRELATIONS BETWEEN EARTH-BASED RADAR AND MARTIAN LANDFORMS IMAGED BY
THE VIKING ORBITERS
Mouginis-Mark, P.J., Dept. of Geological Sciences, Brown Univ., Provi-
dence, RI 02912; Zisk, S.H., NEROC Haystack Observatory, Westford,
MA 01886; and Pettengill, G.H., Dept. of Earth and Planetary Sci-
ences, Mass. Inst. of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139
As part of a program to characterize the surface units of Mars by re-
mote sensing techniques, we are attempting to correlate features illus-
trated in Viking Orbiter photographs with the 1973 opposition 70 cm
radar data derived at Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory by Pettengill et
al. I Similar attempts to locate radar data have been made using Mari-
ner 6, 7, and 9 images and the Arecibo or Goldstone radar data. 2-5
The improved resolution of Viking images, however, providesthe oppor-
tunity to correlate specific radar profiles and surface features to a
sufficiently high accuracy that the measured radar reflectivity and
other parameters can be used to aid in the characterization of observed
geological units.
The Arecibo data base consists of 1379 point measurements of: i) surface
elevation; 2) surface roughness (a measure of the mean randomness of
radar scattering facets); and 3) reflectivity (a function of the di-
electric constant of the surface material). Each sample represents a
superposition of several point measurements. A combination of the
measuring technique and the best previous planetary ephemeris provides
the latitudes and longitudes of the radar points.
We have found in our attempts to match radar topography with surface
features shown on Viking images and the topographic map 6 that a
problem exists in matching the two data sets.
To date, the "best fit" of the data reveals an offset of 0.3 ° latitude
and 0.7 ° longitude (radar = control net + offset). We illustrate the
correlation between radar and topographic features in Fig. i with four
profiles across an area in the Margaritifer Sinus Quadrangle, 7 centered
close to the morphologically fresh crater Jones (19°S,20°W). This area
is interpreted 8 to be predominantly hilly and cratered material.
Viking images reveal an undulating rugged terrain with many degraded
craters larger than 30 km diameter and numerous dendritic channel sys-
tems 9 60-350 km in length and 3-12 km wide.
Fig. 2 displays the associated elevations, surface roughness (c-factor)
and inherent reflectance values for each profile. The topography indi-
cates a gently eastward sloping surface that has been dissected by a
channel system _2.5 km deep. Several craters showing 200-500 meters of
relief are also evident. Note the generally good negative correlation
between c-factor and reflectivity values. As a measure of surface
roughness, the c-factor is related to rms surface slope @rms by1°
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CORRELATIONS BETWEEN EARTH_BASED RADAR AND MARTIAN LANDFORMS
Mouginis-Mark, P.J. et al.
-l /2Q = c
rms
for c >>i. Also, the inherent radar reflectivity _ is related to the
mean surface dielectric constant, $, by (e.g.,l°)
= [1+CI/22
The above-mentioned correlation, therefore, implies that smooth areas
are composed of low reflectance (= dielectric constant) material, e.g.,
terrain mantled by fine particles or other poorly compacted material;
whereas the rougher areas, with their higher dielectric constant, are
likely to be exposed or nearly exposed rock.
In many places, the smooth areas are also topographically low, which
tends to confirm the picture of eolian material collecting in low,
sheltered areas. Some profiles, on the other hand, show the quasi-
mantled radar character at higher elevations (e.g., pt. A in Fig. 2),
but still lie in an area with relatively fiat topography. Conceptually,
there could exist areas with low dielectric constant and high roughness
(e.g., a very thick mantling layer with surfieial dunes or hummocks)'
and also high dielectric constant and low roughness (e.g., a smooth
bedrock layer or a massive pahoehoe lava flow). Examples of the former
type are certainly evident from Viking photography11'1z'1 3 and are be-
ing investigated at present.
N
t
Fig. i: Location of the four radar swaths discussed in text. IPL
mosaic 211-5821.
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Fig. 2: Topography, roughness, and reflectivity values derived from
radar data. For location of each profile, see Fig. i.
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12Tsoar H. et al. 1979, NASA TM-80339, 316_318. Z3Mutch T.A. et al.
1976, Science 194, 87-91.
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Scatterin_of LightfromParticulateSurfaces.V. A SingleI Approximate
PhotometricFunctionfor Surfacesof ArbitraryAlbedo. J. Goguenand
J. Veverka,CornellUniversity.
We have developeda photometricfunctionfor particulatesurfacesof
arbitraryalhedowhichis simplein form,yet soundlybasedin radiative
transfertheory. For lightincidentfroman anglei (Mo" cos i) and viewed
froman angle_ (B- cos E) relativeto thenormal,the ratioR of the in-
tensityscatteredfromthe samplesurfaceto thatfroma referencesurface
at a fixedgeometryis
_o
R=A¢(a,g)_o (B(_+_°)+_2_°+ S(a,D)}
where_ is the phaseangle,€ the singleparticlephasefunctionand S the
shadowingfunctionderivedby Irvine(1966)andHapke (1963). The four
parameterscharacterizingthe sca_terinE are A, a normalizationfactordepen-
denton the singleparticlealbedo;B, the degreeof multiplescattering;
g, themeanvalueof cos u describingthe degreeof forward/backwardscatter-
ing;and D, determinedby theaverageparticleseparation.Derivationof
thisscatteringlaw usesthreeapproximations:i) mutualparticleshadowing
is importantonlyon the firstscatterinE and obeysthe descriptionof Irvine
(1966); 2) secondand higherorderscatterlnEis independentof the single
particlephasefunctionand can be replacedby iaotropicscattering
(Chandrasekhar,1960);3) theH-functionscomprisingthe isotropicscattering
$olutlonare llnearin B and _o (G°Euen'1979).
To testthe abilityof thistheoreticalphotome=r'Icfunctionto match
laboratorydata,we haveleastsq_res fit the modelto Eoniometryof mix-
turesof MEO and charcoalpowders(Vevarkaet el.,1978;GoEuenand Veverka,
1979). The resultsare shownin Figure1 where theagreemlntbetweendata
(points)and model (lines)is good, eventhoughthe surfacerangein
normalreflectancefrom0.04to 0.69and phaseanglesup to 120"are included.
One se_ of parametersgeneratedall the curvesshownfor eachsampleand fit
pointsalongthemirrormeridian(i- E, not shown)aswell. Considering
thatthe surfacesare binarymixturesof _wo radicallydifferentparticle
types,One blackand one white,the agreementis excellent.
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FIGURE 1. A comparisonof our theory-basedphotometric function _rithgonio-
metr7 of MgO/charcoalmixtures. R, the intensity relative to a
reference surface at a fixed geometzT, is plotted against i, the
angle of incidence, for points lying alone the photometric equator
(_ = 0°) at a fixed phase angle _ (_ = _ - i). Surfaces with normal
reflectancesrn of O.O& (top), 0.28 (middle) and 0.69 (bottom) are
shown. Successive curves have been displaced downwards by _ for
clarity with the magnitude of $ shown at the upper left in each
figure.
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THE PHOTOMETRICFUNCTIONOF THE NEWDUSTDEPOSITAT THE VIKING LANDER2
SITE
Guinness, Edward A., Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences,
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri 63130
The presence of condensates on the surface surrounding the Viking 2
Lander during the northern winter has been reported by Jones et. al.
(1979). Color changes were detected at both Viking landing s_es_uring
the following spring season. The color changes were attributed to a
blanketing of the landing sites with a thin layer of bright red dust,
probably only a few microns in thickness (Guinness et. al., 1979).
In order to characterize the spectral reflectance of the soil at the
landing sites before and after the dust deposition, a study of the soil
photometry has been started. The intent is to determinehow the reflec-
tance of the material at the landing sites compares with other measure-
ments of martian surface reflectance, particularily the bright and dark
areas observed from Earth. The determination of the soil spectral
reflectance along with the observations of the pattern of dust deposition
made from the Viking Landers may provide information on the mechanisms
of formation of bright and dark areas. Presented here are the pre-
liminary photometric results for the new dust deposited at the Viking
2 site.
A major problem in working with lander photometry is the calibration of the
camera. One method of calibration is to use the lander reference test
charts (RTC) (Huck et. al., 1977). The other approach is to use the_re-
flight calibrations--CHuc-ket, al., 1975). As a test of the validity of
the RTCcalibrations, an "apparent optical depth" of the atmospheric
aerosols was estimated from RTCdata. The apparent optical depth for
the blue and green channels is consistently about one half the optical
depth measured by imaging the sun (Pollack et. al., 1977), while the
apparent optical depth for the red channel is near zero. The results
for the blue and green channels are expected because scattered light
reaching the surface was not taken into account in the calculation of
the apparent optical depth. The values for the red channel may result
from the combination of grazing incidence on the RTC, scattered skylight
and a large component of light reflected from dust covering the lander
deck. Therefore, reflectances for the red channel estimated using the
RTCcalibration may be systematically too small, thus affecting the shape
of spectral reflectance curves. As a result, the pre-flight calibrations
were used in this study.
The brightness of a shadow was subtracted from the brightness of a near-
by sunlit patch of soil to correct for scattered skylight. Atmospheric
optical depth data taken from Pollack et. al., (1979) were used to
account for the attenuation of the direct sunlight. It was assumed as a
first approximation that there was no wavelength dependence to the optical
depth. The reflectance data corrected for scattered skylight were fit
with the new Hapke photometric function (Hapke (1979a). This model was
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adaptedbecauseHapke(1979b)used it to obtaina goodfit for the soil
at the Vikingl site. The freeparametersin the Hapkefunctionwere
chosenbasedon minimizingthesum of the squareddifferencebetween
the dataand the function(Figurel). The reflectanceof the newdust
depositat VL2 at a phaseangleof 5 degreesis estimatedat: 0.07
for the bluechannel; 0.12for the greenchannel; and 0.39for the red
channel. The new dustdepositdataappearto havea steeperslope
between0.5 and 0.67micronsthanEarthbaseddatafor martianbright
areas(McCordand Westphal,1971). The slopeof the new dustdata is
similarto a sampleof maghemite(E.N. Wells,unpublishedata)which
hasa sharpreflectancedropat the edgeof the ultravioletabsorption
band. The photometricfunctionderivedfor the VikingLanderdata has
a wavelengthdependenceand reproducesthe increasein red to blue
ratiowith increasingphaseangleobservedfor the new dustat VL2 by
Guinnesset.al. (1979).
Theseconclusionsare to be consideredpreliminary.At present,more
data is beingreducedin orderto testthegoodnessof fit to the Hapke
model,alongwith tryingotherphotometricfunctionsto see if thereis
a bettermodel. Thisresearchwas supportedby Mars DataAnalysisGrant
NSG-7545.
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Figure I. Reflectancedata of the new dust depositat VL2 (circles)
and the Hapke photometricfunctionfit to the data (solid
lines)are plottedfor the three Viking Lander color channels.
The blue, green and red channelshave effectivecenterwave-
lengthsof 0.500,0.556 and 0.669 microns, respectively.
Each graph is a slice through incidence,emissionand phase
angle space with the incidence(i) and emission (e) angles
kept approximatelyconstant. (left: i=31 deg. e=72 deg.;
right: i=31 deg. e=58 deg.)
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LUNAR GEOCHEMICAL ANOMALIES DETECTED BY ORBITAL REMOTE SENSING
Hawke, B. Ray, Planetary Sciences Division, Hawaii Inst. of Geophysics,
Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822, P. D. Spudis, Dept. of
Geology, Arizona State Univ., Tempe, AZ 85281, P. E. Clark,
Chemistry Dept., Univ. of Maryland, ColI. Park, MD 20742
I. Introduction
The orbital geochemistry data have shown that some lunar regions have
unusual abundances of certain elements relative to surrounding or adja-
cent areas or have a surface chemistry unlike that which would be anti-
cipated from the examination of local geologic relationships. Investi-
gation of the formation of these geochemical anomalies can provide
important clues to understanding impact and volcanic processes operative
during the early phases of lunar evolution. For example, such studies
have proven useful in outlining the history of KREEP volcanic activity
in the western maria (1,2,3,4). The purpose of this study was to inves-
tigate the geology and geochemistry of selected anomalous highland
regions and attempt to understand the processes responsible for their
formation. This study expands on previous work relating to geochemical
anomalies on the lunar farside (5) and presents results of mixing model
studies for the Van de Graaff region.
II. Causes of Geochemical Anomalies
There has been an increasing tendency in recent years to relate geochem-
ical anomalies and many variations in lunar surface chemistry to lateral
heterogeneities produced by the chemical differentiation of the global
magma ocean. While this explanation is probably valid for large-scale
variations, it must be recognized that other processes are capable of
producing geochemical anomalies in the lunar highlands. These include:
1) Basin-forming impacts - Large ObJects impacting near the end of crus-
tal formation may have produced localized melting and lateral chemical
heterogeneities; 2) Highland volcanism - Very early (>4.0 - 4.1 b.y.)
highland volcanic deposits were probably destroyed during the terminal
bombardment of lunar surface but may have left geochemical and mineral-
ogic signatures; and 3) Ancient mare volcanism - Mare volcanic deposits
emplaced considerably before the end of the terminal bombardment would
have been thoroughly reworked and mixed with highland material (6,7,8).
The magnitude of these effects probably vary for different regions of
the lunar surface and are dependent on the local geologic history of the
areas investigated.
III. Geologic and geochemical studies of specific lunar anomalies.
A. Light plains with associated dark halo craters - Numerous light
plains regions on the moon exhibit/high concentrations of dark halo
craters wher buried low albedo material has apparently been excavated
(8). Where these regions have been overflown by orbital geochemical
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instruments,mafic anomalieshave been recorded. 'One region where this
is best displayedin the area near the east lim_,craterLangemak;) . _ . . .
F_bbard et al. (9) pointedout the rather s_rlking,varlatlons in Mg/Si
and Al/Si intensityratios which occur in this vicinity. The lowest
averageAI/Si ratios (_1.0)and the highest averageMg/Si ratios (_0.8)
are found around llbUE. In addition,Clark et al. (i0)noted that an
adjacenthighland area immediatelynortheastof Pasteurcrater was
definedby the unusual combinationof high Fe and high AI/Si values, an
exceptionVo the general inversecorrelationof orbitalFe and AI/Si
values. No apparentradioactivityanomalyhas been identifiedin this
general region (Ii). This highland regionis characterizedby the
presenceof severalcratersthat exhibitbroad, diffuse low albedo
ejecta deposits (8). The existenceof these dark-haloedcraterswith
associatedgeochemicalanomaliesstronglysuggestthe presenceof a
buried ancientbasalt layer. The existenceof other dark-haloedcraters
in the region demonstratesthat this unit is not limitedto the immedi-
ate vicinity of Langemakand may, in fact, underlie some or most of the
Imbrianand Nectarian light plainsunits in the region. The correspon-
dence of an area of geochemicalanomalieswith an area of probable
ancientmare volcanic activity suggeststhat early volcanismmay be an
importantprocess in the productionof regionalchemical anomalieselse-
where on the lunar surface.
B. Mare Marginis region - The resultsof Th deconvolutionmodeling
studiesallowedthe identificationof a region north of Mare Smythii
with Th concentrationswell above highland levels (i). This region is
dominatedby Mare Marginis,and the mare-floodedcrater Neper but also
containshighlandunits includinglight plains deposits in Babcock
crater and just east of Marginis. While Haines et al. (I)reported a Th
concentrationof 3.4 ppm for this region as a Whole, they noted that
when the model was modified by decouplingthe Mare Marginis-Neperand
highlandportions,the resultingfit was equallyas good; the resulting
highlandTh concentrationwas 2.3 ppm and the mare concentrationwas
5.4 ppm. The high Th concentrationsare clearlyassociatedwith the
mare material and hence there appearsto be a mare basalt unit on the
eastern limb with a Th concentrationof at least 3.4 ppm and perhaps as
high as 5.4 ppm; both values are considerablein excess of those asso-
ciated with the Apollomare samples (12). The high Th contentof the
Mare Marginis basalts suggeststhat they are intermediatein composition
betweenmare and KREEP basaltsand may be similarto the Apollo 17
KREEPybasalt (13). Estimatesof Apollo 17 KREEPybasalt Th concentra-
tions based on reported K20 values range from _4 to 6 ppm and are com-
parableto those for the Mare Marginis-Neperregion. In addition,the
MgO values for Neper (_8-9%)(14) are similarto the averagecomposition
of Apollo 17 KREEPybasalt (_8%) (13). This observationsuggests KREEP-
like volcanismwas active in the lunar easternhemispherein I_brian
time, a result significantfor lunarvolcanic history (15).
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C. Van de Graaff region - Several major geochemical anomalies
have been located in the Van de Graaff region. The region contains
relatively high Th, K, and Fe concentrations and low Ti content (16). A
basic question is whether the chemical anomalies are related to: 1)
material excavated by the various basins in the region (17); 2)
exotic material transported from some distant source (18); or 3) a
local episode of volcanism. A major objection to the last of these has
been the limited areal extent of mare-like basalts (18). A partial
explanation may involve thinly covered basaltic units. The region is
antipodal to Imbrium basin.and any pre-imbrian volcanic deposits could
easily have been covered by the extensive mass-wasting caused by seismic
waves associated with Imbrium (19). Dark-haloed craters have been iden-
tified in ,the region (8) and suggest the presence of buried basalt
units, favoring a volcanic explanation (15). Mixing calculations indi-
cate this region can be modeled as 60.8% anorthositic gabbro, 4.8% LKFM
basalt and 34.4% Apollo 17 KREEPy basalt (13). These results suggest an
episode of extensive pre-Imbrian KREEPy volcanism in the Van de Graaff
region (5, 15) .
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APPLICATIONOF THE G-MODE CLUSTERANALYSISTECHNIQUETO.MULTISPECTRAL
DATA SETS
Poscolieri,Maurizio,* McDonnellCenter for the Space Sciences,
WashingtonUniversity,St. Louis,Missouri 63130
* permanentaddress: NationalResearchCouncil,Rome, Italy
G-mode is a new clusteranalysis techniquedevelopedby Gavrishin
(1968,1974)and adaptedfor computerclassificationof chemicaltrends
in rocks and soils by Coradiniet. al. (1976,1977). We have further
adapted the G-mode techniqueto search for clusteringof image data in
color space. Basically,the brightnessof a given set of objects in
a scene can be plotted in n dimensionalspace if there are n spectral
channelsimagingthe objects. The G-mode techniqueand other multivariate
clusteranalysesattempt to: (1) identifyclustersor groupingsof the
brightnessvalues, (2) determineinto which cluster,if any_ a given
object should be placed,and (3) plot the resultsas a 2 dimensional
image displaywith classesshown in a gray level or color-codedform.
The uniquenessof G-mode is that the resultantclassesor clustersare
not given as linear combinationsof the originaldata, as they are in
linearmultivariatediscrimintfunctionanalyses. Rather,through the
transformationsdiscussedbelow of the originalN by M data matrix,one
obtains a G-vector,which is quasi-Gaussianin distributionand capable
of being used to search for clusters in an interativefashion. N refers
to the number of pixels in the image and M to the numberof channels.
We have tested the utilityof G-mode on two multispectraldata sets -
(1) The Viking Landercamera 6-channeldata, where color differences
from place to place are rather small,and (2) LANDSAT4 channelmulti-
spectraldata over the Meatig Dome in easternEgypt,where color differ-
ences are appreciablymore dramatic. In the G-mode programthe data
matrix with N samples (pixels)and M variables(channels)is first
normalizedas follows:
2
,2 (xij - xj)
xij =
3
where: xij are the originaldata elements;xj is the mean and a_ the
variance for each channel. This procedures_mply normalizesthe data
matrix so that each column has a mean of zero and a standarddeviation
of one.
Next each row (pixel)of the standardizeddata matrix is summed,as
follows:
m
3 j=l
This procedure Collapses the matrix to a Z2 vector. If the original data
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are randomly selected and each variable is independent of any other
variable, then the Z2 vector will follow a chi-square distribution with
Ndegrees of freedom. In the more likely case, where the variables are
not independent of one another, the correlation coefficient matrix provides
a measure of the amount of information lost due to non-independence
between pairs of variables.
For ease of computation, the Z2 vector can be transformed to a G2 vector,
based on the degrees of freedom and on the degree of independence between
the variables. The G2 vector abeys a standardized Gaussian distribution
with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of unity.
Initially, a G2 vector for all samples is computed. The three samples
with smallest G2 values are used as the core of the first class. A
new G2 vector for samples is computed based on the mean and variance of
the initial three samples. Each sample is checked to see if statistically
there is a high probability of its being drawn from the population defined
by the three initial samples. Iteration of the procedure produces the
first class, which consists of data that have a high probability of being
drawn from the same population. A new G2 vector and population parameters
are then computed from the remaining data to define the 2nd class, and
on the next iteration, the 3rd class, etc .. The second part of G-mode
includes statistical procedures that provide information on: (a) the
importance of each variable in driving the classification, and (b) the
closeness of one class relative to all the others.
Results of using the G-mode technique for the ratioed Viking Lander and
LANDSAT data are shown in Figures 1 and 2. For the Lander data the classes
consist of a soil unit, and a number of rock units, including several
shadow units. Basically, the classes reflect a fairly homogeneous soil
in terms of color, together with a variety of rock colors. The rock
colors may be photometrically controlled. By way of contrast, the LANDSAT
classes reflect varying degrees of redness within the wadis of the Meatig
Dome. In particular, the soils become brighter and redder toward the
center of the wadis within the dome, while sediment-filled wadis else-
where are not discernably different than the surrounding rocks. The reason
for such a trend remains unknown at this point. Computing time for this
research was supported in part by Planetary Geology Grant NSG-7087.
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Figure 1 - An approximately 50 x 50 pixel view of a portion of Viking
Lander 2 frame 22A190. This rendition is the result of
using the G-mode cluster technique to show 6 channel multi-
spectral data on a 2 dimensional display. Seven classes
are shown coded in 7 gray levels, with the brightest gray
levels corresponding to the top of rocks and the darkest
to shadows on rock sides. The important point is that the
soil corresponds largely to one class - the middle gray level.
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Figure 2 - Gray level coded G-mode image of a portion of the Meatig
Dome, Egypt. The brightest gray level corresponds to a
class with the brightest and reddest spectral radiance
signature. The brighter gray levels are located within
wadis (arroyos) in the Dome. In fact, the wadi sediment
apparently becomes brighter and redder toward the wadi
centers, according to the distribution of gray levels in
the G-mode image. The Domeis located at 26° N. lat.,
34° E. long. and the view shown is ~15km across. G-mode
classes were derived from 4 channel LANDSATdata.
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OPTICAL POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSES OF MARTIAN TERRAINS
R.W. Wolfe, National Air and Space Museum,
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 20560
Many landforms and geologic material units on Mars
exhibit repetitive patterns that appear to be fairly regu-
larly spaced. Some examples include the fossae to the north
and east of Tharsis, dune fields on crater floors and in sand
seas encircling the north polar region, the elaborate net-
work of horsts and grabens in Noctis Labyrinthus, the aureole
surrounding Olympus Mons, and periglacial features in the
northern mid-latitudes.
The orientation and spacing of these features may be
related to geologic processes. For example, the pattern
of fossae to the north and east of Tharsis is related to the
crustal forces that created the Tharsis uplift. Dune pat-
terns of various types are related to effective wind direc-
tions. However, the origins of the patterns exhibited by
other terrains, particularly the Olympus Mons aureole, are
uncertain.
Manual methods of measuring such parameters as spacing
between features, or their orientations, are time consuming,
subject to error, and as some investigators have shown (e.g.,
Podwysocki et al., 1975) lack objectivity. Optical data
processing techniques, on the other hand, provide a quick and
accurate measure of orientation and spacing of linear pat-
terns.
We are beginning a program that aims to develop a
sophisticated method of terrain analysis as a basis for more
precise, objective comparisons of landforms on Mars than
heretofore possible. Such methods as optical diffraction
pattern analysis are now practical because of the extremely
high resolution of the Viking Orbiter images.
The use of optical data processing in photogeologic stu-
dies is still in its infancy and has not yet resulted in a
large number of published papers. Among the most useful
applications of optical data processing have been the analy-
sis of directional features ranging in scale from photoli-
nears in Landsat imagery (e.g., Pincus and Doe, 1974) to
grain orientations in thin section (Power and Pincus_ 1974).
Another set of applications has dealt with the extraction of
signatures for different terrain types with the aim of deve-
loping techniques for automatic terrain type recognition in
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classification and for change detection (e.g., Gramenopulos,
1973).
Optical diffraction patterns can be obtained easily with
a simple optical bench set-up (Fig. 1). Basically, if an
image transparency is placed in the front focal plane of a
lens and illuminated by a beam of parallel, coherent light
(preferably monochromatic), the Fraunhofer diffraction pat-
tern of the image will be formed at the back focal plane of
the lens. The diffraction pattern is essentially the ampli-
ture of the Fourier transform of the image. Phase infor-
mation (the complex part of the transform) is lost. Unlike
manual interpretation of images (which is subject to subjec-
tive selection or rejection of features), the optical
diffraction pattern contains all spatial information found in
the original image. This may be, at times, a hindrance as
well as advantageous.
Interpretation of optical diffraction patterns may range
in sophistication from simple "eyeball" measurements and com-
parisons to digitally sampling the pattern and analysis by
complex algorithms. As an example of the former method, let
us consider the diffraction pattern (Fig. 3) of the grooved
terrain shown in Figure 2. Spots or streaks in the diffrac-
tion pattern reveal the azimuthal and spatial distribution
of linear elements in the original image. In addition, the
diffraction pattern indicates tbe regularity or periodicity
of the terrain.
Another method in the analysis of complex diffraction
patterns is diffraction plane sampling (Lendaris and Stanley,
1970) in which the pattern is sampled quantitatively over
many (up to 64) integrated regions in both frequency and azi-
mu t hal spa c e s ( Fi g • 4 ) • Plot s 0 fda t a ( Fig. 5) 0 b t a i ne d fro m
the grooved terrain of Fig. 2 reveal the orientation and
spacing of individual elements of terrain and provide an
indication of the variability of these parameters.
Algorithms have been developed for the complex tasks of pat-
tern recognition based on such diffraction plane sampling
(Kasdan, 1977). With these techniques, it is possible to
diferentiate and characterize terrains with precision and
without subjective biases.
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Chapter 9
GALILEAN SATELLITES
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i THER_IAL EVOLUTION OF EUROPA, GANYMEDE AND CALLISTO
Reynolds, Ray T. and Cassen, Patrick M., Theoretical and Planetary Studies
Branch, NASA-Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035. Stanton J.
Peale, Dept. of Physics, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA
93106.
Thermal evolution calculations for the icy Galilean satellites, based on
known densities and conducting thermal models, showed that they are most
probably differentiated objects, with rocky cores and mantles composed of
H20 (Lewis, 1971, Consolmagno and Lewis, 1976, Fanale, et al., 1977).
Calculations which include the effects of solid convection in the ice
crusts indicate that (for radioactive heat sources similar to those for
the Earth, moon and meteorites) large liquid layers would solidify early
in the evolution of those bodies. Large scale convective motions would be
expected which could have produced plate-tectonlc llke surface features
(Reynolds and Cassen, 1979). Also, diaplrism would act rapidly to remove
large density inversions early in the evolutionary process (Parmentier and
Head, 1979).
For Europa, density modeling of a differentiated body yields an estimate
for the thickness of an outer H20 layer of about 100 km. The contri-
bution of tidal dissipation (Peale et al., 1979) to Europa's energy
balance was considered within the framework of convectlng thermal model
calculations and two possible thermal configurations were identified
(Cassen et al., 1979a). In the first, the H20 layer is frozen, with
solid convection removing the internally generated heat (from both
radioactive and tidal sources). In the second, a liquid H20 region is
maintained below a thin ( _ 10kin) ice crust that is heated by tidal
dissipation. The dissipation in the thin ice crust could provide about 20
times the total heat generated by radioactlves in the satellite. In order
for this conflguratlon to exist, Europa's H20 layer could never have
been completely frozen. This would imply that the three-body orbital
resonance involving Io, Europa, and Ganymede was established very early in
the history of the Jovian system, thereby maintaining Europa's orbital
eccentricity from very early times. The thin ice crust in this model
could be fractured periodically by tidal stresses, thus providing an
active resurfaclng mechanism. Analysis of ground based and spacecraft
observations suggest that Europa's surface may be younger than those of
Ganymede and Calllsto. More evidence will probably be required, however,
in order to determine the thermal configuration of Europa's crust.
A detailed study of Ganymede and Calllsto indicates that tidal dissipation
is unlikely to have been important during their thermal evolutions (Cassen
et al., 1979b). It was suggested, however, (on the basis of convective
thermal calculations) that differences in radioactive heat sources within
these bodies, although relatively small, could nonetheless have signifi-
cantly influenced the time at _hlch internal activity ceased to affect
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the surface morphology. Since the early rate of impact crater production
is strongly time dependent, such a difference might have caused the dif-
ferences in surface appearance observed by the Voyager imaging experiment.
Surface tectonic activity on Ganymede could have been prolonged beyond the
early period of high impact flux rate, in contrast to Callisto where the
production of features resulting from such activity could have ceased
earlier. Thus any evidence for tectonic activity on Callisto could have
been removed by the cratering process.
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VOLCANIC ERUPTIONSON I0
Strom, Robert G., Universityof Arizona,Tucson,AZ, Terrile, R. J.,
JPL, Pasadena,CA, Masursky,H., USGS, Flagstaff,AZ, and Hansen,
C,, JPL, Pasadena,CA.
Nine volcanic eruptionplumes were observedover a period of 6 I/2 days
during the Voyagerl flyby of Io (1). During the Voyager 2 encounter,
four months later, at least 7 of these plumeswere still active at
about the same intensities. The largest plume (Plume l, 280 km high and
lO00 km wide) viewed by Voyager l was not active during the second en-
counter. Plume 4 was not viewed near enough to the limb during the sec-
ond encounterto confirmwhether or not it was still active. However,
a major eruptionoccurred at 3400 longitudeand 45o N latitude (Site lO,
Table l) sometimebetweenthe two encountersand depositedan ejecta
blanketcomparablein size to that associatedwith Plume 2. The source
area was not viewed near enough to the limb on the seCondencounterto
confirmwhetheror not it was still active. This new eruption is as-
sociatedwith a calderaabout 80 km in diameterand is responsiblefor
major changes in surfacemarkings first seen by Voyager I. The main
effectsof this eruption seem to have been the floodingof the caldera
by a black extrusive,and the mantlingof previouslybright areas with
a layer of dark pyroclasticmaterial. Other changesin surfacemarking
have occurred betweenthe two encountersor during the first encounter.
Two of these changesare associatedwith Plumesl and 2, and are prob-
ably primarilythe result of pyroclasticdepositionwhich accumulated
during the four month interval betweenthe two encounters. One short-
term change (5 I/2 hours)occurredduring the first encounterin an
area locatedprimiarlynorth of Plume 4. This change in the surface
appearancemay be the result of (1) an intense short-termeruption,
(2) a transientincreasein the intensityof the eruptionassociated
with Plume 4, or (3) a phase effect due to a differencein the scatter-
ing propertiesof the material in this region. Anothersurface change
has been noted betweencolor picturestaken 6 hours apart during the
first encounter. A bluish semi-circulararea, not present 6 hours
earlier,occurs on the northernfloor of a calderaabout 50 km in
diameter. This bluish area may be specularreflectionsor more likely
a ventingof gases on the calderafloor. During the first encounter
Plume 2 Consistedof.two components: a large diffusecloud about 210
km high emanatingfrom the west end of a 175 km long black strip, and
a very small plume probablyless than 40 km high associatedwith the
east end of this black strip. During the second encounterthe smaller
plume (now called Plume g) had about doubledin size.
Most plumesare strongerforwardscatterersthan back scatterersin-
dicatingthey consistof very small particles. The detectionof
gaseousS02 in Plume 2 by Voyager l IRIS experiment(2) suggeststhat
it may be the principalvolatiledrivingthe eruptions.
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The geometryand source regionsof the plumes suggestthey are associat-
ed with both long fissureand pipe vent eruptions. Vertical and ob-
lique photographsof Plume 2 show a curtain of pyroclasticsbeing eject-
ed to a heightof about lO0 km along a 25 km lengthof the westernend
of a black strip. This is certainlya fissureeruptionand may account
in part for the diffusenature of the plume. The very symmetrical,
umbrella-shapedplumes (Plumel and 3) containa narrow cnetral fountain
togetherwith a very small circularsource suggestingthey may be pipe
vent eruptions.
The source regionsat all active plumesare characterizedbya dark
diffuse core surroundedby brightand dark diffuse rings. Many other
areas showingsimilarcharacteristicsare almost surely the sites of
recent eruptions. The global depositionrate of about O.l mm/yr est-
imated by Johnson,et al. (3), togetherwith the great frequencyof er-
uptions indicatedby the appearanceof a new eruptionduring a four
month period, suggestthat the other eruption sites are very young;
perhapslO years old or less. All active plumesand the sites of the
larger recenteruptions are concentratedwithin 450 of the equator,
but are more or less randomlydistributedin longitude. This suggests
that the frequencyand/or intensityof eruptions,and thereforedep-
ositionrate, is greaterin the equatorialregionsthan in the polar
regions. It followsthat, on the average,the equatorialregionsare
younger than the polar regions. This, at least in part,may account
for the differencesin albedo and color betweenthe equatorialand
polar regions. This large eruptionwhich took place sometime between
the two encountersand its resultantsurfacechanges stronglysuggest
that major large-scale(severalhundred kilometers)changes in color
and albedo patternstake place over short periodsof time (on the order
of months or less).
Volcaniceruptionson Io differ significantlyfrom those on Earth.
Although volcanoeson Earth can remain active for many years or even
centuries,violentactivity is periodicand short-lived(a few hours
or days). On Io at least 6 eruptionshave continuedat a high level
of activityfor at least four months and probablylonger. This sug-
gests that at least in these cases large reservoirsof volatiles
(e.g. S02) are availableto sustaincontinuousviolentactivityover
long periodsof time.
References:
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Table 1. Io PlumeObservations
Central
Location Plume (a) Plume (a) Fountain (a) Voyager 1 (b) Voyater 2 (b).
PlumeNo. lat/lon9 wldth(_) helght(_) wldth(_) activity activity
l -1g.4/526.8 lO00(cl) 280(ci) 35(uv) active inactive
2 18.g/305.3 210(cl) lO0(cl) active active
585(uv) 210(uv)
3 -2.9/153.0 250(c1) 70(cl) 15(cl) active active
4 21.6/176.8 75(v) 95(v) 20iv) active ?
5 27.2/118.7 200(ci) 80(ci) ? active active
6 18.9/122.4 250(ci) 80(ci) 60(ci) active active
uJ 7 -28.0/20g.7 180(ci) 120(ci) ? active active
t_ 8 -42/50 150(ci) 70(ci) 15(ci) active active
"9 + 2 17/300{Plume9) 340(ci) 170(cl) act(ve active
SiteI0 45/340 ? ? ? inactive ?
(a) Exceptfor Plumeg, a11 measurementsare fromVoyagerI images.
(b) Plumesdesignatedas inactivewerenot observedat the resolutionsat whichthese siteswere photographed.
If plumeswere present,theywerelessthan40kmhigh in the caseof PlumeI, and less thanlOkmhigh in the
case of Plumesg and 10.
cl - clearfiltermeasurement
uv - ultravioletfiltermeasurement
v - violetfiltermeasurement
* The heightand widthmeasurementsare for the diffusehalosurroundingbothPlumes2 and 9
on Voyager2.
VOLATILE EVOLUTION: THE SO2 REGIME OF I0
Fanale, Fraser P., Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of
Technology, Pasadena, California 91103
We have been able to demonstrate that the puzzling deep 4.08 _m absorp-
tion feature observed in lo's infrared reflectance spectrum is due to
frozen SO2 molecules (i). This identification is compatable with and
provides a unifying explanation for a large and ever-growlng llst of key
Voyager and earth-based observations of Io. These apparently include:
i.) the supply of S to the lo-surroundlng torus, 2.) the precise atomic
and molecular species in the torus, 3.) the driving of lo's volcanoes,
4.) the observation of trace quantities of gaseous SO2 over one of the
large calderas, and 5.) the mechanism of crater erasure and erosion in
the presence of rapid deposition.
We are currently attempting to solve several outstanding remaining pro-
blems. Three of the most difficult are: i.) How much of the frozen SO2
is present as free surface frost, how much as adsorbate, how much as _O_dissolved or occluded in surface material, an how much as gas?
Does the fact that the local basal pressure observed by the Voyager IRIS
experiment near the subsolar point resembles the equilibrium pressure at
130°K mean that the atmosphere is well buffered in equilibrium by sur-
face SO2 frost all over the disc? Alternatively, could the pressure at
most points simply reflect a dynamic equilibrium between local volcanism
and the "feeding" of lo's torus on its atmosphere? 3.) How do the kine-
tic factors such as condensatlon/subllmatlon kinetics or global gas mi-
gration affect the "Io meteorology"? 4.) Do the "white patches" on Io
consist of or contain SO2 frost, and why are the color variations dis-
tributed as they are?
Operationally we have several tools at our disposal. We are currently
conducting observations with the International Ultraviolet Explorer. By
constructing the UV spectrum with lo's orbital position and time (for
repeated observations at the same orbital position) we hope to learn
about the spatial and temporal distribution of UV-active substances on
lo's surface. However, this also requires considerable laboratory work
since our library of UV spectra is sparse. We are thus in a similar
state with respect to understanding lo's UV spectrum and its variations
to that we were in with respect to its infrared absorption features a
year ago. We have recently discovered that while almost all other
frosts such as NH3, H20 etc. have spectra that are quite flat from 0.2
_m to 0.6 _m, the SO2 frost spectrum has an exceedingly shar p absorption
edge ~ 0.3 _m, a maximum at 0.4 _m, decreasing slightly toward the red
(2). We are currently examining the spectral effects of condensing SO2
frost on various allotropes of sulfur in order to better understand the
IUE spectra.
Another important use for the new data will be in the interpretation of
the "wideband" spectral data on individual pixels from the Voyager im-
ages. We have found the spectral reflectance of SO2 frost to be suffi-
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clently unusual that its presence should be recognizable in even the
"_rldeband"data, and therefore will serve to aid in the identification
of small areas as being rich in frozen S02, in the disentangling of the
spectral signatures of the various main surface components and in the
ultimate production of compositional maps.
In all this interpretive procedure, we will attempt to avoid interpreta-
tions which fall to reconcile the depth of the 4.1 _m band with any re-
cognizable features in the UV. One very interesting result of our at-
tempts to reconcile the various bands we attribute to surface SO2 with
the longer wavelength SO2 gas bands observed by the Voyager IRIS team is
this: Our preliminary results suggest that the Near Infrared Mapping
Experiment (NIMS) on Galileo ought to be able to map the atmospheric SO2
distribution as distinguished from the surface S02 distribution since
the offset in wavelength of bands from the two coupled with some pos-
sible anticorrelation in space suggests that the spectral resolution and
sensitivity of NIMS may in fact allow such "atmospheric mapping" in
addition to its original surface phase mapping mission on Io.
We intend to tie all the above lines of investigation into a physically
plausible model of the SO2 regime on Io, consistent with both equill-
brium and kinetic considerations and the dynamic mass balance between
degasslng, deposition and the supply of material to the magnetosphere.
(i) F. P. Fanale, R. H. Brown, D. P. Cruickshank and R. N. Clark,
Nature, 28___O0,761-763, 1979.
(2) D. B. Nash, F. P. Fanale and R. N. Nelson, Bull. Am. Ast. Soc., 3,
1979.
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PhotometricStudiesof the Satellitesof JupiterUsingVoyagerImagingData.
J. Veverka,S. Squyres,P. Thomas,D. Simonelli,CornellUniversity;
D. Morrison,Universityof Hawaii.
In conjunctionwithotherVoyagerinvestigatorswe haveinitiateda
systematicprogramof photometricstudiesof Jupiter'ssatelliteswhich
includes:
a) Photometz7 of Ganymede. Initialresultsindicatethatall major
units(crateredterrain,groovedterrain,and brightray craters)have
photometricfunctionswhich,at leastup to phaseanglesof 30°, are lunar-
like,and definitelynot Lambertian.We estimatethatthemean geometric
albedoof thebrightray cratersis .53;thatof the groovedterrain.47,
and thatof the crateredterrain,.41. Dataup to phaseanglesof _ ii0°
are currentlybeinganalyzed.
b) Photometryof Europa. In spiteof veryhigh albedoof thissatel-
lite (0.64in the visible),and the fact thatnearIR spectroscopyindicates
a surfacelargelycoveredby waterfrost(Pilcheret el.,19721,the photo-
metricpropertiesare definitelynon-Lambertiansuggestinga significant
admixtureof impuritieswithinthe frost.
c) Photometryof Amalthea.The photometricpropertiesof thisdark
red objectare lunar-like.For example,essentiallyno limbdarkeningis
observedat opposition(Figurei). No significantalbedodifferencebe-
tweenthe trailingand leadingsideof thesatelliteis evidentin the
Voyagerdata. Suchdifferencesoccuron the Galileansatellitesand have
been invokedby someinvestigatorsforAma_theain the past(seeVeverka,
1971for a revlew).
d) Photometryof Io. We are beginningto match thespectralreflec-
tancepropertiesof variousregionson Io and theirphotometricfunctions
with thosemeasuredfor sulfurand sulfurcompoundsat variouswavelengths
and temperaturesin our laboratory.
e) Searchfor Post-EclipseBri_htenin_on Io. Binderand Cruikshank
(1964)and someotherobservershave reportedoccasionalanomalousbright-
eningsof Io by some10% as the satellitereappearsfromeclipseby Jupiter.
Suchanomaliesapparentlylasti0 to 15 minutesand havebeenattributed
to the condensationof an a_osphericconstituentduringthe eclipse.
We haveanalyzeddataon two sucheclipsereappearancesobtained
by Voyageri. The sequencesconsistof violet(0.41Um) framestaken
every96 secondsfor 32 minutesafterreappearance(Sequence11 and for 15
minutes(Sequence2). Noneof the surfacemarkingsvisiblein theseframes
changedits albedoduringthe reappearance(Figure2). Thesenegativere-
sultsfromVoyagerhaveimportantimplicationsfor the SO2 budgeton Io and
for the existenceof extensiveareasof freesulfuron the satellite.
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Phase Functions of Water Frosts and Ice. Norman G. Purves and
Carl B. Pilcher, Institute for Astronomy, University of Hawaii,
Honolulu.
The phase functions in visible light of various water frosts
and ices grown under low pressure (_ i torr) at Galilean satellite
temperatures were measured. The radiation reflected from the samples
can largely be resolved into two components: one diffuse and one
specular. For illumination within ~ 20 ° of the surface normal, the
reflection of most frosts is largely diffuse. At larger angles of
incidence the specular component becomes prominent, appearing at an
emission angle somewhat larger than the incident angle. This angular
difference is probably caused by the range in orientation of surface
ice facets and the rapid increase in reflection with increasing angle
of incidence above about 45 °, as described by Fresnel's laws. The
reflection of ice, on the other hand, is dominated by the specular
component, which emerges at an angle equal to the angle of incidence,
as expected for a planar surface. "Falry-castle" frosts show a
significantly different phase function from closely packed fine-
grained frosts. The former show amuch stronger specular component,
but lower spherical reflectance. These different optical
characteristics might be used to distinguish these frost structures
from one another on the surfaces of solar system objects.
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Basin Peak-Ring Spacing on Ganymede and Callisto:
Implications for the Origin of Central Peaks and Peak Rings
Joseph M. Boyce*, U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, AZ 86001
The origin of interior mountain peaks and mountain rings
in large impact craters has been a matter of controversy. Wood
and Head (1976) have shown that there is a m0rphologic
progression, with increased diameter, from the occurrence of
central peaks, to peak rings to multiple rings. Some observers
have suggested that this sequence is controlled by a single
dominant factor. But the specific controlling factor for this
morphologic sequence is unknown with other factors playing only
minor roles. In an effort to understand the factors that
control formation of these features, Head (1978) compiled the
peak ring - rim diameter data for the Moon, Mercury and Mars.
He discovered that there is a similar linear relationship
between the two parameters for all three planets. He noted
that the onset diameters for peak-rings for each planet was
different and that the difference could be related to
differences in impact velocities. Also, from these data Head
(1978) concluded that peak-ring formation was dominated by
kinetic energy and not the gravitational potential energy.
Croft (1979) added additional planetary and Earth data to those
compiled by Head. He noted that earth basin peak-rings
diameter are systematically larger than those on other planets,
but show a similar functional dependence. He suggested that
peak-rings represent broken surface materials rebounding just
within the gravity controlled transient cavity wall.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the relationship
of peak-ring diameters and rim diameters of craters on Callisto
and Ganymede and to compare them with previous data to better
understand peak-ring formation.
Peak-ring diameters and rim diameters have been measured
for craters on Callisto and Ganymede. To account for the
effect of topographic flattening due to viscous flow of the icy
surface materials measurements of the rings were made from the
center of the mountains on each side of the ring instead of at
the interior edge of the mountain scarp.
Ganymede - The relationship of peak-ring diameters to rim
diameters of craters on Ganymede is shown in Figure 1 and is
similar to that discovered by Head (1978) for terrestrial
planet craters other than Earth. Peak-ring diameters occur
over a range of from 33 km to 124 km.
*Present Address: NASA Headquarters, Washington, DC 20546 /
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Callisto - The relationship of peak-ring diameter to rim
diamter of craters on Callisto is shown in Figure 2. Like the
Earth, the functional relationship is similar to that of the
other planets and Ganymede but like the earth there is a
systematic increase (about 1.4 x for Callisto) in peak-ring
diameters for comparable rim diameters. Peak-ring diameters on
Callisto occur over the range of from 26 km to 98 km.
The new data presented here and that summarized by Head
(1978) and Croft (1979) indicate that, except for Callisto and
the Earth, all planets investigated show nearly the same
peak-ring diameter versus rim diameter relationship . The
Callisto and Earth peak-ring craters exhibit a functional
relationship that is directly proportional to that for the
other planets but with systematic increases in diameter of the
peak,rings in relation to the rim diameter. Additionally,
onset diameters for Callisto and Ganymede are larger than that
for the Earth but smaller than those for the other terrestrial
planets.
The fact that the peak-ring diameter is not a functional
invarient directly related to rim diameter, as suggested by
Head (1978), is indicated by the Callisto and Earth
relationship. Their relationship is slightly different from
the other terrestrial planets which shows that this
relationship is affected by environmental factors. Some of
those factors were evaluated by Head (1978) and in the light of
the new data will be reevaluated herein.
The new data suggest there is no correlation between the
peak-ring diameter relationships and the gravity of the planets
supporting the suggestion of Head (1978) that gravity
differences only play a minor role in affecting peak-ring
formation. Additionally, the new data suggests that there is
no correlation between the peak-ring spacing or onset diameter
relationships and the impact velocity at the planets surface.
Therefore, this lack of correlation suggests that impact
velocity plays only a small role in controlling onset diameter
or the peak-ring to rim diameter relationship.
Cintala et al (1977) has suggested that substrate
structural characteristics related to impact brecciation
(megaregolith) may play a major role in crater morphology
development. However, the new data indicate that substrate
structural characteristics play only a minor role in peak-ring
diameter spacing as suggested by the necessity for unrealistic
requirements such as (i) the megaregolith of the rocky planets
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which have stable ancient crusts and Ganymede which has a
dynamic crust would have to be structurally similar; (2) the
near surface structure of all terrains on both icy satellites
would have to be different; and (3) the near surface structure
would have to be similar for the Earth (dynamic crust) and
Callisto (ancient stable crust). Additionally, for the same
reason the new data suggest that other target material
characteristics such as composition also play only a minor role
in controlling the peak-ring diameter to rim diameter
relationships. The new data also suggest that meteoroid
material characteristics (e.g. density) difference throughout
the solar system play only a minor role in controlling peak
ring - rim diameter relationships. This is indicated by the
large distance (from Mercury to Ganymede) between bodies with
similar peak-ring relationship and short distances (Ganymede to
Callisto; Earth to Moon) between some bodies with different
peak-ring relationships.
In conclusion, the peak-ring diameter - rim diameter data
indicate that previous simple hypotheses that involve only one
dominant factor as contolling ring spacing can be rejected.
Other factors that could effect peak-ring formation have yet to
be proposed and it is difficult to imagine likely new
candidates. Therefore, we suggest that none of the previously
mentioned factors dominate over the others, but combine
(gravitational potential energy, impact velocity, or a single
target or meteoroid characteristic) to produce the observed
relationship, with effects of factors adding and cancelling.
However, precisely how this is done is difficult to access
because the effects of individual factors are unknown. But
using knowledge of how these factors effect related cratering
parameters (in particular rim diameter) and which geologic
factors dominate on a particular planet we can speculate how
the factors work in concert to produce the observed
relationship. For example, to make a preliminary test of this
hypothesis the following simple assumptions have been made:
(i) increased impact velocity decreasing the relationship;
(2) increased gravity decreasing the relationship;
(3) increased megaregolith brecciation decreasing the
relationship; (4) increased amount of rocky component to target
material decreasing the relationship; and (5) increased density
of meteoroid material decreasing the relationship. A matrix
was constructed using these assumed parameters and their
effects added and subtracted. The results showed that the
Earth and Callisto would be expected to have decreased
peak-ring diameter to rim diameter relationships compared to
the other bodies investigated.
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Amalthea: Analysis of Voyager ImagingData. J. Veverka, P. Thomas,
J. Gradie, CornellUniversity;D. Morrison,University of Hawaii;
M. Davies, RAND Corporation.
Several sequencesof observationsof Amalthea were carried out
during the recent Voyager encounterswith Jupiter over a variety of
orbital longitudes,solar phase angles,and wavelengths. The last
images, obtained from a range of 425,000km, have a resolutionof
8 km/line pair.
Amalthea turns out to be a dark, irregularobject whose dimensions
are 270 ± i0, 165 ± 15 and 153 ± 5 km (Figurei), values which compare
well with the estimate of the mean diameterby Rieke (Icarus,25, 333,
1975) of 240 ± 60 km, based on infraredobservationsfrom Earth. The
satelliteis locked in synchronousrotation (period= 12 hours), with
the longest axis pointing toward Jupiter.
Amalthea'snormal reflectanceis about 5%, consistentwith the
upper limit quoted by Millis (Icarus,33, 319, 1978). Spectrally the
satellite is very red. Mixtures of sulfur and carbonaceousmaterial
have similar colors, suggesting that the surfaceof Amaltheamay be
contaminatedby sulfur ultimately derived from Io.
The Voyager images reveal a number of albedo markings on the
satellite (scale:20-30 km), which are brighter by a factor of 2 than
the average surface, and less red.
A few large craters are visible in the best images (Fig. 2); the
three most prominenthave diameters ranging from about 50 to 90 km.
The surface density of craters in the 20 to 90 km range is consistent
with that recorded in the lunar uplands.
Since g on Amalthea is about I0 cm/sec2, a value about one order
of magnitude larger than g on Phobos and Deimos, but an order of magni-
tude smaller than on the Moon, higher resolution images of the surface
of Amalthea on future missions would provide a sensitive test of the
effects of gravity on crater morphology.
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VolumeChangesln Ganymedeand the Originof GroovedTerrain. S. Squyres,
Departmentof GeologicalSciencesand the Laboratoryfor PlanetaryStudies,
CornellUniversity,Ithaca,New York;E. M. Shoemaker,U.S. Ge61ogicalSurvey,
Flagstaff,Arizona.
The geologicalrelationshipsof grooved terrain on Ganymede suggest that
the grooved terrain formed by extensionaldeformation. No convincing evi-
dence of major zones of compressionaldeformationhas been recognized,how-
ever. Therefore, it appears that Ganymede expanded during grooved terrain
formation. Crater densities on the grooved terrain indicate that most of
the expansiontook place near the end of heavy bombardment,probably in the
time range of 4.0 to 3.5 Gy.
Changes in the mean specific volume of Ganymedemay have occurred asa
result of various phase changes at different times in its thermal evolution.
If Ganymede accreted homogeneously,a substantialexpansionmight have oc-
curred during differentiation. Assuming thermal historieslike those pro-
posed by Consolmagnoand Lewis (1976),the formationof a silicate core,
water mantle, and a thin ice I crust from an initiallyhomogeneousbody at
100°K would result in a surface area increase of 5.7 to 7.2 percent. These
figures are based on the known phase relationshipsof pure H20 and the assump-
tions that all H20 migrating to the mantle and crust was initiallyin the
form of H20 ice and that the silicate densitywas in the range of 2.5 to
3.7 gcm -3. Expansion occurs because the high densitypolymorphs ice II
(_ = 1.18 g cm-3), ice VI (_ = 1.34 gcm -3) and ice VIII (_ = 1.66 gcm -3)
melt to form water with a mean compresseddensity in the range 1.10-1.25 gcm -3
If the postulatedwater mantle of Ganymede refroze after differentiation,
due to solid state convection in the lower part of the ice I crust (Reynolds
and Cassen, 1979), the resultantvolume change may have been small. The net
surface area change for complete refreezingwould have been a decrease of
less than 0.5 percent. With silicatesoccupying the high pressure region
at the core, only ice VI, II, and I would crystallizein significantamounts;
their proportionsyield a mean ice density close to that of compressed
liquid water.
Because the freezing temperatureof ice has a minimum at the ice I--
Ice II transition,increasingfrom that point for both lower and higher
pressures, refreezing of a liquid water mantle would proceed from the core
upward and the crust downward simultaneously. Contractionwould occur con-
tinuouslythroughmost of this process, with the volume decrease from freez-
ing of high pressure polymorphs at depth more than compensatingfor the
volume increase from freezing of ice I. The only expansion that could take
place during refreezingwould be during the final simultaneousfreezing of
ice I and ice III, amounting to a surface area increase of less than 0.1 per-
cent. These calculationsare valid for nearly pure H20. Other plausible
constituentsin solution in the melt may have had considerableeffect both
on the phase relationshipsand the densitiesof specificphases.
Other possible phase changes of interest that may have taken place in
Ganymede include replacementof olivine by serpentine (and decompositionof
serpentineto olivine and water) and the crystallizationor decompositionof
clathrates. Too few clues are availableat present, however, to assess the
importanceof these changes.
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Our understanding of the accretion history and thermal history of
Ganymede is not yet sufficient to identify with confidence the cause of
expansion at the time grooved terrain was formed. If Ganymede accreted
heterogeneously, first from silicates and later from ice, expansion due
to melting of the ice probably was small (comparable in magnitude to the
decrease in volume accompanying freezing of a water mantle). Accretional
heating and heating by relatively short-lived radionuclides (e.g., A126),
moreover, may have led to melting of ice at much earlier times than found
from the thermal histories calculated by Consolmagno and Lewis. Hence,
expansion due to initial melting and differentiation may have occurred
prior to the development of any surface now preserved on Ganymede. In
this case, expansion accompanying formation of the grooved terrain probably
must be explained by phase changes other than melting of dense H20 ice.
S. Squyres' participation in the project is supported in part by NASA
grant NSG 7156.
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IMPACT HEATINGOF H20 ICE TARGETS:APPLICATIONSTOOUTER PLANET SATELLITES
Cintala,M.J., Head, J.W., and Parmentler,E.M., Dept. of Geological
Sciences,Brown Unlv., Providence,Rr 02912
Voyager photographyof the Galilean satellitesof Jupiterdemonstrates
thatlmpact craterlnghas been an importantprocessin the development
of the surfacesof Ganymede and Calllsto.I Various lines of evidence
indicatethat at least the outer crust of each of these bodies is rich
in H20 ice.2 While many of the detailsof the craterlngprocess in the
more familiar silicatetargetsare applicableto similarevents in ice,
there are some importantdifferences. Perhapsforemost of these is the
partitioningof projectilekineticenergy into heating both the meteor-
oid and the impactedtargetmaterial. This report is directed toward
an evaluationof impactheating in H20 ice targets,a comparisonwith
similarcalculationsfor basalt targets,and applicationof the results
to some specificplanetaryproblems.
Method of Calculation- The procedureoutlinedby Gault and Heitowits
was appliedin evaluatingshock attenuationand targetheatingas a
functionof distancefrom the impact point. This method assumes that
the energy containedwithin the affectedvolume of targetmaterial is
constantthroughoutthe durationof shock propagation. In addition,re-
lease adlabatsare approximatedby the Hugoniotof the targetmaterial;
multiplewave structuresare not taken into account. While this tech,
i nlque might underestimatethe quantitiesof melt generatedby specific
impact events,_ applicationof the same procedureto both target types
minimizesthe relativediscrepancy. Hugoniotdata for H20 ice and
basalt used in these calculationsare from (5) and (6),respectively.
Projectile T_pes and ImpactVeloclties- In order to bracket a range of
possiblemeteoroidcompositions,calculationswere carriedout for pro-
jectileswith the shock propertiesof iron, basalt (to simulate ordinary
chondrltesand/or achondrltes),lunar regolith (_carbonaceouschondrlte),
and H20 ice, impactingover a range of 5 to 30 km/s in 5 km/s increments.
Results - The resultsof these computationsare summarizedin Figure i.
A number of observationscan be made: (i) more projectilekineticenergy
is expended as heat during impactsinto the basalt targets, (2) denser
projectilespartitionless of their kinetic energy into heat, and (3)
the much largerkinetic energy densitiesof the denser projectilesimply
that, although the fractionof the initialkinetic energy partitioned
into heating is smaller,the total energy dedicatedtoward this end is
generallyhigher than that of the less dense projectiles. Weaker shock
attenuationin basalt and its greaterdensity (hence,affectedmass)
accountfor (i),while more gradual (therefore,thermodynamicallymore
efficient)projectile-targetcoupling,which arises from the density
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contrast in favor of the projectile, results in (2). Nevertheless,
since it is energetically closer to its fusion and vaporization points
than is basalt in most realistic cases, greater volumes of H20 ice will
undergo shock-induced phase transitions Under a given set of impact
conditions. 7
Applications - (i) Silicate/H20 Differentiation: The large volumes of
low viscosity melt formed by impacts into H20 ice would allow effective
segregation of silicate particles sufficiently large to settle through
convecting melt sheets. This mechanism could have made an important
contribution to large-scale differentiation of Ganymede and/or Callisto
early in their histories, particularly in allowing silicates to migrate
through a relatively rigid outer crust into a liquid mantle. 8 (2) Mass
Loss through Vapor Escape: Preliminary calculations assuming ideal gas
behavior indicate that temperatures high enough to allow the escape of
H20 vapor from Ganymede or Callisto would be realized predominantly
during the highest velocity impact events. Insofar as this portion of
the target would be ejected at the greatest velocities by the impact
process itself, it appears that the effects of thermal escape of H20
would be minimal in terms of mass loss from these bodies. (3) Maximum
Ballistic Range of Solid Ejecta: On the basis of this approach, the
maximum distance to which a solid/liquid H20 mixture can be ejected on
Ganymede (45° ejection angle) would be _1300 km, with a similar figure
applicable to Callisto. Since lunar material ejected the same distance
at the same angle would have its temperature raised only by _I00°K,
secondary cratering phenomena on icy bodies are expected to differ
somewhat from those on the more familiar silicate-crust planets.
(4) Crater Interior Morphology: Provided that a large fraction of melt
remains inside the final cavity as in the case on the terrestrial
planets, comparisons of interior morphologies of craters formed in ice-
rich crusts with those on the inner planets might be hindered by the
greater melt volumes associated with the impacts into ice. Indeed, the
fact that pure gravity-scaling yields craters in ice with volumes only
_2.4 times greater than those formed in basalt by similar energy events,
coupled with the possibility that melt volumes could be 3-5 times larger
in ice, 7 serves to underscore the need for caution in interpreting the
observational data.
•Efforts are underway to refine these approaches and to evaluate the par-
titioning of energy into comminution, ejecta, and other forms of work
during impacts into H20 ice.
References: ISmith B.A. et a_!l.(1979) Science 204, 951-972. 2johnson T.V.
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I_ROVED ACCURACY OF COORDINATES OF FEATURES ON MARS
Davies, Merton E., The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California 90406
The objective of this program is to improve the accuracy of the control
points on Mars in the region around the Viking 1 landing site and to
tie this area to the small crater Airy-O with a photogrammetric strip
of pictures. Airy-O defines the longitude system on Mars; thus this
strip should yield an improved value for the longitude of the Viking i
landing site and, since the strip is tied to the planetwide control
net, it will improve the accuracy of all of the coordinates. The lati-
tude of the landing site has been determined very accurately by the
Lander Radio Science Team.
In the region of the Viking lander, the study started with three high
resolution pictures (2-pixel resolution _ 20 m) and four additional
pictures to provide stereo. The 32 control points were,measured on
2 to 6 frames. The triangulation was performed usingthe GIANT program.
The standard errors of the latitudes of the control points lay between
73 m and 289 m, with a median of 163 m. The standard errors of the
planetary radii at the control points which were on stereo pairs lay
between 459 m and 983 m, with a medlan of 558 m. The area of the tri-
angulation block has now been expanded to include 32 pictures, with the
result that the standard errors increase when the points lie farther
from the landing site. Additional pictures will be added to improve
the stereo coverage and overdetermination.
In the region around Airy-O, the study has started with two high reso-
lution pictures (2-pixel resolution _ 36 m) and six additional pictures.
Vertical measurements of the control points were not possible as the
stereo angles were too small.
A minimum of 50 pictures will be required to tie the Viking landing site
to Airy-O; the resolution of these pictures will lie between 600 m and
800 m (2-pixel resolution). The entire strip will be tied to the
planetwide control net and strengthen the horizontal solution through-
out.
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THE CONTROL NETWORKS OF THE GALILEAN SATELLITES
Davies, Merton E., The Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California 90406
Geodetic control networks are being computed for all of the Galilean
satellites using pictures from the Voyager i and 2 encounters at
Jupiter. The satellite coordinate systems have been established to
conform with IAU recommendations. Points have been identified on the
satellites and their coordinates have been computed by single-block
analytical triangulations. The status of the control nets is summa-
rized in the following table.
Normal Overdeter-
Satellite Points Pictures Measurements Equations mlnations _(mm)
Io 192 81 1760 627 2.81 O.02057
Europa 45 35 534 195 2.74 0.01407
Ganymede 190 71 1874 593 3.16 0.03285
Callisto 242 95 2152 770 2.79 0.02477
The mean radii of the satellites determined by the analytical triangula-
tions are very close to those computedfromlimbmeasurements,I as may
be seen below.
Radius (kin)
Limb 1 Analytical
Satellite Measurements Triangulations
Io 1820 1819
Europa 1565 1563
Ganymede 2640 2638
Callisto 2420 2410
iSmlth,B. A., et al., "The JupiterSystem Throughthe Eyes of
Voyageri," Science,Vol. 204, 1 June 1979, p. 951
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Photo_rammetricApplicationTo PlanetaryMapping,ShermanS. C. Wu, U.S.
GeologicalSurvey,Branch of AstrogeologicStudies, Flagstaff,Arizona
86001
The planetarymappingof Mars, Venus, the Moon, etc., involves
many unprecedentedproblems;the lack of primaryground controlpoints,
the definitionof the topographicdatum, data acquisitionand representa-
tion (imagingand nonimaging),and characteristicsof the data itself.
These unconventionalfactorsrequirenew conceptsfor the developmentof
new methodologyand new equipment.
Withoutwater and thereforesea level,the most appropriateway
to define the topographicdatum, the zero-elevationreferencesurface,
for a planetarybody, is as a gravity level surface. The topographic
datum of both the Moon and Mars have been definedusing their gravity
fields in terms of sphericalharmonics(Wu, 1975, 1978a, 1979b). The
applicationof analyticalphotogrammetricmethods is consideredthe best
way to establisha ground controlnetworkof the planetarybodies using
the positionand orientationparametersof the orbiting spacecraft. This
method becomesespeciallypromisingbecauseof the advancementsin com-
puterizedimage processingtechniqueswhere unconventionalimaginggeo-
metry, line scans or parabolicsurfaces,can be digitallycorrectedand
enhanced by means of both off- and on-lineprocessing.
Mariner 9 acquiredphotographiccoverageof the entire surface
of Mars. The Mariner9 data, togetherwith Earth-basedradar have enabled
a quantitativerepresentationof Mars topographyon a global scale (Wu,
1975, 1978a).Fifty thousandphotographsfrom the Viking mission have
opened up Mars to intensiveinvestigationin many fields. Despitethe
fact that the photographshave extremelynarrow fields of view, special
photogrammetrictechniqueshave been developedwhich allow stereo models
to be set up for photogrammetriccompilation. This makes it possible to
use these high qualityphotographs,of variousranges of resolution,to
systematicallymap the planet Mars. High altitudeorbital photographs
rangingup to 37,000 km are used to producea planet-widecontrolnetwork
in three bands. One band is an equatorialbelt and the other two will
pass throughthe two martian poles. Medium range photographs(14,000km
to 24,000 km) are used for the compilationof a 1:2 million series of
Mars maps. Four subquads (MCI7-NW,MCI8-NW,MC22-WNand MC8-NE) have
been compiled and ten more coveringthe entire Tharsisdome are planned.
Specialtopographicmaps of prominentfeatures,or featuresof geologic
intereston Mars are compiledat larger scales (l:l,O00,O00to 1:50,000)
using high resolutionorbital photographs. A map of the martian canyon-
land has been completed. Maps of Arsia Mons and OlympusMons are being
completed. Contour intervalsvary from 500 meters to as little as 20
meters. By assemblingvariousnewly derivedtopographicdata, together
with additionalEarth-basedradar observationsof Mars, the existingMars
global topographicmap is being revised,butthe scale of the revised
map will be l:15 million insteadof 1:25 million.
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Two solutionsto the problemof stereo-mappingfrom Viking
lander imageries,which are virtuallyequivalentto imageson a spherical
surface,have been developed. The first is to rectifythe pictures
throughimage processing. Applying this approach,two topographiccon-
tour maps of areas surroundingthe two landerson the martian surface
have been compiled (Wu, 1976, 1979b). The second solution,which involves
correctionand rectificationin real-timeon the AS-IIA analyticalplotter,
has also been accomplished. This latter is the most accuratemeans pos-
sible for the compilationof topographicmaps of the two Viking landers.
A global topographicmap of the Moon is under compilationbased
on the concepts,approach,and techniquesthat were used for the global
topographicmap of Mars. Topographicdata includeexisting large scale
contourmaps, topographicinformationderivedfrom Apollo and Lunar
Orbiterphotographs,laser altimetery,lunar radar sounder,as well as
Earth-basedobservations. The global map is referencedto a new topo-
graphicdatum (Wu, 1979a)which is definedas a potentialsurfaceof the
lunar gravity field expressedin terms of sphericalharmonicsof sixth
order and sixth degree. The map scale is 1:5,000,000with a contour inter-
val of 500 meters.
Using radar altimetrydata along flight paths o_ PioneerVenus,
a preliminarycontourmap of Venus up to latitudesof ±70v has been com-
pleted. For this map a sphericalfigure of Venus is assumed. The surface
of Venus can only be imaged by radar and stereo imagerywill not be avail-
able until the VOIR mission. Map compilationusing stereo-radarimagery
has been previouslyattempted. But becauseof the unique radar geometry,
topographiccontourmaps cannot be directly compiledon conventional
stereo-photogrammetricequipment. VOIR photogrammetryis a researchpro-
ject for the extractionof three-dimensionaltopographicinformationof
terrain featuresof Venus from VOIR stereo radar imagery. Using current
technologyof digitalimage processing,radar imageryis rectifiedso that
maps are compiledon the presentlyavailableanalyticalplotters (Wu, 1978b).
For real-timerectificationsand corrections,the design and the manu-
factureof an interfaceof a digitalcomputer to a radar plotteris being
developed. The developmentof a full capabilityof radar mapping is
expectedto be accomplishedwell in advanceof the VOIR mission.
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PRECISEMARSRELATIVEALTITUDES
Arthur,D. W. G., U.S. GeologicalSurvey,Flagstaff,Arizona 86001
Stereo coverageof the martian surfaceby Viking Orbiter is limited
and heightsin some areas must be obtainedby non-photogrammetric
methods. Shadow lengthsare easily transformedinto relativealtitudes.
The only real problemis the extractionof useful shadow lengthsfrom
electronicimagery. The lengthsof large shadowsare estimatedquite
successfullyfrom pixel counts along the appropriateline across the
shadow. Such counts are howeveruselessfor shadows of about one pixel
length and an entirely differenttechniqueis necessary. This has been
devised and depends on integratingthe light within the shadow. In
this integrationmethod the brightnessof the Mars atmospherehas
a critical role and the estimationof this backgroundradiancesets a
li_it to the precisionof the shadowestimate. Whereas the pixel
count techniqueusuallyhas a precisionof + 0.5 pixels,the integration
method has errors rangingfrom+ lO per cent to + 20 per cent, depending
on the uniformityof the backgroundilluminationand the proximityof
referenceareas of known brightness.
Experiencewith craterdepthestimatesindicatethattheseare useful
onlywhen accompaniedby otherdimensionsand remarkson the classor
typeof the crater: thispointis givenfullweightin currentwork.
The third problem, involvingshadowsof 2 to 12 pixels,calls for
Fouriermethods but these are not economicand modellingtechniques
are under consideration. In these, one works from assumed lengths
and brightnessesto arrive at photometricprofilesmatching the real
profiles.
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An InteractiveComputer System for Extractin_TopographicData from Vikln_ Orbiter
Stereo Digital Imagery, StevenW. Lee*, McDonnell Center for the Space Sciences,
WashingtonUniversity,St. Louis, Missouri 63130.
An interactivehardware/softwaresystem for computing relative positions
and elevations of surface points in Viking Orbiterstereo digital imageryhas been
developed. The hardware consists of a PDP-II/34computer, a video display, and a
Joy-stick driven dual cursor control unit. The software provides split-screen
display of image pairs, interactiveselectionof surfacepoints for ranging, and
display of range data (Lee, et. el., 1979). No scaling, rectification,or rotation
of individualimages is required.
Correspondingpoints are identified in both images by the independently
moveable cursors. A series of selected points defines a traverse across the sur-
face (not necessarilyconfined to a straight line). An example'of a spilt-screen
display and a typical traverse is shown in Figure i.
The orientationof the image planes in space is defined by specifying,for
each image, the latitude and longitudeof the sub-spacecraftpoint and central
image point intercepton the surfaceof Mars, the spacecraftrange from the center
of Mars, and the azimuth of the sub-spacecraftpoint in the image plane. These
quantitiesare tabulatedin the SEDR data set.
Each image of an Orbiter stereo pair is acquired from a different location
in space. A sequence of matrix coordinaterotations is applied to the image
coordinate systemsto align them with an areocentricsystem. First, the image plane
is oriented so the scan lines parallel the great circle connecting the sub-spacecraft
point and central image intercept. Rotating through the emission angle at the
central image intercept (calculatedfrom the given SEDR data), the image plane is
made perpendicularto the surfacenormal at the intercept. A furtherrotation
through the angle between the sub-spacecraftpoint/centralintercept great circle
and the circle of longitude through the sub-spacecraftpoint (also a calculated
angle) aligns the scan line direction parallel to Mars' equatorialplane. Subse-
quent rotations through the central interceptpoint's areoeentriclatitude and
longituderesults in final alignment of the image coordinateswith the areocentrie
system at 0° latitude, 0° longitude. The described rotations differ from those of
Benesh (1978);the spacecraftand scan platform pointing vectors used by the JPL
routines are not readilyaccessabledata.
The stereobase,or spatialseparationbetween the right and left image
coordinatesystems, is determined from the spacecraftpositions relative to Mars
at the time each image was shuttered. Standard photogrammetricequations can then
be employed to computeX,Y,Z coordinatesrelative to one image coordinate system
(Te_rlnkel,et. el., 1966). Translationof origin to the center of the areocentric
system yields values of latitude, longitude,and range from the center of Mars for
the selected points. Elevationsand distances are displayedrelative to one of
the surfacepoints selected by the user.
A profilealong the traverse of Figure i is shown in Figure 2. Comparison
is made to a vertical profile drawn from a USGS topographicmap (Wu, 1979); good
agreement is evident. The techniquedeveloped allows rapid extractionof relative
topographicinformationfrom digital stereo imagery,and requires access to only
modest computer facilities.
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Figure i: split-screen video display of Orbiter stereo pair of Tithonium Chasma.
The white traces mark the traverse discussed in the text.
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Figure2: Comparison of calculated elevations and distances to a vertical profile
from Wu (1979). All calculated values are relative to a point chosen to be on the
rim of the chasm.
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RELATIVEELEVATIONSIN THE VALLESMARINERISCHAOS
Roth, L. E., Downs, G. S., and Saunders, R. S., Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91103;
Schubert, G., Dept. of Earth and Space Sciences, University of
California, Los Angeles, CA 90024.
Chaotic terrain [I] constitutes a substantial fraction of the floor of
the extended hollow that marks the transition from the CoDrates to the
Eos and Capri Chasmae (i.e. from the East Central Troughs to the Eastern
Canyons [2]). To the N and NW, the hollow is bounded by steep scarps.
The remaining boundaries are less sharply defined and locally may in-
volve a gradational change from the cratered plains to the chaotic
material, with spots of the cratered plains preserved inside the hollow.
The scans by both the Haystack [3,4] and Goldstone [5,6] radars indicate
a negative relief of as much as 6 km inside the hollow, in constrast to
the negative relief of about 2 km derived from the Mariner 9 UVSdata
(cited in [2]).
The Goldstone observations are summarized in Fig. I. The large scatter
in the range measurements over the hollow is caused by the fact that
the ranging algorithm selects the peak in power reflected by the area
closest to the earth, hence favoring the higher elevations. However,
when a particular region at high elevations becomes too rough to be
detected, a lower elevation, if sufficiently smooth, will be selected
by the algorithm. In this manner, as the planet rotates, the range can
jump from the chasm rim (or from an intermediate plateau within the
chasm) to the chasm floor. This has prompted separation of the meas-
ured elevations into two groupings. The inte_,nediate elevations are
presented in Fig. la, while the extreme-negative elevations are
presented in Fig. lb. The plains surrounding the chasm are situated
at average elevations between -I.0 and -2.0 km relative to the reference
areoid. In the interval between -2.0 km and about -4.8 km (the inter-
mediate elevations in Fig. la), the incidence of the elevation measure-
ments is fairly uniform, and it declines below the lower boundary of
that interval. This trend is reversed near -6.0 km, with about 135
elevation readings between -6.0 and -8.0 km [7]. These measurements
form the extreme negative elevations grouping (Fig. Ib). Several
factors, viz. the large number of the data points in the latter group,
their repeatability, wide occurrence within the chasm, and favorable
signal/noise ratios [7], coupled with the good areal resolution of the
Goldstone data (about I000 kmz [6]) seem to indicate that sizable
portions of the chasm floor are situated about 6 km below the level of
the surrounding plains. Isolated floor segments may be situated at
even greater depths.
/
Elevation differences of this magnitude, if confirmed by other means,
pose new questions as to the mechanism of the chaos formation and the
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dispositionof the materialsinvolved.Chasmmaterialin various
stagesof subsidencecan be anticipatedto producea wide rangeof
elevations.The scarpretreatalongthe chasmboundariesand at
variouslocalitieswithinthechasmmight,perhaps,be associatedwith
the fluvialactivity(e.g.,deteriorationor meltingof the groundice,
and subsequentcliffundermining[l])thatresultedin establishmentof
the intermediatelevationsof Fig.la. On theotherhand,the collapse
of the chasmafloorhas beendifficult o reconcilewith boththe
austereplanetaryvolatilebudget[8],andwith themore generous
allowancefor thewatercontentof the Martianpermafrost[l]. The
observedelevationcontrastin the chasm(Fig.Ib)makesthe ground
subsidencedue to thewholesalewithdrawalof the supportingvolatile
agentevenlesslikely,whileincreasingthe attractivenessof other
mechanisms,suchas thewithdrawalof magmaticsupportat depth[l].
It thusappearsthat,apartfroma possibletectonicallytriggered
beginning,at leasttwo differentmechanismsparticipatedin the chaos
formation,eachresponsiblefor a differentpartof the observedeleva-
tionsspectrum.
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Relative elevations in the chaotic terrain at the .junction of the
Coprates, Eos, and Capri Chasmae. (a) Intermediate Elevations.
(b) Extreme Elevations. (6 Goldstone radar scans between the latitudes
-14.160and -16.690. Haystackdata pciintstaken from [4]).
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VIKING LANDER INTERACTIVE COMPUTERIZED VIDEO STEREOPHOTOGRAMMETRY:
Accomplishments and Prospects
Sidney Liebes, Jr, Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, Department of
Computer Science, and Elliott C. Levinthal, Department of Genetics,
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305.
The abstracts for the previous PGPI Conference described the general
goals of this effort and, very briefly, the operation of the Stereo
Station.
The work, now in progress, is based on the topographic analysis of the
entire stereoscopically mappable surroundings of the two landers. It
consists of publishable map material for the following:
I. Systematic contour map data (intersections with Mars of planes
oriented perpendicular to the local Martian zenith), extending from the
immediate foreground to the remote limits of ranging capability, in
excess of 100 m range, for the front and back of both landers.
2. Systematic vertical profiles (intersections with Mars of planes
radiating out from the lander and containing the local Mars zenith), at
5 degree azimuth intervals, from the immediate foreground to the remote
limits of ranging capability, for the front and back of both landers.
It should be noted that the systematic map data, derived as it is from
two cameras located approximately 0.8 m apart and 1.3 m above the
nominal Martian surface, is quite unorthodox in character. The ranging
accuracy is approximately quadratically dependent upon range, with the
absolute single point ranging accuracy varying from +/- I cm near the
lander to +/- 20 m at 100 m range. Relative accuracy of the data is
judged to be approximately ten times better than these figures. The
contour interval spacing varies from a few centimeters in the foreground
to a meter at 100 or more meters range. Furthermore, since
stereophotogrammetry is only possible for those portions of the relief
that can be imaged in common by both cameras, only the facing masks of
rocks and and the more remote slopes can be developed. It is
additionally to be noted that image intensity binary encoding
quantization noise, camera angular resolution and spatial pointing
direction sampling establish a theoretical limit to the accuracy with
which points and extended features can be ranged. It is believed that
the accuracy of the raw map data that we have generated approaches the
theoretical limit.
There is an additional quantization issue. The 3-dimensional curves
that we generated for the profile and contour lines are recorded
digitally as a connected sequence of elemental vectors. The fineness of
the quantization steps for these vector elements was range dependent and
automatically selected in the course of range data set (RDS) generation.
These steps were generally selected to be somewhat finer than the
absolute local point ranging accuracy. There were two principal reasons
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for adopting this practice. First, we did not wish the guantization to
degrade the potential for point ranging accuracy below the theoretical
limit of absolute point ranging capability. Second, the potential for
relative range accuracy for larger features exceeds by roughly an order
of magnitude that for point ranging accuracy. This results from the
ability of a human operator, doing the visual correlation, to sense an
integrated mean range over an extended surface patch that is many
resolution elements across.
Bearing in mind that the ranging accuracy of the map data is highly
range dependent, the policy adopted in producing the contour maps has
been to ensure that somewhere in the collection of delivered map
materials there will be found, for any location, a sheet that is of such
scale that a reader can visually examine the data to the limit of
meaningful resolution for that location. This policy has lead to the
production of contour maps at eleven different scales: 1:1, I:2, 1:5,
I:10, 1:20, I:50, I:100, I:200, 1:500, I:1000, and 1:2000. The map
grids are all standardized to a 50 cm square, thus, for example, the
single sheet at 1:2000 records RDS data out to 500 m in all directions
from the centrally located lander. Multiple sheets are required at the
smaller scales. The total complement of delivered sheets will be
roughly 70 in number for each lander. The lander I contour maps have
been completed, and we are now into production of the contour maps for
lander 2.
All of the maps are formatted within and produced by computer. The
output device is a Varian Statos 4222 electrostatic printer/plotter,
with 4224 styli spaced at 0.005 inch intervals over the 21.12 inch
writing width. It is a straight forward matter to command production of
map sheets at any scale for any location.
It is anticipated that at least one and perhaps the only set of vertical
profiles will involve non-linear scaling, in order to economize on the
number and size of the sheets required to portray the data.
It is to be emphasized that all of the map data that has been generated
is stored in computer accessible RDS's. This material constitutes a
Martian surface topographic resource available in principle for any
desired investigative purposes. The potential exists for conducting
specific geometrical or statistical analyses of the topographic
information contained in these RDS's.
The underlying data base for creating the RDS are the ten high
resolution mosaics of the Martian surfaces produced by each of the
Viking camera. This digital data is now available, as are the Optronics
negatives and photoprints. In collaboration with Dr. Elliot Morris of
the U.S. Geological Survey, sets of large format lithographic sheets,I
derived from these negatives, are being prepared.
Examples of the graphic map products and the large format mosaic half-
tone products will be available for inspection at the meeting.
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The Stereo Station has been returned to Stanford University. Grinnell
display equipment is on order. The Grinnell is a solid state memory
display device. It is being purchased with 36 bit planes of 512x512
plxel, up to 16 of which can be used to supporta 6-8 bit stereo image
pair for the StereoStation. Up to three planes can be used as graphics
overlay planes for each image as a 3-dimensionalcursor. The Stereo
Station, togetherwith the Grinnell equipment,will be coupled into the
PDP-IO computerfacilitiesof the ArtificialIntelligenceLaboratoryof
the Computer Science Department at Stanford via a minicomputer,to be
operatedas a shared resource.
A first task for the system will involve working in collaboration with
Prof. Raymond Arvidson of Washington University. The system will be
employed to establish surface normals to be used in the reduction of
Viking lander multispectral data sets for the determination of normal
albedos and photometric functions.
The interactive video computer-based stereo capability, developed in
support of Viking, has proven to be a powerful, versatile and highly
accurate means for quantifying the landing site topography. This system
has the potential for continued use for any kind of topographic
analysis, be the imagery derived from Viking lander or any other camera
sources. In particular, with regard to Viking lander data, the system
could be used, for specialized detailed feature studies of rocks,
underlying surfaces and for rock size distribution analysis, etc. We
invite expressions of interest in scientific collaboration involving the
further use of the RDS's and the Stereo Station.
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GEOLOGIC MAPPING IN THE SOUTHWEST EQUATORIAL REGION OF MARS
King, John S. - State University of New York at Buffalo
Geologic mapping has been initiated in the southwestern
equatorial region of Mars and data are now being assembled on
a new mosaic of Viking imagery at a scale of 1:15,000,000.
This region is covered by the 1:5,000,000 Mariner IX maps
MC-16, 17, 18, 19, 24, 25 and 26. Data are being assembled
from 1:1,250,000 and 1:2,000,000 medlumand high resolution
Viking mosaics where available as well as individual Viking
images. Major lava flow fronts are being identified and related
back to source wherever possible thus establishing superposition
relationships and developing relative ages. Some small conical-
shaped prominences with summit craters which are possible source
vents have been identified. Structure is locally dominated by
fractures in the central part of the area and cross cutting
relationships with some offset has allowed the definition of
discrete fracture sets. Units are also being defined in the
older basement whlch makes up a large part of the crust of the
southern highlands. These will be adapted to units being
identified in other parts of the planet. No craters less than
150 km in diameter will be included on the final map which will
emphasize unit distribution and structure.
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EVOLUTIONOFTHEGEOLOGICALr_P OF KUIPERQUADRANGLEOFMERCURY
JamesR. Underwood,Jr., Department of Geology, Kansas State University,
Manhattan, KS 66506, D. H. Scott, U.S. Geological Survey, Flag-
staff, AZ 86001, and R. A. DeHon,Department of Geosciences, North-
east Louisiana University, Monroe, LA 71209
The first meeting of the mapping teams for the mercurian quadrangles was
at the First International Colloquium on Mercury in Pasadena in June
1975. Mapping materials in the form of images and mosaics of Kuiper quad-
rangle were received in late 1975 and early 1976; at Flagstaff in June
1976, the Kuiper quadrangle team selected tentative geologic mapping units
and symbols. A third of the quadrangle, which was subdivided latitudinal-
ly with 5° overlap north and south, was assigned to each member of the
team for geologic mapping, and various parts of the text Were assigned as
follows: Underwood - Introduction, Methods and Materials, Description
of Units, and Correlation Chart; Scott - Stratigraphy; DeHon - Structure,
and Scott and DeHon - Geologic History and lunar comparison. By late
summer DeHon, as team coordinator, had compiled the preliminary maps and
text from other team members, and by November 1976 when the Symposium on
Comparisons of Mercury and the Moon convened at the Lunar Science Insti-
tute, a preliminary geological map and text were ready for display.
This map included two terra units (rough and smooth), two plains
units (cratered and smooth). Four classes of craters were mapped; basins
and associated materials were mapped separately. In the west part of the
quadrangle, where image resolution is reduced because of high solar il-
lumination angles, plains-terra undifferentiated and plains undifferen-
tiated were mapped. Originally it was planned to use overlays to show
the fields of secondary craters and crater chains, but this was abandon-
ed in the belief that the map would be too cluttered.
At a conference of Mercury mappers following the Moon-Mercury sympo-
sium, Michael Malin suggested that an appropriate mapping strategy would
be to map units delineated by age on the basis of the oldest craters su-
perimposed on the units and the youngest craters underlying the units.
He suggested using five crater classes; basins were not to be differen-
tiated from craters in this scheme. Following considerable discussion,
it was suggested that all mapping teams use this approach and that it
would be evaluated at the PGPI meeting at Washington University, St.
Louis in June 1977.
A geologic map and text were ready for review by the time of this
meeting, during which there was vigorous debate on mapping strategy and
philosophy by the Mercury mapping team members. Newell Trask and Daniel
Dzurisin reported that they had used the Malin system successfully in
their mapping of the Discovery quadrangle. A major concern was that this
system of determining relative ages of surface material units presumes an
accuracy that does not exist, e.g. that all craters of a given class were
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formed at about the same time and that they would evolve similarly
no matter what their size nor what materialsComposethe craters.
Furthermore,at the resolutionof Mariner 10 images,it is not al-
ways possibleto determineaccuratelythe superpositiona]relation-
ships of small-andmedium-sizecratersand associatedmaterials.
Nevertheless,it was suggestedthat all mappersuse five crater
classesand use the Malin system to subdivideplains materials.
During the summer of 1977, the geologicmap and text of Kuiper
quadranglewere revisedfollowinga review by Trask. On this map
there were five classesof craters, smoothand cratered plains units,
smooth and rough terra units, and undifferentiatedplains units and
an undifferentiatedplains-terraunit. A small area of hilly and
lineatedterrainwas shown along the south margin, and several ir-
regularpatchesof dark material (younglava flows?)were mapped in
the western part of the quadrangle. The map and text were submitted
to the mapping coordinatorfor review in the fall of 1977.
Mercurymapping teams did not meet at the PGPI meeting in Tucson
in early summer, 1978, but later that year and in early 1979 the map
of Kuiper quadranglewas modified slightlyto conformwith mapping In
adjacentquadrangles. Minor changeswere made in the map and text
during the summer of 1979 followingcompletionof the review by the
Mercurymappingcoordinator;the map and accompanyingtext were sched-
uled to be sent to the U. S. GeologicalSurveyTechnicalReview Unit
in September1979. Although the three mapping team members never work-
ed togetherat one localityafter June 1976, the team coordinatorcir-
culatedeach draft of the map and text to the other team members for
review and editing. The final map, in generalizedform, is shown in
Figure 1.
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MARSGEOLOGICMAP, 1:15 MILLION SCALE
Scott, D. H., U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
Geologic maps using Viking images are being compiled in the western
hemisphere of Mars on the new 1:15 million-scale base. Work in this
region is being done by J. S. King, University of New York at Buffalo,
and D. H. Scott, U.S. Geological Survey, Flagstaff, Az. Mapping
extends from the northern plains into the highlands south of Tharsis
Montes and includes parts of six quadrangles. The mapping is much
more detailed than that shown on the previous map of Mars at 1:25
million scale (I). It includes, for example, I0 of the 17 major flow
units in the Tharsis Montes-Olympus Mons region (2) and subdivided rock
units in the walls and floors of Valles Marineris and some of their
related larger chasmata. Many areas previously mapped in the general
category of smooth plains or plains materials are being reclassified
and differentiated according to their probable eolian, volcanic, or
alluvial origin.
Mapping in the eastern hemisphere is being conducted by Ronald Greeley,
Arizona State University at Tempe, and J. E. Guest, University of
London Observatory. They have completed studies in the Casius quad-
rangle using Viking photomosaics of subquadrangles at 1:1.25 million
scale. The plains material in this area that they previously mapped
as eolian deposits (3), are now thought by them to be primary volcanic
features that show different morphologic characteristics from place
to place. The stratigraphic positions of these flows are difficult
to determine from geologic considerations such as overlap and embayment
relations. The mottled plains in the northern part of the quadrangle
are presently the most difficult to subdivide, as even high-resolution
Viking images show little variation in their appearance from place to
place.
As work on this map progresses, many relations can be studied between
geologic units and remote sensing data on such attributes as gravity,
thermal inertia, albedo, and color.
REFERENCES
I) Scott, D. H., and Carr, M. H., 1978, U.S. Geol. Survey Misc. Geol.
Inv. Map 1-1083.
2) Scott, D. H., Schaber, G. G., Horstman, K. C., and Dial, A. L., Jr.,
(in this publication).
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PLANETARYSTUDIESAT THE HAWAIIANVOLCANOOBSERVATORY
Dzurisin,Daniel,U. S. Geological_ruvey,HawaiianVolcano
Observatory,HawaiiNationalP_rk,H_ 96718
The planetaryresearchprogramat the HawaiianVolcanoObservatory
consistedof two distinctparts during FY 1979. The first was
continuingco-ordinationof an active guest investigatorprogram
designedto promoteresearchin Hawaii by interestedplanetary
scientists. Victor Baker of the Universityof Texas at Austin
and Henry Moore of the U.S. GeologicalSurveywere the designated
Visitors to the observatorythis year. Baker concentratedon valley
developmentduring erosivedissectionof Hawaiian shield volcanoes.
His work includedaerial surveysof Kilauea,Mauna Loa, Mauna Kea,
and Kohala volcanoeson the island of Hawaii,and Haleakalaon
Maui. Moore studiedthe dimensionsand morphologiesof several
historicKilauealava flows in order to explorethe validityof
the Bingham plasticlava flow model. One goal of this work is to
infer from remote imagingobservationscertainrheologic,and per-
haps compositional,characteristicsof lunar and martian lava flows.
A second part of the planetaryprogramat HVO is an ongoing study
of the structureand stratigraphyof Kilaueacaldera, initiatedin
FY 1979 by the author in collaborationwith observatorystaff mem-
T. Casadevall. A 150 m sectionthroughthe northerncalderawall
has been measured,and will be extended laterallyby photogeologic
techniques. Selected lava flows have been sampledfor chemical
analysis,to investigatechemicalevolutionof Kilauealavas with
time.
In addition,more detailed studiesare underwayof intrusiverocks
and a major tephra accumulationexposed in the calderawall. More
than 20 dikes have been mapped and sampledto date, and a generalized
stratigraphyof the Uwekahunatephradeposithas been developed.
The volatilecontentof shallowintrusiverocks at Kilaueaprovide
informationon the degassingefficiencyof basalticmagma in Hawaii
(and presumablyon other planets). This in turn has implications
for the contributionto planetaryatmospheresmade by volcanic
outgassing. Work on the UwekahunaAsh will complementa recent
study of the characterand remote sensing implicationsof the
Keanakakoitephra depositat Kilauea (Malin,Sharp,andDzurisin,
in preparation). Early resultssuggestthat explosive,tephra-
producingeruptionsmay be relativelycommon at Kilauea,so that
their potentialsignificanceshould not be overlookedin studies
of volcanic landscapeson other planets.
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SAR INTERPRETATIONCOURSE FOR VOIR PHOTOGEOLOGISTS
LaPrade, George L., Goodyear Aerospace Corporation,
Litchfield Park, Arizona 85340
The SAR Interpretation Course for VOIR Photogeologists is
designed to introduce project personnel to basic radar
interpretation and data extraction techniques that can
effectively exploit VOIR data. It is intended primarily
for those with photo interpretation experience but limited
or no exposure to radar imagery.
The first of four such courses in the series sponsored by
NASA headquarters was conducted September i0 through 14,
1979.
An attendee critique was very useful for determining the
following as desirable course revisions:
1) make course length four days
2) introduce several practical exercises
3) place more emphasis on tradeoffs of parameters such as
wavelength, polarization, and beam depression angles
4) introduce additional examples of comparative imagery--
particularly radar photography--to assist in under-
standing the similarities and dissimilarities between
radar imagery and air photos.
The primary text for the course will continue to be "Radar
Imagery Interpretation Adaptable to Planetary Investiga-
tions." Course content includes a general review of side-
looking radar and the VOIR system; radar imaging princi-
ples that are pertinent to an understanding of synthetic
aperture radar image formation; and utilizing the imagery
for analysis of rock type and structure, soils, and
surface configuration.
Basic radar mensuration concepts for both planimetric and
stereo applications are covered. While it is beyond the
scope of the course to develop detailed map compilation
procedures for the Venus surface, the essentials of radar
mensuration required for cartographers to develop such
procedures will be covered.
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THE PLANETARYGEOLOGYASSOCIATESPROJECT: A PROGRESSREPORT
D'AIIi,Richard E., Departmentof Geology,Arizona State University,
Tempe, Arizona 85281
The PlanetaryGeologyAssociatesProjectwas initiatedon March I, 1979.
Theprimaryobjectiveof theprojectis to"increasecommunicationa d
cooperationbetweenthe principalinvestigatorsin the PlanetaryGeology
Programand the generalcommunityof geologists (D'AIIi,1979). During
the first eight months of operation,the followingtasks were completed
toward implementingthe project'sobjectives:
I) A summer Institutein PlanetaryGeology was conductedat Arizona
State UniversityJune 18 - 23, 1979. The Institute,announcedby bro-
chure, was a six-day intensiveintroductionto the fundamentalsof
planetarygeology. Most participantscame from geologydepartmentsin
southwesterncollegesand universities. The Instituteformat was one
of formal lectures interspersedwith "hands-on"laboratoryactivities,
concludingwith a two-dayfield trip, includingan aerial survey of
northern Arizona, and ground study of Meteor Crater and volcanic ter-
rain. The instructionalstaff was assembledfrom active planetary
geologistsfrom academicinstitutionsand NASA facilities;most were
planetarygeologyprincipal investigators. The response of the parti-
cipantswas highly favorable. Monitoringof their use of the experience
wilI continue.
2) A nationwideSpeakers Bureauwas formalizedto begin operationearly
in 1980. The speakersare all .principalinvestigatorswho have agreed
to deliver colloquiaat the request of collegesanduniversities. Inter-
ested host institutionswill contact the AssociatesProjectoffice for
speakeravailabilityand scheduling. The host will pay all expenses
associatedwith the speaker'straveland accommodationsand may provide a
discretionaryhonorarium. The AssociatesProjectwill coordinate,moni-
ter, and evaluatethe Speakers Bureau.
3) The prototypein a forthcomingseriesof videotapeswas produced to
demonstratethe efficacy of the medium for planetarygeology instruction.
The demonstrationtape suggests that geologistscan gain quick and highly
visual access to r_v-_ws-oftopics of currentresearch in planetary
geology. The tapes could be used for graduateor undergraduateinstruc-
tion as well as brief.overviewsfor instructors. Introductoryor summary
sessionsof the January, 1980, PlanetaryGeology PrincipalInvestigators
meeting will be taped to provide additionalmaterial for this project.
REFERENCE:
D'Alli, R.E. (abstract), 1979. Information Transfer in Planetary
Geology: The Planetary Geology Associates Project, Rep. Plan. Geol.
Pgm., 1978-1979, NASATM 80339, p. 450.
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APPLICATIONOF BIRP (AUTOMATEDPICTURESEARCH)TO VIKING ORBITERDATA-
THE UBIQUITY OF MARTIANDUNES
Arvidson, Raymond E., Bolef, Lawrence K., Guinness, Edward A., McDonnell
Center for the Space Sciences, Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences,
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri 63130
BIRP consists of a number of FORTRANIV + computer programs designed for:
(I) interactive interrogation of image engineering data, such as picture
latitude, longitude, slant range, filter position, etc.: (2) print-out
of engineering data for pictures that fulfill search requirements, and
(3) near real-time display of desired pictures by use of an automated
microfiche system or a videodisk player. A flow diagram for BIRP, up-
dated from Arvidson (1979) is shown in Figure I. The main user options
are: (I) DESCRIBE,which prints a description of the searchable para-
meters. Table 1 shows the result of use of the DESCRIBEoption for
the Viking, Orbiter data set (39,757 pictures _ all VO_II pictures, VO I
pictures through rev. 964); (2) _SEARCH,which allows the user to specify
values or ranges for the searchable parameters listed in the DESCRIBE
option; (3) PRINT, which allows theuser to print-out any combination of
parameters for pictures that fall within search requirements, along with
display of the pictures; (4) RESTORE,which is used before starting a
new search on the entire set of pictures; (5) SAVE, which allows the
user to save the results of a search in a file for future use; and (6)
HELP, which tells the users what options are available to them.
During testing of BIRP, we performed a set of searches to determine the
areal distribution of dune fields on Mars. A vast dark dune erg circles
the north polar layered deposits (Cutts, 1976, Breed et. al. 1978). How-
ever, observations by Sagan et. al. (1977) show that sand-sized material
is rare at both landing sites, suggesting that Hars may be deficient in
dune-forming particle sizes, as compared to Earth's sand deserts. Very
few dunes can be found in the equatorial to mid-latitudes in either
Mariner 9 image data or Viking Orbiter primary mission image data, per-
haps because of insufficient resolution. To test whether or not dunes
become more abundant with increasing resolution, we used BIRP to cull-
out the highest resolution Viking Orbiter pictures, those with Ol to lO
meters/pixel. The search, on a PDP-II/34 with a floating point processor,
took 52 seconds to examine the 39,757 picture entries and to come up
with 1354 pictures that have the appropriate resolution limits. Next,
we chose to further restrict the list by specifying "clear" as the QUALITY
parameter. This search, done on the 1354 pictures, took I0 seconds, and
left us with 121 pictures. Finally, we used the TARGETparameter to
restrict the search to Mars. This search took 2.5 seconds and produced
116 pictures. The final picture list contains frames that are dominantly
located in a 30° to 50° N. Latitude band. An automated microfiche search,
backed-up by examination of prints, shows that about 10% of these pictures
have discernable dune forms. The dunes are located principally within
depressions - craters, graben, or against ridges. These dunes, in contrast
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to thedark circumpolardunes,haveaboutthe samealbedoas the surrounding
terrains(seefor example,448B07). Examination.ofalbedodatafor these
regionssuggestthattheseterrainsare dominatedby brightto intermediate
albedoes. Theonly darkduneswere foundin Si_usSabaeus,a regionwith
a distinctlylow albedo. In summary,our searchof highresolution,high
qualitypicturessuggeststhatdunesmay beubiquitousto regionson Mars
with sharprelief._A.partialprint-outof picturesused in the dune
". searchis shownin Table2. _
A copyof the BIRPuser'sguide,system'sprogrammer'sguide,and the
sourcecodecan be obtainedthroughthe authors. Thisresearchwas
supportedby PlanetaryGeologyProgramGrantNSG-7087.
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INTRA-CRATER FORMATIONS AS REVEALED IN SURVEY MISSION IMAGING DATA
Evans, Nancy, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 91103.
The imaging data obtained during the Survey Mission, revolutions 1122
through 1224 of the Viking I Orbiter have revealed a profusion of intra-
crater formations. Those which have been observed include: dunes
(two types), scoured rock (at least three types of formations), con-
centric slumps (one or two rings), lobate slumps, scarps, chaos, and
finally filled craters around which the rims appear to have been entire-
ly removed. The randomness of the process by which craters were se-
lected for alteration prompted this study.
The unique data set (Survey Mission) provides an ideal base from which
to develop a study. It is all of a similar resolution, 'having been ob-
tained at slant ranges between 800 and 2000 Km; it provides sufficient
diversity in latitude, longitude, and terrain type; and it is self
limiting (102 revolutions).
The variety of formations included for study and the range of crater
size, I Km to 60 Km, requires that the classification system be simple,
while the randomness of the occurance pattern requires that the class-
ification parameters be complete. If the findings of this study are ever
to be applicable planet-wlde, the system must be computer compatible
(computer assistance may be necessary to sort this small data set.)
Present crater conditions including size, location, state of degradation,
and Intra-crater formation must be recorded for comparison, as well as
an indication of any original crater morphology such as a central peak,
layering, terracing, ejecta blanket, etc..
It is hoped that by coorelation of some or all of this data a relation-
ship can be established between intra-crater formations and some pre-
existing condition. A secondary goal of this study is to seek means of
identifying these structures in images of lesser resolution in order to
study the phenomena on a global, or at least greater, scale. The ulterior
motive is, however, White Rock which defies all attempts to understand it!
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PLOTS AND MOSAICS OF SURVEY MISSION COVERAGE
Evans, Nancy; Dueck, Sandra; Johnston, Gordon; and Scrlbner, Paul,
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasader_, _allfornia, 91103.
Viking Orbiter I Survey Mission imaging data (Revs 1122 - 1224)
consist of strips of 24-28 frames obtained on a daily basis from slant
ranges starting at 800 km and increasing to 2000 km. The goal of the
Survey Mission was to obtain a swath of contiguous coverage through the
ancient cratered terrain for study as a possible landing site for future
Mars exDloratlon. Coverage obtained from Rev 1149 through 1224 provides
a continuous swath of coverage which extends northwestward from 250°W/
10°N to 25°W/36°N. The swath wldth varies from about 5° to slightly more
than 8°'. Earlier sequences obtained at lower altitudes are not con-
tiguous; they , however, provide a splendid overview of the dratered
terrain just to the south of the equator, Isidis Planltla, and Syrtis
Major Planitia.
Gravity anomalies lying directly under the ground track at periapsis and
difficult orbit solutions combined to cause timing errors of sufficient.
magnitude to "misplace" the data blocks from the predicted locations.
High resolution imagery is, of"course, more useful when the location of
the data is precisely defined.
As the Survey Mission data is reduced and images made available, they are
mosaicked, located, and foot-print plotted on an appropriate base map.
This effort will yield for publication a complete documentation of the
Survey Mapping Mission activities. It is presumptious to anticipate
that these location and documentation procedures will be completed prior
to the January meeting or that all of the mission imaging data will have
been reduced by that time. We will, however, display much of the coverage
and report on the progress of this task at that meeting.
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TRANSPORTATION AND DEPOSITION OF PARTICULATE MATERIAL ON THE SURFACE
OF MARS: INFERENCES FROM SAND SHEET DEPOSITS IN THE WESTERN DESERT
OF EGYPT.
Ted A. Maxwell and Farouk EI-Baz, National Air and Space Museum,
Smithsonianlnstitution, Washington, D.C. 20560
As shown:by Mariner and Viking •images of the surface_0f• Mars,
dunes and other eolian features have suggested the presence of a
significant poPUlation of saltation-size particles that are available
for eolian transport and deposition (Cutts and Smith, 1973; Greeley
et al., 1974). Observations of martian duststorms indicate that
material in the i _m range is extensively• redistributed on a planet-
wide scale (Arvidson , 1972 ). In contrast to these•observations ,
however, Viking lander images indicate an apparent deficiency of
surficial material in the 1.75 - 2.5 i size range (Patterson et al.,
1977), and theoretical calculations Of wind velocities needed for
eolian entrainment suggest that sand-size material•should not be an
important constituent in the martian eolian regime. According to
Greeley (1979), three possible explanations for the presenc e of sand-
size material are: i) the dunes are remnants of a previous episode of
a denser atmosphere, 2) the calculations suggesting thatsand-size
material is in saltation are incorrect, and 3) the eolian features
may be formed of agglutinates of smaller grains that act as sand-size
material during transport. Based on the size characteristics of
sediments from the Western Desert of Egypt, however, it is also •
possible that these seemingly conflicting lines of evidence are the
result of the heterogeneity of eolian depositional environments.
Soflrce materials for many present-day terrestrial deserts are
found in previously consolidated sedimentary deposits, which have
been subject to fluvial reworking during Pleistocene and Recent•times
(Folk, 1968). Eolian sands of the Western Desert present one example
of this process in that they were derived from•highlands to the south,
and transported northward by rivers only to be blown back southward
by the prevailing winds (Ei-Baz and Maxwell, 1979). In the Western
Desert, however, there is an additional•local source of sand grains in
the widespread Nubia sandstone that underlies the surficiai deposits.
Consequently,:there is a continuum of particle sizes present that are
available for eolian sorting. The characteristics of source materials
for martian deposits are much more difficult to specify. The effects
of impact, thermal and chemical weathering, and possible fluvial
erosion may all play an important role in generation of sand- and
silt-size material. Because of our limited knowledge on the nature•
of martian bedrock, however, the grain size of sourcematerials on •
thatplanet remains unknown.
On both Earth and Mars, the size distributions of wind i
transported material can be divided into two fractions: i) Unimodal,
saltation-size grains that make up the dune-forming population, and
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2) A bimodal population of sand and coarser grains that composes the
sand sheet deposits. Locally, material derived from an immediate
source will modify both populations in the form of serir deposits.
As shown by comparisons of textural parameters, the deposits of these
two desert subenvlronments can be distinguished on the basis of size
and sorting characteristics. Although both the gravity and atmosphere
differ on Mars, the basic processes of eolian sorting are likely to be
the same. Differences in the martian environment suggest that the
size of the saltation fraction may be greater than the Earth's (Sagan
and Bagnold, 1975), and that both wind speeds and net sediment trans-
port rates are greater (Arvldson, 1972; White, 1979). Because of the
differing modes of sand sheet deposition (both traction and suspension
are likely), these environmental effects may be represented more by
sand sheet and associated deposits rather than by relatively homo-
geneous dune deposits.
Unfortunately, data from the Viking landers are inconclusive with
respect to particle size variations at the two locations on the
martian surface. Limitations on plxel size and sampling rate of the
lander cameras make it impossible to see surface particles finer than
about 2.5 _. Based on an absence of false low frequency components
in surface imaging, Patterson et al. (1977) suggested that there is a
deficiency in the medium to fine sand size range (1.75 to 2.3 _). On
the basis of grain counting in the footpad of Viking Lander 2, Zimmer
et al. (1977) also suggested a depletion of fragments less than -i
in diameter. Consequently, there is an apparent blmodal sediment
distribution among the < 5mm size material at both sites. Grains
greater than a few millimeters are abundant on the surface, with finer
material (less than ~ 2.5 _) forming intervening areas, and possibly
the drifts.
The deficiency of sand-slze material has been explained as the
result of particle break-up due to reduced atmospheric density (the
so-called "Kamikaze" particles of Sagan et al., 1977), or a debris-
flow origin for material near the landers (Shultz et al., 1979).
Based on sorting characteristics of Western Desert sands, however, it
is also possible to consider this size distribution as the result of
the sand-sheet mode of deposition transferred to the martian environ-
ment. On Mars, the larger gap between modes of granules and fine
silt-slze material may be the result of the much higher wind speeds
and wind speed variations present at the martian surface.
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CONDENSATES AT THE VIKING 2 LANDER SITE
Wall, Stephen D., Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif. 91103
The Viking 2 lander has observed a white surface condensate during both
of its two winters on Mars. In each case the condensate appeared near
L_ = 235 °. Isolated patches of the first winter's condensate remained
f_r approximately 250 sols (to LS = 15°). Dust storms over the lander
accompanied the appearance both years. While the condensate existed
multispectral imagery, optical depth, air temperature and pressure were
recorded by the lander. Spectral reflectance and photometric function
of the condensate have been derived from these. The amount of conden-
sate on the surface can be indirectly measured by change in surface
albedo and color.
Data taken during the first year's deposition phase show that air pres-
sure slowly rose to meet the CO2 saturation pressure as nighttime tem-
perature fell to minima of 150°K; then temperature and pressure both
stabilized and the surface began to turn white. Figure I shows VL-2
meteorology diurnal minimum temperature and pressure during this period.
The condensate's photometric phase function (figure 2) shows a strong
backscatter peak which indicates either that dust is present in the con-
densate or that it is not optically thick. The former conclusion sup-
ports the idea that the condensate fell already condensed onto dust
particles I. The presence of water is not required to explain the depo-
sition phase, but it may be required to account for the slow removal.
Results of an investigation into the kinetics of the removal period will
be reported.
This work was sponsored by the Mars Data Analysis Program, and was done
at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory under NASA Contract NAS7-100. Prelim-
inary analysis was sponsored by the Viking Program Office.
i. Jones et al, Science 204, 1979.
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POLARICE INVENTORY- A PROGRESSREPORT
Masursky, Harold; Dial, A.L.; and Strobell, M.H.; U.S. Geological Survey,
Flagstaff, Arizona 86001
Mapping and profiling of the residual polar caps is continuing; stereo
models have been constructed and topographic contours derived for one
area on the north polar ice and one in the south polar region. From
these models, volume of the residual ice has been calculated to be
more than two million cubic kilometers at the north pole, estimating
a thickness of 2.2 kilometers for the ice cap (fig. I). Viking IRTM
and MAWDdata show the north polar cap to be comprised of water ice.
Observations made by these instruments of the south polar cap indicate
it may be comprised of carbon dioxide ice. Preliminary estimates of
the south polar residual cap, based on_ereophotogrammetric profiling
indicate a thickness similar to the northern cap and a volume of about
400,000 cubic kilometers (about I/5 of the volume of the northern cap).
In the north polar region, patches of residual ice occur as a discon-
tinuous aureole near latitude 75° north, between 120o and 290o
longtitude. These patches of ice are severely etch-pitted by sublima-
tion; layers within the ice are shown clearly in images of this
material that have been specially computer enhanced. The main polar
cap has also been strongly modified by sublimation or wind erosion, or
both process, so that layers in the residual ice are clearly displayed
here also.
Horizontal alternating dark and light layers can also be seen in the
deposits which fringe the permanent continuous ice cap and which
underlie it. Absence of craters larger than a few kilometers in
diameter attests to the relative youthfulness of these deposits. The
layers have probably been preserved by binding of the discrete dust
particles that comprise each layer by interstitial ice. The continuity
of these layers may indicate a lack of thick layers of wind deposited
clastic ice grains or snow layers that lie between the dominantly
mineral fragment layers. Volume of the ice contained within the
layered deposits has not yet been computed.
Between 75o and 80o latitude, material similar to the mantle which
probably covers the cratered plains to the south has been reworked by
wind erosional and depositional processes. Large areas of longitudinal
dunes abut against horizontal sedimentary deposits that have been
complexly eroded by wind action; strongly divergent patters are shown
by the dune and eroded units. The spiral pattern of residual ice
records the anticoriolis flow directions of wind moving downward and
outward. Farther south the patterns recurve into the coriolis
direction. Simarly patterns _re visible in satellite pictures of the
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earth'spolarcloudpatterns.
The dunes may be made of medium sanG si_e grains that can be shaped
into dune forms; these grains probably are_compositegrains of water
or ice cemented silt and clay. Similar dunes of compositegrains
were observed in Nevada playas (Grass Valley of; Guillulyand
Masursky,1963).
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FLUVIAL HISTORYOF THE CHRYSEBASIN - A PROGRESSREPORT
Masursky, Harold; Dial, A.L.; and Strobell, M.E.; U.S. Geological
Survey, Flagstaff, Arizona
The Chryse basin is an extension of the lowland volcanic plains pro-
vince of Mars which embays the northeastern flank of the Tharsis
plateau; aereal extent of the basin is almost two million square kilo-
meters. The largest channels on Mars, as well as several somewhat
smaller, sinuous channels, rise in the cratered highland terrain which
fringes the basin to the west, south and east. The large channels
originate in areas of chaotic terrain that probably formed when
localized heat sources, emplaced in the mantle, lleated overlying
materialsand melted near-surface ice. Sinuous channels that are
intermediate in size rise in highland areas west and, in one case, east
of the basin; they are thoughtto have been cut by ,runoff which
collected in the multiple tributaries seen attheir source areas.
Crater density curves have now been obtained for all of the Chryse
basin channels that were imaged at high enough resolution and over a
large enough area so that valid statistics were obtained. Crater
curves have also been produced for most geologic units in the area.
The new curves confirm our hypothesis, reported earlier (I) that
channel cutting on Mars and, specifically, the discharge of water into
the Chryse lowland was episodic and occurred over a long period of
martian history.
Abundant geomorphic evidence of fluvial erosion has been recognized in
the alluvial piedmont margins of the basin and for several hundred
kilometers northward toward the center of the basin. The regional
slope northward appears to have been steep enough to promote rapid,
confined flow rather than widespread flooding in these areas although
the channels spread out in the central flatter part of the basin.
However, no evidence of shorelines, or deposits that might have
collected in a body of standing water has been recognized i_ photo-
graphs and mosaics of the northern part of the basin, at 35v north
latitude. Water that cut the channels is therefore thought to have
flowed outward onto the northern lowland, where it dispersed and
then evaporated or sank into the substrata. Photogeologic interpre-
tation of the features seen in the northern part of the basin thus
strengthens our hypothesis, developed from analysis of the crater
density curves, that channel flow was episodic. Although large floods
did occur, the basin does not appear to have ever been overwhelmed by
flooding because discharge of water from the several channels occurred
at different times rather than simultaneously. Numerical analysis of
individual flood volumes and probable evapotranspiration rates along
the channel courses is continuing. Final results for the study must
await completion of a controlled photomosaic map of the Chryse basin
region, and topographic contour values and long profiles for the
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for theindividualchannelsand theirsourceareas;preparationof
bothdata sets is currentlyin progress.
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CONSTRAINTSONTHE DENSITYOF THE MARTIANMANTLE
Goettel, Kenneth A., Dept. of Earth and Planetary Sciences, and
McDonnell Center for the Space Sciences, Washington University,
St. Louis, Missouri 63130
The mean density of Mars, 3.933 + 0.002 g/cm3 (I), is well determined
by the observed mass and mean rad-ius. The estimated moment of inertia
factor, which Mars would have if Mars were in hydrostatic equilibrium,
is 0.365 (2,3); this value may still be model dependent. These data
provide the most direct constraints on the density distribution within
Mars, but do not define it uniquely: the estimated zero pressure
density of the Martian mantle, which is of considerable petrologic and
geochemical interest, varies as a function of the assumed core density
and as a function of the elastic data chosen as representative of the
Martian interior. Johnston and ToksSz (4) computed zero pressure mantle
densities ranging from 3.58 to 3.47 g/cm3, for cores from Fe85S15 to FeS.
Okal and Anderson (5) computed core zero pressure mantle densities frbm
3.415 to 3.328 g/cm3, for core densities from 8.145 to 5.389 g/cm3.
The purpose of the present study was to define as rigorously as possible
the present bounds on the density of the Martian mantle by: a) fully
utilizing existing high pressure, high temperature elastic data, and
b) systematically investigating the sensitivity of the computed density
models to uncertainties in the thermal and structural state of Mars and
to uncertainties in the elastic data required for the calculations.
79 models for the density distribution within Mars were computed by
numerical integration of the equations of hydrostatic equilibrium, using
the Murnaghan equation of state. Mars was modeled with several main
zones: crust, upper and lower mantle (above and below the olivine to
spinel phase change), and core (with a phase change, if appropriate).
Each of these zones was characterized by: zero pressure density, bulk
modulus (K), pressure derivative of the bulk modulus (K'), temperature
derivative of the bulk modulus (dK/dT) and thermal expansion coefficient
(_). Temperatures were taken from the thermal model of Toks6z et al. (6).
The results shown in Table 1 for representative core compositions were
computed using estimates of the elastic data for each zone (Table 2).
The range of zero pressure mantle densities shown _n Table I, computed
for the range of geochemically plausible core compositions and densities,
provides a minimum estimate of the present uncertainty in the density of
the Martian mantle. Uncertainties in the moment of inertia factor,
thermal state, and structural state of Mars and uncertainties in the
experimentally determined Or estimated high pressure and high temperature
elastic data all affect the computed mantle densities shown in Table I.
The effects of these uncertainties on the computed density of the Martian
mantle are summarized in Table 2. The variations in the input parameters,
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listed inTable 2, were chosen principally to investigate the magnitude
of the effect of these variations on the computed mantle density; these
variations are not intended to be rigorous estimates of present uncertain-
ties in each input parameter. Plausible uncertainties in several of the
input parameters have a significant effect (0.02 - 0.05 g/cm3) on the
computed mantle density: moment of inertia factor, temperature profile,
crust density, mantle dK/dT and thermal expansion coefficient, and bulk
modulus of the upper mantle. The high pressure polymorph of FeS (FeS III)
is very poorly characterized; uncertainties in the FeS parameters result
in substantial uncertainties in the mantle density of Mars models with
substantial amounts of FeS in the core. The effects of uncertainties in
the elastic parameters for an Fe core (and for Ni and Fe304 cores) and
of uncertainties in several of the mantle parameters are mlnor. Effects
of uncertainties in the elastic parameters of the crust are negligible.
Conservatively, the numerical results presented in Table 1 should be
regarded as preliminary, subject to revision by selection of more
accurate input parameters. Also, calculations to assess the effect of
using different equations of state, and calculations to assess the
uncertainties introduced by the several approximations inherent in the
numerical integration are in progress. Assessment of the implications
of these results with respect to constraints on the bulk composition of
Mars is also in progress.
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TABLE1
core core density I core mass mantle density 2
composition (g/cm3) (wt.% of Mars) (9/cm3)
Ni 8.90 13.1 3.467
Fe 8.09 14.8 3.460
Fe304 5.06, 6.37 25.4 3.424
FeS 5.77 26.3 3.409
Izero pressure density of the relevant high pressure phase: Ni, y-Fe,
_Fe30, before and after the 250 kb phase change and FeS III
2Computed zero pressure mantle density.
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TABLE 2 (+) effect on
input (+) parameter mantle density
parameter model value variation (g/cm3)
moment of inertia factor 0.365 0.002 0.027
temperature profi I e 500 °C 0.039
crust
thickness (km) 30 I0 0.008
density (g/cm3) 3.0 0.5 0.026
K (megabars) 1,0 0.2 <0.001
K' 5 1 <0.001
dK/dT (megabars/°C) -2.5 x 10-4 1 x 10-4 <0.001
(per °C) 2 x 10-5 1 x 10-5 <0.001
mantle
K (upper mantle) 1.25 0.20 0.029
K' (upper mantle) 5 1 0.005
K (lower mantle) 1.90 0.20 0.005
K' (lower mantle) 4 1 0.002
dK/dT -2 x 10-4 1 x 10-4 0.027
3 x 10-5 1 x 10-5 0,046
phase change pressure 117 kb 30 0.016
Fe core
density 8.09 O.10 O.001
K 1.86 0.20 0,002
K' 4 1 0,001
dK/dT -2 x 10-4 1 x 10-4 0.003
7.3 x 10-5 2 x 10-5 0.006
FeS core
density 5,77 0.20 0.018
K 1.00 0.25 0.034
K' 4 1 0.012
dK/dT -2 x 10-4 1 x 10-4 0.031
I0 x 10-5 5 x 10-5 0.033
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